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Intent

Why am I writing this? This subject is not for everyone. There are
very small elements, symbols, concentration of the meaning of words,
and deep thought involved in understanding this subject. There are
narrow pathways ahead. You may read too quickly and not
understand what I have written because the concepts are so normal,
you may just miss it.
This book is not intended to be easy. I try and cover the entire basis
of Biblical Counseling, without getting into specifics; the way to see
the heart of the matter. I try to explain it. I hope you don’t get lost.
But I will try and shake you up as you read, move topics around, and
teach in a non-linear fashion.
The majority of the book may even seem repetitive. There is,
however a very good reason I’m using this strategy; so that you
understand it—really deep down in the core of your being. That’s
right, I’m attempting to speak to your heart as I write this.
I feel, understanding this subject is the most important thing God
has revealed to me, and all of us for that matter, through Scripture.
Just as we are told,
The secret things belong to the Lord our God, but the
things revealed belong to us and to our children forever,
that we may follow all the words of this law.
DEUTERONOMY 29:29
It provides a way of seeing everything God has created and exists, in
possibly, a new light. I hope it is revealing to you.
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An Intro
All ideas are like trees.
The roots are what cause the tree to create the trunk (the idea) and
the branches (extremes). Similarly, when you find the root of an issue
you can truly understand the whole tree. Its core is only the
foundational platform the idea sits in (how it is understood currently);
your “black box.”
By seeing the core (root) or extreme (leaf) of a tree you see the whole
tree. Similarly understanding requires you to see all parts of a thing
before you know it’s truth. Reflection and meditation provide the rest
of wisdom, as most people reckon. However, if the core is not known,
the heart of a matter, the understanding is false or incomplete.
To see a whole idea from all perspectives you must travel down the
tree, from the leaf that your idea came from, down to the roots most
extreme. The details are fascinating and intriguing to be sure; every
branch fascinating. But they are only there to distract you from the
wholeness of the tree. If you step back and look, change your
perspective a little, then you will see the whole idea from the grand
view.
The trunk is the heart of the matter (usually).
But the heart operates on its own system. There is a secret
communication that our God does directly to our hearts. The Bible
speaks of those chosen, who can hear, and see the truth. My hope is
that knowing the root of the issues of the heart, will prepare you like
no other to win the race God has called you to run.
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The root of a matter is not always easy to spot. It takes wisdom and
insight to discover and see the heart of a matter. This is my cheat sheet.
I have exposed the basics; the way God describes the heart. These are
the fundamentals of story and the basis of everything.
Many evolutionists would disagree on this subject. They say, “you
can’t understand EVERYTHING, from the Bible.” But I have
meditated on these principles for years before I realized I should write
this book. Like Miyamoto Musashi says in The Book of Five Rings,
or similarly how Elihu in the book of Job,
They are dismayed and have no more to say; words
have failed them. Must I wait, now that they are silent,
now that they stand there with no reply? I too will have
my say; I too will tell what I know. For I am full of
words, and the spirit within me compels me; inside I am
like bottled-up wine, like new wineskins ready to burst.
I must speak and find relief; I must open my lips and
reply. I will show no partiality, nor will I flatter anyone;
for if I were skilled in flattery, my Maker would soon
take me away.
ELIHU
Job 32:15-22
I better say this, or no one else will know it. Just me. It’s the book of
my life! THE BOOK, I would write. The one I wish I could have read
when I was 16. The one a counselor might lend to a hurting child.
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I fancy myself like Gene Wilder in Willy Wonka. A wild teacher that
no one wants to put much faith in; but should be listened to. Willy
Wonka taught such a great lesson. So I write. To clarify me and what
I know. I can be confusing to most people. It’s not too late to turn
back.
Hi, here’s me:
The light of God’s reality and truth should make all things have a
different perspective. When God becomes reality to you it should
make a difference. But the reality is, most of our lives, it sure doesn’t
show, and, most of the time.
If you are seeking a real relationship
with God. You must first know the
real God.

What’s with the blue
section, you ask? Well, every
time I sit down to detail each
section, I always find myself
thinking about 2 things at
once. These are the thoughts
I have about those last few
ideas that really have no
purpose in the book, but I
really wanted you to know
what it was I was thinking
about. Or, you may consider
them – skippable rants.

This is my journey and discovery
after opening my eyes to Scripture.
This book is my Pièce de résistance.
The Ultimate Grand Story. My,
“Gone With The Wind;” my, “Grapes
of Wrath.” My spirit; the Best of Me.
Not so much of a Testimony, but I
will tell you about me; to explain the book, it seems required.

It’s not going to be easy to get to know me, or my understanding of
God for that matter. Getting to know God for real, may be a huge
paradigm shift for most people. It involves a total shift of mind. It
requires God to do it, really. But there is a story behind every method
of God; EVERY one.
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I grew up in the church, and I really knew very little about the Bible.
Because I truly didn’t believe until I was 27 years old. I not only
decided to read it, but to know it. And by that, I mean no more kids’
stuff. Time to get down to business and know for certain, God.
Not a fanciful ride of exploration, or a guided tour, hunting and
pecking for details only the guide knows about. But a raw, unwavering,
fiercely dangerous, exciting, and scary Knowing of God (He is to be
feared); this book is intended to increase your desires to know God to
the depth that He intends to draw you. Go slow, this information
took me years to understand and clarify, so I can imagine it can be
easily overlooked, if misunderstood.
If you dedicate the time to understand what is described, I believe
you will have a deep love for Scripture, God, music, stories, food, sex,
the people around you, and even the sorrows you have already come
through today. Something to bring you back to life!
You may even become a little fearless. Fear drives us to do horrible
things.
I will try and make it fun to read, but I warn you, these pages do not
contain what you may think of, when you read the title of this book.
Consider first, you are reading a book about Beauty (yes I will be
capitalizing the word wherever it appears for emphasis), written by a
man. That’s probably my first mistake. Don’t judge the book based
on this page or any other. Judge it based on the whole weight of it.
Then decide if you want to join me and reveal this truth to your
friends. Or just share the book.
10

What is the first rule of our adventure?
Bring the whole council of the Lord.
I REMEMBER SOMEONE SAID THAT
SOMEWHERE

Source? Not sure.

If I quote something, like that, I would expect you should check your
sources. If I do not give a source, as formatted above, it should be
considered the voice of the Author. Me, God or just the truth
expressed. If you disagree? C’est la vie.

I usually study the Bible really slowly and God has impressed upon
me to do it on my own, only using the Bible. I do use multiple
translations including dipping into the Greek and Hebrew. Hebrew
and Greek enter the picture sometimes when there are confusing terms.
But for the most part, I’m not revealing anything new. All of this stuff
is in your Bible. The way I study it.
Sometimes my studies would involve a string of verses to consider as
if they build a logical structure. I usually don’t let these go too far, but
some of them are really interesting. A symbolic reference is found and
I cherish it for a while. Then I move on to the next.
I will try and explain some of the things I learned along the way. The
things that rocked me. I hope you find them insightful and exciting
enough to crack open your Bible and do the same. Follow me on the
adventure. Most of the Biblical insights I added here, are not found
anywhere else. I did not research them from someone else. If they are
similar, that is to be expected. These are purely what God taught me
11

alone. Or through my journey to be a Biblical Counselor. I will
cherish for eternity what some of God’s men have taught me. Some I
will write down.
When I really studied something, I would weigh out all of the issues.
I would wait for God to give me the answer. Sometimes I would wait
for decades for answers. But I always waited. Sometimes I would listen
to other’s interpretations, but I would always check all of the verses;
to consider what to believe; and know what is true. I wouldn’t accept
any “doctrine” as a cop out. I don’t follow the John’s in history. The
only John I know about are the ones in the Bible, my uncle and John
Eldredge. Maybe a Wycliffe or Chapman but I don’t know these other
guys like Calvin. I worship no man, or “the Lord would soon take me
out,” as Elihu said. I am not a Calvinist, I’m not anything I can’t
explain biblically. I am a God follower. Exactly whoever that is. Is
Calvin right? Well that’s between him and God, eh?
If I was going to follow this God, I wanted to meet and know the
real one, myself; study all of the information about Him, and then
know this God, who must be capable of handling my baggage, all of
my problems, and explain them. A God capable of explaining Himself
to me without some special person like a priest, pastor, or elder. Or
another book. All the cults have “other” books. Secret methods? God
is not secretive. He spoke to a whole people. Granted they couldn’t
listen too long before they told Him to stop speaking. He said become
like a little child and enter the kingdom. I knew things like this.
I had some familiarity with the Bible. I had grown up in the church.
My mother told me I quoted John 3:16 at 2 years old. I just didn’t
read much until I was 27, however.
12

Oh why did I wait so long to study? It’s not that I hadn’t tried to
learn. I memorized the 23rd Psalm at 9! The whole thing. At 9. That
was like military school when I went to church. Not like today.
But at 9, Scripture was too overwhelming. At 9, I didn’t really have
any idea about ‘overwhelming.’ When I did finally begin to study
Scripture, these verses rang true to me:
You do not need a teacher.
1 JOHN 2:27
All Scripture is God-breathed and is useful for
teaching, rebuking, correcting and training in
righteousness, so that the servant of God may be
thoroughly equipped for every good work.
2 TIMOTHY 2:15
It is better to take refuge in the Lord than to trust in
man.
PSALM 118:8
This book, like any other can be used as a map to understand the
way I think about anything. Me. Well, my best explanation of me,
that is.
Therefore, you can know, every book is a mind map of the author.
If we are in-line with our Father’s Word, we will map like His. We are
created in His image. We must map our minds to the Scriptures to
conform to Him. Then, our words will resonate and create a
shockwave of faith through our own voice, everywhere we go. By
copying Him, we follow in the Grand Masters footsteps.
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I write with the underlying principle that if I never wrote anything
again, that my whole life and purpose could be defined in this book.
My cour, lav ()לֵ ב, the root of who I am, my history: My HEART.
It also contains the most important things I have learned, that I
would want to tell the world, if my story would even be read; my
Missionary Statement of Record, if you like. However, I must warn
you, my life, and my teaching play out rather ugly (to be honest). I’m
not the best person to learn this subject from; let’s just say that. But I
believe my unique knowledge and insight are important and extremely
beneficial. They were to me.

I am an audible learner. I remember nearly everything I hear. I often
hear the soundtrack from a movie, after a friend repeats a phrase or
message from one I’m familiar with; I replay memories of movies,
music, and sounds until I hear the exact phrase from a movie or song
comes to my frontal cortex for realization-mode translation. I’ve tried
to include that audible senses here, a little. If someone makes this into
a movie, they already know what songs to use (they are scattered
about).
But this also makes it difficult for me to speak the words, because
once I am making a sound, all of my other functions seem to be in
dormant-mode. Writing however, is much better, because it comes
slower. I have to hear, what I read or I don’t really learn it. It was great
in school when my teachers would tell us everything that was on a test.
I could just remember everything they said and then get an A.
Unfortunately, not all classes were like that so I didn’t always do very
well, in the model of school I was taught those subjects.
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I’m also an Autodidact, so it may be
Autodidact
difficult to acclimate into my
au·to·di·dact
[ôdōˈdīdakt]
rhythm. I’m at genius level with my
noun
audible skills, it plays out in how I
1. a self-taught person.
play music, etc. But it limits me in
other ways, because if I can’t understand sound, I don’t really
remember. It makes it difficult to speak the words I have in my soul.
I can’t pray outload, because my prayers are too taboo, I only speak
what I know God tells me to ask for. Even when I do, I fumble because
I am focused on the sound. My words don’t come easily. In this, I
deeply understand Moses and his reasons for not wanting to be God’s
public speaker.
God definitely blessed me with a good voice though. I can sing,
repeat like a Myna bird, and hear the words before I even catch their
meaning. I nearly memorize everything I hear; an audible, eidetic
memory—not what I thought when I was younger.
Anyone who doesn’t realize that there is an enticement in the sounds
we hear each day, is missing something; it builds our beliefs and drives
our energy. I played a lot of music growing up; singing, piano, guitar,
trumpet, and baritone, etc.
Some of the subjects I discuss can be uniquely dived into and
dissected for more understanding; to create deeper branches of study.
I am simply a novice when it comes to the things I discuss in this book.
Why there are no professionals to consult in these fields I reveal, can
only make you scratch your head. Why am I the first to write about
them? I only point out these subjects because they are the initial
branches that God taught, and they are interesting.
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This science of Beauty is obvious, when you use the observations
available right in front of you, everyday; the stories, food, and
relationships you have. We only need to look at the simple realities to
know the truth. There is no chain of belief I ask you to cross. Just read
and understand.
Yes, you can try and disregard blind faith for the purposes of this
book. Bring your deepest questions, your most difficult struggles and
I believe this book will help you.
Let’s only use the facts. Some of them are based on belief and
anecdotal evidence, but I’m sure you will see, that this perspective is
deductive; I’m not trying to trick you.
I am not a great fool.
WALLACE SHAWN
The Princess Bride
So I will explain when I believe unknowable’s, but for the most part,
this whole book does not need quotes. I add them for fun, as you can
see. The book doesn’t need any help, in my book.
That’s kind of funny. I have a book, and an opinion I call ‘my book’
(more on that later). Even when we don’t write, we all contain our
own book; what we understand; our doctrine.
I think book and spirit can be easily interchanged according to
Scripture. That’s a long study and worth another book. But this book,
intends to describe the core of the subject of ANY book. This is the
grand supreme description of the code language of life. It should be
16

able to be seen EVERYWHERE. It can be interpreted everywhere.
There is NO ESCAPE from this; read it, or Not!

I taught martial arts for a long time; nearly 30 years. There may be
some martial art references that you don’t understand. I have much
more experience with Martial arts, than as a counselor, so it’s easy to
draw from those examples. I trained with the guy who taught the
Karate-kid’s sensei John Kreese, actor Martin Kove. I got to meet him
this year and chat for a few minutes. It was nice meeting someone who
knew my teachers.
To me, I was born a teacher by God. I may not be the best, but I
would teach anything for free. I get energized by teaching. When I
first started my dojo (the place where you train) I didn’t make more
than $20-40 a month teaching. I loved every minute of it. Of course
I was in the Air Force at the time so money wasn’t an issue. It was my
passion. My Intent: to teach combat.
I play music and like to give good wise counsel, but mostly, I’m a
warrior, artist, musician, theologian, deep lover and pursuer of hearts.
Intention can be found in this book. And a little humor I often
fancied myself a ventriloquist as a child. Good thing that didn’t
happen. Fear can be found in this book.
Pain can be found in this book.
Defeat can be found in this book.
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This is not a dojo of comfort. I’m only here to show you the truth.
Not to use fear tactics at any time, unless to show you how it works.
The dojo is a safe place, but, it’s a dojo of reality. We do not pretend
in the dojo. We want to be certain if we have to fight, we do it well.
I used to give my best Martin Kove voice, when I spoke about this
in my martial art schools. I have often found using the voice of others
to be either an annoyance to people, or a welcome. I tend to slip into
a little Yoda here, a little Kermit there. I’ve even been known to do a
good James Earl Jones, or Bruce Lee impersonation.
In Chinese martial arts the teacher is called father, (Sifu). In Japanese
it is First Born (Sensei). Where else can you learn to destroy and build
in a safe environment? In the hands of your loving father, who is born
before you (older/wiser). He has gone before you and takes you in to
protect you, and teach you to fight; to rescue you. Your adopted father,
in most dojos. He can be trusted not to hurt you, unless to teach you
a valuable lesson. Jesus, our father, and first born of all creation—the
Sensei-Sifu.
There is Beauty everywhere, and it should be understood well.
Enter the dojo:
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Act 1 – The Art of Longing

The Art of Longing

Oh, where oh where can my baby be? The Lord took
her away from me. She’s gone to heaven so I’ve got to be
good, so I can see my baby when I leave this world-J. Frank Wilson and the Cavaliers
“Last Kiss”
I lost my keys in the great unknown.
FRANCESCA BATTISTELLI
“This Is the Stuff”

But I’m the only one who’ll walk across the fire for you
and drown in my desires for you.
MELISSA ETHERIDGE
“I’m the Only One”
You can look at the menu but you just can't eat...You
can dip your foot in the pool but you can't have a swim.
You can feel the punishment but you can't commit the
sin. You're the fastest runner but you're not allowed to
win
HOWARD JONES
“No One is to Blame”
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What is the purpose of desire? How can I deal with all of them? How
did God intend me to deal with what I want?

What is this I’m feeling
here?

I

t creeps up on us when we least expect
it. We were born in the darkness of the
womb; the world was created first in
darkness and then, in an instant—
BAM!! The world is opened up to us and
reveals
marvel
after
wondrous
revelation—so thick and rich with
perplexity.
Sometimes it’s hard to understand
what you are experiencing is a desire.
Sometimes it’s the opposite that we
know the best: to be at peace, to feel
comfort. I know I didn’t want that! That
isn’t good.
But like being in Willy Wonka’s candy
factory, we have stepped out of the
womb where all things were simple and
now, everywhere we turn, we are
bombarded with something new to
reach for and want. Toys, music, food,
20

I really wanted to use the
more expected word (bang),
but for some reason it seems
to draw images that push the
whole “life-out-of-nothing”
thing. Lately it seems those
that accept the Big Bang
Theory expect Christians to
just realize that science was
right all along. I say it with
daring conviction: We were
not created by the Big Bang!
The more Christians I meet,
the less convinced they are
of how God created the
universe. They still seem to
find themselves believing in
God because everything else
in life tells them He must
exist. But because they don’t
know how to argue science
they just leave it out of the
discussion…Well let’s get it
straight right off the bat. You
may want to put this book
right back where you found
it, because I have very
convincing arguments for
why Darwinist and Stellar
evolutionists are full of more
lies than even they know.
(More rants to come-sorry)

games, and story time. Even a kindergartener would love it. We do as
adults too. But we may have forgotten the simple elements of life.
Sometimes our experience tells us to stop wanting things because
they are too far out-of-reach, or maybe, wrong. We may even lose sight
of our true desires along the way. What is desires purpose, is it a good
story? Sounds like the lead in on a movie,
I can remember 2 movie lines that come to mind as I say it:
Kevin Costner uses it in Field of Dreams when James Earl Jones
character asks, “What makes you continue?” He replies, “it’s a long
story, but it’s a really good story!”
Fred Savage, in the Wonder Years—my high school girlfriend had
to kiss him for a screen test; and a short appearance in one episode (it’s
important), was in the movie The Princess Bride. When he said “Is
this a kissing book? When does it get good?” Peter Faulk tells him to,
“keep your shirt on.”
Don’t go anywhere.
It’s an odd connection but it works.
Do I dare say this book, should be good? Oh, I sure hope so.

And it is simple. I believe anyone could write this book. By noticing
the same things I have been privileged to live. After reading this book
you should be able to see it everywhere.
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I will attempt to share a bit about me in this book. But I promise I
won’t go too far from the subject.
I’m not doing anything special by writing all of this information
down. This topic is the ONLY topic. There are no other topics. Too
bold? Too soon? Well, read on then.
Ultimately I learned it all by being an autodidact, martial artist,
biblical counselor, single father, musician, writer, artist, divorcee, a
sinner, a man of sorrow, and most importantly a believer. But my
belief took a while to develop.

In the Beginning

When God first reveals His desires to us, He uses the term “Good.”
It’s easy to realize something wanted is good and not wanted must be,
the opposite. (Bad)
It’s simple; so simple it’s impossible to imagine it really is that simple.
I think you may have missed it. Let’s rewind and pause that. God, just
performed misdirection; a little sleight-of-hand. He is teaching,
without teaching. He doesn’t reveal this until much later, but God
always completes His-stories. Simply by creating desire, He sets the
stage and draws you into His world.
Notice He didn't say “what He didn't want?” Darkness is obviously
bad; why didn't He say that? Is there a purpose for not even taking
the time to name the “not good?” Even after Adam and Eve ate the
fruit, God still doesn’t say, “that was bad Adam. Shame on you.”
Why do things have to be good? Why not, —hey that’s “just OK”?
Or, you’re getting there? Keep it up?
22

God has a divine purpose, for making things just so. But many
people are still not the type to think very in-depth on this information
so I have done so for you to consider. But consider well my friends.
What lies in these pages were the seeds of an eye opening experience
that forever changed my walk with God.
The Doctrine of Wanting
God’s next word of desire is “Very.”
Very should stand alone.
Very.

The concept of desire is the
central theme of all life.
Desire is the most repeated
concept and hardly any
amount of talk can be used
without it.
-We are made to want.
But the Lord is my
Shepard?

This little English adverb should be
highlighted in every Bible. When God
says “Very Good,” what you need to
realize is that it really means “Very Wanted.” It’s Value-ABEL.

Like God dismissing Cain’s boring sacrifice of just ‘some’ fruit. He
didn’t pick it out. He didn’t get the choicest fruit. Some people think
he failed to produce a dead animal. But there are lots of exceptions to
this in the Torah. So, it wasn’t his no blood sacrifice argument. It was
not a clearly defined method that had been established. They only
need they needed to sacrifice to God a portion of their income. He
wanted them to, value (very want) Him by demonstrating it.
God demanded 3 worship deadlines. 3 times per year according to
the Law all of the men of Israelite decent, must appear before
God every year as an everlasting command to “Remember” the Lord
your God. The idea that we forget is very prevalent theme in Scripture.
23

Sure, God likes things just like we enjoy things. There is a special
place between enjoy and desire we tend to think we should be in, all
the time.
The nature of the human experience is boiled down to what we enjoy
vs. what we truly want. The question we should really ask is, what’s
the difference? Do I desire food, or do I enjoy it? Do I desire comfort,
or do I enjoy it? How can you really know what you desire? Our
biblical reference for that principle will be Proverbs 20:5.

Ok, this is a blues riff, in B. Watch me for the changes
and try and keep up.
MICHAEL J. FOX
Jonny B Good – Back to the Future
My expectation is if you have any questions, you should be
referencing the verses, quotes, and songs I reference so that you can
experience the whole effect. If I talk about a movie, you will invest
time to watch it if you disagree or are confused. At least try and make
my words translate to your language.
If you agree, then by all means, just keep reading, and if you don’t
learn anything, I hope you enjoyed how I wrote about this subject.
But If you did, then you would be agreeing with me on some level. I
digress.
I’m sorry if I’m going too fast for you. I’ve tried to organize the book
as best as God gifted me to do. Read slowly, repeat until you
understand.
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“I wish you may profit by my experience. Alas, how
much time have I lost and wasted, which, had I been
wise—I would have devoted to reading and studying the
Bible! But my evil heart obstructs the dictates of my
judgment, I often feel a reluctance to read this book of
books, and a disposition to hew out broken cisterns
which afford me no water, while the fountain of living
waters are close within my reach!”
JOHN NEWTON
Writer of Amazing Grace

Only understanding or wisdom can truly bring out the purpose of
the heart. Your intention is not even understood by YOU, that verse
seems to imply. Unless you have this wisdom and understanding; you
may not be the best person to ask when considering, “What do I want?”
If that’s true, how can we even trust our answer? Or mine for that
matter?
Sometimes I think, only a few people can really understand certain
things. It is silly really, to demand that we know a subject. That our
finite minds should be able to wrestle the deep subjects. The ones that
seem to be completely boundless. It depends on how you study really.
As an autodidact, I didn’t learn how everyone else was taught to do
something. I learned it my way.
My way is not very sportsman like.

25

ANDRE THE GIANT
The Princess Bride

I am the outsider that God has asked to consider the subject.
Autodidact are the rebels, the pioneers, the innovators. We should be
handled with care, kept at a distance, and not trusted. We explore on
our own.
Pre-determined bias aside, it’s not true. Anyone, whom God creates
can expound on the truth. Socrates didn’t have a PhD. in Philosophy.
He created the field. He was the autodidact of his age. But yet, that is
the only way of thinking the world accepts? The Socratic method?
Maybe, autodidacts are just a difference in dialectics? Greeks vs
autodidacts seems to be the question for some. But the reality is, there
are teachers, and there are others. Each teacher has a different set of
motives but there are only 2 types. You are either trying to give or
trying to get.
What is desire anyway? Sometimes we can’t really see or know our
desire until we move. It’s hard to realize until you do, then you
understand things after reflection. You have to change your view point,
or you will be forever trying to describe the elephant in the room,
blind and restricted. You will not see the elephant.
The nature of the Universe and sacred geometry even teaches this.
The first shape is an entity. A dot, it moves to change its perspective
and it becomes no longer a dot, but a line. The world begins by seeing,
then changing perspectives it, creates.
Well, I’m sure there are boundaries to this logic but let’s explore
anyway. From the beginning of truth and good. What is right?
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Righteousness
A state of rightness. To be aligned in a way that works well with what
is established. To be bound in unity of performance and function.
When you think of Righteous, what do you think about? Do you
focus on all the things you don’t do? Or all the things you do right?
All things are subjective aren’t they? How can you arrive at right and
wrong simply by examining the universe? Only if you accept the
designer, can you experience truth. A reason exists, be sure. The first
part of rightness is in God’s first statement about light and darkness.
It’s a simple bifurcation that leads to a plethora of possibilities. But
they are simply bound by the same origin. Separating light from
darkness, God defines the basic nature of the universe as binary. He is
a one, but refers to an Us when speaking of Himself. He teaches us
plurality.
Let us make man in our image, in our likeness, so that
he may rule over the fish in the sea and the birds in the
air, over the livestock and all the wild animals, and over
all the creatures that move along the ground.
GENESIS 1:26
There is a difference between them. One is good.
Enjoyment of desire
When all things are good and enjoyable.
I know I think about having enjoyment all the time. Boredom really
seems to be the worst part of existence. I don’t know why L. Ron
Hubbard thought survival was the nature of the world. That’s like
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continually running in a circle for no reason. I would rather suffer,
than be bored. Seriously! I realized Hubbard was using arguments
from Socrates, Plato, and Aristotle. They are Greeks. I’m not a Greek,
I was not indoctrinated in their culture.
The real important thing is, realizing we desire something more than
we enjoy something. Desire is better than enjoyment. I can enjoy a
good book. But I desire to hear something great. There is a difference.
You like your desires, they are all enjoyable. But they are not really the
true desire, if they do not satisfy you. We have already learned there is
a right way to look at the idea of separating or recognizing holy vs.
unholy. There is a binary path. A right way, and a wrong way. This
book explores the ramifications for taking the wrong path, and the 2
common paths we commonly take in error. To explore the right path,
search the Scriptures. Some wisdom may be found in here but I’m just
reflecting on the Bible alone. Well, and everything I have been able to
understand outside of that. If there was a scale of “happy,” it would
be 10 being exactly what you want and 1 being similar to what you
want.
This country was founded on the principle of the pursuit of happiness.
America was principally a place where “dreams come true.” The
American dream, was and has always been, to provide a society where
the average person can find and fulfill their desires. As long as they
don’t infringe on another person’s rights to do the same.
There were only a few auto-didacts at the origin of America. Pretty
much most of them were in fact. Today, we are hypnotized by a
generation of influence of Greek thought. Those who seek the most
liberal of educations or the most insane.
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America, was founded as an agreement between the faithful AND
the Greeks. Not all of the faithful were in agreement with the Greek
mindset. That is how we struck a Constitution. It was between those
who were certain, and those who weren’t about the details of God.
But they ALL believed in God. How could they not? There was a hint
that heathenism claimed an explanation (i.e. Evolution). But for the
most part it had not fully infected the world.
We have all but shoved the non-hypnotized (not ZOMBIES), to
believe there is no way to come to this world, apart from a formal
education. It is the most common thought in Church, send your kid
to the nearest college you can afford. Well for one thing I couldn’t
afford it and frankly, I just saw it as someplace to guess what you
wanted to do. I knew what I wanted to do. I wanted to be a Graphic
Artist. I went to school for Art, where Ice Cube went to learn to be a
Draftsman. It was before he was famous. He wanted to build and
design. That school was a breeding ground for writers?
We don’t hire people from off the street. They have to fill out a form
for that. Let’s just say, I’m getting off track, as this subject is easy to
do. But this is not how we created the American atmosphere for life.
It was:
I know what’s right I’ll be over here. You stay over there. Then we
will create rules, when we have disagreements (laws). You can see this
principle was actually laid out in Scripture first.
The whole first chapter of the Bible if you recall, is really about 2
things after you break down the narrative: Bringing about things God
desires, and separating them into 2 categories. So let’s examine that
for a moment. God’s first desire is LIGHT!
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Now no one can look at the sun, bright as it is in the
skies after the wind has swept them clean.
JOB 37:21

Maybe we should pause here for a moment. I have added these little
sections to break from the discussion. There are many times when we
just need a break from a thought or confrontation. Otherwise if we
press on, our emotions won’t be able to handle it and we will shut
down.
Shutting down is the most common thing to do when God tries to
engage us. Sometimes he does it through other people, sometimes
through His Word. When it comes at us too deep, (as it cuts) we use
basic coping mechanisms and resort to the fatal sin: fear.
Yes, I will cover how fear created all sin. This is just a sample break.
I just wanted you to know that I have a reason for delivering the
message the way I am. I’m only mad, if you don’t know me.
But I will become even more undignified than this.
2 SAMUEL 6:22

Have you really ever thought about that? The story could have gone
any way really. There isn’t a demand for a logical order when you can
do anything you want. God could’ve done it anyway He wanted. Did
you ever think there was a specific order and detail and reason that He
did it the way He did? Maybe we can take a longer look.
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Lights
Light is the first revelation of God’s creation. He didn’t explain how
he formed the earth. He immediately jumps to his subject matter of
light. “See how it is good?” Anything that illuminates is a good thing.
As long as the revealing is true. Light was so good, that it had its own
day of creation, all to itself.
Light is special. There are many books devoted to light. Not sure if
any are devoted to God’s view of Light. I’ve heard the Scientific view,
like The Physics of Christian, by Frank J. Tipler. But these seem to
rely heavily on the science pointing to Scripture. But we should go
beyond to see what Scripture can tell us, if we lean in closer.
Light reveals things to us that were hidden.
Roaches don’t like the light.
We enlighten and illuminate darkness and confusion sets in.
But God, walks up on the stage of the universe and “calls the lights”
to His stage. Of course he does! How else do we get this show on the
road?
To me, and I know it’s a simple way of thinking about it, but there
are little logical things that God does, that we just disregard, because
it really is so obvious and simple. It’s these little things that all add up
to what makes me believe in God. They are very little things. I tried
reading other books and I just don’t see the same weaving power that
the Bible has. And some things we have yet to unlock that God has
hidden so plainly in Scripture.
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Catch for us the foxes, the little foxes that ruin the
vineyards, our vineyards that are in bloom.
SONG OF SONGS 2:15
Introductions
God could have said “HEY, LOOK AT THIS! IT WILL REVEAL
THINGS ABOUT ME.”
And why? Because He WANTS to be seen, and known. That’s His
introduction.
I’m much more complicated than you can imagine
and if you seek me with your whole heart you will find
me.
As bearers of His image, no one escapes that desire. 1 We all come
into this world wanting to be known; with age, maybe, we shy away,
but you can see every little girl dominantly showing this.
Beauty screams: “Look at me, I’m lovely to behold.” Just seeing
Beauty, you will realize this. We don’t need to ask 700 girls for a
survey if they want to be viewed as something pretty. It’s obvious.
What’s your answer for that Mr. Evolutionist? How can we know
things about us? Is it not in the things that can be observed everywhere,
the little things, that explain to the world: God is real. Because we are
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all experiencing the same thing. It means, who we are, what we desire,
is related to the way the Universe was created.
Genesis tells us next that the trees were made to be a thing of pleasure
to behold and sustain us. What was God’s purpose for creating this
majesty of creation? Why does he want me to be pleasured by a tree?

I left the Air Force in 1998 and moved home to California near
where I had attended high school. I began attending the church we
attended previously, led by the new starting pastor, Francis Chan. He
was the high school pastor joining the church as I left for the Air Force.
Francis joined the church after John Ortberg had left the senior pastor
position and moved. John was my primary pastor in high school.
Then I met him.
Oh good, you’ve spotted him.
It’s always important to remember, the wind of one
door closing opens another.
GENE ORIELY
Simply Irresistible
When I first read The Sacred Romance by John Eldredge and the
late Brent Curtis, the first few chapters made me wonder. “Are these
guys a little weird?” Talking about fishing in Montana and the chirp
of the crickets and frogs—?
Alright, I’m into the outdoors and I like fishing and nature—but
relating nature and God? That’s a spiritual concept that helps me on
my walk with God?
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At first it was hard to understand what John and Brent were pointing
at. It was my first Christian book. Unfortunately, I started late; I was
27 when I was drawn to God enough to read a book someone else
wrote about Him. Many people were really turned off to his writing.
They went straight to certain verses in the Bible to refute him too.
“Seek fist the kingdom” one of my friends rebutted.
“He’s dipping too far into Psychology” another added.
Even I didn’t get it right away. But then, I was just an infant with
regards to understanding the Word of God.
But that’s when it began. I started believing what I read. I swallowed
it slowly, because I wasn’t too bright, my step-dad would often remind
me. I committed to anything I could do, anything I could learn. I
devoted myself to a class, Biblical Counseling: Understand Scripture
to help you understand other people and how you can help them.
The class was led by Frank Tomlinson. It was very small, and had a
few elders in the class. This was before Francis Chan had created
Eternity Bible College. He had already started the classes before the
school was founded. So, I got to sit under his favorite teachers that he
was inviting. Doug Bookman, who taught at The Masters Seminary
was great. I think Doug and I think a lot alike. He was hard to listen
to for some people. But I could track him like I was a duck being led
to water. I already knew most of the basics.
It all made sense, yes I had heard these Biblical prophecies when I
was a kid. It was like I had swallowed NZT from the movie Limitless.
I could understand because It was locked in my brain all those years
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ago when the Bible went in one ear and had to rattle around for about
10 years before anything made sense.
I believed I was stupid after I took a test in 4th grade. I was being
abused as a child so it effected my testing. I wasn’t considered bright.
That all began to change when I began this class. It’s requirements;
commit to reading all of the Bible and about 9 other books. Then
there would be a discussion and lecture every week. I have to tell you;
Frank is by far the most compelling man you will ever meet. He was
tall, old, and expressed his weakness with the most lucid lachrymosity
I’ve ever seen. He was genuine. Uh oh.
Charles, this is your captain speaking... We are in for
some adjustment on your flight. Looks like we got a bit
off course. Sorry for any disturbance, you may now enjoy
the rest of your flight.
As I kept reading past the middle of the book, something inside of
me said, “This guy is telling me something true.” I didn’t know how
to explain it, but he was actually telling me something I wanted to
hear; and the more I read the more I felt at peace, because he was
unlocking such relevant truth. I had no contention with it.
Others seemed to have a big problem with it. They didn’t like how
he didn’t quote Scripture when he made a claim. To me—I asked
myself “Is this true”? Which I was often looking for false teachings in
his words, as Frank had mentioned he picked these books not as
simply authoritative, just that these books focused on the Heart and
that is where he wanted to focus. So he introduced the idea that
Eldredge could be wrong. I had my bloodhound sniffer on as I read
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that book. Frank was the detective that created Crime Scene
Investigation (C.S.I.) techniques in the 1960’s that they use to this
day in Los Angeles. He famously arrested the adult actor John Holmes.
He was even able to try and speak with him and develop a friendship.
John was having a problem with cocaine and other things at the time.
Frank was dealing with getting shot and left for dead. I figured, he
probably knows a thing or two about life. I had no idea how
profoundly spiritual he would help me to be.
I hadn’t really read anything before that. Just a few books really. I
would say I was a novice at reading until then. I was committed, I
accepted the challenge to perform in this new game. I read most of the
books and the Bible in 3 months. Well I finished the parts that I had
known, that I had not read. Strange books like Haggai, Hosea, and
Zechariah; you know; the little guys. I had heard them all once but I
didn’t have any reason to think I wasn’t operating on a fully functional
machine. My brain was missing crucial information.
I needed the WHOLE counsel of God; that was obvious. Then I
needed to learn what these guys were saying. Then help people. The
church model of why and what seems so simple to me now. Why teach
counseling, unless you want the whole world counselled? It is a biblical
command.
But we require licensing and agreements and etc. But God says, this
is a regular thing. Counsel. It’s simple. It can be boiled down to what
you believe about the Bible. Is it true; can it be trusted? If so, then
what?
Read it. Learn from it. Base your life on it. I was in on that part.
Then I was handed another author, whom, could be mistrusted.
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Eldredge could have been wrong on some things. Maybe. I didn’t see
anything.
I have read many arguments against Eldredge and while we don’t
share perfect doctrine I will tell you, I have no doubt the basis of what
he teaches is in line with Scripture. I am not sure we all have the best
handle on where to go from there, But he’s very right on the nature of
man and woman.

Honestly now, all this talk of feelings and sensations used to creep
me out. Like some poetic nonsense guys with “feelings” about cats
have. The journey of my emotions began long before I realized it
though—long before that day I sat opposite a military Psychologist
when dealing with the death of my daughter.
“You seem disconnected and detached.” He said.
My reply was quick and witty, “No—I have just given it to God—
it’s His burden now.”
And I felt proud that I countered his disdain for my aversion of his
ideals. He replied with something I have never forgotten to this day—
even though I thought he was totally gay, meaning “feminine” and
not “homo-sexual.”
I didn’t care, that was normal. Being raised by an abusive step-father
had hardened me to not talk about emotions or feelings with anyone.
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His reply was— “but emotions are the 4th dimension of life.” Luckily
he didn't end with "man." I would have totally laughed at him for
that.
I'm pretty sure I didn't even hear what he said for a few days after
when I was arguing it out in my head alone. I pretended.
Now I am in no way agreeing with his assessment but what later
ensued was a journey to where I find myself today: very interested in
emotions and how they are designed from Scripture. I began to study
the Bible for the first time in my life, of my own accord. Not very
well—but I had started.
It was in that year I made the biggest mistake of my life. My longtime
friend now, and god-father to my son, said “hey, we should hang out
sometime and get to know each other.” We were at a church function
and he was probably trying to do what he was told, as he was a new
Christian and under the guidance of Chuck Bomar. I, not wanting to
seem too spiritually immature said the thing that has ruined my life
to this day. “Yeah, we could study a book of the Bible and teach each
other what we learn each week.” —It’s been ruining my life ever since.

The transformation

I’m not really sure what I was like before that but, I know it was like
the entire world changed around me. There used to be this fog
covering my head and I think I had Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD),
or something, because I was the guy who was always saying “I don’t
remember that” or, “I didn't hear you."
After my study into Scripture began almost instantly I could
remember everything. It was so intense; it would scare me how much
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I could recall from day to day—even the little things. I felt like I had
awakened from a drug induced state, and I was now sober. I had
sensations that I hadn't felt before. I could see. It was odd because, I
considered myself a Christian already. But what I realized much later
was, I was becoming born again, finally. Much more on that later.

When I was younger and thought I had grasped the truths of the
gospel, yet had not truly been born again, I would constantly argue
and correct things that were said incorrectly. I’ve met similar people
along the way and actually made friends with this type of group.
I once found it my job when I was younger to make sure people “got
it right.” I would listen for error. It was the spirit of trickery to me.
Someone plays a game, attempt to understand the details of the Bible
perfectly. Then, make rules about how we should deal with each other
if we have a difference of opinion. We create exclusionism and
unlovingness. I would love to argue with those door-to-door
missionaries; often having long drawn out arguments prepared for
them. I, and those like me, had become, a “Doctrine Cop.”
It’s the men (usually) who want to dismantle a teacher or concept
and break it down into simplistic arguments to destroy the ministry
of a person or group. I now know it is very unbiblical to teach in this
way. Jesus never taught what the Pharisees taught and then exposed it
as a lie unless He was speaking directly to them. He didn’t talk behind
their back about them. He simply taught His truth, correcting as He
went. He didn’t waste time telling His followers what and who they
shouldn’t listen to. He never taught a sermon about why you shouldn’t
believe some lie. He taught who you should be. And when He did
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speak about the negative actions, he did this quickly and didn’t spend
much time on the negative. The most direct passage about this is in
Jeremiah 23:28.
The Lord says to “Be faithful with MY Word.” Why bother with
those who are incorrect? We don’t need to bring up what is wrong, to
then teach what is right. Focus on what is right, good and desirable.
Then you will see the truth.
The Bible is not something to be studied like a manual. It’s a story
in History (it’s real, that’s why he named him ISRAEL) with so many
links to the past and future it’s dripping with a substance so rich, no
other book can fairly compare. The Bible is supreme. But if that’s true,
why don’t we seem to believe it?

I’ve been lucky to hear some really great stories that move my heart.
Nothing like Forest Gump could create a religion for me. Cinderella
is probably the most prominent fairy tale and is a standard template.
But that’s it, it’s a faint copy of the reality of the Bible. They are all
rip-offs of stories in Scripture. Every movie or story draws from God's
Word to tell a new story.
A friend and I play a game where I would be challenged to reason
out what biblical story is shown in a new movie we would watch. A
recent movie question was Trading Places with Eddie Murphy. It took
about 15 seconds. I had never realized it was a replay of Job. Man is
always copying God’s story. TV shows like How I Met Your Mother,
has also used some elements of Job’s story. Is it flattery? Their hearts
are far from you but honor you with their words? Or are they
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impossibly bound, they can only repeat what God is saying? Not only
that but often God Himself repeats His themes so subtly we fail to
catch them, for instance:
Jonah is a summary of Gods history with man.
He sends out a prophet, who doesn't want to be faithful (Israel’s
story) who is brought back to life after 3 days and then goes to the
people and they repent (the Church story).

One story many people misunderstand, is when Jesus corrected the
Pharisees in John 5, when he says,
You diligently study the Scriptures because you think
that BY them you possess eternal life. These are the
Scriptures that testify about me, yet you refuse to come to
me to have life.
JOHN 5:39-40
Jesus wasn't correcting them. In fact, there are numerous passages in
the Old Testament that could easily tell Jesus that He doesn't know
the Scriptures, because God says what He said, numerous times.
Jesus isn't correcting them. He's expounding upon it. He's literally
saying "Come to me" because I am the Scriptures. You can't have God
without Jesus and you can't have Jesus without the Word.
What else is going to remind you of "everything" He said?
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The very Spirit of God, is His Word. There are about 6 verses that
clarify this succinctly but many people often try and say it means
something else. John 6:63, 65 and Ephesians 6:17 are the most direct.
We don’t need to hold those in error in contempt either. It is the
fault of many to hold to what they believe so strongly that they end
up following a fool’s path.
Now let it not be said, we are not to speak faithfully. I am not saying
to leave those in error. If they will listen to you, then it is to their credit.
But also be aware of the possibility that you may not fully
understand something that a child may actually know better. So many
times I’ve heard dogmatic arguments over items that should simply be
considered, rather than fought over, and “held in contempt” someone
who doesn’t understand something exactly as you do. Let us do as Paul
asks, and attempt to find agreement.
If any argument can be made amongst family, let them attempt to
wrestle in a loving manner to find the truth together. Of course this is
always hardest to do if you are a leader, so I urge any leader to consider
this with an open heart.
As some may wisely consider, I too have made this blundering error
I warn against by pointing out the “Doctrine Cops.” But hopefully
my point can be heard as exhorting to stop a common behavior and
to allow God to speak even through the errors of my mind as with all
teachers and moments God uses to move us to our Destiny’s.
I find this to be the common error that we are all, too quick to speak.
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When I was quick to listen and consider all of what I was being
taught by the extremely wise Det. Frank Tomlinson (Retired and
author, The First Crime Scene). I was in awe of how revolutionary
and simple he explained the heart’s condition according to Scripture.
“As a Biblical Counselor, we already know the PROBLEM; we just
want to know how you got there.”
There was something too strange about this man. He was really in
touch with his emotions in a way no man ever demonstrated to me.
He would often try to speak and end up in tears, because he felt so
deeply about a subject.
What was totally drawing to me was not any deep issue that he
understood or his prayers were so heart wrenchingly deep with
emotion. It was simply that he reminded me so much, of my
Grandfather.
I actually brought my mother in to see him just to say “doesn’t that
look like your dad?” Of course he wasn’t really old enough to be my
Grandfather at the time but he looked so much like him the last time
I saw him nearly 25 years earlier. I kept pushing and reading and
working in his class for many reasons but this reason, that he reminded
me of family, was a big one.
In martial art terms, he often made me feel like a “white-belt” when
I listened to him speak. He brought up the concept of rational vs.
volitional when thinking about Scripture.
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It made me envision the person who quickly dismissed something.
Similar to the way I did with the “I’ve given the burden to God”
statement, I had used with the Psychologist about my daughter being
dead. I hadn’t really fully dealt with anything and it was creating a
considerable number of problems in my heart.
When you speak in negative tones people tend to hear the negative
more than the positive. Now it may be misunderstood as soon as I
have said that so let me clear it up by examples. This is what you
should try not to say: “Robbing banks is a way to land yourself in jail.”
Notice how it started with the negative? The Negative being what
you don’t intend the listener to do; Rob Banks.
The Bible is filled with this type of language as well. When heard
there is very little spoken in the negative first. It comes first with the
truth and then definition of the negative.
“It exists, but you can’t try and figure it out,” Plato might say. Well,
I don’t care, I flatter no man. Focusing on the negative can be a whole
different personality.
But the Antithesis and the Antagonist play crucial roles.
Now this may be common in English only. Our language allows us
to use both methods. Other languages such as Japanese place the
negative or positive at the very end. It’s been a confusing point for
anyone who speaks English and learns Japanese.
You can say the worst thing followed by “No.”
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Shall we murder the lot of them? No. Japanese tends to be more like
that.
In English, all we hear is murder? Shall we murder? Depends on how
someone is recording and playing back. The process by which we
experience is sometimes different. But it’s always simple.

Purpose

So when the idea came to me about writing this book I was slightly
shocked that God gave me the whim of this stuff. I am the worst
person to write about this subject. There is little I know and have little
to do with the subject at hand. I don’t necessarily like things in my
life to be a certain look. I’m a man’s man. I don’t decorate or want
things “pretty” – at ALL. So then, why me Lord? Why should I be
writing this book God?
I purposely have kept myself from
saying the title of the book up until now
but I guess we should get it out of the
way—Beauty. There, that’s not so bad I
don’t feel less masculine when I write
that word. I wonder how many times
the word will appear as I begin to create
whatever God has intended for this book.

Beauty is a created being.
Like Death she has a persona
in Scripture the way this
book is written will also be
referred to in the same way
as if Beauty was the name of
a character.

I feel like the subject of who I am, plays a little bit into understanding
why I am writing this book, and not some famous theologian, more
poetic scholar, fashion designer, or woman for that matter. Who the
heck do I think I am, trying to tackle the subject of Beauty? Here is
more about me. I will include much more in the sections to come.
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The Beast in the Story is Beauty

I had a very tough life, and when I say tough, I mean the exact
opposite of Beauty. Ugly. Not the kind of story you want to hear on
your radio station as the cutesy story of how I came to Christ. Let’s
just say, it’s not a pretty story.
The reason I feel God has called me to write this, is because of just
that. The life of torture and pain, the ugliness the world brought me,
so that I might see Beauty, that much more and in a way that is truly
unique and enlightening.
I’m the type of guy you don’t want at your party. Everyone having
a good time and I try to slip in some deep spiritual conversation about
something most people view as mundane issues that don’t matter.
Such as:
Why did God have certain tribes of Israel line up on
one side of the Levites and the others on the opposite?
These are the things that haunt my mind throughout the day…I
know, not your average thought. But that is who God made me to be.
I pretty much had to do OJT my whole life because everyone has a
different set of rules. I can’t seem to learn them all. When I learned
these rules, I could see it everywhere like it was magical. As if God has
shown me the curtain.
I’m also not a very good looking guy. I’m not flocked by women. In
fact, there are very few women that ever told me they thought I was
attractive or that they liked me in that way. This was actually a source
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of grief in my young life that hurt very badly. Now, I don’t see myself
as unattractive. That’s the face I was given. This was the body, the
desires and life I have had. I’ve lost this and that, and can’t move other
things. I don’t see anything wrong.
My son asked me today “daddy was there ever a time when you
didn’t care about women and dated them one-after-another?” This
question brought that haunting past of my childhood to mind.
Now this haunting memory is probably a typical pain for many but
I remember so much because of the other things that happened to me.

Desire

I sat on the edge of a curbside crying
as my older sister went off to play with
other kids in the neighborhood. They
had left me with the feeling that no
one wanted to be around me. I was
not normal, I was the ugly and
unloved duckling. I was longing to be
loved and had come to the realization
that I was—ALONE. My story was
simple.
God taught that very lesson to
Adam, as he took him around the new
world showing him His Beauty:
Creation. Adam was no doubt in awe
of the Beauty. But God didn’t go
around showing him the way He
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My son has always called
me daddy because of a
sermon that Francis Chan
preached to me when I was
young about how God refers
to himself as Abba in
Aramaic and that was a close
endearing term more like
daddy than dad (although
it’s not as simple as that).
Dad seemed so distant to me
that I told my son at a very
young age that when he
called me “Dad” I knew that
he didn’t want me to cuddle
with him anymore. Now he is
past the age of needing a
close holding, but the name
still sticks to him. It’s just a
little joy in my life. You have
to hold on to the little ones.

carved out hills and valleys or the amazing climates. No. He showed
him relationship. Each animal had its mate, its match, its—Beauty.
Then, Adam realized something very, very, very important. He was—
ALONE.
Genesis 2:20 simply says that Adam couldn’t find his match, and
implies the purpose of showing him the other creatures, and how they
were not like him was actually a search to begin with—for him.
Why did Adam need a match? God tells us next, that it is not good
to be alone.
This is the first negative statement God gave in Scripture. While he
didn’t even refer to how the “Darkness” wasn’t good, it seems that to
be; being alone is the most important thing God is showing us first.
It’s the first negative.
So then why is it that God seems to give us all that feeling of
negativity—being alone? Why are you making us suffer Lord? I’m sure
I was taught this in a Sunday school message when I was young. Don’t
they teach this in standard sermons?
Sadly, very few teachers will tackle tough subjects like these. But even
worse, it often falls on deaf ears. Your pain comes back, and you have
forgotten the message.
Every day seems like the biggest battle for the heart when you pay
attention to what is missing. Every day seems like the biggest battle
for the heart when you pay attention to what is missing. Yes, I wrote
it twice because: most of us don’t PAY ATTENTION. It's not a typo.
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If you didn’t catch the repetition, you are READING TOO FAST.
Slow down.
Days seem to float by and you stub your toe, or fumble a fork. Little
things frustrate us on a constant basis. Losing keys “to the great
unknown” as Francesca Battistelli puts it creates that root emotion of
life. In Hebrew, your desire, is the foundation of who you are as a
person. The heart wants, desires, yearns, and longs for things.
Interestingly for skeptics, they haven’t seemed to realize that we all
want the same things. You want proof that evolution isn’t true? Why
is it that people still haven’t changed their most basic emotional map
in 5000 years? Human text can all be analyzed and shown that the
whole history of man has wanted the same things and they haven’t
ever changed.
Desire has a real short list too. But my favorite is the one Solomon
tackles in Ecclesiastes 1:13 and 3:10. The “heavy burden” God has
laid upon man. The first one he discusses is:
The more you understand, the more you are left in sorrow.
Sorrow is the emotion you have when you don’t get the yearning
you are after. He just says, it’s meaningless. Everything he chased after
was “a waste of time and didn’t satisfy his heart.”
Some resort to simply saying “the heart wants what the heart wants.”
And I’m here to tell you—you don’t have to wonder or be confused
at what you want. It’s simple.
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God pointed it out over and over again. The biggest longing we have,
is that we are tortured with (a heavy burden): Beauty. Now there may
be facts to the subjects but we desire Beauty. It’s a simple equation.
What is our expression of desire in math? Anyone?
A + B?
Does that sound right? It’s the (+) Addition operator? That’s it?
Maybe we have missed something. I don’t see desire in that equation.
I see addition. Adding it up only works if you do the adding yourself.
How do we even express longing?
How do we want?
The eye was created with its own majesty but have you ever stopped
to wonder why your eyes are also a big focus of Scripture? What sin
can the nose fall trap to, the sensation of touch, the ears? Those senses
are less prone to constant bombardment of temptation the eye deals
with. The ears might be a close second.
No eye has seen, no ear has heard
ISAIAH, PAUL, AMY GRANT (TAKE YOUR PICK)
Isaiah 64:4; 1st Corinthians 2:9
While touch, smell, and hearing play a role in the seduction to sin,
the focal point of Scripture is our eyes, our tongue, and our stomach
and the header or ruler of those, is the heart. What you desire.
Can you control your desires?
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Each sense has a drive of wanting. Of wanting the desire and a way
of rejecting something. The nose longs to smell good things. The
tongue is made to experience food to the most exquisite level. We
don’t want to feel the opposite. We later take a liking to the opposite.
A bad cheeseburger was good once. Why can’t we learn to eat gross
food? Boring food, like manna? What was so wrong with manna?
We can make false worship with all of these senses. The eye has no
fill of what it sees, and is always left wanting. The stomach is never
satisfied with manna from heaven, it wants and wants. To some
Scripture says:
Their destiny is destruction, their god is their stomach,
and their glory is in their shame. their stomach really is
their god.
PHILIPPIANS 3:19
The proper question IS NOT— “How can I control these senses?”
No, no, no. It is the failure of many to control their sins in this way.
When you try and force the eyes, stomach and tongue to submit to
control the heart is destroyed with the internal issues of the sin.
The way of fools seems right to them
PROVERBS 12:15
Change
The more you force something to happen, the more it will slip
through your fingers. Behavioral change can never be corrected by
controlling the actions of the body. For it is not the outside of the cup
that needs cleaning, but the inside. Although, you can get pretty far
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with the other method, in the end it leads away from God. Not to
him.
Rigid control of the body’s desires leads to hidden and secret sins.
Both Jesus and Paul addressed this in Scripture. From white-washed
tombs full of dead men’s bones to secret sexual sins, the fencing in and
forced control is only worse for you.
2 Cor 1:21 is clear that God is the one who controls us. Release the
control, and trust the spirit of God (that is, the Word Eph 6:17) and
it will change you. Faith comes by hearing the word. Not by believing
the word. I think many Christians are mistaken about this plain
language.
God creates the Faith, then we believe, but as soon as His Word is
in us, it begins to work. We don’t do anything. He motivates, He
encourages, He pursues us.
While the world knows,
control the body, you can control the mind.
The Bible says,
the Heart cannot be trusted. It has its own way. It is
not the core decision maker. There is something deeper.
God has control of the Heart-strings. He placed them there for his
purpose. It is the core desires you crave.
He also told Ezekiel right after he spoke to Jeremiah about how
wicked the heart is,
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I will give you a new heart and put a new spirit in
you; I will remove from you your heart of stone and give
you a heart of flesh.
EZEKIEL 36:26
Many people have great issues with this. It’s hard to believe. And
frankly, very difficult at first. When is this new heart supposed to show
up? Today? After Heaven? It’s clear that the new spirit is His Word.
It was a prophesy fulfilled, at the day of Pentecost. The New Heart is
now.
Core Desires
Root or core desires are the desires that God, obviously puts on our
hearts that we can prove. For instance, we remember somehow, maybe
in our genetics, but we carry memories in some way that we are
immortal. It’s a difficult proof but it’s pretty obvious to most people.
We learn really quickly through fear and pain that we are not.
We feel immortal when we come into this world.
These memories come from our first parents. Adam and Eve passed
on these memories of experience. I don’t think there is any
evolutionary model I’ve seen or heard of to explain that.
Why do we long to see things? To smell, to taste and to have sex?
For the most part we don’t have many problems with stimulating
our eyes. We normally don’t experience the problem of sin with our
core desires alone.
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When we are in a state of suffering (loneliness) we can then deny
ourselves a good relationship and seek to satisfy our physical desires.
Or we may demand food. Anything but face the core desire.
We jump and play, and like the Black Knight of Monty Python and
the Holy Grail, we can be confused that our limitations are hindering
us. Once 1 limb is severed, a true immortal would never stop. Why is
it that fear takes us to those expressions we know are bad to express.
Fear is the path to the dark side. Fear leads to anger.
Anger leads to hate
YODA
Star Wars Episode I: The Phantom Menace
Yoda said this in the last new Star Wars trilogy. It rings in my head
some times. How many are there since the printing of this book? Just
the 3 trilogies? Whew. Well we get a different model when we use
God’s story as the background. With the right background you can
see that fear is almost the basis of most of our bad decisions. Since we
are a fearful creature, we learn to cope. We learn to make a way of
‘baking the cookies’ so as to make a good batch. The standard
Psychological model:
Find what works, then work it till it works.
Obviously that doesn’t work. Modern Psychology has failed to really
get at the core and root of our ‘Breath’. Psyche is literally “the breath”
of man. I think they nearly got it right when they named the subject.
They just seemed to have missed the meaning.
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Study of the Breath. Wait, what? Wouldn’t you only develop that
way of saying it, simply because you accepted that God breathed life
into Adam?
So we are studying God when we study Psychology? Wow. But often
it’s not an exploration of God’s world. It’s more of a blind leading the
blind. When you reject the Scriptures you also reject sound wisdom.
If you took the Scriptures to your Science class, you would be leaving
more of a mark if you first agree with the basic wisdom of Scripture.
Count the cost for instance. We know that is true. But we originally
had that from Scripture. Not science. The war of science vs. religion
started way long ago in a galaxy your grand-parents remember. You
have entered into: The Twilight Zone.
I had a bout with depression and sought out someone at the V.A.
hospital to speak to. They recommended a class. I took it. It bored me.
I felt like they were examining the dust in the interior as a way to
explain why my car wasn’t running. “Well you see it’s got all this dust
up in here” a seemingly bright looking individual expresses to us. But
we feel their answers don’t quite cut the mustard.
Mustard, Don’t let’s be Silly!

MAD HATTER
Alice in Wonderland

This is where I start believing the conspiracies in place. That the
whole world has been hypnotized and the Illuminati are building a
one world Global government system. Oh, wait, that is happening.
Oh well, luckily this book is not about global conspiracies. Even when
it coincides with Biblical Prophecy.
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Our core desires are simple. I don’t claim to have a fully researched
list. But I’m certain it can be done:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We assume we are immortal.
We were made for intimacy, sex, and passion.
We were not made to be afraid.
We were meant to be caretakers of the earth.
Lovers of God.
Knowers of God.
Experience Beauty:
Have no fill of what we see or desire. We desire the basics:
• To eat tasty good food that satisfies.
• To really enjoy sex and good sensations.
• We were made to run with lions and ride dinosaurs.

But alas, our body doesn't seem to keep up with our inner beliefs of
the heart. Are you lost on that last one? God, didn’t want us to die.
He created them immortal, they just had to eat of the fruit of the tree
of life. Then they would never die.
I’m not sure how you understand that. I take it to believe that God
created ferocious looking lions and tigers and bears, Oh my. But if
you are immortal then no amount of animal ferocity would kill you.
I wonder if Adam experienced pain. If a bear swiped him like it
attacked Leonardo DiCaprio in, The Revenant, would he just heal like
Wolverine? Or would he be really immune to the claws penetration
power?
What kind of power are we talking God?
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See how much more fun this is, God gave us powers! Super powers
like we read or watch in our hero movies. But maybe you are antisuperpower? Just a prayer and potatoes kind of person? Don’t give me
that mumbo jumbo about God and fun, you say?
Paul also prays for this type of super spiritual power in Ephesians.
He prays God will give us the ability to understand and know things
we just shouldn't understand. Super powers.
It changes my day, when I remember God thinks of me, like I think
of Superman or Hulk. We are superheroes to Him, like children.
But He is the hero, to Him. So he sees us as copying Him as a father.
It’s probably cute. Like a puppy. He longs however to grow into a
being (the body of Christ) that can dwell with Him forever and fully
enjoy and know the hand that presses against us. Is motivating us to
see Him asking us, “shall we dance?”
“I will give you the ability to learn how to dance with
me.”
He gives us faith, ears to hear, and eyes to see.
He’s attracted to us. I know it’s harder to believe that, than anything
else. If I could realize God REALLY LOVES ME! (2 L’s really) He
wants to surround us with his love and hold us. Like a man holds a
woman in fear.
I really believe the fall, in God’s perspective, was a necessary thing.
It makes sense, that God would have to show himself, since His image
is to desire intimacy. How could he truly teach how valuable He is, if
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not by story, by myth, if not by myth, by assumption if not by
assumption logic.
The world demonstrates what naturally leans to believing in a
created environment. I don’t understand why evolutionist debate this.
The world doesn't give scientific examples of an alternate view.
Chickens, and chickens alone are responsible for making an egg.
Anyone who waffles on this point is performing trickery or is just
dwelling on the sensational. There is no way to explain that eggs made
animals. If that were true, it would require a more magical
understanding of the nature of the universe. And an inclusion to the
agnostic belief. Which is where the world operated from until the last
150 years. Maybe we should recognize Darwin as our true Anti-Christ.
He has already come with his minions. But even Darwin thought he
believed in God. It was only a simple perversion. We will get better.
We can become like God.
There are very few true Atheists. No True Scotsman to be found. It
seems they are all agnostic when you break down the simple
definitions.
So why are we debating? Why can’t we just leave our beliefs alone to
do what they magically do: Decide who God is. Me or Him?

When you are in a state of total relaxation there are only two desires
that will naturally motivate you. The first is being visually aroused and
the second is being emotionally aroused, then physically aroused
either in food, comfort, or sex.
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How do we begin to covet? We covet what we see.
ANTHONY HOPKINS
Silence of the Lambs
Touch, hearing, and sight are the primary senses. Hearing gives us
more awareness, and taste just makes you know there is fun ahead.
Any God that would put food in front of us implies he wants to satisfy
us. Now Just that alone wouldn’t be real proof. But, if those are the
basic elements, and those elements keep showing up, isn’t it logical to
assume?
Even if you don’t assume, you can read the words yourself and see
that God says so. Then you can agree with your heart and go to the
next construct. Building faith as you go. Or learning to hate the
process of satisfaction and desire, and embrace something dark and
perverted.
Notice the sharp distance the Hebrew God separates Himself from
the Arab version.
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“Now write down this song and teach it to the
Israelites and have them sing it, so that it may be a
witness for me against them. When I have brought them
into the land flowing with milk and honey, the land I
promised on oath to their ancestors, and when they eat
their fill and thrive, they will turn to other gods and
worship them, rejecting me and breaking my covenant.
And when many disasters and calamities come on them,
this song will testify against them, because it will not be
forgotten by their descendants. I know what they are
disposed to do, even before I bring them into the land I
promised them on oath.”
DEUTERONOMY 31:19-21
There you will worship man-made gods of wood and
stone, which cannot see or hear or eat or smell.
DEUTERONOMY 4:28
Did you catch all of that? God smells and eats? I think a lot of people
miss this. God is like us. We are JUST like HIM. He experiences, like
we do. He eats, like we do. And He enjoys fragrant aromas like
Barbeques and flowers! Is that weird? He has the same desires we do.
The same Heart-strings.
The Inside Out method
So how can we deal appropriately with our desires?
Release the fake you and allow God to change the real you.
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Christ didn’t come to save the person you are
pretending to be.
BRENT CURTIS
The Sacred Romance
Why is it so hard to let go of our false self when we are around others?
It’s the shame of our lack of Beauty that we want back.
What is it that makes us cry at weddings and other happy occasions?
Could it be that there is a little sorrow as we remember all the pain we
have been through, and we somehow wish this happy moment could
be for us, and last forever? Or when it is for us, in our own weddings,
that we are somehow reminded of all the pain before the moment of
happiness. A quick flashback before the rescue.
We have longed for that feeling so much, but we also remember the
struggle we were brought through, up to that moment.
Is the heart bound by rules of Beauty that God created?

Where am I going with this?

W

e are either going to seek a Beauty that will give us
something good in the end, or we will chase after a Beauty
that will hurt us in the end. It’s quite simple.

Until we are willing to stop chasing after the Beauty’s that hurt us
we will never get rid of the constant struggles we face and stifle our
sanctification. And truly fix our eyes on Jesus. But who really can do
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this? Just a few? Maybe, He did save only 8 the first time. Maybe we
aren’t all going? It’s a Narrow path.
True power is found in submission. Submission to learn the best
plan of defense.
Rule Number 3: Follow the leader.
I’m not saying to turn off your desires, but rather a simple
recognition that says,
“this car, or this house, or this person will not satisfy
me in the end, regardless of how much desire I have for
it right at this moment, or even over the next few years
of struggling with my desire.”
Nearly the entire Bible is constantly dealing with desires. The
characters in the stories, or through connecting with our desires, you
will be hard pressed to find a passage of Scripture that does not deal
with desire of something on some level.

Is it wrong to want?

Some believe that all our desires are basically sinful until we are filled
with the Spirit. Not some other process of discipline and regimented
works, flogging or meditation. Others believe that we can still
continue to choose away from God, even though we have faith and a
“real” salvation.
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Ignore the ideas of choice, as these will
only cloud the issue. When you chase
after something that isn’t God, it is easy
to lose site of the prize.
If we are to “run as if to win the prize,”
we should fight with a might as if to tear
ourselves away from this life and its
distractions. Like we are stuck in
Neverland trying to get out.
Our repentance should come quick
and definitive. Well, it should
eventually if you are struggling to seek
God and “faithing” through life.
But Beauty beckons us to turn to God
or falseness. Like an eternal game of
Door Number 1 or Door Number 2. A
simple choice really. All of reality tells
you to choose Door Number 1, our first
option. But we hesitate. We don’t
believe.

As I am a firm believer in
God’s total sovereignty I am
often challenged with how to
deal with those who believe
in “free-will.” My personal
belief is, seek what is right
and don’t argue with a
believer on this subject.
I believe that if God is
sovereign, it leads to a
humbler state about grace
and how we deal with those
God
has
chosen
for
destruction and discipline.
We don’t rejoice when a
person stumbles whom we
think should be judged,
because we believe it could
have easily been us. Just as
much as we don’t hold in
contempt those who do
sinful things that we don’t
struggle with because again,
God chose a different path
for us.
The common practice in
the church is to respond in
contempt and not see it as an
error. It’s hard to love your
enemy and those who
persecute you and hate God,
but how will you turn the
offended if you don’t
demonstrate
that
you
believe God loves them?

If you focus on filling yourself with the
Spirt (again I mean: Word of God) then
how should we approach that? Should it
be simple reading plans? Are Sunday
school groups and home group
meetings or discussions with family enough to fill us?
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I would say, yes it’s possible. But that’s like asking if walking is a
good exercise plan; it really depends on what you are training for. Are
you barely making it? I don’t suggest walking. I suggest hard-core
training. Deeper study, more focused drilling. Find the simplicity and
train it every day.
Rule Number 1: Guarantee your success. Do not fall down.
This is the primary rule that everyone learns in life. It is the grand
principle of truth.
The more energy you waste trying to do something, the harder it
becomes. This is the primary principle that I taught in my dojo:
Have little to do with uselessness. Or as Miyamoto Musashi teaches:
Do nothing which is of no use.
MIYAMOTO MUSASHI
Book of 5 Rings
If you want to train to be a Christian church goer, then struggle no
further. God doesn’t need you on the front line. Just sit in your pew
and drink your juice. Don’t ask any tough questions or seek to
understand the difficult parts of Scripture. Continue to use lines like,
“well I don’t know much about that but I will pray about it.”
Wanting is only a problem when God says no, and you want it
anyway. What do you do then?
How can we be a broken and sinful person and chase after God? This
is the shame of the devil.
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Fear

Fear is the path that ruins us.
The first things. Return to the first things and they will teach you.
What did Adam do? He Hid. He was afraid. He even knew he was
naked. Something we have no problem feeling.
Is there an evolutionary model for clothes? Some would argue that
the bushmen don’t wear clothes, it’s just a modern necessity living in
colder climates. Hogwash! No animal wears clothes. Not one. We are
special in that way.
Before the garden there was no problem with being totally exposed
and naked. After the garden we realized there was something wrong
with us and we needed to be covered for it and that is why God said
he sacrificed animals for them. To cover this sin created by fear.
So as we deal with everything as it
comes at us, we either respond without
fear, (Which is most likely a righteous
path; not always true but often it is true
as a general rule) or we continue on with
a fearful response.

I really think, if you don’t
understand all of that, Read
the first chapters of the Bible
until you can understand the
basic story, from every
angle. You will see God
tremendously here. But I
also urge you first to Read
the whole counsel, the whole
Bible, then dive in deep.

You can hear it in your voice in the
thing that they said. It really is
something simple to notice after a while.
Our fearful response maybe “what if someone sees me for what I have
done?” We can build our own rules of shame. Because we are created,
not evolved.
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We question harshly “why do you ask me these questions?”
A righteous person would respond fearlessly:
“Yes I committed this, and yes I should be punished.”
“Yes I deserve justice and punishment.”
You can listen to your own responses and judge whether you are
being strong and courageous or weak and afraid.
The weak and fearless are the most powerful people on the earth.
Not the rich, but the most fearless.
John the Baptist is our example of how God changed the world with
a homeless man’s help. Now if that doesn't encourage you to be more
responsible with your daily life, I don’t know what would.

The Beauty of Counsel – (The conclusion)

There are various forms of Biblical counselling. I can only tell you
about the one I was trained in. I can only speak of what I understand.
Simply put, I learn everything about Scripture that teaches us about
the condition of the person. And Scripture is clear, it is all a condition
of the heart. While we may not understand exactly, what Heart the
Scriptures speak of, we can still understand the process which God
tells us how His design works.
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Now, there should be men of understanding who know this type of
information at your church that can guide you through difficult times.
But we can all use the tools, especially since nothing should be hidden,
otherwise it could likely be a cult. Here is the way I began to study. I
studied until I understood enough to disciple someone else. But I
began in the Word, not at a Bible college.

The Word

The Word of God should be considered the highest authority for a
reader of the Bible and for anyone who can make sense of Scripture.
John 1 says the Word became Jesus. God is His Word. God is the
Word, the lamb, the Savior, redeemer. But when we are presented a
Bible. All of a sudden we don’t believe it?
Jesus said, unless you eat his flesh and drink his blood you can’t enter
the kingdom of heaven. Did we not think of that metaphor when it
came time to read the Bible? Did you miss it? Should you put down
the phone or computer and get to know the Bible better? Because it is
Gods way of coming to you specifically.
We can spread the Word of God that can breathe faith into people.
We must understand that we must get the Words of God into them;
not our words. For the Word is living and active and completely
capable of giving faith for someone to believe—just by hearing the
truth.
It's easy to recognize the truth in a situation even though you may
have not had any experience with a particular subject matter for
instance, if a person responds to you in a particular way you can think
“okay is this a hopeful response,” a demanding response or denial
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response literally everything moved in those directions you can try to
trace everything in life with those.
But if you want to get the full picture, consider Joshua, who read all
of the Words of God (the law and the story of Genesis) to everyone
before crossing the Jordan into battle. Baptism is symbolized in the
river, and the precursor is the reading of the Words. And he read them
to EVERYONE. He did not leave out a single word from a single
person. He baptized them into the very Word of God.
I recently read my Great Uncle’s book about the Revelation. I
couldn’t understand why he was using these wild beliefs about the text
that just weren’t supported by the text. I often found myself at odds
with the interpretations of most. I found myself becoming a Doctrine
Cop myself. And I tell you what, I didn’t like it. When I was a kid it
was fine. I heard a verse and it was forever in my memory banks. When
someone contradicted it I could call up the verse in my head and think.
No that can’t be right. Not according to God’s Words.
We must keep in mind that the Bible speaks of a specific way of
understanding and coming to God. The church may have it rituals
and ceremonies, but when they forget the Words of God they will fail
their people.
Consult God’s instruction and the testimony of
warning. If anyone does not speak according to this
word, they have no light of dawn.
ISAIAH 8:20
Isaiah makes it clear to us that if anyone doesn’t agree in their heart
that if you seek God’s instruction you have the light. The first place a
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wise man runs is God’s Word. It’s True. I affirm it. I have a hard time
making it happen most of the time.
I have heard many friends and preachers say that there are many ways
to hear God’s instructions. They ADD to the Word of God. They
think they should get the external counsel.
I remember the first time I met with a deacon and was so excited
that I was in-the-know when it comes to understanding Scripture. I
thought we shared a common insight. But when I expounded upon
my knowledge I have found that most people are ignorant of the Bible.
And these are elders in the church! I thought, how is this possible? Or
did I just stumble upon something only God revealed to me?
Specifically, I’m speaking of the idea that the Word is the preeminent
when it comes to defining God. The elders couldn’t know this? It
frightened me. Many churches abandon their teaching that the Word
is the source. They say, the Holy Spirit. But the Word is the sPiRit?
Regardless of how you make lower-case Greek letters.
I often had feelings where I was all alone in my church. I met very
few people that wanted to know God on the level I was interested. I
was considered too deep. Chill out they would say. Relax. But when
it came to the things of God, I just became obsessed.
I remember Chuck Swindoll in a radio show was at a dinner with 2
strange older ladies. When the dinner started, they were really quiet.
Somehow the conversation turned to religion and Jesus was
mentioned. At this, the older ladies perked up and started talking.
Chuck said, “I think you know when you love God, when you have
an overwhelming desire to talk about the things of God. All the time.”
I totally agree with him.
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I can’t stop thinking about God. And I think it’s because of how
much Scripture I’ve processed through. I find it funny that most
pastors don’t make this judgement. They may attribute their mastery
of Scripture based on the teachings of Spurgeon or Jerome. But
ultimately the writings of God are the only thing necessary (Luke 10).
My counsel was the Word.

Prayer

If you were to sum up in the shortest definition, how would you
wrap up what prayer is? Is it communication? Is it a magical form of
getting what you want? Is it seeking God? Can you learn from prayer?
I remember the first time I heard someone say it. “I learn about God
through prayer.” I have to admit I instantly jumped on it. Now before
you can find a loophole, let me tell you what I did. I began to ask this
person...because they actually believed it; “You don’t need to go to
church, fellowship, follow any guidance or male leadership, or even
read your Bible?” And the answer was “no.” I was instantly realizing I
was talking to a fool.
I began to argue with him, unsuccessfully of course. But I could
never agree with him after my experience with Scripture.
I realize, many things can be understood from the prayers of others,
and sometimes the words that come out of our own mouths. But the
reality is, you can’t learn from your own prayers alone. If you seek to
understand God, you must read Scripture.
Now I use the term Scripture, the Word, and Bible synonymously.
I see no difference. I often use the Spirit as a reference but since that’s
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not so easy to lock into a leather bound book (being the living and
active Word) most people are just not read up enough to go down that
road with me. I will however go into great detail about it later on.

External Counselors
The world however has developed a major difference with
knowledge. Many believe you must have a Psychology degree to
understand anything. Or pay for a license. Also known as extortion.
No on-the-job-training (OJT) will be accepted when you need a
license to perform your job.
Psychology is great at determining the factors (their job description).
But more often, we see recommendations of Psychologist ending up
in the same place as the Scriptures describe. There is a huge chasm of
types of counseling, especially in the church. And many sharply
debated differences especially by those who accept the standard
Psychological counseling, Nuethetic, Christian, Biblical counseling,
or Behavioral counseling.
I trained specifically with Frank Tomlinson with what is acceptably
known as Biblical counseling. Under the leadership of people, such as
Larry Crabb and Dan Allender who have psychology backgrounds but
have been leaning more toward strict Biblical understandings.
Most in this group believe that how you understand the Scriptures
determines your true understanding of the condition of the heart and
the system that God created. Specifically, the garden story as this is
the only part of the Bible that speaks of who we were created to be
initially. Without this understanding of a perfect system that was
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broken, we can’t truly understand the way we were made to be. And
it’s the root of many of the debates in counseling.
It's not like the world can't discover what is right and wrong without
the Bible. It’s very capable and the Bible is clear that the evidence is
all over the Universe. But to make a clear understanding, you need to
have the true framework. So we can get close sometimes to the real
truth, but if we do not fully understand and believe what God
explained to us we are simply hunting in a semi-lit room for the truth.
Consider the martial art of Judo for instance. The Asian culture
understands that gentleness is the most effective form of combat.
While striking can be the fastest way to defeat an enemy, the most
effective is gentleness. In translation, diplomacy is the best course. To
defeat your enemy without throwing a punch or offense.
Rule #1: Karate for defense only.
PAT MORITA – MR. MIYAGI
The Karate Kid II
The highest understanding of fighting is defense only. Now at this
point we part with the truth. Defense against attack is useless.
Eventually you will learn the best methods, but they will lead you to
hurt and torture, and demand easier. To become a Thug. But God
can still speak to thugs. He did in the first century too. But today we
have books like Jesus and the Hip Hop Prophets: Spiritual Insights
from Lauryn Hill and 2Pac, by Alex Gee and John Teter (a beautiful
inspiration to me). I knew that God’s Beauty was speaking to
EVERYONE.
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Kevin Smith’s first major attempt at movie production, was a little
known film called Mallrats. After the success of his black and white
smaller production, Clerks. Kevin Smith is not a PureFlix producer so
you might be ignorant of his films. They are aimed at the current
culture of anti-God, antiestablishment. He speaks to the young. If you
did hear his message you would find many references to God in his
films. He professes that he believes in God. And here you have him
teaching his message about God to the world. Even in the secular
world, God is talked about.
I remember the first time I was introduced to this concept by John
Eldredge in the Sacred Romance. I could literally see the Hulk as the
embodiment of God’s tenacity to win our love. I could see God, in
the things I was chasing. The very movie, that I wanted to watch.
For most part, Mallrats is on point and correct with its assumptions
of love and relationships. But we will explore that much later.
Let’s focus on how we can be wrong, and what is wrong for that
matter?

Perversion

But for most of us, our minds have already become tainted
(perverted) by the world. Our distorted thinking can pervert the
outcome of our advice. Most of the world if asked, “is it ok to demand
you get what you want?” would reply, “No.”
But ask them if it is ok to demand Justice and their opinions vary.
It’s a whole life’s work, I can imagine to even begin to understand
how we pervert things. The most important for us to remember, is
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that we can pervert the Words of God. Some people are criticized
publicly because of a simple difference in interpreting Scripture.
Rob Bell is criticized is on his interpretations of Scripture. Not that
he doesn’t understand, but he still has questions that don’t line up
with all the way he’s been studying, and who he is. God is always
working on us one-on-one. We get lost in the shuffle when we are a
cog in the wheel. The Tong Dynasty is credited with inventing group
training for Martial arts. It’s where we get the word Karate. (it’s a long
story)
Others are challenged by all Christians. Like Neil Degrease Tyson,
for instance. Some handle it well, like those gentlemen, others do not.
I would rather not deal with a Richard Dawkins, myself. I might hurt
him, teaching him about the laws of Physics from my perspective.
Charles means manly. It is my prophetic calling to talk about Beauty
from a masculine perspective. Of course I have already offended a
woman out there. Being a man, it’s inevitable.
When you read Scripture, you often come to differences of opinion
on interpretations. And the more you read, God leads you to believe.
So can’t we leave it up to God? I know there is a desire to be right
all the time. But can we not love Rob Bell? He’s a great teacher and
has done much to further the kingdom that most of us.
Why do we always split when we find error in someone's theology?
Would we really reject their entrance into heaven? I was a little
troubled by Brennan Manning’s take on this in the Ragamuffin
Gospel. It is disturbing to think God will invite worse people than us.
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I mean the really bad ones. If you read Scripture and you see the
redemption stories: The foreshadowing event is the book of Ruth.
Ruth is a Moabite. That’s right I said it, Moabite. That means she
comes from a line of sexually perverted people. And she was chosen to
be the great grandmother to the King of Israel? How shameful! It’s a
disgrace. But we see God doing this over and over, redeeming the
sexually immoral. Its true Revelation says that the sexually immoral
will not enter the kingdom. And we often throw that in the face of the
immoral and say “See, you aren’t going to heaven.” But the first people
on the list are the cowards.
Nearly all the famous women in the Bible have bad reputations.
Their lives surrounded by scandal, or shame. Abigail, while a good
example of womanhood, suffered a bad marriage very well. Most
women if they were honest, would never support their husbands the
way she did. The reason David looked upon her and desired her for a
wife. David saw the value.
Quotation is an idea of repeating someone. But often we repeat for
the wrong reasons. The wrong intent of the original source. But worse
than that.
The idea that we can be separate with our language, that we can say
something God can’t understand or explain. If we are all sourced in
creation, and all things are dependent on God. Every word, beyond
God’s Word, is a perversion of his Word; the truth. The Word is the
source of knowledge. All others are perversions.
There is no knowledge beyond what God has Created, and explained
to us; no phrase without simple derivative; no song that can’t be
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expressed simply by the number 7, or 9 really. Everything breaks down
to simple language and apparently it is the language of God. The Code
He interacts with the world. His Matrix. As Galilei first taught us.
If you didn’t know that the Wachowski sisters were not using
Biblical symbolism in the move the Matrix, I’m sorry I have perverted
your thinking and already perverted I have made you just by using the
context of the stories I have seen. You don’t have to see any of these
movies I reference. Just know that the authors often pervert, or try and
symbolize. (be in harmony with the nature of God)
I don’t know what God will do with those storytellers. I think he
will support them. They are doing more than we are, most likely.
I wish I could be afforded to write for entertainment. I have a lot of
stories that I could tell. Nothing more important than this however.
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Act 2 – Who and What is Beauty?

Who and What is Beauty?
You are treasured, you are sacred, you are His. You're
beautiful...You're the one He madly loves enough to die
MERCYME
“Beautiful”

We all want something beautiful, I wish I was
beautiful.
COUNTING CROWS
Mr. Jones
Cause there's a spark in you. You just got to ignite the
light and let it shine. Just own the night like the Fourth
of July. Cause baby you're a firework.
KATY PERRY
“Firework”
You’re the one I choose, I only want to be with you,
you’re the one for me...I sense something divine in you
DAZZ BAND
Let It Whip
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What is it, that you desire?

Who is She?

Beauty was born in the light. Beauty is dangerous, enticing, inspiring.
It makes you feel peaceful. Beauty is feminine.
She can soothe the desperate, and calm the restless.
She, as the object of affection is always feminine in nature, as she
described and was first shown to us as Light. She is holy, and separated
from the darkness. We are constantly reminded of her Beauty through
all displays of fire.
In 1893, Nikola Tesla brought forth a marvel of an entire ‘City of
Lights’ at the Chicago World's Fair. It was the first time that a city
was running on Alternating Current (AC) Electricity. Displays of
fireworks are a regular source of awe and used the world over to
capture our attention.
When God began his Word, He told us about how the first good
thing entered the world. God spoke the first beautiful thing into
existence. “Light!” And light was. The Hebrew is very simple. The
stage is set, as the director calls the Lights! Begin the story.
The next thing he does sums up the Outline for his whole purpose
in his story. He separated the light, from the darkness. And he said
that the light was good.
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What in the world does that mean to me? Big deal God, you liked
lighting up the world? Why are you telling me this? Am I being overly
cynical here? Or did you feel the same way when you read that? So.
Light is good. And I guess Darkness isn’t? OK. Glad I have that
figured out. Well it all seems like a silly detail, or is it?
Silly little mundane details. Blah Blah Blah. Boringness is the most
prevalent feeling I struggle with. Things are boring, what should I do.
Then we ask ourselves what should we do?
We reach out for many different things but they are always leading
us to chase after them. Then they die, or kick you back and when you
are down.
I only seem to want my own things. I have become much more
loving in my older years. I wish I knew what I know now, well, to be
honest, I don’t think my younger self could handle it.
I’m not interested unless it tells me how to get what I want. Oh I’m
angry about that. Why are you stuffing these details down my throat
God? Just skip to the good parts. Tell us “WHAT MUST I DO?”
Most people actually read the Bible like that. I know I did. I just
wanted to be able to get through it, when I first started. I didn’t want
to meet the real God. I only wanted to do what I was supposed to do.
Get baptized, go to church, figure out how to pray better, and try and
smile more often. My original route to being a Christian.
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But then I realized, that’s what I hated about Mormonism. It was so
fake to me. They didn’t really care. They just liked their church and
their delusional religion. I studied a lot about Mormonism.
We learn really quick we can’t just have what we want. We can’t
make up a religion to be true. It has to be true for it to be found.
When you want something and you don’t get it, what do you do?
Some people say, the first thing you must do to get what you want
is to try harder.
These are the crazy people.
There are others that say, fake it. Fakers have great intention. But in
the long run it is worse for them. It is a tortuous lifestyle.
Always trying to be holy and a good Christian. I’m not against those
people. I just think they don’t always help the current age of people
that are still lost and in need of the shepherd.


Most people know that light is a symbol of God but it rarely hits us
as very deeply and consistently as it is stated in Scripture. Many
descriptions fall on deaf ears because we find them too simple to see
more in them. A simple phrase is often dismissed as common
knowledge but it's the common that we altogether mistake for not
being profound and full of wisdom and wonder.
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I was taught early on to really ponder things with God. I’m not sure
how I got started meditating on some of the “boring” parts of
Scripture, but I’m always wondering about things like this. My
spiritual gift? —it’s patience in questioning God.
I laugh—that is such a lie. Well maybe not compared to some. But
I have a knack for holding my questions in my head long enough to
have them revealed much later on. Sometimes decades, sometimes it
comes in minutes. But I never have chucked it all away as nothing to
be understood.
I’m going nowhere and I’m going to take my time, all
the questions in the world I can leave in my mind. I’m
waiting on the Sunshine.
SIXPENCE NONE THE RICHER
Waiting On the Sun
I've heard it by a few people that they are impressed by the amount
of Scripture I recall and relate to. I think most people don't really
swallow Scripture the same way I do. Maybe that's why they think I
know so much. I really know very little compared to some. I just feel
compelled to study it. It was when I heard:
Take this scroll and eat it. Both Jeremiah and Ezekiel were called to
eat the words of God’s prophecy. There are many references to eating
the Word of God. God is like a big meal. You can’t do it all at once.
Slow down Augustus!
MRS GLOOP
Willy Wonka
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One major reason I began tackling Scripture was because I was a
Christian for so long and I seemed to know very little about my God.
I once heard a sermon that blew me away. If love is measured by
intimacy, how much do I love God? Ouch, it was painful. I realized I
neglected God a lot.

Revealed

Some say Beauty is to be uncovered or found. Not all women are
blessed with the same measure of physical Beauty as others, but they
all have a Beauty to reveal. Some lucky men are able to reveal the
hidden Beauty in a woman (regardless of her physical Beauty) and are
deeply satisfied.
Not all Beauty is visible. Some are great mysteries to unfold. Some
are buried deep under a hard shell. Appealing Beauty is not always
honest. There are a number of Beauties that guard their ugliness under
a fake shell of external Beauty. Jezebel painted her face and was a very
beautiful woman but that didn't stop men from throwing her off the
balcony to her death. She obviously had some ugliness in her to
deserve that type of punishment.
Some women think only of their outward appearance. Some try and
hide their outward appearance. But if we look at how the youngest of
us behave we can see remnants of more hopeful Beauty.
Anyone who has watched a little girl can hear the Beauty scream:
“look at me I’m lovely to behold.” You can see that girls pay attention
to anyone who may be looking, even at such young ages. God
obviously made them that way for a reason.
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And men love to have a Beauty at their side. Like Xerxes requesting
Queen Vashti to come to the party in the garden of Susa:
in order to display her Beauty to the people and the
princes, for she was beautiful.
ESTHER 1:11
Beauty often says “Don’t look at me” in the shame of something.
Maybe Vashti was just angry that he was drunk and demanding. But
by refusing she “despised her husband” (v17) and was disrespectful to
the king (v19).
There is a special pain Beauty tells you,
I despise you.
Sometimes it can be a simple phrase, like “I never loved you.” Or
the sentiment, “I am not your friend.” These words can drive men to
do just what Xerxes did with Vashti. “I never want to see her again. I
will replace her with someone better.”
We resort to the first desire of anger:
To be separated from our desire. Go away from me.
You are not creating the desire I have for you; you are
destroying it.
Or already have destroyed it.
Sometimes when our words come too late, they are not the raw
feelings we have. We later feel, in a counseling session that the reality
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of the issue is not truly exposed. There is something missing from the
picture.
That’s not everything.
If the mouth speaks because of what is on its heart, then why do we
not say the things we feel?
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Maybe we've gone too far?
Another emotional tie on me,
And I don't know who you really are.
Putting my trust in you,
Safe in your presence I will be,
If I thought it was the thing to do
With you.
Where do we go from here?
Why do we stand in silence, waiting for
The other to make a move? (yes we do)
And how do I feel right now?
Stepping out of my private world into
Something that scares me so you know.
Maybe I don't want to know,
Maybe I want to feel for you.
It feels like I'm
Falling deeper into the unknown
I'm losing the fight to stay alone
I'm falling, falling for you

DONNA LEWIS
Falling - From the movie: Simply Irresistible

By stifling and lying and hiding we expose nothing to be fixed. We
guard our hearts from the true enemy. God.
When we are hurt by our Beauty it leaves a very deep wound. Some
relationships are quickly broken over simple things like this. We do
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learn to forgive many things. But some wounds are just too much to
gaze upon that Beauty again.
God however is a much better husband and continued to Woo his
bride to return. Something Xerxes and most sinful men are incapable
of doing.

Reminders

Just as fire, starlight, candles, fireworks, sunsets, and things we hear
constantly remind us of the light:
Going out in a Blaze of Glory
Do not go gentle into that goodnight.

BON JOVI
DYLAN THOMAS
We appreciate the sun more when it leaves us because we recognized
its Beauty as we watch a sunset. Driving or riding off into the sunset
is a familiar theme. The ooh and awe of a fireworks, is only a quick
reminder of that light. The great light in the sky.
What would a music show be without special lights to attract our
eyes? The sound was good but there were no special effects. If kids
today saw the “graphics” we had leading up to today, they would
wonder why we played those games. We invent new ways of displaying
lights from our homes and in our hobbies. We look to add lights to
make things better. Sure you need the other characters but Light is the
star of the show.
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Fading
We are reminded that Beauty fades. A cute baby spits up, breasts sag,
the sun sets, the fireworks go out, and flowers wither. As Solomon
reminds us:
I have seen the burden God has laid on man. He has
made everything beautiful in its time. He has also set
eternity in the heart of man;
ECCLESIASTES 3:10,11

Beauty in Time

All things have Beauty, but it will wither and die. When I mentioned
this to a woman in her mid-20s, she immediately dismissed me. She
said, “I think women get more beautiful as they age.”
While that can be true the original Beauty wherever it peaked is now
gone and fading. This is a sad story actually. I don’t want any Beauty
to fade. But God has made the world this way. So that’s,
Why everything’s made to be broken, I just want you
to know who I am.
GOO GOO DOLLS
Iris
All of life reminds us that things die. The whole first part of Genesis
is reminding us over and over again, yes they lived sometimes 1000
years, but then, they died. It’s the saddest story that most people try
and overlook. People will die. We will all die. Yes, yes, but let’s not
think about the sad things.
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See. Right there, we will all go off and do it. We will ignore that
haunting feeling. The feeling most of us try and hide. The day we die
is a fantasy. It’s an old gossip story. It’s not going to happen to me. I
am,

Eternity in the Heart
Immortal.

We all believe it when we are born. We learn about pain and
frustration of living in the moment is difficult. Remaining present
amid the chaos and heart wrenching stories that happen all day long.
Frank used to use the concept of the Black Knight in Monty Python
and the Holy Grail. He comes out and instantly loses an arm. He
ignores the pain. It’s only a flesh wound. We begin to feel pain. Pain
grows, and becomes suffering. It begins to cry out for a rescuer. The
story is common. It is everywhere. We need help. We need help just
getting through a moment. So stop, pray the simple request, and move
on. God has it. He’s in control. Even when the airplane is crashing
and all of your family are dying around you.
The feeling of Eternity makes us feel god-like sometimes. We can
tax our bodies to perform and later realize it was bad for us. I spend
most of my days hobbling out of bed, limping to the car, to get to the
chiropractor appointments I’ve had for the past 2 years. I would go
twice a week and only took a break during a surgical operation.
I try and go to the gym now, but my focus is on all the pain I have.
I think God doesn’t want us to simply tap out, but he wants us to
relax, let me just show you this part of the story. It’s awful, and filled
with tears, but you will savor every minute. As a man I know God
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wants me to display strength even to my death. Everyone cheered as
they cried for William Wallace as he screamed out for his desire,
“Freedom!”
It’s hard to wrestle like Jacob when you are in serious pain or
weakness. But God has impressed upon me a new workout. One that
never ceases. Because, let’s face it, the older you get, the more pain you
get. No one told me that story. Otherwise I would have been at the
massage table every day. Only smart people like Jack LaLanne would
know, God commanded us to be strong and courageous.
While some of us are not bound to a bed dreading the thought that
someone would want me to get up, walk somewhere; it would hurt so
much. I have no motivation much anymore.
I’m pretty tired. I think I’ll go home now.
TOM HANKS
Forrest Gump

What does Beauty want?

Beauty wants to feel safe. She wants to know everything. Nothing
shocking should happen around Beauty, or she will be ruined. We
must protect her. She is holy. She is the object at rest.
She wants to be met in time at the time she is ready. Women and
men are never ready together. The men are always ready first. They
are ready to expend energy. Women tend to ramp up the energy, they
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come on slow but strong. They can last much longer. And I’m talking
about their physical strength. Proportionately, women are usually
stronger than their male counterparts. Isn’t that interesting? Secretly,
Beauty is very strong.
But Beauty admires and is drawn to strength. Sampson was likely
just as much as a distraction to Delilah. Because we recognize the
secret strength. There is a natural relationship that is created out of it.

Intimacy

Beauty wants to be seen and heard and to be known and understood.
Need you look any further than the words of authors such as the book
you hold? If it were not, the author would be content not sharing a
single word with you but for some reason he insists on sharing
knowledge. I could try and hold back as much as possible about my
life, and many artist and authors do. But it is usually done to keep
some sort of barrier between them and a dangerous sting of betrayal.
I would gladly share every detail of my life if it were not for the
realization that some would only use it to haunt me and terrorize me
with their own desires for Beauty, the desires I remember all too well
from my youth and my adulthood, though thankfully different both
come with their own pain.
My desire personally is not to run from pain as I have hopefully made
clear in these pages but as I know a loving person not only always
hopes but always “protects” the cherished things. So as I am not one
to be less shrewd than other authors I do leave some information for
personal intimacy only.
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I would hope I could hear all of your thoughts of course if it were
not for the overwhelming emotions it takes to hear everyone’s heart.

Jealous

Beauty is jealous and wants to be the most Beautiful. All Beauty is
jealous, as the image of God, it is deeply tied to all people. Some
women are taught that this is just wrong. Well, they are right but they
are wrong in shaming them. They should be taught we are all jealous.
It is modern society that tells us to deal with it. We were meant to
have 1 single intimate relationship.
He is Jealous for me.
DAVID CROWDER
How He Loves
Do not worship any other god, for the Lord, whose
name is Jealous, is a jealous God.
EXODUS 34:14
He deeply desires us. So much it hurts. Why do we torture this God,
so Holy? We all struggle to let God, be God and not try and compete
with our eternal father.
It would hurt a lot when my wife would bring up the question, “Do
you think she is prettier than me?” She knew the answer. But she still
wanted to believe that I would think otherwise. No, I would lie, “she’s
not prettier than you at all.” Knowing full well it was a subject I didn’t
know how to handle. I chose to lie at first because that’s what everyone
else taught me. But as I read the Bible it doesn’t offer much support
for that type of lying. All lying is sin. It is pointed away from God.
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When women realize they aren’t the fairest they are hurt. When they
bring in the image of God to this world and they aren’t holy and wise
they bring complexity.
All Beauty wants to be protected and defended even those that don’t
need your help. They long to belong to a cause, a purpose, a group.
Many women who do not have groups of friends, find a very
depressing existence. Women are naturally helpful. They want to
know and understand your story. They want to hear you.
The history of the world can be wrapped up in how men didn’t listen
to their wives and that is why we have the problems we have to this
day. I’m sure some woman is blessed with that wisdom. All of the
Bible is about suppressing the fact that true power is found in
weakness, it is found in women.
Luke denies telling us it is the Gospel According to Mary, the mother
of God, he instead calls it simply: nothing. He doesn’t even mention
her as a source. Even though all of the accounts seem to be about her.
She was at most of them. She was excited to see what this boy she had
would do. She wanted to witness even that. So they were close for sure.
It doesn’t say what Jesus’ profession was. Some simply figure, he did
what his dad did. He was a carpenter. But the Bible doesn’t say that.
It says he was the son of the carpenter. Carpenter meaning
construction artist.
Some people think Luke is being oppressive. Like he doesn’t want
everyone to know these were Mary’s words. I think he is being
secretive. Only a great fool thinks that women are objectified in
Christianity. To the exact contrary. The height of how you treat and
love your wife is the proof of how much you love God. So...Crickets...
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Ouch. I guess I failed that one too. Ok let’s get a better list going,
this is getting depressing. Well the same too for wives. There, moving
on.
Both Sarai and Rebekah were called “very beautiful.” Rachel was
called lovely in form and beautiful. This was different. The change to
a different word seems to imply she had Great Beauty. It is no wonder
Rachel has so much symbolism tied up in her character. She
symbolizes Christ as she died in Bethlehem.
Rachel wanted children but was first denied them. She said she
would die without her children, and she did. Even after another son
was given to her, she was still sad. This was the symbol of the church.
Rachel. Israel/Jacob represent the church yes but Rachel represents the
Christ. She wants children because God wants children. She was
taught what barren was. Even Hannah was barren for a time so she
would want that much more. Sadly, even when we think we get what
we want, God requires us to go further. I think one theologian called
it the ice cream theology. Give all the ice cream till it’s coming out
your ears then say, is that what you want, more ice cream?
Naphtali is a doe set free that bears beautiful fawns.
GENESIS 49:21
This is an obvious reference to young girls of this tribe were
considered attractive. God definitely uses the Beauty of women to
draw men into the dance. We just think we can do as good a job as
Jesus.
We can’t.
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But if they are willing to work with that, we maybe have something.
“How beautiful are your tents, O Jacob, your
dwelling places, O Israel!
NUMBERS 24:5
Even Jacob’s home was something of Beauty. Women are of obvious
value.
if you notice among the captives a beautiful woman
and are attracted to her, you may take her as your wife.
DEUTERONOMY 21:11
And now God brings in an entirely different subject. Beauty needs
to be protected. During war, many women will turn to their attackers.
In every war, new leadership can bring good or bad. After a battle, you
may be inclined to keep for yourself.
When I saw in the plunder a beautiful robe from
Babylonia, two hundred shekels of silver and a wedge of
gold weighing fifty shekels, I coveted them and took
them. They are hidden in the ground inside my tent,
with the silver underneath.
AICHEN
Joshua 7:21
50 shekels = 1.25 lbs. or 20.1 oz. $30,039.51 ($1494.05/oz.) today.
Gold prices go up and down but this is about a year’s wages for most
people.
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200 shekels = 5 lbs. or 80.4 oz. $3470.32 ($43.15/oz.) today. Silver
has always been less valuable than gold, even when there are more
applications for silver than gold.
Gold was not only valued for its shininess, but also its weight. It was
the heaviest known metal.
David saw in Abigail both intelligence and Beauty. Bathsheba was
“very beautiful.” David was surrounded by Beauty. His maid, Abishag
was called “very beautiful” though he didn’t have sex with her.
The list of Beauty’s in the Bible are endless; Esther, the Pleiades
(stars), Job’s new daughters, the Holy mountain of God. But Beauty
can be wrong. It can make you do the wrong thing—lie, cheat and
steal. Abraham, Isaac, Jacob seemed to do all of those things, yet God
still pursued them.
How can you find Beauty? The Bible tells us, hang out at the
neighbors. In order to get what you want you must go out. To the
tents of the shepherds. Look for a rich man the Bible says.
Friends If you do not know, most beautiful of women,
follow the tracks of the sheep and graze your young goats
by the tents of the shepherds.
SONG OF SONGS 1:8
But we seem to only want to use up our Beauty. To eat our chocolate
bar. It’s mine after all. But true love is about sharing, being servants
to each other—the model of marriage.
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But the way we see the Beauty that dances before us, we want to
experience it before it is ripe. We want it all now.
Beauty wants to be admired so much. She is happy to have her photo
taken. She wants to be heard. She wants to be perfect, and flawless.
But she also demands. Here is her harshest rebuke:
The Word of the Lord came to me: “Son of man, confront
Jerusalem with her detestable practices and say, ‘This is
what the Sovereign Lord says to Jerusalem: Your ancestry
and birth were in the land of the Canaanites; your father was
an Amorite and your mother a Hittite. On the day you were
born your cord was not cut, nor were you washed with water
to make you clean, nor were you rubbed with salt or wrapped
in cloths. No one looked on you with pity or had compassion
enough to do any of these things for you. Rather, you were
thrown out into the open field, for on the day you were born
you were despised.
“‘Then I passed by and saw you kicking about in your blood,
and as you lay there in your blood I said to you, “Live!” I
made you grow like a plant of the field. You grew and
developed and entered puberty. Your breasts had formed
and your hair had grown, yet you were stark naked.
“‘Later I passed by, and when I looked at you and saw that
you were old enough for love, I spread the corner of my
garment over you and covered your naked body. I gave you
my solemn oath and entered into a covenant with you,
declares the Sovereign Lord, and you became mine.
“‘I bathed you with water and washed the blood from you
and put ointments on you. I clothed you with an
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embroidered dress and put sandals of fine leather on you. I
dressed you in fine linen and covered you with costly
garments. I adorned you with jewelry: I put bracelets on
your arms and a necklace around your neck, and I put a ring
on your nose, earrings on your ears and a beautiful crown on
your head. So you were adorned with gold and silver; your
clothes were of fine linen and costly fabric and embroidered
cloth. Your food was honey, olive oil and the finest flour.
You became very beautiful and rose to be a queen. And your
fame spread among the nations on account of your beauty,
because the splendor I had given you made your beauty
perfect, declares the Sovereign Lord.
“‘But you trusted in your beauty and used your fame to
become a prostitute. You lavished your favors on anyone
who passed by and your beauty became his. You took some
of your garments to make gaudy high places, where you
carried on your prostitution. You went to him, and he
possessed your beauty. You also took the fine jewelry I gave
you, the jewelry made of my gold and silver, and you made
for yourself male idols and engaged in prostitution with
them. And you took your embroidered clothes to put on
them, and you offered my oil and incense before them. Also
the food I provided for you—the flour, olive oil and honey I
gave you to eat—you offered as fragrant incense before them.
That is what happened, declares the Sovereign Lord.
“‘And you took your sons and daughters whom you bore to
me and sacrificed them as food to the idols. Was your
prostitution not enough? You slaughtered my children and
sacrificed them to the idols. In all your detestable practices
and your prostitution you did not remember the days of your
youth, when you were naked and bare, kicking about in your
blood.
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“‘Woe! Woe to you, declares the Sovereign Lord. In
addition to all your other wickedness, you built a mound for
yourself and made a lofty shrine in every public square. At
every street corner you built your lofty shrines and degraded
your beauty, spreading your legs with increasing
promiscuity to anyone who passed by. You engaged in
prostitution with the Egyptians, your neighbors with large
genitals, and aroused my anger with your increasing
promiscuity. So I stretched out my hand against you and
reduced your territory; I gave you over to the greed of your
enemies, the daughters of the Philistines, who were shocked
by your lewd conduct. You engaged in prostitution with the
Assyrians too, because you were insatiable; and even after
that, you still were not satisfied. Then you increased your
promiscuity to include Babylonia, a land of merchants, but
even with this you were not satisfied.
“‘I am filled with fury against you, declares the Sovereign
Lord, when you do all these things, acting like a brazen
prostitute! When you built your mounds at every street
corner and made your lofty shrines in every public square,
you were unlike a prostitute, because you scorned payment.
“‘You adulterous wife! You prefer strangers to your own
husband! All prostitutes receive gifts, but you give gifts to
all your lovers, bribing them to come to you from
everywhere for your illicit favors. So in your prostitution
you are the opposite of others; no one runs after you for your
favors. You are the very opposite, for you give payment and
none is given to you.
“‘Therefore, you prostitute, hear the Word of the Lord!
This is what the Sovereign Lord says: Because you poured
out your lust and exposed your naked body in your
promiscuity with your lovers, and because of all your
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detestable idols, and because you gave them your children’s
blood, therefore I am going to gather all your lovers, with
whom you found pleasure, those you loved as well as those
you hated. I will gather them against you from all around
and will strip you in front of them, and they will see you
stark naked. I will sentence you to the punishment of women
who commit adultery and who shed blood; I will bring on
you the blood vengeance of my wrath and jealous anger.
Then I will deliver you into the hands of your lovers, and
they will tear down your mounds and destroy your lofty
shrines. They will strip you of your clothes and take your
fine jewelry and leave you stark naked. They will bring a
mob against you, who will stone you and hack you to pieces
with their swords. They will burn down your houses and
inflict punishment on you in the sight of many women. I will
put a stop to your prostitution, and you will no longer pay
your lovers. Then my wrath against you will subside and my
jealous anger will turn away from you; I will be calm and no
longer angry.
“‘Because you did not remember the days of your youth but
enraged me with all these things, I will surely bring down
on your head what you have done, declares the Sovereign
Lord. Did you not add lewdness to all your other detestable
practices?
“‘Everyone who quotes proverbs will quote this proverb
about you: “Like mother, like daughter.” You are a true
daughter of your mother, who despised her husband and her
children; and you are a true sister of your sisters, who
despised their husbands and their children. Your mother was
a Hittite and your father an Amorite. Your older sister was
Samaria, who lived to the north of you with her daughters;
and your younger sister, who lived to the south of you with
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her daughters, was Sodom. You not only followed their ways
and copied their detestable practices, but in all your ways
you soon became more depraved than they. As surely as I
live, declares the Sovereign Lord, your sister Sodom and her
daughters never did what you and your daughters have done.
“‘Now this was the sin of your sister Sodom: She and her
daughters were arrogant, overfed and unconcerned; they did
not help the poor and needy. They were haughty and did
detestable things before me. Therefore I did away with them
as you have seen. Samaria did not commit half the sins you
did. You have done more detestable things than they, and
have made your sisters seem righteous by all these things
you have done. Bear your disgrace, for you have furnished
some justification for your sisters. Because your sins were
more vile than theirs, they appear more righteous than you.
So then, be ashamed and bear your disgrace, for you have
made your sisters appear righteous.
“‘However, I will restore the fortunes of Sodom and her
daughters and of Samaria and her daughters, and your
fortunes along with them, so that you may bear your
disgrace and be ashamed of all you have done in giving them
comfort. And your sisters, Sodom with her daughters and
Samaria with her daughters, will return to what they were
before; and you and your daughters will return to what you
were before. You would not even mention your sister Sodom
in the day of your pride, before your wickedness was
uncovered. Even so, you are now scorned by the daughters
of Edom and all her neighbors and the daughters of the
Philistines—all those around you who despise you. You will
bear the consequences of your lewdness and your detestable
practices, declares the Lord.
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“‘This is what the Sovereign Lord says: I will deal with you
as you deserve, because you have despised my oath by
breaking the covenant. Yet I will remember the covenant I
made with you in the days of your youth, and I will establish
an everlasting covenant with you. Then you will remember
your ways and be ashamed when you receive your sisters,
both those who are older than you and those who are
younger. I will give them to you as daughters, but not on the
basis of my covenant with you. So I will establish my
covenant with you, and you will know that I am the Lord.
Then, when I make atonement for you for all you have done,
you will remember and be ashamed and never again open
your mouth because of your humiliation, declares the
Sovereign Lord.’”
EZEKIEL 16
When I read that I hear me in there too. I can’t imagine what that is
like reading that as a woman. That has to be the hardest thing in
Scripture for a women to hear.
Jesus had perfume poured on his feet, remarking how beautiful it
was. Who is this woman who can bring Beauty to the Master? Why
did we skip over that part? Shame on me. No time.
Beauty wants Gifts. Lots of them. She was made to want them. She
is going to be showered with so many. The latter parts of Isaiah seem
to be about how much God wants to adorn His Beauty with lavish
jewels and the most precious metals.
There is even a gate in Jerusalem called Beautiful.
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prepared as a bride beautifully dressed for her
husband.
REVELATION 21:2

Ugly

Beauty doesn’t want to be ugly. Like the Ugly duckling we all long
to be seen in our proper context. Some, never get that chance. Ugliness
is seen as weakness. It is awkward, clumsy, deformed and not welcome.
We reject the ugly, it is disturbing, painful and hard to work with.

Feminism and Equality

It’s probably not an odd place to discuss the matter but I feel I must
tackle the subject of Feminism. It really goes hand in hand with the
study of Beauty. But what can I say that hasn’t been said or thought
of.
Is feminism a correct and righteous stance? Is there anything wrong
with it?
Those who try and take when they are not given is a masculine
quality. Men tend to demand more and women tend to deny more.
The major separator between us is in our root coping mechanisms. It’s
not that we don’t choose both paths, it is that we tend to do one thing
more than the other. Masculinity grabs, while femininity desires to be
held. I found it interesting, that yes while I did feel the desire to be
held, my more dominant feeling was to reach and protect and hold.
My first girlfriend used to like me to hug her, with her arms down
at her side. She had already been assaulted by the time I met her at 14.
She was already experiencing the overwhelming feelings of denial. I
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was ready and energized to protect her. Men rush in when woman,
most women, express the need to be rescued.
Women do not fight wars. There are the Jael’s, and the Deborah’s
among us, but in general, and in Numbers it specifically stated:
You and Aaron are to count according to their
divisions all the men in Israel who are twenty years old
or more and able to serve in the army. One man from
each tribe, each of them the head of his family, is to help
you. These are the names of the men who are to assist
you:
from Reuben, Elizur son of Shedeur;
from Simeon, Shelumiel son of Zurishaddai;
NUMBERS 1:3-6
This verse used to play in my head over and over again. I had no idea
why. I wasn’t trying to meditate on this verse. It just happened. Why?
Because God wanted to tell me a story about names. My God is my
Peace (Shelumiel), and my Savior is my Rock (Zurishaddai). It even
sounds good in Hebrew!
It is true that women can fight, however. This is not debated. Just
tell a woman she can’t fight, and watch the fight rise in her. However,
it is not standard behavior to watch a bully get put down by a woman.
It happens, don’t get me wrong. But why would most women not
stand up and fight? Because they know it instinctively, it is the strong
who should do the protecting. It’s already in their nature.
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Why yes, it should not come as a shock that God, supports a male
dominant leadership. But that doesn’t mean that females are incapable
of it. There were Queens of Israel. Barrack lost his honor to Jael.
Deborah was a female Judge of Israel. A woman gave birth to the kings.
It’s not that God is against it. It’s just a dominance issue. An issue of
strength. I’m not sure there is anything wrong with the equality issues
at hand. They should be good to fight for. But let’s look at it more
closely.
Feminisms’ core is that women are rising up to demand justice for
themselves and other women. Does that suffice the most general
understanding?
The question has never been why? Why are women asking for
equality? Is it because the males in their culture do not protect them?
When the king of the pride doesn’t do what he should, the female
warriors under him will all attack him. I’ve seen this many times
during a lion story.
I believe if we truly loved our women, they would not need to fight
for their desires. They would only ask and we would give to our Beauty.
Or we will correct them in the path of righteousness and salvation.
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Value

But we desire money and other things that don’t actually satisfy. We
replace them for what we want, as God tried to explain in
Deuteronomy 8:3. We even argue what real wealth is. The world uses
its logic and God gives us His.
Aichen’s struggle after the Battle of Jericho was a true heart issue. If
there was a way you could easily make a year’s salary instantly and no
one would know, would you do it? I think the majority of us would
be “tempted.” The majority, “have a price.” God tells us true value is
found in Him. He’s been trying to tell us from the beginning.
He longs for those to recognize that and “seduce” Him and say “Yes
Lord, I recognize your value as the greatest gem, the most valuable
pearls, the most intoxicating drink. This is what any man longs for.
The Lord is like strong drink

Proof of God?

When the United States turned off the Gold standard, many people
felt as if a high act of treason was committed against this country.
Their value is specific; only Gold is real money. I find that very
interesting because golds value is innate. Yes, innate. Like language is
innate, we came into this world knowing Beauty, architecture, and
creation because that is our God’s way. We didn’t learn or create it
after “millions of years of existence.”
Gold didn’t tell us it was valuable. It is just a rock isn’t it? I personally
don’t use gold for anything. Well, that I know about. How truly
valuable could it be? Something told us about gold. Just because Egypt
likes something doesn’t mean we all have to have gold. Steel would be
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cheaper to use and last just as long. Gold makes a terrible sword,
doesn’t it?
All of Egypt’s Valley of the Kings for instance, was a culmination of
man’s achievement. No. It was simply a God creation copying their
God by creating Beauty. All people lived in cave’s once?
Well the Bible says there were a few men that lived in caves, like
Elijah and Lot but the majority of people had dwellings to protect
them from the cold.
These things didn’t have any archaeological evidence for “evolving.”
Now we didn’t have all the metallurgical knowledge but God had
already shown us a wealth of knowledge simply by bringing us to His
creation and then telling us what little He did.
One can extrapolate the entire history of man’s struggle from simply
what God has presented in His Word. There is a unique ontological
argument beginning with language and movement that proves,
“Literally” proves, that God exists, simply because we have nothing
that goes beyond what God has spoken already. Every subject matter
has a derivative in Scripture.
Education, warfare, wireless communications, History, Linguistics,
Engineering, every vocation can be understood Biblically. Every
product, relationship, or whatever.
Everything comes from God, even the perversions are given from
what God told us not to do.
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They built high places...to sacrifice their sons and
daughters... though I never commanded—nor did it
enter my mind—that they should do such a detestable
thing and so make Judah sin.
JEREMIAH 32:35
Everything He says has a consequence that is so blatant and
mathematical proof that He exists. I’m often shocked that most people
don’t know this information. I use it as a daily proof to show the world
has no curve ball. You can explain everything from Scripture.
I had one woman argue with me when I first started wrestling about
this with God. She said. “The Bible doesn’t contain information about
how to bake a cake. It doesn’t have something to say about everything.”
About 2 minutes after our conversation I thought, “In everything
you do, do it to the glory of God.” So you can always say, would God
like this cake? Would He be happy? He likes tasty food if He’s
anything like Isaac.
We somehow place value on money, Beauty, trinkets, experiences,
acquired items, or family. Today we almost have the requirement to
have email and internet. All of life is swept up in the Internet. As I
write this, I work for an internet company. The world requires a smart
phone and an internet connection. No wonder we want it to be
mobile; if they are going to put a leash on us, at least make me think
I am free.
We look at external things because of our perversions. We miss the
internal system of the hidden. The heart. The core of our desires are
only known by God and a few wise men. We do not have the ability
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to judge our own actions. We can look at the attempts to understand
them and it is the basis of some sciences but if you don’t start from
the true foundation you will still be missing something.
From God’s story, we learn that we were made naked and
unashamed. We were not meant to be shamed. Now, we have to filter
everything through the idea how we respond to shame. And if we
listen to man, we have multiple examples and confusion. When we
ask God, he says “look how I created you and see what happened next.”
We hid.
We can see that what Adam chose, is the path of Fear. If the most
repeated commandment in the Bible is “Be strong, and Courageous”
can you see why Adam’s response doesn’t please God? He is not
representing God’s primary attributes, he’s fearless and endlessly
strong. As God’s symbol man fails at this and directly disappoints God.
Joy is the opposite of fear. It is the product of faith. Karis means to
be confident. Secure that even the wind and the waves and the roller
coasters of life are all under God’s control. Just relax and worry about
the Bare Necessities.
Well it works for some people, but I often wonder if the Bare
Necessities kind of people are the ones mentioned in Proverbs 9; all
who are simple.

Core Desires

If you are in a state of suffering or uncomfort, more desires show up.
But unless something comes up the only core desires we have are visual
stimulation and physical stimulus. This is exactly what the Bible
teaches.
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If you are in pain or suffering your root state has changed and you
are more likely to want (desire) to fix a problem. To move. We lean
over and whisper in our spouse’s ear. We must interrupt the storyteller.
We talk in the theatre.
I don’t know where this idea that you can’t prove God’s existence”
comes from. It’s not in the Bible. That’s for sure.
I believe you can and God says it’s plain. So believing on faith is a
powerful blessing. But refusing to believe without evidence is just
ignorance. The world tries more and more to make us doubt the
existence of God. But only the simple can’t see the logic.
Ultimately sex is a power driver to relationship.
We demand “love before it’s time.” We demand our food.
Gluttony is a root sin. Obsession seems to be a sin. Demand, can be
the root of Gluttony, but it could also be denial. God taught us to
savor every bite of food. That food is to be experienced as a pleasure.
But overindulgence is from shame and pain.
Enjoying things by delayed gratification is a worldwide agreement
that a healthy person “delays” their gratification.
They “know” the ways of the Lord. They promote their ‘worldly’
findings in medical journals and their doctors.
The Celibate however have learned to put off their desires.
Something tells them it is more valuable to hold off and not rush.
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What is my motivation?

In order for movement to happen it must be acted upon.
The first law of motion, as described to us by Sir Laughing (Isaac)
Newton's first law of motion.
An object at rest stays at rest and an object in motion
stays in motion with the same speed and in the same
direction unless acted upon by an unbalanced force.
ISAAC NEWTON
Otherwise, if you are sitting down, you will sit there until you are
attracted to do something else. Move, do, be, act etc. Beauty motivates
us to be recklessness. We get one look at that everlasting gobstopper
and we want to try one. I’ve got a whole box right here. I only ate 3
and I felt fine. How can you eat 3 everlasting gobstoppers? It’s not
really a fact that advertising is anything like truth. It’s what we can
make it appear so that you buy it. If Wonka did come out with an
Everlasting gobstopper, he would just have that product for a while,
until we all got bored with it. You would get bored with sucking even
on sweet things. I crave bitter flavors all the time. I like my chocolate
at high octane.
Beauty motivates us to be reckless however. Not just gently sway,
but sometimes in violent oppression.
While I could tell a hundred stories of how I have seen this personally
I will use a very familiar short film about a brave little tailor you may
all remember starring Mickey Mouse.
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After hitting flies with a fly swatter, Mickey screams out the window
“I killed seven in one blow!!” just as someone asked “who could kill
the giant?”
Beauty draws you to do things you normally wouldn’t. Mickey isn’t
the type of person drawn to recklessness. Yes, I am using the pun
“drawn.” When the king promises to reward him and make him the
giant killer, Mickey is about to come clean that it is all a
misunderstanding but when the king offers princess Minnie’s hand in
marriage, Mickey can’t resist the offer, and heads out to take care of
the Giant. His desire for his Beauty overwhelmed him to do the
impossible. You can see this story all day long.
God creates Beauty as a stumbling block. Consider Abraham who
chose a beautiful bride in Sarah. Men learned quickly that others
sought to covet your Beauty. And Abraham’s life was at risk because
of her Beauty.
Have you ever noticed that men long to have son’s so much, and feel
a deep desire for that that they will progress through 5 girls just to
have the opportunity at being a father to a son? Is it that we long to
feel the same feelings of sending ourselves out into the world again to
“redo” our lives? I love kids either way so maybe some of these fathers
would love to have another girl. He’s surrounding himself with Beauty,
so he can motivate himself.
I hope he considers the amount of defending his daughters should
have in a loving father.
I’ve heard countless interviewers ask the question “what is the most
important thing you’ve ever done?” Regardless of who the person is,
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from Elvis to Robin Williams, the answer is always the same. All of
them answer: “having children.”
When the opportunity to have a child isn’t there, the answer is
always about the people they have been so blessed to live life with.
Those they were close to. No one ever answers things like: “I finally
got to go to Hawaii” or, “I invented Smart Concrete.” I’ve actually
met the woman who did, so I know what her answer was.

The Path of Demand

Desire motivates. It’s a very complex reality. When we are presented
with this crossroad, we learn 2 very bad methods of coping. The first
one is called demanding.
Maybe I’m just too demanding
PRINCE
When Dove Cry
Beauty can drive one man to better himself and another man to
commit evil. When we realize a Beauty can’t be ours, we try and figure
out (make life work) exactly what we need to do; find the offensive
behavior, change our attitudes, and even combat sin. Either that, or
we reach out and demand that what we want is ours. Only the fear of
God separates that decision.
When we are born in the womb, we know this and begin to learn to
demand quickly. Once we see how well it works and how easy it is.
We begin by realizing that we “are” and notice touch. We realize we
can be still, while the world around us (mother) is moving. We are
separate and different. Then we notice we can move extensions and
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manipulate the fingers we feel. We bring one to our mouth and realize
our first major desire, movement and hunger.
I’m Hungry...I’m thirsty.
We begin to move because we are not comfortable for long. We need
constant comfort. My insides have a need. I feel uncomfortable.
Maybe moving around will help? Let’s not get started with the
fidgeting. We all know it’s a sign of un-comfort.
Thumb sucking, slightly calms that need. The action of “take” and
“reject” become known and desire is realized. The question of right
and wrong become instant questions. To suck the thumb, or not? To
self-comfort, or not? To demand, or deny? Or do I really desire at
times. I only desire food, when it is time? We will hold off on deciding.
Trust me.
I’m sure there could be thousands of things learned if we recognized
this process and our understanding of our children would become
much greater.

Asking

Sampson taught us differently. We
are like Balaam (Numbers 22),
forcing our donkey through the
canyon and hitting it when it doesn’t
respond to our commands. But, is this
what God showed us? Did he come
down and smack us? Did he tell us,
do it “or I’ll rip your head off?”
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I never used to think that
phrase had any effect on me
when my step-father would
say that to me. But it did. It
shaped my assumption of
how to teach children. I
spent many years learning
how to teach children more
effectively. Unlearning.

This was more common of a phrase among abusive parents. We
didn’t learn from God’s example. The Lord of the Universe comes
down to show us how much He loved us and lets us torture Him on
a cross and submit to our hate. That is an incomparable love. I could
only wish to come close to a love that powerful.
Sampson asked God to satisfy his thirst. Do we just think that is a
random comment not to be meditated on? On the contrary, it is all
over Scripture. Just what did God tell David when he took Bathsheba
as his wife? Did he imply all David needed to do was ask him? I would
have given you “even more” seems to be a confusing issue. It should
require us to think for more than 2 minutes in a church lesson.
Consider how Bathsheba confronts her dying husband when she
finds out her son won’t be king. She demands, “Did you not say that
our son would be king?” Ok, it’s hardly a demand. It’s hardly a
position. It seems rather humble actually. It’s not the kind of thing
you would see in a normal Royal story. Nothing from a Disney movie.
A normal person would walk up and Demand what is right. But God
is not teaching us this is right. He is saying it’s wrong, all the time.

Women and Girls

Have you ever noticed that the most prominent men in the world
are said to have a powerful woman at their side? Think about the men
you know, how many of them run a business, strive to do many things,
are constantly working hard, doing the honey-do list, looking good,
always dressed nice, speak well—and the list goes on. Think about the
best of men that come to mind. Aren’t the majority of them married,
and have a few daughters?
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I don’t mean to pick on those of us that have boys, but if I’m honest,
especially as a single dad. I really didn’t have the motivation to do stuff
most men would do for their children if they were married, or it was
a girl. Having a boy to raise. And I did it single, since my son was 10
months old. I think I had a unique perspective.

The Path of Denial

When we see our Beauty, but do not go after it because of some
previous pain or shame we lie to ourselves and others about our desire.
Baloo tells us how to do this. Look for the “bare necessities” and
forget about your fears and struggles. He encourages Mogli to cast
away his desires for things he can’t find.
This advice is both good and bad. It’s good to focus on what is
important. But it’s bad to ignore responsibility and desire. There is a
balance in focus.
If we only go after our bare minimum, we aren’t really giving
ourselves a good value to begin with. Don’t dare want the best, you
tell yourself.
“Well, I guess I deserve, nothing. I guess I’ll just go home.” This is
the sad phrase we repeat to ourselves. No one wants to love me. “I’m
such a bad person, I deserve to be fat.”
Men don’t help, I’ve heard some of the worst shame filled speeches
from Church leaders.
We are all to blame.
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Act 3 – The Beauty of the Dance

The Beauty of the Dance
As you wish.

WESLEY
The Princess Bride

The Lamb has overcome.
KARI JOBE
“Forever”
I’m not the Protagonist in a major motion picture.
MEG RYAN
Kate and Leopold
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Desire makes us move, dancing with our Beauty. God draws us
into a dance with Beauty. These are His ways:

Repetition

Why does God repeat? Because we do not remember. He asks us, for
too many dances. We just can’t take all this excitement. We must sit
down.
It is the most common phrase when God is dealing with teaching us.
“Remember...” is repeated often in Scripture. John Eldredge taught us
if God is repeating Himself, you can be sure 2 things are happening.
First, we become bored and skip over these types of passages. Second,
we can mark where we should be paying attention. The first form of
repetition is found in the difference between the first and second
chapters of Genesis.
God repeats himself early on. Lamech is the first man to record this
repetitive speech.
Adah and Zillah, listen to me; wives of Lamech, hear
my words. I have killed a man for wounding me, a
young man for injuring me.
GENESIS 4:23
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All the men twenty years old or more who were able to
serve in the army were counted and listed by name, one
by one, according to the records of their clans and
families.
NUMBERS 1:20, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 30, 32, 34,
36, 38, 40
Yes, it is repeated that many times. Well, 11, word-for-word, because
the 12th most repeated phrase in Scripture stands not far from this
verse. They are in the same genre. That is,
Be Strong and Courageous, do not be afraid or terrified, For the
Lord Your God, is with you. He will never leave you or forsake you.
Which is repeated 12 times word-for-Hebrew-word. But it is also
repeated some unknown times in different forms. It all began with the
idea of why Adam was hiding. STOP HIDING MEN!

Careful

“If only 8 people made the cut the first time,” Frank Tomlinson
would often repeat. “Are we being careful?” Reflecting that Noah and
his family were the only people to be saved in the first RESCUE. What
makes us think we will be on the second boat? He did this of course
not trying to change us into the most careful people we never risk but
the same effect, repeating “be careful, and remember” are things we
should consider constantly. I’m sure Frank gets this from his earlier
days as a Los Angeles Detective. As someone who was shot and left for
dead, he can consider a repeated life phrase to be “be careful, you
could get shot.” Put on this armor, practice shooting and dealing with
criminals. It’s things us normal folk don’t hear on a daily basis.
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To Remember is to take stock in where you are and what brought
you here. If you are turning to repentance, you can look back at all
the ways you were before, and more quickly recognize what you
should not do. But you still need to remember to be “Be Good” as
E.T. would say. There is nothing natural that most people consider
an influence to be good.
For this very reason, make every effort to add to your
faith goodness; and to goodness, knowledge;
2 PETER 1:5
Some think goodness is natural. I just have them look at isolated
peoples of today, do they not murder, and eat people? Where is the
good from that? No, it is the influence of God that has influenced
society’s laws.
When I studied Genesis, I drew a map of ages. Attempting to find
the age of every person mentioned in Genesis to determine the dates
and times. I soon realized, Methuselah most likely died in the flood
based on his age and the time of the flood he died the same year or in
the flood. I thought, “I wonder if God made him so old so it would
stick out as something obvious.”
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Map of Ages
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The Princess Incognito

What you value or want equates to a train of events that follow to
chase and obtain Beauty. If you go by man’s understanding through
Plato, you can’t decide, so therefore it doesn’t really exist.
How do you know what you really want if that’s all
you know?
DON JOHNSON
Born Yesterday
But really, that has already predisposed you to the idea that Plato can
be right. Is right or what is? If Plato is wrong, do you have an opinion
on the idea? Or do we just regurgitate like Zombies with no ability to
be present in that story, that discussion?
We should listen to the voice of God as if He is trying to reveal the
truth; the Whole truth and nothing but the truth. And the truth will
set you free. Where is that truth?
“You Set me free to life” are the words of a song sung by Sandi Patty,
a Beauty with her own story. I have been able to share a love for her
music with my mother for over a generation. We know her story, and
her music. She would often play the cassette tapes as I grew up. And I
fell in love with the style and orchestration. It led me to my chase in
music and singing. Read the words of this one song as it sums up the
whole idea of freedom perfectly for me. Or listen to it.
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There've been times in my life You've opened doors.
They weren't what I was hoping for - so I walked right
by them. I didn't even try them.
There've been dreams I forgot and dreams I let die.
Unnoticed sunsets in front of my eyes. I just couldn't
see them. I thought I didn't need them.
Sure there are things I'd do different and yet, grace
gives me days where I simply forget.
You set me free to run through fields of laughter and
to sing as though I have no yesterdays.
You set me free from my befores and afters from a
debt I know I'll never pay. When you set me free.
There's been chances to love that I've ignored
Mercies I've found that I couldn't afford
I'm sure I would have shown them, If I would've
known them.
How we all play a part in each other’s lives
And there's more to the game than winning the prize
So much I want to try now, I feel like I could fly now.
Father you Father me ever so patiently - You give me
wings to fly.
When you set me free to fly to soar to places I've not
been before the boundaries of humanity cannot contain
what You set free.
SANDI PATTY
You Set Me Free
The words in bold are the repeated words.
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She ends the song with an oboe and a really long exit that leads into
a hint of another song. But then it ends. God spoke directly to me
with that music. I was entranced by the voice of God in the music,
even as a little child. But most of us see that as something that can
only work in the church music, if it’s of a pure heart.
Stay, a song by Rhianna (a current popular singer) could also be
heard from the perspective of Psalms 51:11. We decide that feelings
are different when in the church?
Whether we recognize God as the King of the World, we only forget.
Thanks Natalie for that Beauty.
When did I forget that you’ve always been the king of
the world? Every single moment you brought to me.
NATALIE GRANT
King of the World
I’m here to tell you, it can come from the mouth of a sinner too. I
am full well aware of this living with a monster in my own house. But
its easy to become the monster. Simply based on what we are chasing.
We can still deliver the truth, even if we do not love God. It may
only reveal a simple truth, but that simple truth is necessary for giving
us all a universal revelation of God. Through Beauty, God is evident.
Simply getting you to believe that should be obvious by now. If you
don’t, I’m not sure you are fully understanding what I have expressed.
Well if the wisdom and truth of God is so good, why aren’t you
hunting it down? Or is it you have accepted man’s answers so much
that you are willing to sacrifice your children at the alters of Mans
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Educational School System (MESS). Which the current culture values
over any other form of education.
We do not support the auto-didactic person who prefers to look at
the evidence themselves and read on their own. Well, at least that is
my opinion and experience. But let’s look at the elements of what we
begin to chase when we look at Gods creation and listen to Him.
The desire for food can trace the elements as well but, the message
from God begins in a different setting. It started with symbolism. It
started with a story.
A quantum entanglement, linking the elements of the Universe with
the very nature of His creation; that which is revealed to the World in
General revelation of God. But if you then take that “Science” and
understand it from a secular position you have no authority to validate
truth or the logic of relationships. You can’t know what is right.
The world is only searching in the dark because they do not accept
God’s Word as true, so they begin using their own authority or other
human authority; or who they worship. They’re things that fall, after
you make a complex argument.
But the truth is usually simple. Occam’s Razor cuts into the truth:
Is it more likely that the universe or some random none
creative form spit out the universe? Or is it more likely that
the universe was made for a reason?
Well that is much more simple than the complex argument modern
science has explained. And you know which side I fall on.
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So we can use the arguments of the world. But we should be very
careful who we agree with, whether preacher, musician, comedian,
book, or author. We weigh all things against our Authority. If there is
an explanation, should it be accepted simply because someone offers
an answer? No. No. A thousand times no! God’s voice is either right
or it’s Not. We have a binary decision. If He’s right, we can ignore the
worlds arguments. Even though he usually provides a serious Beauty
of an answer. More on that later.
I need the energy of food but there is also a Beauty in food. Just
think, when the Israelites received the mana from heaven, what did
they do?
When I first read Deuteronomy 8, I didn’t understand how God
taught them that “man does not live by bread alone but by Every word
that comes from His mouth.” My paraphrase there.
What exactly did he do to make them realize His Word was life and
food only helps a little?
The desire for Beauty is driven by both the flesh and the spirit. Both
sides war with each other seeking the “desires of the heart.” The flesh
gets it wrong however and the spirit inside you will guide you to the
truth. This literally means you have a double minded nature.
We are born with a double mind, it is God who comes and rescues
us from our doublemindedness. But in the meantime, we struggle to
know exactly the right Beauty to desire.
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Story

The first thing God presents to us and Adam, is story. The primary
Core Desire: The desire to know. To hear and understand.
He explains things to him. He reveals them. He foreshadows the
future. In story, we are explained how things are. There is always a
story to be heard. Always something to know.
The first part of God’s story, is really the introduction of sound. God
spoke, and someone heard. God continued speaking with Adam
conveying meaning to Him and describing things to Him.
Most biblical scholars that I have read agree that the details in the
story of the Garden are key to understanding humanity, the heart, in
its current form. While the world thinks it’s just ‘one of the stories’ of
creation.
If God is real, that story should be understood and known upsidedown and backwards. Something we should have memorized and
ready for unpacking truth as we move about. The purpose of creation
and a thousand other things can be derived just by understanding the
creation story.
I agree hole-heartedly as I continue to learn more; the more I
meditate on that first story. It unlocks the secrets of the universe. And
therefore it proves itself to be true to me.
But there are requirements to telling stories. We teach our whole
system of language because of it. And God uses those same elements;
mainly because He alone defined them. Again, we can’t go beyond the
realm of what God has revealed to us. We can’t think beyond the
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things He has said and done. I say it with the conviction of a military
salute:
All things can be found with a root in the Creation
story in Genesis. And this I affirm to be true.
– YOUR FAITHFUL SOLDIER (ME)
I love Genesis, as it is often hard to refuse to give it up, as my favorite
book of the Bible; now I think that question is ludicrous.
My assessment is that it is ONE story. With many parts. While
Academia splits it off and says divided it falls. I unite Scripture as one.
It is one unified message and cannot be interpreted without the
counsel of the other voices. They are all one. A single story, a single
movement. A unified theory.
Every phrase in Scripture has a relation in life that you have already
experienced. The feelings of hope, hopelessness, fear, anger, confusion,
pride, humility; love, courage and strength are ineluctable.
The whole Bible weaves together, the most complex story in
existence. We can simply study that, just to become better at doing
anything really. God can teach you to be the best story writer, simply
by using the tools he uses to draw and interact with characters. He
defines the very idea of what a story is.
But these are the elements of story from the foundation. What God
has already revealed to us; the way He teaches us to learn: His dojo.
We do not know the rules of the dojo, because we do not look at the
face of the teacher and read.
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Sound
It broke my heart to meet a couple in my neighborhood; the man
was a guitarist and in a local band, his wife was born deaf. Now
obviously this is not to in any way offend a deaf person or be audistic
in any way. But there is seriously something obviously missing when
you are deaf. Of course silence has its own Beauty and can be
considered a gift.
But God will restore the deaf, he brings sight. It’s not that blindness
has no Beauty. Even solitary confinement has Beauty. There is very
little in life that is not Beauty, or some distorted form of it.
Don’t doubt that God is found in Silence. For he is the best at silence.
We only introduce ourselves to it. Silence was born from God. He
came first.
But when it comes to the hearing. It is a whole universe of emotions
and themes and subjects.
Sound comes with its own light/darkness (binary) separation, as well.
You have sounds that were made to be ‘not good;’ Undesirable, loud
sounds that hurt, or sounds too feint to hear. Like a pleasure and pain,
sound can play that same role. There are sounds that please us, and
sounds that disgust us.
But God began to tell the story. Because at this point he’s telling
Moses. “This is the truth. I know you have heard your own version of
that truth” (man’s history).
I’m sure to Moses it seemed likely to line up with a few things he
had heard already. The first man probably told all of his kids he was
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made by God with a certain idea. That story morphed into what we
leave out as we tell our children.
It was only the 10, commandments, they could hear. They couldn’t
hear the rest of them. The Voice of God had so much power they
couldn’t take hearing anymore from the Voice in the sky. They told
Moses to tell God to stop speaking to them, “take notes and then get
back to us” they asked him. It was hard to hear. But it was Sound that
begins the story.
The shining star of sound for the world is by far, music. Birdsong
can be pleasant for a while but because man was not meant to be alone
with the sounds of the animals only. He was meant to meet his match
and have his own birdsong, Music.
There are not more than five musical notes, yet the
combinations of these five give rise to more melodies
than can ever be heard.
SUN TZU
The Art of War
2, 5, 7, or 12. One of those is true, it really depends on your
perspective, but you are right Tzu. The world can be right, listen to
the music and hear, that is what is coming from our generation. What
are the themes, what are the messages?
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We use music in stories to make
them more impacting to the viewer.
When the invention of the Talkie
(movie with sound), we approached
the story effect backwards. We added
sound after we had sight. Industrial
Light and truth, rather than magic is
God’s method. But Sound came first.
The Word or its creation. Chicken!

I love the Who’s on First
joke that Abbot and Costello
did. If you haven’t heard it.
Go now! Look it up. I give
you permission. It’s great
and will lead into the next
part
really
well.
Like
preparing for a main course.

You can literally understand the underlying issues in someone’s life
when you know what music they have in their head. The Soundtrack
of their lives, as it were. Music can draw out who you are.
Consider the music that makes you move. The music you learned to
dance to. The sounds that were playing as you lived your life. The
songs that remind you of the past. Or bad memories. Music has a very
powerful draw to make us listen.
I can easily see. My son was introduced to my favorite movies.
Movies with great sound tracks. I would later hear him watch an old
movie and hum along to the soundtrack.
He was the first to realize he was hearing his other story tellers when
he recognized just the voices at such a young age. I got him into music
at 10, and now, he wants to be a musician for life. He is working on
that for now and working on the side at other jobs. See, our passions
can come along, but not always come around to us because it’s all
about the chase. Not the capture.
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I often find it interesting what songs were playing during the events
in my life. I have a collection of music that reminds me of something
specific. For example, when my twins were born, the sound in the
music the hospital was play was OMC – How Bizarre. Now, if you
don’t know the words to that song you can’t fully appreciate it but
you can see the irony I was having a child and God plays the song
How Bizarre.
See I told you she’s funny.

ALAN RICKMAN
Dogma (movie)

Speaking of the movie of the time. Alan Rickman was referring to
Alanis Morissette’s portrayal of God in Kevin Smith’s movie Dogma.
Now while he mostly made the movie expecting the religious people
in the world to reject him. I find it funny that God bizarrely uses his
movie to allow Christians who have fallen away, or become too
secularized to talk about simple things about God. Like Is He a
woman? It all depends on your authority and, your interpretation and
your story. Each of these play a role in what you believe. Limiting the
choice, you have available. If you haven’t guessed, I believe in the full
Sovereignty of God. I don’t accept human argument. I only deal in
Scripture. I worship no man.
I look up to people like John Chapman. One of the first men to
attempt to live the life of John the Baptist. To spread the gospel and
live off the land and spread the gospel by planting apple trees for free,
to produce fruit for generations to come. Once you start an apple
orchard it can live for a while unattended. That was wisdom.
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Sound and music have a huge attraction but they do little to reveal
much in the way of specifics. Smooth Jazz can seem like it tells a story
of sadness with the way a saxophone can hold one note for 8 seconds,
and yet somehow communicate something to us. The musician’s
breath as they blow out from the wind of their lungs, communicates
emotional content into a single note. I’m sure you can hear it, it most
often says ‘life is hard’ and then breaks into an upbeat sound almost
saying ‘but things will get better’. Jazz is simply trying to communicate
a happiness that is felt inside.
Music leads us to Dance. Dancing leads us to be relational. To
express. To create. The natural state is to share and relate to each other.
And we invent things like written language, or games, or culinary art
school. To share this life of Art and Beauty.
Art is really man’s expression of the Beauty he sees to communicate
something. Now art has its own perversions but that is the basis of art:
To share Beauty.
We might want to talk about sad subjects. Not everyone wants to
see or hear that. So we become a complex scribble of how our desires
have played out in our life and what we have done in response to those
events. We fail to see the art in our lives, like the Jars of Clay song Art
in Me, or Erwin Raphael Macmanus book The Artisan Soul, we are
often reminded to see that. There is a fascination with Story, art, and
music.
Facial expression, like music, language conveys the same messages.
The face can express nearly every word. The important parts of the
words can be read on the face. Comedians seem to be the best at the
facial expressions. Some believe tragedy is the root of the comedian’s
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ability to express because the face contorts in pain. It forms new shapes
as it teaches us to do it; shapes the comedian uses to mask the pain
and express through comedy. Comedy is a unique twist to story.
Comedians can teach us to continue in our perversion or embrace the
truth. Each comedian reveals their true intentions as they tell their
stories with comedy.
But Music can be used in Comedy too. There are many forms of
musical comedy.
We feel music—well some of us do. And it makes our body move.
In the same way, when lyrics are added, we are revealed the elements
of the story. We begin by hearing, then by understanding, finally by
the time we get to the sensation of sight, we have already been moving
to the rhythm of the story.
Maybe somewhere in the very words
God uses, even though it is translated
into other language’s, He can still find
a way to speak to us with those
different words in our language. We
are hooked by something often
misunderstand. We see the Beauty of
truth in His words. We believe based
on a predetermined bias (Ephesians
1:4).

This is a major issue for
Evolution. If all humans have
developed from an innate
ability to communicate the
most basic things and
explain the most complex
structures. And this is
possible in every language
on earth? How do you
explain that? Shouldn’t we
show signs of difference if
we evolved?

Now often our belief is rejected, or we try and ignore our beliefs, but
this is how God engages us. Well beyond any idea of ‘free-will’. This
is the realm of the unknown.
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God however doesn’t need any predeterminates. He is not
dependent, on some condition to reach us. He is the Almighty, and
the Whole system is based on weakness. It bends to His will.
So he welcomes the deaf to find a different way. He is amazing at
leading all of us.
He created the desire to communicate with others at distance by
creating written language. It must have been really interesting. I’m
bound to read a few books on linguistics. Since I started working as a
writer, I began with translation work. I was hooked. I loved looking
at the words on the page, that I could barely make sense of; Japanese.
These simple shapes of art, that somehow communicate to us. Even
our own text, characters, and fonts we see the curves of desire. We
have to study this in Art. They are the foundational principles of
Typography; something I know a lot about. It is the reason I chose
this very font I am using when I began making this book. I chose it.
All of it. I am the designer of this book.
I’m starting to understand why I am supposed to be writing this
book.
Word
When sound is formed into the art of communication it begins as a
single word. Eventually that word had meaning. The first word God
speaks in the story is Light. But the first word of the story is the
concept of “In the beginning of the story.” He tells you right away,
“this is the start. It begins here.”
It’s important to know the start of the story to understand the end.
God told us to “Start Here.”
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Words have very unique meanings, but often they can be simplified
to a Least Common Denominator (LCD). I had to take a few writing
classes about Simplified Technical English as I wrote mostly technical
books up to this point. This is my first attempt at writing for my own
ministry. I hope I do well, and show myself approved. I tried to learn
my craft and I try to do it well. I try.
Now this conceptual foundation for communicating story is Word.
It is the Word that communicates. Therefore, the Word must preexist.
And God says he follows that rule as John 1 explains clearly that the
Word existed before the creation.
Of course, because he used the Word to create. Wait what? Does
anyone catch that? He is mixing metaphors so often it’s hard to see
what the great Almighty is capable of. Because we don’t understand
His nature.
Story is the root, word is the foundation of story. Jesus said, He was
just a part of the Story. As the Word is only a segment of a message.
In John 5 He tries to convey that to the Israelites and they fail to
understand him. Otherwise after arguing about the diligent study of
Scriptures, they should have stoned him for inferring He is the
Scriptures!
There is much more to God than just our understanding of Jesus.
His fingerprints are all throughout Scripture. Jesus said He was the
image of God. The one that God wanted to reveal to us.
There is however much more to God than a guy from Nazareth, that
can mysteriously count a pile of fish in his head; hide coins in a
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random fish; speak and have storms cease; and unlock the mysteries
of the universe. There is much more.
Gods message to us is wrapped up in the Word. The Word is the
central theme. It is the Word that clarifies the message. The Lyrics
that define the art.
Originally the pursuers of art were religious only. You could only
learn the arts from educational systems. Most schools were started by
religions. Even the idea of education is religious in nature.
But God is found beyond the story, beyond the movement. Beyond
the noise, beyond the stillness. The idea that we could ever really
fathom omnipresence is true hubris.

I wasn’t very good at break-dancing. I wasn’t very welcome to do it
either. I was the outsider in that world. There was always a hate that
seemed to come from the older black generation. It trickled down to
the children somehow by 6th grade.
We were all kids once when we didn’t see the need to like girls. Then
all of a sudden we begin to part into tribes. I hated this part. Now hate
and love have to muddy the waters.
I just wanted to learn to dance when other desires started coming up.
In sixth grade I can imagine you understand me.
I got a little better at dancing but I was still learning to play music.
I played horns most of my life in school until I switched to guitar in
my Junior year. I’ve been “practicing” ever since. I say that because I
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have found only a few people who want to play music with me. I’m
too complicated I guess.
I was more attracted to music that girls, I admit. I fancied myself like
Barry Manilow. But then I didn’t shake my desire for women. I
eventually succumbed and married. But now after my divorce God
has brought me to listen to Him and not remarry (Mark 10:11).

We cannot stand it when there is nothing happening. When we fail
to see the story in life, we are easily bored. Boredom leads us to seek
for alternatives to desire.
Movies and Storytelling
Using this kind of knowledge, you can write movies that appeal to
the soul. That speak to children with movies like Pixar’s Wall-E. By
realizing you can tell the stories of God over and over again.
Consider the plot: a lonely robot who is presented with an Eve of his
own. Follow the story’s that you are watching and see how they play
out in the story of God’s voice. Storytellers are either perverting Gods
stories, or using them. You can’t escape from God. He’s coming for
you. You can’t “get to the Chopper” to escape from Him. He jumps
higher than the rockets. Higher than the Hulk. He is not bound by
time for his desires like the Hulk is. He is the whole system. So we can
recognize that God is not the Hulk. But the story is the same.
The story is the same anywhere you go. I want this, so I go after it.
If we could weave the stories of our lives together so that we lean on
our desires, as we expressed ourselves we speak about how we handle
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our desires. God is all about showing off those people. All through
Scripture. Maybe because you can’t step out of story. You are always
in it.
You are bound by its rules. The very act of me telling you this is silly.
We can go to ‘Lean on God first,’ Scriptures. But that is the rule. It’s
hard to even know what lean on God even means. We use that phrase
like we all know what it means. But,
You keep using that word. I do not think it means,
what you think it means.
INIGO MONTOYA
The Princess Bride
People don’t know how to do that.
Do we not quote people because we want to share the experience we
had with the books that we read? Or the Movies we saw? Do we find
it hard to let others share a good movie, because they are in the church?
I find it appalling we still have this narrow view of God.
Even the bad movies have the same elements of story that God
created. So they can’t help but reveal God as they tell stories. Some of
them are harder than others to deal with.
But story comes to us all. Sometimes it’s our own story, sometimes
it’s others.
God uniquely brings story to each of us. The stories are always
different but the themes are all the same. When we look at stories we
often see characters with traits that we share. You might find a story
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where someone tries to love someone and it is unrequited. It can
remind you of a time or your current situation how you have felt
similar.
This can relate to us really easily because it's a universal story. There
are many universal stories. The only thing that changes is how the
characters look, their names, and where the setting is. In movies the
faces are the only thing that changes in the story. Narratives are all the
same over and over. The details may be different, but they are all
stories of the same repetitive plots, with more imaginative methods of
telling that story.
Someone wants something, and there is a problem. Cue music. It’s
a standard method. So standard, I realized, there was no other way to
tell a story. That, is the requirement: want.
Desire not met = story.
When I first heard my English teacher simplify describing all
narrative stories, I wondered why he also struggled with knowing there
was a God. Here is his description:
“The definition of Narrative means there is a character in the story
who “wants” something. We call this: The Protagonist. The Devil
himself.
In order for it to be a Narrative, it has to have a conflict or something
that blocks that desire. We call this the Antagonist. The character or
thing that comes up against what is wanted.”
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Some would describe a narrative as any story, but the real definition,
require a Protagonist and Antagonist to be a story.
Why is this a requirement? Why does this matter? Because all stories
are derived from God. It is an Ontological premise that you can prove
the existence of God.
All things are derived from God and nothing can be
described that can’t find its derivative from God or His
Word.
But the world can lead us astray like the words of D.C. Talk, in the
song My Friend, So Long. They discuss their feelings as previous
Christian friends of theirs made it famous in the secular world.
It’s easy to choose to use the tools of God, but use it for the right
reasons. Do not use this information for manipulation, but for Hope.
But there are reasons for God to go down the story and use fallen
people; like Elvis, Sylvester Stallone, and Kevin Smith. But He can
also use people like murderers and the ugly things or the Antithesis of
Beauty. There are Satan’s in every form of Beauty. A consideration to
consider at every turn. If you go carelessly, you will find yourself
loving the chase. Not realizing what you are missing is the object of
your affection.
Have you ever noticed some TV shows seem to regurgitate or copy
because of admiration of a previous story? The give an homage to the
original story they are doing. Let’s say you are into a cop show, they
will sneak in a reference to The Karate Kid; or maybe a Broadway
musical.
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Or maybe you recognize some authors are using Biblical references
to their stories, such as the Prodigal Son being played out in the stories
of today, or Josephs betrayal.
It is actually a theory; that nothing can escape the boundaries of
language that God has created. We only modulate and pervert what
God says.
He says ‘flaming sword,’ we think laser sword—light-saber! It’s
based on the idea that nothing we can think of, doesn’t have a root in
God’s Word. He introduced Saving, Leaving and a few other rules.
Leaving is kind of like a form of Dying. It has more precision. But
they imply a lack, they are only modular degrees away from simple
things God said or created in us.
These are the heart-strings of God’s instrument. Why he “directs our
steps” even though we decide. We can’t seem to walk outside of His
path. The one He chose especially for you.
They all have an origin, a beginning. In the BEGINNING was the
Word. All of them. Every language. Pre-determined in an instant.
What kind of mind is he calling us to be part of?
Once a story is imprinted on you it leaves a resonance, like being
blinded by a flash. There is an audible echo the creates a memory. We
might be interested in finding the sounds in the music we heard
because it touched us so much or it resonated with our own story.
Story helps us understand. We hear a story, and we say, “How? Who?
Where? Why? When? What?
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We learn what our favorite questions are, we find our bias. Then we
decide if we are confused. Decide is a pretty weak term. Let me explain
it in the martial sense.
The OODA Loop
When you have stimulus, you first Observe, then Orient yourself
from what you observe. Then you Decide to Act. They call this, the
OODA (oo da) loop. When you are in an OODA loop, you can’t
respond until you finish. You can actually be stuck in this phase. The
OODA loop happens about every 3-6 seconds for the average person.
I used to hit people very slowly to demonstrate this. Even a superfast
professional can get caught.
Why do we watch the end of the movie credit? Just to see more
experiences with characters, more experiences with the author. To
find out things like “who's the guy in that movie?” and most people
don't realize that these are all heartstrings that God is pulling on.
It might be that we watch the title credits because we want to know
if it was filmed in our own backyard; a movie produced in the
neighborhood you live in or the environment that you live in.
Anything that touches your heart will cause you to want to extend and
find some sort of relationship there.
Some filmmakers recognized that audiences want to have that little
bit extra. Some play with the end credits. It first started with comedy
movies where the credits were made to be funny. They would use
funny nicknames for the crew. Some directors like to use special music
to give you an idea what the movie was really about. Later we find
movie directors making outtakes at the end of their movies. They give
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us more unique and intimate moment with the actors who are
bringing the stories to us.
Everything plays on the same heartstring and this is how social media
is engaged as well. We all do this as we seek that Beauty of
relationships with the others around us.
I watch the entire end credits just in case.
Mallrats
At the end of the Kevin Smith movie Mallrats, he already knows he’s
writing more. He is motivated to add to his story. He tells us that Jay
and Silent Bob will return in Chasing Amy, which the important part
of that message is, Kevin Smith had already predetermined what he
was going to create next. He’d already written the next story. He was
methodical, contriving a larger ‘grand’ story. A Kevin Smith Universe.
As an author, I have to step back and admire him as literally, the Mark
Twain of our generation. Sure he’s not being clear about God, but
he’s still telling the stories God deals with in his Book.
Kevin Smith can’t escape that. He is telling popular stories to our
culture. Sure he’s not hugely popular, and only plays to a small crowd.
But his stories deal with human relationships which is literally the
‘thing’ of story, and therefore subject to God’s - Rule of Law.
We are bombarded with the physical Beauty of Hollywood, as they
recycle all of the men and women who obtain a certain Beauty and
fame. The look that everyone wants to go back to. Anyone popular.
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We all want something Beautiful.
COUNTING CROWS
Mr. Jones
Story could easily be the second book in this (if it was a series). But
I don’t plan on writing it. Because of that, and the sake of brevity, let’s
move on to the next core desire, which could be the 3rd book etc. etc.

Emotions

As I dance with God’s Word he dances back. Holding Jesus does
with his words of Life. He dances with us as we struggle. He holds us.
The emotions we feel are made for purpose. As soon as God say “In
the beginning,” we have an emotion.
The heart is the seat of emotions and of memory. If we lack memory,
we are called hard-headed. That was a common complaint when I was
a child. I was hard-headed. It took me a while to learn. But what was
more important was the message from my step-father was not meant
to be loving. He was not trying to help me. He may have thought he
was. I have known a great deal of being unloved and unwelcome. I’m
a professional at dealing with rejection. So was God. He is my master.
Touching is really an extension of emotion. We want and we move,
then we experience. The Baby in the womb however has already
experienced pleasure. The sensation of being is one form of pleasure.
Just existing is exciting enough.
Then never feeling hungry then needing a bite to eat. We go from
all things being good to working for satisfaction. No wonder we cry.
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All emotions are predetermined. Every effect already known in the
Beauty dance. The emotional map is also a fixed structure.
Desire leads to frustration, doubt, mistrust, fear then to demand,
deny, or hope.

Visual

She (Beauty) saw that the fruit (Beauty) was pleasing (Beauty) to the
eye (Beauty). Eve instantly knew what color and scent imply to the
senses naturally. We probably don’t even know what that is. Or what
color it is.
No I won’t tell you your color.
BRYCE DALLAS HOWARD
The Village
M. Night Shyamalan
But Eve looked and saw satisfaction ahead. I picture it was a
nectarine if it was a fruit. Or maybe a Raineer Cherry. Those things
are awesome!
The curves of our Beauty entice us. The way of His Law delighted
the men of Scripture. When we look upon art (the imagination),
nature, and body it is obvious God creates visual stimulation. We can
even create visually stimulating shapes that can arouse us. Or draw us
into enticement.
The more you see the more you want to see. Because God made you
to experience Him. So we are never done looking. It is often the
primary sense for many people.
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The face of our Beauty
Is more pleasurable than 1000’s elsewhere.
It was in the Psalm’s that I found most difficult to understand. Why
these men were so emotional about their God. Using words and
phrases I wouldn’t ascribe to anyone I know. They were much more
in tune with God. They spoke in eloquent speech; they were more
talented with their thoughts.
I was draw into emotional training because of the fact that I wasn’t
acting appropriately. I wasn’t on the Right path. I had to change. I
was pretty akward to tell you the truth. I was great at the heart of the
matter because I had already understood my own issues. Now, I was
stepping out to help others. I needed to learn. I read everything I could
that Eldredge ever wrote. If Dan Allender was behind it, I was in my
corner cheering them on. Then Frank Tomlinson wrote his book. I
was deeply moved.
It wasn’t until much later that the simple words of the Psalmist
became real to me. When they made me realize, sadly, that
Psychologist may have been right about the 4th dimension. Maybe he
even meant God. But he didn’t say it.
Art – the replication of our Beauty
Is there any reason to create art?
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In his widowed years of longing, in his windowed
room of light. He lay the oil upon the canvas, brought
sweet memory to life. His speckled beard a brush of
color, His spotted hands both grace and speed. I was the
boy who came with evening, to sweep his floors and
bring his tea.
To the world he was the master, his landscapes filled
the gallery halls, but now he painted only portraits,
unframed upon his private walls. Subjects sittingwalking-laughing in playful flight or soft refrain, a
thousand forms and colors but every face the same.
A winter's night when I arrived there, he looked so
tired and near the end. And as I cleaned his bench and
brushes, I wished out loud to be like him.
He said that art was only longing, trying to do what
can't be done, and though he'd signed a thousand
paintings, still he'd never finished one.
As I finished up my sweeping, in his sleep he spoke her
name I looked again at all the portraits, each and every
face the same. Not as she was in pain or sorrow but in
timeless beauty seen, as she served his noble dream.
Across the page the moving hand of history bleeds
(Across the ages)
For a kinder eye to see us, not as we are but as we
dream
LEVEL 42
A Kinder Eye
Michelangelo thought he was never done with his art. There is never
any chance of competing with God if you stop. You must find
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perfection. The desire to replicate God became huge in the
Renaissance.
It is the very curves of a letter that begin the dance of Beauty as man
creates. The writing was first form of communication. Symbolic
communication.
The first word was when there was an agreement. “This splotch on
the wall: That’s our neighbor. Don’t give him food. That note means,
don’t do that.” Obviously we weren’t as dumb as cavemen are
depicted. We had a sophisticated method of speech likely. Much more
powerful than the ones we speak now. The universal language of God
must be much more powerful than the languages we have created after
the tower.

Fragrance

Aroma is a big part of our desires. It is likely the least noticed
interface. The nose only seems to be capable of good things. There are
bad smells, but for the most part we don’t fall for too many fragrance
only sins. Or rather seek a smarter counselor. One with that
experience.
When creating the elements of the Tabernacle, God required the
Israelites to make a secret infused oil to anoint the Priests of Aaron.
An oil not to be used for any other purpose. This oil was also to fill
the alter and be anointed on Gods alter only. Thus giving to the priests
the ‘scent’ of God. To make this oil, specific flowers were required to
be a fragrance only usable in the Tabernacle. A special sent reserved
and holy to God and the tabernacle.
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Each flower produces its own specific fragrance. Each flower has a
unique smell. Just like all life is unique. If God has a fragrance, and he
experiences the sensation of smell. How does that change your
understanding of God? To me I get a bigger picture that I will not
even be able to understand Heaven. It will be seriously, unimaginably
mind-blowing. Like Matrix level reality, Pinocchio really.
Just think, all of those elements are at the table of communion.
Flowers, fruit and fragrance. A constant reminder of our life, rooted
in the very flowers that feed us, as fruit, or as grain.
Let the prophet who has a dream recount the dream,
but let the one who has my Word speak it faithfully. For
what has straw to do with grain?” declares the Lord.
JEREMIAH 23:28
Even God thinks grain is important. He equates food with his Word
here, again. It’s everywhere you look really. Don’t have time.
Oh my very whiskers, I’m late, I’m late, I’m late.
WHITE RABBIT
Alice in Wonderland
There is a definite sense that trying to explain God, will make it a
long conversation. How’s a Trillinium? However long that is, it would
take forever.

Movement

I was a break-dancer when it was first popular. I was instantly drawn
to movement. The more I watched the more I wanted to be like others.
But it literally begins with a fascination of the basics. We see someone
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jiggle and we think “how fun” and we end up trying it. Grab a
skateboard or a hover board. Ride the escalator. Anything beyond
stillness and we are excited. I fancied having a roller coaster in my
backyard to experience what I considered the best feeling in the world.
True exhilaration in movement.
Maybe that’s where the Canadians get that single sentence. They all
say it. The British say ‘Brilliant’ and the Canadians say ‘Beauty’.
Semantics really. We all speak the same language but we can use
different words.

Touch

Petting is something we do naturally. It is not observed in the animal
kingdom except as a grooming ritual. Only humans touch for pleasure.
Maybe dolphins and pigs but nothing like the details we go through.
We massage for pain, hugging, comforting in times of pain. We even
lay our hands on each other to pray for what we want. There is a
special sensation when you touch someone. At that moment they are
real to you. You can care for them. The longer you spend away from
someone the less intimate you are with them.
We pet everything, from those we love always are offered hugs which
involve rubbing. We do it to our children. It’s a good feeling to be
touched.
It’s natural to give pleasure by touch. It’s very special “welcoming” a
friend and lover offers. From the handshake, to the pat on the arm,
each one says “I accept you. I care for you.” If you refuse touch the
ones you love, you are being unloving. You aren’t being a good friend.
Give them a pat. Even a fist bump?
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If you can’t do that, at least acknowledge them.
It is often sinfully misused and some children are victims of sin. As
a member of that group I want to make it clear the power over a
sexually violated person is so damaging and it requires a very divine
hand to pursue and rescue those hearts. God was very good when he
did it to me.

Relationship

Relationships have to start out with story in them. We are constantly
in a teaching relationship with our family. Those around us that hear
us. These are the people God presents to you. Influence them.
I don’t speak to anyone unless I think about the Spiritual value to
them. I do have a regular job and yes I don’t go full on, all the time.
But basically that is me.
Sex is a huge desire and in men, it comes from the enticing subject
of the secret. The fact that there is a secret place, just makes you want
to say, “What fruit, again?” just like Eve. The draw to explore the
unknown is huge. We can’t function unless there is a visual
stimulation. All God tells us is, “Go where I tell you.” Yeah, that isn’t
happening. I do what I want!
I can only follow what I want!
Even the World knows this principle. You have to follow your heart.
The desires of your heart, is exactly where God wants you to pin point
your problems. He comes at you with first, His Word. Then if you
ignore that, He will send messengers to you. Pastors, Edifiers,
Policemen, Injury, pain, sorrow, comedy, and food. These are our
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basic communicators. Now we do have the social media and the news
but that just complicates the basics we are communicating. Love, hate,
indifference, longing, and care.
His Robes are of the finest of linen, his food the best, his comfort
especially helpful, his requirement? Love.
For some people, that is just too hard. Give them a staple of church
and Bible and they are satisfied. They don’t want to bring God into
the daily world at every turn.
Especially in the visual world. Imagine the education you could have
if you asked “What is God saying in this artist?” as you approached
every story, every “splotch” of communication ever made.
I am fascinated by art. I don’t like to research it, but I am fascinated
by artists’ ability to create. Every time I look back on any of the work
I did as an artist, I can’t remember how I created each piece. It was
like I wasn’t even doing it myself. I just had to have the key to unlock
that part of my skill. The words were;
Draw what you see. Not what you think you see.
BRUCE KANEGAI
But the reality is the more detailed you are the better your art. Even
if you are bad at drawing a curve. If that curve is only 3 microns across,
it will be ok. Kind of like a book, you may not acclimate to the author
at first, but if you care enough to listen, you will hear what they are
saying eventually. This is why I love listening to story. It’s nearly a
requirement as a counselor. I love story. Therefore, God must be in
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the story. Otherwise it’s not a good story. If Hollywood knew this,
they would use it as a form of manipulation. They may already have.
How art can get you to move and respond is amazing. The colors of
life have a way of making you chose to enter into the dance of Beauty,
whether you like it or not.
Animals are apparently smarter than us when it comes to recognizing
Beauty. Monkeys have been shown to memorize a sequence faster than
any human has ever been measured. That’s only monkeys. What if
other animals are capable of math? Recognition? Logic? Sure but they
still don’t have a spirit. A memory. I think all of life is boiled down to
your memory. Can you remember who I am? Can you love? Dogs can
do that. So can monkey’s. They will be in the Kingdom, and maybe
even the giant sequoia.
What you choose to hold in your data banks ultimately defines who
you become. The music, the journeys, the emotions, the life. You can
almost look at life now and see the tattered shape we are in as a Bride,
looking at the popular music of the day. The effect was actually
brought on by a Beauty dance.
I can’t describe the Beauty dance to you as that would take a whole
other book. That should be the subject of Psychology. But the basics
are how you respond to color, taste, shape, sound, and feeling. We call
these emotions. Some of us feel them more than others. This is why
they are complicated.
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Face

And since all emotions are pre-determined it appears that language
and emotion are intrinsically tied. In fact, there may be little more to
language other than emotion. Language may be pure emotion.
I often thought when I was communicating with little babies they
could understand me. Dogs are known to understand facial
expressions. Some people wonder how is it dogs understand us so well.
They learned to read our faces. As opposed to a wolf who wouldn't
look you in the eye if it depended on its salvation. The Wolf does not
care about human opinion.
A dog on the other hand is completely dependent upon human
communication. I believe even horses are capable of seeing this with
horses it may not just be facial expression, some people believe they
can actually read our intention.
I had a Cane Corso (pronounced Caw-nay) dog we named her Noel.
And she was a divine gift from God. I could swear she could read
people's intentions. I even had a rule that said, my son could not go
over to anyone's house unless Noel approved of them. Noel means
“the coming of God.”
We put this to the test one day when he invited a friend over. He
invited many friends over, but this one apparently set my dog on edge.
He later tried to extort money from one of his so-called friends.

Personality

Personality is the basis of how we relate to each other. It’s what
makes some of us respectable and others looked at for their silliness of
character. Some people like straight-laced, no muss no fuss people.
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Others like drama. Some of us like humor, others are motivated solely
on looks. When you fail to choose your friends based on their
personality you will end up with the Winnie the Pooh gang. You’ll
have your worrier Rabbit’s, your sorrowful Eeyore’s, your playful
Tigger’s and Roo’s, you will have a few wise Owl’s, and a few of your
loving Kanga’s. Most of us however are frightened Piglet’s.
My favorite Illustration of Francis Chan was one he talked about this
puzzle and how the body of Christ is like a puzzle. We have to fit them
all together. He pulled out a puzzle that his daughter Rachel had. It
was Winnie the Pooh. It had all the colors and characters. It was a
fairly easy puzzle for a kid. There were some pieces you had to figure
out though. Some pieces you just aren’t sure how they fit into the
body of Christ, he said. Some of us are part of this tree right here.
While others are pieces of the characters. Some are little pieces of
Rabbit, and others a part of Tigger. Some others of us are pieces of
Pooh.
I think humor is a great thing for a speaker to use. We seek speakers
to be either so amazingly gifted in understanding Scripture, or they
are gifted in speaking. Hopefully the gifted speakers love God.
More and more, I find such gifted weak leaders. I want to cheer for
them. I love when God raises a weak man to power. It shows that God
is at work in the local church. I got to see that in Phoenix with a guy
named Justin Unger. This man was somehow groomed from birth to
be the worship pastor of a church here in Phoenix. Justin Unger, I
almost tried out to play guitar for you, but God had other plans. Sorry
brother.
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Beauty can be found in fun. Apart from the sensations and sights of
fun, we make the experience fun by adding personality. Each person
is specifically designed to interact with others that welcome our
personality. When speaking, we make sounds or inflection to create
unique versions of our communication. Different people are attracted
to different personalities based on the intricacies of life. Tell the same
story with the same characters and it get’s boring. Give it a new
personality and it becomes more interesting.
Windows the operating system has not really changed much in
twenty years. It still performs the same functions most people were
using computers for 30 years ago. But we haven’t change the basic way
we use computers? A mouse and a keyboard and a few emerging trends
like more people liking the mobile ability. Freedom? No. Couldn’t be
that. Maybe that says more about functionality than the design team
at Microsoft.
Silliness and humor
We can use silliness to communicate. Children often do this more
than adults. Likely due to the fact that many adults do not welcome
this type of fun.
Comedy is confusion of an issue. Sometimes it’s honesty, sometimes
it’s manipulation. Anytime someone tries to enter the stage they are
there to help or hurt. They are either guiding you to something good,
or they are guiding you to a lie. I have heard many truths spoken from
the Comedy club stage.
I should have written my first book on comedy. I had a girlfriend a
while back that constantly asked me why her statement wasn’t funny.
I would try and teach her how to be more funny. But she just
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eventually said, you should write all of this down one day and put it
in a book. I said, “I’ll call it, ‘Why I’m not funny.’ Because most of
the time she wanted me to extrapolate exactly why I didn’t find
something funny.
I think she struggled with seeing all of the forms of communication
that most people pick up on.
When changing voices, or using a different accent we create
difference between every personality. We learn to create personality
based on our initial state. We do not deviate because of any choices,
but often based on previous experience. The decision comes after we
begin to see if our approach is working. We want to make all of our
processes based on failure.
Anger
We begin correctly. When a baby is born, all they know is a desire
in the stomach. They later learn if they cry loud enough food will
come. In the same way a dog learns how they get their desires.
We are all created in the same framework. The way was
predetermined. Desire was set before us by a whirlwind of Beauty. Or,
Beauty was created set before us a tourbillion of desires. Ultimately
God is repeating, “I am greater than all of this!”
By copying people, you admire is also a form of chasing Beauty. It
can turn into competition if you don't examine it well. In most
cultures this is known as building rapport. If you copy someone in
Japan, it is the highest form of respect. To meet people where they are
as Paul said.
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I have become like a Greek to win Greeks to God.
1 CORINTHIANS 9:20

Sex

When we hear the voice of our Love we are instantly attracted to
something based on all of senses. The way God draws us in sex is
unique. He presented Eve to Adam. In every move he created a
symbolic symphony of his coming. There are a thousand ways to go
when it comes to God’s Word. This is only a single track of a very
complex system.
The sexual experience is literally the whole bodies capabilities of
sensation used all at once. Every sensation is involved in sex. This is
why it is so pleasurable. It involves the obvious: touch, see, feel. And
some of the best of those sensations I might add.
Sure, sex is awesome in our perspective. I don’t think it’s really that
awesome. It gets mundane at times. The worst part about sex. Because
let’s face it, there must be something bad about something if it’s not
completely awesome. Sex involves one of the worst sensations the God
gave us. Our memory.
Imagine the first sexual experience you had. For some, that’s not
going to be pleasant. How about the second? The third?
Ok so the 94th sexual experience was pretty amazing. Do you see that
the other 93 are most likely perversions? Perversions that have affected
you, your beliefs about the world, God, and Scripture.
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The Way it should be
Imagine however, how God presents sex. We would have more
pleasure in Heaven or in a perfect environment.
What was the sex act supposed to be after God rescued us? I think a
few people may have thought that. There are a few cults created
because of some of those ideas.
I believe God is clear, it will be different.
At the resurrection people will neither marry nor be
given in marriage; they will be like the angels in heaven.
MATTHEW 22:30
They will not be naked like we are, in this fallen world, embracing
all forms of sexual perversion. We may be without clothes, but it won’t
be perverted.
We have been so far removed from what decent sexual relationships
should be we may never get back. At this point in history, it’s hard to
imagine us returning to the old morality. Another reason I believe we
are on short time. The sexual revolution began (in the middle of the
WEEK Daniel 9:24-28) and it’s started the clock ticking. 1969 also
saw us explore space, but we ruined it by becoming sexually perverse,
with the objectification of women, bathing suits, public pressure to be
beautiful everywhere you went.
It is difficult for women to not fall prey to that trap. It’s the one they
are most close too. Their shame of Eve some call it; an inherited trait.
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It’s like women remember the sin of the fruit, men remember the
sin of failing our women with the truth of God. Eve wasn’t there when
God laid out the boundaries. He had to tell Eve about the touching
of the fruit, or she made it up herself. Either way, Adam didn’t say,
“Wait, Eve, STOP. Don’t break the number 1 rule now! We JUST
GOT HERE!” And she would have stopped and said, “oh ok.” It
would have been over. A perfect comedy skit. Confusion, because the
story is changed, and mostly funny because of all the pain (the Sorrow)
that is missed by the laugher thinking, if only it had happened that
way.
But Adam now shares this shame.
Adam and Eve weren’t in the garden more than 1 meal! Listen to the
words of the super smart serpent.
You must not eat from any of the trees in the garden?
GENESIS 3:1
Some claim God didn’t know they were going to choose to be sinful.
I don’t think that’s true. God, didn’t know? Not really feeling it.
Maybe it was that no one was paying attention? No.
Then it must have been to tell us a story. He creates a pivot point.
The 1 rule. And we can’t help but break it?
Paul speaks about this in Romans 7:7, the law defines the boundary.
There are at least 2 ways of interpreting that verse. Either way leads
the same result. If Paul is saying the law teaches us how to sin, or what
it is. Both sides should be considered.
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Eve knew the law, then reached and ate. Does she now know that
she is responsible for the outcome of stepping over the boundary?
More importantly, she went right to it. The lawmaker says “don’t do
this” and we as little children, say “you mean this? This thing right
here? You don’t want me to...oh it’s shiny.” And we are done. We
reach away from God for the wrong reason.
Because once a Beauty is put in front of you, there is no resistance.
Unless, you have no energy for it.
Women crave structure, men crave freedom. This is exactly what you
would expect to see from the inheritance of the first people. Eve was
created in the garden. Then she was kicked out. The garden was a safe,
secure place and now her strength (Adam) is the only thing she has to
support her. This is why women are angry, and why they long for
security first.
The security of a man’s arms at first; then his production. Since God
cursed the ground, women are forever blaming men, about food,
money, house-hold gadgets, and toys. A place to play and get pretty
flowers and plants all over. And pictures of the past. Eve was born in
a lovely place. A homey place.
Adam however was born in the wilderness. He was different. John
Eldredge wrote a lot about those differences in his next few books:
Wild at Heart, and Captivating (with his wife Stasi).
Men don’t care to decorate. The can. They just don’t care as much
about decorations. Especially when you try and work the cursed
ground and it produces problems. This software isn’t working right.
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Men become the problem solvers; the doers. Because of their strength
they are expected to maintain. But they too fall to the curse of energy.
I have none left. I’m tired men say. And rightly so. It’s hard.
My dad thought it was so hard he committed suicide. He struggled
with his inner thoughts. The ones that say “You aren’t going to ever
get what you want.”
Then he went into the other room after fighting with my mom, and
shot himself. He didn’t want to stop and think, can hope still live?
I’ve known a few people who were suicidal and it’s an inner
monologue that has to change. The voice must come out and find
what you are clinging too.
Out of the abundance of the heart the mouth speaks.
LUKE 6:45
Once we experience pleasure, we were created to want it all the time.
And for some, they want sex all the time. Even when their energy fails
them. I think we can see there is a great passion that God has created
in sex. A very powerful one. One could say it is the primary focus of
Creation.
Sex was never talked about in the Creation. But the obvious
implications of a man seeing his first women, a naked one I might add.
Instant arousal to say ‘WO’ of man. Then they went eating while he
remained quiet. Hmm. I’m no rocket scientist, but I think I know
why they were hungry. Let’s agree, they had sex. Why wouldn’t they?
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Maybe it was not the full perversion of ideas that float around your
head. Sex exploration is the most amazing thing ever. If you had good
memories of your first sexual experience, you may have really enjoyed
your first experience. You had no agenda? It was just touching and
seeing. It was after your wedding? Not all of us can say that.
I was 2. It wasn’t anything near Beauty.
When you are young, just the exploration of sex that is available to
you is so powerful.
Eve’s smile must have been amazing. There is something about the
curve of a mouth when it smiles that is so arousing.
Wave after wave, imagine being Adam. Here is a Woman. No Rules.
No Boundaries.
More pleasure? Is there More? Oh yes Adam. Much more. And have
your fill for my Beauty far surpasses hers. I am the fairest. I am the
loveliest but you can have her as a reminder of who I am.
But after we fall this is no longer the right setting. I was made to
experience an endless wave of pleasure. Now, I have to deal with
something internal, secret, that no one can know for certain what I
desire in my mind.
Do I need more pleasure? Men might ask themselves and then say,
sure. I do.
Do I need to steal the bathing bride of another man? As David the
King has done.
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Samuel records God would have given him “even more” if he had
only asked Him. But when it comes to sexual desire, we rarely speak
to God about this.
Why do we reach out for more and more? Because we are in an
endless cycle of demanding and denying the true Beauty of our Heart
Mind and Soul: God.
The Scriptures record over and over; it is better to remain single than
to marry. There is nothing wrong with marriage. It’s more of a
consolation prize. Sometimes when I say that, people get really upset.
They think, my marriage isn’t the center of God’s Universe? And I
say, well, no. Marriage, contrary to many Christians thinking, is not
the best position to be in. It is better to remain single Paul tells us.
You can focus on the things of God. But when you are married you
are distracted.
While it is required for the pastors and elders according to Paul. He
should be the husband of 1 wife. The church has often had to change
its views on divorced men because of the times. “Well there are no
men like that anymore” they say. “So let’s pick a decent divorced one.”
But God has always been about the One. She may remind you of
Him. He may look like Him. But God, is the best man. I don’t think
anyone gets this at weddings. Why is this a tradition? It has been
boiled down to the friends of the bride and groom. That’s it? But the
friends at the first wedding were the Angels. The Best man? Why is he
called the Best? Seriously did God create this whole symbol long ago
to represent Him? I think so.
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The enticement of Beauty does not have to involve a process for the
Beauty. There is no dance she has to perform to arouse her man. No
feather display required. This is why the shame of erectile dysfunction
destroys marriages. It wouldn’t destroy a Christian marriage would it?
Yes, all the time. Sex is security for some perversions.
Eve “saw” the fruit was pleasurable. The fruit didn’t have to do
anything special but just look its part. I believe it was a nectarine, if it
was any fruit that is around today. I can pass up an apple, but
nectarines are just begging to be eaten. Yellow and reddish colors in
between some hints of Purple which hints at a color blue’s existence.
It is very erotic how food can become. But the fruit was made
complete.
A woman doesn’t have to do much to entice some men. Just being
available is enough for some men to be aroused.
Breast are in the Bible. The Bible speaks of men who are hung like
horses and how that is enticing to women. There are many things that
draw us to sex. The importance is understanding they are simply fine
tools to attract when they are simplified. They are all symbolic for
something Spiritual.
The breasts represent comfort and love. They are made to arouse.
Just as much as the whole body. But they arouse a different sensation
of ‘welcoming. It is like we are finding our “home again. Breasts
themselves are not inherently sexual. They are like a sign that says
“There’s more to this woman, than what I see.” Sure men and women
often look different, but you can simply look at someone’s face and be
done, can you?
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Like Love at first sight. Well, it’s happened to me about 4 or 5 times
already so. Yeah. I think so. The face is powerful. But not as powerful
as breasts.
It’s no wonder the world is fixated on breasts. The allure can be used
to sell other products. See how quickly we go down the rabbit hole?
I wonder if they tell porn actors to make certain gestures or say
certain things. We can add to the equation to multiply a state of
arousal in what we sell. Talk dirty, wear provocative clothing, hint to
sex. It’s everywhere you look. It is the king of the air. The current false
god. The objectification of women. But true Beauty does not need to
“Do” anything. The fruit didn’t even call to Eve.
Men can be used as objects too. Just look at some industries and tell
me they aren’t exploiting men and women. We are more sexually
perverse today that we have been throughout history. We embrace
prostitution in pornography. It’s literally the definition of sexual
perversion. To use someone for their sex. To have sex unlawfully,
means to do it in an unloving way.
The sin of adultery and sexual immorality affects us all.
When we add sex to our way of love. Sex should be special. Not
something shared between all. It should be secret training. To advance
you closer to God.
Business, is really an expression of love. Money is what we use to do
the things for others that we need. But when business gets big, it needs
to feed itself and it needs to learn to use what God has already taught
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us about life. Use that and manipulate the world into buying our
products.
We can make a refrigerator that can preorder our food. Basic
functionality is a beautiful thing. It preserves your food. Yes, but if we
add cool sound effects when the ice cubes drop, that reminds them of
something from their childhood that was good. Then, we can sell
more products. They can use the model of the garden to exploit your
desires and hypnotize you into thinking you need or want something
you don’t really need or want.
This is all true, and some companies distort products to super appeal
to our desires. Apple makes a better looking, cuter, pet phone.
Samsung users are more serious business people. They part on what
businesses call “culture”. They are deeply rooted to our sexual desires.
Geometry describes Eve. Not the tree. We later learned how to paint
tree’s because our wives always wondered why we only drew pictures
of them. Well that and trees have Beauty to point to what you know
is God. All paintings or desiring’s or products therefore are pointers
to God.
It used to be that only religious paintings were even acceptable until
the 1600s when (John) Vermeer changed all of that.
Companies are like Robin Hood. Stealing from God’s riches
justifying themselves as a valid business to support those who need to
communicate and love each other. But under God’s model (freedom)
we should be finding more ways to get things for free. As an expression
of love. Money only exists because man can’t agree on the value of
love. Churches have vast wealth in the people. But we have resorted
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to the sales model in the church. We don’t accept the help of those
around us anymore. We seek outside to fulfill an inside position.
Esther was placed on a search list. She pleased the King with her
Beauty. But she was already in the neighborhood. Xerxes should have
created Miss America, if he wanted to find the best, he settled for Miss
Portland. How do you know she is the best if you haven’t seen more?
We long for a strong trained hand to take over for us. Something we
can’t do, and we can’t look for in our small crowd.
Sadly, this is how the church operates. We want full time staff doing
everything. Then we wonder where the money goes. We are barely
surviving on a 60k monthly income some churches say. I say, how
disgusting. It’s horrible that the church can’t find support from its
people.

Food

Food is introduced after story. Even though the intimacy dance
shows relationships are the core of Creation, food is introduced after
story. I’m glad he didn’t make food a more required desire than
breathing. I’m not that good when it comes to food. Most of my life
I ate too much. This book has helped my diet. I feel in control of my
food now. It doesn’t rule me. But you might find it funny how I began
to understand this. Why it has to be a subject in this book? Because
God talks about food.
God says; “Trees with food.”
Food for who?
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The animals? Yes, but most importantly, Adam and Eve.
The tree is a symbiote to humanity. Why would a tree even make
anything other than a seed to reproduce. A supporting character is
required for this act. The tree’s character is never explored. We don’t
know what the tree wants. But we do know what it does. Is it implying
something? Why don’t we get food from anything other than the
living? Why can’t we eat non-living material and survive? Only food
that interacts with a growth and change process can be considered
food. Most of these questions may sound like simple science questions.
But there is much more to them.
We are drawn to food. We think, it’s just simple. People like food,
and you have to eat. Done. But there’s much more.
Later on, in Scripture we are told the stomach has many fickle parts.
It is never satisfied. When we eat we seek for something awesome to
experience. It is our very nature to experience awesome things. Every
bite we take is an exploration into the awesome. But give us the same
food over and over and we quickly become bored.
The Israelites ate mana for a few days, but then they all became tired
and bored with the same food. They begged Moses and God for
something else. It is when you read the whole story you get the reality
of how God “taught” them about His Word. They didn’t trust Him.
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The people said this desert never ends;
We have no bread our throats are dry.
Our heads are heavy and our feet need rest.
Has He left us here to die?
And we've forgotten all His words
As if we never heard
We take our daily bread
And after we've been fed
We take our hearts and turn away
OUT OF THE GREY
He Is Not Silent
It’s literally the same argument Jesus makes in John 5, “still you
refuse to come to me.” He was again reminding them of the same
teaching. You don’t want food. It’s clear, since it never has successfully
satisfied me. I always continue to eat the next day.
I don’t want to make food that makes people eat more.
I want to make food that makes them want to stop
eating.
BRADLY COOPER
Burnt
Rebekah tells Jacob that his father Isaac likes “tasty” food (Gen 27:7).
My mother used to say, “I’d rather have good food
than bad food any day.”
DON KNOTTS
The Ghost and Mr. Chicken
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Before she betrays her first born son, (much too deep for this book).
She prophetically helps Jacob, as if SHE is the very voice of God.
Food plays tricks on us. It’s part art, part emotion, part taste. But it’s
all satisfaction. We can sit there for hours watching the Food Network
or Iron Chef, because there is a story about a simple desire, food. We
fantasize about food much less than we do when compared to sex. The
energy gained from the intimate act is very unique. Allergy can attack
our food desires but for the most part, these are self-governed. It is sad
that someone can’t experience some foods due to allergies. Usually it’s
money that stands in the way of our ability to taste good food. In this
day and with our wealth, we can experience pretty much any food,
any time. There are a few of us who struggle from now and then to
put food on the table. Those who are blessed to be in want. To teach
you that you should not have for desire if the Lord is your shepherd.
My son loves watching Iron Chef. I’ve even found him asleep
watching it. It gives him a sense of satisfaction to taste good food.
What did I think I was doing taking him to all those sushi restaurants
when he was so young? He had one taste, and he was hooked.
Most children aren’t capable of that. My best friend’s kids aren’t
exploratory like my son was. I’m not sure why. He grew up saying, “I
want to be a sushi chef when I grow up.” I’m still waiting.
Do you think God has an opinion about really good food? Do you
think it’s ok to indulge in good food? Have you even thought about
it? Do you feel guilty about your food?
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God made the world to support life; to bring food to His creation.
He gave it to us for free. We didn’t have to work for it when God was
in charge.
Fruit
God gave food in the form of plants and fruit at first. Within plants
we have salty, sweetness, bitterness, and sour. Some are fruits which
have at least some sweetness or sugar. Not all fruits are sweet, like
avocados. There are many fruits we don’t eat but are eaten by other
animals and insects. Even bees make
I find it utterly ridiculous to think a tree would produce a flower.
This is evidence of a designer. A tree produces something completely
different than other tree seeds. It creates something small and
beautiful that dies and out of the ashes of the flower produces an
explosion of shape, color, and taste. But the reason for this divergence
was because the trees had to support insects that only they could
pollenate, to perpetuate their kind. This utter dependence is repeated
EVERYWHERE. The principle says “you must depend on
something.”
The tree has no use for fruit. There are faster ways to reproduce trees.
The tree is not struggling to survive. It is doing something. It’s
producing food. Prepared in advance for good work. It produces sweet
fruit and flavor. There are very few fruits that are inedible. But they
are all seeking relationships. Isn’t that interesting? That’s how I can
watch all those nature documentaries. The picture defeats them. God
is SUPREME! They can’t brainwash me. I will not believe their idiotic
lies. Every one of them.
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Fruits do grow in small plants but still, they have no purpose for the
plant. It’s just a choice for plants: Beauty or food (fruit/nut)?
Flowers
Flowers create fruits. Only plants that have flowers are considered to
be fruitful. Flowers are the basis of Gods energy.
God created all of the senses to point to Him also. We are really
bombarded by God really. We think we can run away but then He
hides Himself in a flower.
The symbol of the flower, is to present Beauty to the world in
multiple dimensions. The flower is the forerunner of fruits. Therefore,
the flower determined to give food to others. The flower provided.
But the flower gets no benefit for this. It offers itself up as a sacrifice.
To be a representation of love, of affection, and sympathy.
Now we do use some flowers as forms of food, or spice. But really
the flower has to die to create the fruit that follows its death. Similar
to the caterpillar, seemingly offering itself as a monstrous eater to later
show something magnificent in the form of metamorphosis. A subject
often difficult for evolutionist. But we get to see great Beauty come at
the expense of an overeating worm.
Other flowering tops can form grains like wheat. There are many
flowers that we eat as food. Between the fruit and the flower, we have
the basis of all flavor, the basis of communion—bread and wine.

Youth

Life is found in beginning. After that comes death. But God said,
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The end of a matter is better than its beginning, and
patience is better than pride.
ECCLESIASTES 7:8
Death is found in the end. If you are lucky in life. But the reality is
Death is upon us. I see Zombie movies as warnings that we are already
in the Zombie Apocalypse. There are very few lovers of God. Few who
seek Him.
But childhood is fraught with foolishness. It is a time of foolish
exploration.
Most of us stare at our computers, the T.V. And the internet
regardless of how much we recognize we should shut them off and
find God directly. A child can’t help but play games, have fun and be
silly. God correctly tells us the end of the story is better than the
beginning. If you think birth is better, then you don’t know the whole
story.
We are attracted to youth. Older people would all love to have a
youthful lover. We hate decay and weakness.
It’s the assault on Beauty.
Energy is required to experience Beauty. Strength is required to
support Beauty. And Beauty is required to drive Strength to work.
These are all found in youth without end. The elderly have to plan
out their ministry because they can’t just go. Picking up everything
and going? As a kid, that’s nothing.
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When you get older you own things; boats, houses, and Christmas
decorations. You can’t just toss them all for a whimsical notion that
God put in your head. Well, you can, but you would need the support
of the church, and that is not always an easy road. I pray for missions
to fulfill God’s calling.
It may be hard to imagine but if you think about how God created
us naked and full of energy and a little food, it was really sex, that was
more important. Intimacy should have been enjoyed forever. I don’t
really think Gods plan includes all of us, full of human energy,
immortal, and having sex all day long. I don’t think so. That may be
where the Children of God get their ideas (if they used the Bible at all)
about sex.
No, I think the whole story will make sense. It’s not that the story
was thwarted by sin. That would be ridiculous. God can’t stop his
own story from being developed?

The Prince

The Messiah is symbolized everywhere in the Beauty around us. In
the music we hear, and even the relationships we have.
The church and mainstream thought portray Jesus as a passive
person. Someone good with children. He’s never angry or ill tempered.
But do they picture him defending that child to the death if someone
threatened it? Do we think our God would pull out the Hammer and
slam it down in front of our adversaries?
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We are given images through the movies, as someone who couldn’t
drive a charge in the front-line of battle. “Please, come in to my house
Jesus faintly hoped as he called out to his beloved.” This is the pretty
Jesus. The one you are embarrassed to talk about in your workplaces
and in restaurants and in outside conversations that anyone could
walk up and hear. Of course you are embarrassed to talk about your
Jesus. He’s flat and simple. He’s not very scary. Not complex like a
real person.
But God is a very complex being. He’s so complex, just our attempt
to understand Him is what Scripture would call, “A Joke”.
The foolishness of God is wiser than ALL of mans’
wisdom.
1 CORINTHIANS 1:25
This literally means the smartest things we could even consider is
mere foolishness to God. Let’s just say, He’s got a long way to go,
when he begins to reveal himself to us in Scripture. So let’s understand
the little things we know about this rescuer of mankind.
It’s not that God changes, He’s always had the same message. He
was both strong, and gentle. He warned us upfront. He loved the
wicked. He rescued murderers. There was much grace in his first
representation to us. But when He came as a man, this is where we are
all in disagreement. I believe the Bible is clear, that Jesus is the Father
(Isa 7. we have man then woman taken out of him his is there.
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Ezer

When Eve is introduced she is called Ezer, a term only used in
reference to the Holy One of Israel, the Messiah. Jesus came as The
Ezer. Our perfect match; our gentle rescuer; our beloved.
Jesus is symbolically represented in woman (as the submissive of the
Father; in this way He is symbolically the wife because God is both
masculine and feminine), and that’s why we paint pictures with long
haired Messiah; with a feminine look. He wouldn’t really have that
long of hair depending when he took his Nazarite vow. Since Paul
commented on what long hair on a man implies. I also don’t think he
was as good looking as some men that have portrayed him. They don’t
sound like the Jesus I read about in Scripture.
How we love our women can easily be seen in how we love Jesus.
What we do for the weak says a lot. Now it's only a symbolic
relationship. In reality man and woman are not separate we are all one
in our image. In total we represent God; not individually.
we are being made as a dwelling place for the Lord
EPHESIANS 1:23
We take our kids and friends out and treat them well. We do this
for the loves of our lives and our children. Imagine if God is
symbolically saying the same thing to us about Jesus.
Your throne, O God, will last for ever and ever; a
scepter of justice will be the scepter of your kingdom.
PSALMS 45:6
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‘Like God loves Jesus so much that he is willing to give him more
than he was getting to honor Him. As he then shows us how, by being
more humble as you ask. Until you are the lowest servant. There, you
will have true power.

The Rescuer

He comes to us as a warrior; as a rescuer. Exodus declares “the Lord
IS a warrior” in repetitive fashion.
The Lord is a warrior; the Lord is his name.
EXODUS 15:3
It’s like saying, its’ who He is. He’s a good, all the time, father. Jesus.
That’s who He is.
God introduces Himself to His “people” as the Warrior of Rescue.
Come with me Beauty, as I have rescued you, He woos her. But they
do not live “happily ever after” like a simple fairy tale—life is a
complex, filled with divorce and reconciliation. It’s a messy family.
That, even I could see. This is not a healthy relationship. Someone
better snap out of it. Someone better Wake those dead people up! This
is why God comes at us with story, so constantly. We ignore his Word
so he comes at us with the perverted words. Even they are better than
nothing.
But however far we take God away from us, His words do not go
out empty. For all the world will know that he is the Lord. Because
there is no stopping Him. He has the Eye of something much more
than a Tiger.
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The Lion

There is something simply majestic about a lion. The fiercest
creature you would ever face. They hunt in groups, and the females
do all the work. Sound cool eh?
You could be hunted by dogs, the only other group predator that I
can think of. But a good stick could take out a few dogs. You aren’t
going to stop a lion. You could survive a dog bite no problem. I’ve
done it, even thought about killing the dog that did it, as I ripped my
arm away from the dog and began to attack it but I stopped.
I don’t think I would do that with a lioness pack. The weapons on
the paws alone would knock you out, even if they were gone.
The “lion lays down with the lamb.” It really puts it into perspective
that the lamb must be the ‘courageous’ and the lion is the ‘strong’.
Together they make one symbol of God. The lamb must be
symbolically courage, as it goes to the slaughter. As God separated the
wild animals from the herd animals he defined one would be
dominant, the other, prey. The weak animals also symbolize God.
Jesus is like the woman among us. He came as the weak version, the
representation of God in relationship that is modeled after submission.
The Father is the Lion. Together, they are, our Savior. It sounds like
a very simple kids show intro. Then everyone cheers as a whimpy little
lamb walks in.
Are you kidding me, the Jews of the day must have been extremely
upset about Jesus being the weakness of God. They definitely weren’t
looking for a weak entrance. They missed those small Scriptures. Most
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likely, the general image of God is likely going to be incorrect. It will
be not so widely expected. The majority will likely be shocked at how
things end.
The Lord also symbolizes this strength in the building of the temple
when he told Solomon to call one pillar Boaz, and the other Jachin.
Which means, “to establish, in strength.” 2 parts, like Yin/Yang. One
is the feminine form of desire: establishment. It embodies all the
symbols God wants for the feminine. While Strength is reserved and
entrusted to Boaz. Ruth established Boaz. That’s kind of cool. No one
really cared about Boaz, until he married Ruth that is. Together they
made a great combo to create the child, David, their grandson. A lion
of a lamb, if I ever saw a human example.
He has the Eye of the Lion. The cat that lives in a family
environment. The Lion is so holy; you can’t even begin to understand.
God closed this animal off to all of its supposed similar species and
made them 1 of a kind. The Donkey has been marked as well but the
lion is special. There are many images of gods but the most interesting
to me are the one that describes Himself like a lion. This animal that
is separated from the cat world as far as any cat. There is no cat like a
lion, if they even are to be considered “cats”. The Lion protects the
family. It’s an odd image for some gods to portray, if you ever tried to
compare.
The strength of the Lion is by far the most effective. Quick, family
man. He only has energy for sex, not killing. There is something about
strength that draws you to it. Men want to be like it, women are
literally aroused by it.
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The Hebrews were going to worship their food: a calf. Maybe it
could have turned into a Bull (i.e. Wall Street), but then again, they
wouldn’t have any words to tune into that message; the words of a real
God.
The Bible warns us to never mention the names of other gods, as in
Exodus 23:13 “do not let them be heard upon your lips” is pretty clear.
When we read a stray commandment like that and do we think, well,
that’s Old Testament and it doesn’t matter because I don’t have to
follow the law anymore?
Or does it stem from ignorance?
I, chose to ignore what standard Christianese teaches me. Keep
studying the Bible and ask God. So I considered just doing what it
said. “Don’t even talk about other gods as if they are real.” I would
remind myself.
I soon realized by making my most fundamental principle:
Remember that you forget
Would bring so much focus into my life. I started focusing on the
heart issues. My whole world was changed instantly. I soon found
myself pressing into God where others feel more confident. I wanted
to know the details. What was I forgetting in my life? Constantly be
thinking of what am I neglecting.
Well it brought me a gift in the form of memory. I could easily begin
to remember life as if it was all new again. As if I had just been born.
I became aware of conversations I had a weeks earlier. When I came
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back to finish our discussion only to find the person didn’t remember
what we were talking about. I started to feel really different when I
realized this was the modus operandi for most people. They weren’t
focused as a warrior is on Semper Fidelis! Always be faithful.
Let the prophet who has a dream recount the dream,
but let the one who has my Word speak it faithfully. For
what has straw to do with grain?” declares the Lord. “Is
not my Word like fire,” declares the Lord, “and like a
hammer that breaks a rock in pieces?
JEREMIAH 23:28-29
If you are on God’s side, stop playing around I heard. Ok, so I started
getting busy with the business of God. I began learning and studying
as much as I could. Early on, God impressed upon me that I would
not need to consider Bible college, because he wanted me to
understand it from my perspective. Not from what the Church
formally is regurgitating (in College and Seminary). As if they think
they are infallible and without error.
What we can be certain of, is there are those that will follow and
there are those that will lead. I prefer to stand back and “Know”. I
wanted to know for certain what others take for granted.

Super Hero

My son, had a Super Hero themed Bible growing up. Anyone that
can see God as the Hero of their story can understand a child’s
fascination with their rescuers. Both in story and in real life.
Both boys and girls like rescuers. We just see them differently. Girls
see the rescuer as a strength. Boys see the rescuer as something to
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become. The hero will always draw us to that underlying story, the
conversation that says, “are you as good as this hero?”
There are girls that will come to our rescue no doubt, such as Jael.
As she reports her situation she says very heroically:
“Come, I will show you the man you’re looking for.”
JUDGES 4
Girls as a whole however are not compelled like the heart of a
masculine. The attitude that says “go quick and direct your power.”
Then we choose to be good with that power or bad. It’s interesting
that Good can also be described as “Loving” If you still imagining the
dance, you can also see what leads up to the Ball that this dance takes
place. It is a formal setting and people are all on their best behavior.
There isn’t anyone “spiking the punch” or tying shoe-laces together.
It’s not a comedy. It should be seen as the humblest thing a being of
power can do to lower themselves to equality with the recipient of our
love.
We aren’t equal? Hardly. The fact that some people want to debate
this is silly really. We are all different. To demand equality would be
a sin, to deny it would be following in shame. But to hope for it is to
“ask” and be given. Women in our country now how the right to vote,
and they had to ask to get it. If we recognize God is coming down for
the dance and we simple mutter, “well, I could use a drink” Why
would any decent rescuer not immediately say to their chosen Beauty:
As you wish.
WESLEY
Princess Bride
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We would jump up and motivate ourselves over to the punch bowl
and proceed to realize “I am doing for what I want. It is a good thing.”
We have a simple form of speech that we can analyze if we heard the
voice of our heart. This is the way of speaking we have for many
fundamental ideas. It’s a simple equation, a simple algorithm. It’s the
core of our nature to understand our actions from these simple
constructs.
We could have easily had this conversation while at the punch bowl:
“Obviously I don’t want any of this really sweet drink that tries to
mask the fact what my body really wants is the EVER lasting water of
the good Shepard. But I will get this punch for my Beauty.” Only a
true knower of God could see that truth and still provide the requested
punch. Maybe that Lover will lead that Beauty to a new dance?

The language we find in Stories. From children stories to Adult.
Mature or simple. We are presented with these questions on a daily
basis. Just as we experience the world. We find others are asking the
same questions. Not all of them believe in God.
I take on the desires of my desire. It’s nearly a requirement if you
want to express you love something. You have to compromise and you
have to sacrifice something. For a man that may simple being
compassionate to “her” needs.
It’s a very happy feeling actually. When you are “performing” the
“Honey-do” list. Especially before it becomes a list.
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My friend Daniel is so happy to do things for his wife. They literally
make me feel at odds with my upbringing. Can they really love each
other that much to do for one another? Can I ever overcome my
cynicism?
Hero like power is displayed in God’s image. He speaks to fish and
directs their swimming into a net like Aquaman. He controls the
weather like Storm. His love is fierce like the Hulk. There are no
doubts that the character of Superman was derived directly from Jesus.
Even heroes have the right to dream.
FIVE FOR FIGHTING
Superman
Jesus ascends to Heaven, brings the dead to life, and controls all
matter. He can’t remain dead. His greatest heroic power however is
love. It is desire to perform heroic work that makes you the hero. Every
fictional hero must have “love” as the central purpose of being. You
will find this to be true in every case. No hero can be unfeeling. They
must desire a reason to be heroic. They must desire, a Beauty.
There are other attributes we make our fictional heroes that also
relate to God. But each one is either a true reflection or a mixed
response of demand or denial in using power. We continue to create
these stories simply because our hearts deeply know these things to be
true.

The Confronter

Jesus had a way of always cutting to the heart of a matter. He was
always confronting the disciples as they were getting to know Him.
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Some people think that his disciples didn’t have faith simply because
they haven’t been given any yet. They had not yet received the Holy
Spirit. But the reality is, John the Baptist had faith. Why not the
disciples? Did they only have a little? Did they gain more after Jesus’
death?
When Jesus was on earth, He was the Holy Spirit. John 1:1, 6:63.
He fully knew the Scriptures, so well he knew verses that many people
didn’t memorize.
Why didn’t his disciples have the overwhelming faith to impress on
us a life lived in perfect piety is shown below. Jesus didn’t present you
with the “This is exactly how you are to live” manual. He provided a
framework to describe love, and understand who He is.
The Friend
John, who barely mentions himself in his gospel, was obviously Jesus’
best friend. He knew his mother well enough to look after her. Jesus
let Him live the longest of the disciples. He asked Peter, “What is it
to you, if I leave him [John] alive until I return.” He was speaking
about the rumor that John would never die. But even John clarifies,
He didn’t say that. What he said was (repeat): Why do you care?
John obviously knew he was aging when he wrote this, and Jesus did
say he would die right there in his own words that Peter obviously
didn’t understand.

The Task Master

This is usually the hardest one to surrender.
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God asks us to do something, we shouldn’t need to ask anything
other than, “do you have any other input, let me know.” You should
just go do it, but we never do. Most of time we have to hear it 15
times before we even remember. I’ve been through each part of this
book over 15 times when I was learning it, so you better believe it was
hard to memorize and keep in memory.

The Father

It is later that he comes to us as a Father. As an adopter of orphans.
Orphanos literally means “without a male leader”. When James
mentions true religion both the widow and the orphan are orphans by
definition.
One of the greatest gifts you can bestow on an orphan is a Father.
Or really: offer strength to someone that doesn’t have it.

The Lamb

He comes weak, ready to die. That actually doesn’t sound very weak
to me.
The lamb is EATEN! It ends up on the dinner table. Wait, I’m
starting to see another symbol rise from the lamb.
If the lamb is supposed to be eaten, then that is why Jesus said to eat
His flesh. Because He is the Lamb King Messiah -Rescuer, Redeemer,
Healer and why he would even have to say it after all of those:

The Bread

Why we need to eat Jesus? Because the OLD testament demanded
it! Jesus’ flesh if understood as “the Word,” should be EATEN. Not
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chewed. To eat the lamb, is to enjoy each bite, to become stuffed, have
to stop, then come back for more!
The Word, the way and the door.

The Right Hand of God

Why is our left hand weak and our right hand strong? I know that’s
a generalization. But God uses the term, and it’s likely where Edgar
Rice Burroughs got the phrase for his Martian becoming the right
“arms” of the Barsoom king.
If God was the first to say my Right hand and mean it was the
dominant power of the body, he passed that on to us all.

Leading with a Limp

Why is it, when we dance, the man leads with his weak left hand,
while the woman leads with her strong right hand? I could say
“follows,” but the reality is both partners do the leading; the man in
weakness and the woman in strength.
It is the same picture often called out in Scripture. Loving your wives
as Christ loved the church and died for her. While it may be seen as
weakness it is an awesome display of strength to lay down your sword
when you could pick it up. It’s such an upside-down picture that God
shows us.
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Dancing

I don’t think I can trust someone who can’t dance. Especially since
dancing is the natural response to the beat of the heart to music. God
designed us to absolutely define our lives by the music we choose to
appreciate, or not.
You can’t learn to dance without the desire for music. We first begin
to teach us the steps of dancing when we first meet our true Ezer
(Beauty). If you understand Hebrew, maybe you think I am being too
liberal?
Am I trying to affect your understanding of the Scriptures? No.
Please don’t let me trick you. Know all these things yourself, from
your own personal study of God. Not some seminary answer. Or
Preachers handbook. You have to rely on your own knowledge to fully
appreciate the entire Dance God has been leading us into.
We teach ourselves Geometry by learning our response to a stimulus.
Even God waits for us to express our experience in anticipation, like
Adam naming the animals:
He brought them to the man to see what he would
name them
GENESIS 2:19
He likes what he sees. He watches with wonder. Just like we
experience with a new toy, child or pet. Anything that has personality
will last. Anything without, will not. The Mountain is lovely, the tree
beautiful. The sunrise? Amazing. The food? To die-for. The
technology, a must-have. But they do not have a soul. What our soul
cries out for.
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It is not good for man to be alone.
GENESIS 2:
God begins his dance as soon as he created Beauty, he knew where
the story would lead. It would lead to mistrust, and betrayal. Beauty
requires experience. It requires to be told what her purpose truly is.
The fact is He alone wanted her. As he created her, He knew he needed
to represent Himself in a failed place. A need to make rescue. We often
think of men rescuing women. But ultimately it is God that is the
ONLY rescuer Hosea 13:4.

For Jacob have I loved, and Esau
have I hated.
MALACHI 1:3; ROMANS 9:13

Any time you see 2 verses
quote the same words, it’s
quick step time. You better
know these steps.

God hated the ways of Esau for sure.
When he sold his birthright to his brother for a stew, God was
ultimately humiliated. This symbol of gift, that HE brings to us. And
we exchange it for food?
Imagine, you are the Prince at the Grand ball, where every woman
knows you are searching for a bride. You approach her, and ask her to
dance. She says, hang on sweetie, I need to get some food in this belly
first.

When we put food over intimacy, is when we have an eating disorder,
according to God. Intimacy, sex, the dance, they are all symbolizing
God.
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God comes at us with very complicated moves, and if you are not
practiced, you will be afraid. When your opponent is strong than you,
you run. You hide. In Fear. But God says, Hold ON!
It’s time to let [the] best Karate out.

MR. MIYAGI
Karate Kid II

After teaching Daniel-san some kata, he hid the secrets in a dance. A
way to combat an opponent. But Daniel-san didn’t realize all that he
was learning by moving around. Most people never see the value in
practice. They all want the magic right up front. I just want to be the
best we say. Because that is the image of God speaking through us.
But we soon learn there are hard steps in this dance.
The Guy
We should be like David and Jacob to have our hearts pointing at
the things of God. Sure we will fail, but we will be able to make it
because we will be with the Most High. Even though God will
discipline us, we can know that he loves us. Otherwise he wouldn't
have shown us. He just wants to be known. And He isn’t demanding
that we do it. But he sure likes it when we do. If you listen to the ways
of Jacob, you will find what God loved.
Here’s just 1 example:
Jacob wanted stronger female animals in his herd. He schemed to
get those from his father-in-law. Why would someone trying to
oppress or dominate femininity embrace a strong woman? Jacob
always watched his mother, and learning to cook. He was the exact
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opposite of his brother Esau. He was not a wild man like Esau; not a
hunter. He was a quiet, meditating type, but he always meditated
outdoors. And he chose to have a strong Beauty of a bride, a strong
flock and he would never give up. Even though she was hording her
father’s household gods, Jacob still kept hold of her. Rachel must have
been a Beauty to behold. Imagine working 7 years for what you want.
Then realize you need to work another 7 to get exactly what your heart
tells you to run after?
But he is tenacious, with a gentle attitude. A true gentleman who
would never strike a woman. He comes from a background that asked,
“would you be my bride?” Not “get over here, you’re mine!”
When it comes to fighting though,
Jacob is hands down the king of
combat. He wrestles an Angel, and
possibly even the body of Jesus.
Maybe God used a more powerful
body than the one Jesus had in the
first century of our Lord.

Have you noticed the
trend, often Jewish, to
destroy the A.D. in our yearly
system? They want to call it
the C.E. like that would have
any effect on God? Give me a
break. This is the year of our
Lord, because it IS.

But he at least wrestled with something that was spiritually skilled.
And Jacob even at the point of tapping, he says he will not “Tap-Out.”
I think it’s great that I can say that and not have to explain it. God did
that for me. It’s part of our dance.
That’s my new combat philosophy, tapping is for the dojo. There is
no tap out, on life. It’s all going to break. Jacob says, “Bring it on.”
Let’s do this, for no apparent reason? NO. Then what for?
A Blessing.
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WHAT? Are you kidding me? He didn’t want a black-belt or a ring?
Maybe a ton of money? He just wanted a blessing are you kidding me?
His leg, is about to be snapped by the messenger. Or as some like to
believe, have his testicles crushed. And this is just a dream right? He
didn’t actually do this? This is what the Scriptures say. This is harder
to answer than the parting of the Red Sea! No man, would put his
manhood on the chopping block for a blessing? Maybe, he knows
something, we don’t?
The Girl
It was Rebecca who reminds us of the symbolism of water. Women
represent water.
In the movie The Jungle Book, Mowgli ends the story chasing a
Beauty. If you didn’t realize Wall-E and The Jungle Book are copies
of the garden story in Genesis, you may want to watch them again.
At the end of the Jungle Book, the girl is fetching water. A very
seductive activity in those days. She represents a girl without a man.
A virgin hangout was the well, spring or water source. It was seen as
child’s work. Like taking out the trash or doing the dishes. Men would
hardly be seen at the well. Unless it was an emergency. Young men
were constantly going to the watering hole to meet women. It should
shed some light on the woman at the well in John, or the story of
Rebecca watering also the camels. Getting water for someone should
be done in an intimate relationship. It says, I love you to whoever you
draw water for.
Even in the Proverbs we are reminded to drink water from your own
cistern and later on the mentions of water have always been
understood as a sexual reference, for the most part.
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It was sad that we didn’t get that same scene in the new live action
version that Disney made. Maybe they didn’t realize they should be
copying from the master storyteller and not leaving out the main parts
of the garden (Jungle) story. Or maybe the girl was too seductive for
even Disney in live action? They can’t really tell God’s story again.
That’s plagiarism. But God showed us the steps to the dance, before
we knew what dancing was. It’s the same thing with words.
I was asking myself, if they forgot to add the woman or is it more of
a deception? Maybe they didn’t want to stand firm that God has made
only 2 genders. But left with just the story of Adam is kind of boring
if you ask me. It’s like Tarzan without Jane. Superman without Lois.
Imagine the action. It would be awesome, yes, but you can only weave
so many friendship stories until someone longs to see love. You must
have the opposite in the story for it to grab us. You must have the
woman. The Ezer.
You gotta kiss the girl.
HOWARD ASHMAN, OR SEBASTIAN THE CRAB SAMUEL E. WRIGHT
The Little Mermaid
A woman symbolizes the soft welcome, the supporting branch of
shade, like an oasis in the desert of harshness. A garden to browse
among the lilies. A sweet loving, gentle time. She doesn’t want to be
swept up by a brute. And she doesn't want to be rough. She wants to
decorate and be loving. Women like snuggling. I think we all do, but
I’m pretty sure it’s more men that prefer not to snuggle too much.
They may even feel it’s weak and shameful. Women, not so much.
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Now get a man to cuddle a kid? That’s much different. No one can
resist a baby, unless they are very angry about something. The Beauty
of a baby is undeniable. It hard to understand how there can be
medical professionals that do not have a hard time with the abortion
process. I couldn’t do it.
Why does a man even need the comfort? God simply says ‘Ezer,’ a
very difficult word to nail down. There are many books about it. It’s
a word only given to the Messiah. So I feel it has to do with the
symbolic nature of what a woman is. Now some would argue that the
word sometimes translated ‘mate’, is applied to Adam and Eve both.
But either way it would symbolize the rescuing nature of God.
She rescues him right back.
JULIA ROBERTS
Pretty Woman
Although women often seek the wrong things in relationships their
core is to be gently lead. It is perversion to like the “bad-boy” ladies.
It’s an acceptable perversion to most people. Even the Bible has its
stories of bad relationships for the sake of good. Consider that
Sampson chased after foreign women and made his parents upset. But
God says, “because they didn’t understand what God was doing.”
Most people find these kind of stories shocking. As if they are few and
far between.
The Bible is full of difference when it comes to comparing it to how
the church teaches us the right way. Most Biblical examples provide
more freedom and more grace than the standard church goer is willing
to admit. Maybe why we polarize on the acceptance of gays in the
church. Depends on how much grace is available. There is much more
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grace than we realize. All Sampson wanted was to be the man God
made him to be. In that he had troubles.
We become idol worshipers when we see ourselves as the rescuer of
Beauty. We are a stand-in. The creep that molests them. The ugly
nerd who bothers you at your locker. Ugh- get away from me.
I remember my first “real” girlfriend when she first experienced me
and I her. My first impression was she was kind of ‘not pretty,’ but
scarred. I literally thought in my head “She’s not really, that pretty. So
why am I so attracted to her?” I don’t know why ever since that day I
couldn’t keep my eyes off of her. She was the most tempting thing I
had ever seen. I followed her home. I made my world experience as
much as I could of that. Up until my heart was broken by the
disturbed Beauty she still is. 9-98-20-10-30-98-17
It is God however that is her true rescuer. I’m only a pale comparison
(if that). Like the wall-flowers presented at a dance. Each one better
than the next. We desire the best for us. The best that we can get that
is. After we learn we can’t simply have everything we want, we soon
learn to make things work.
But we will know when we are face to face with our true Beauty it
will confirm the first time we fell in love, at-first-sight. Beauty’s will
continue to break our hearts until we can fully embrace God as that
satisfaction. Some are able to jump in and dance because they know
the music. Others need help. A symbol, a representative. Some kind
of guide, or Sensei. The Sensei is literally one who has gone before
you. Not teacher. Not Professor, not Master. Each one claims the
truth but the Master is not the relationship God is fully describing in
His Dance. He is not professing his love as he is unsure of His
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intensions. He is defining her existence. He is the “Best Man” at the
wedding who knew he would ultimately be rejected.
If you have a best man at your wedding, I hope they are at least better
than you in something. If you think you are better of your best man,
you should probably pick someone else. Or you might want to
consider not marrying, if no one smarter than you thinks it a good
idea.
And I kept seeing more Beauty every step we turned, until the
moment we experienced death. The relationship was really doomed
from the start. We were both ignorant of the Bible. We had no idea
about what love really is. We didn’t have my experience. So my
marriage was over not long after Mary died, in 1997. She was the
spitting image of me. And Charles looked just like her. That scarred
her.
When the twins were born it was, daddy’s girl this, and mamma’s
boy that. But when she died all Heather could see was her face in
Charles. And Mary’s face in mine. She had to get out of that
nightmare. She divorced me a year or so later. And I’ve been dancing
alone ever since. It’s hard to want to join the dance after you’ve been
through heartbreak, it’s much easier to stay away. But eventually your
desires drive you back.
God however had different plans for me. While I was struggling with
my faith, God brought me along in one painful experience after
another. I felt like it was the worst roller coaster of life, ever. We ride
the coaster thinking it’s going to be fun. It’s simple at first. But then
there’s the first turn. We realize we can break.
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We usually dust ourselves off at that point and get up and try again.
We scrape our knees a bit on the ramp. Or get in a fight or two. But
we keep dancing. We keep driving to our desire.
But there are times when we need to put those away. Because we
realize it is not...what we want? No. Mostly because we aren’t made
to live through the adventure. God’s roller coaster is going to be much
scarier. I kid you, not. Imagine your face as you meet God for the first
time. Would the idea of expression be completely stupid at that point?
The reality of experience be something so different it will be Love AT
FIRST sight. I guarantee you God’s world is so different than our
world. It’s not the difference of night and day. It is BEYOND that.
Are you not in error because you do not know the
Scriptures or the power of God?...You are greatly
mistaken.
MARK 12:24, 27
Edit Mark – I have completed first draft up to here in this
section.
My best friend Danny knows very well; one day he was saying “I
think I just figured you out. See you have about 7 personalities, and
based on the person and the situation you choose to voice your
response based on one of those 7 persona’s.” At the time I didn’t
realize it but we do seem to have a different persona depending on the
circumstances. Do you pray the same on your own as you do out loud?
I know I DO! I would never say the things I say to God in private out
loud to some Christians. I feel like my prayers are so raw they may be
offensive to others. However, I know that my God is not so much of
a Legalist that he would Doctrine Cop my butt to the Sunday school
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corner. On the other hand, maybe I should open my mouth to share
how I pray. I know I’m saved. I have no doubts. The question hasn’t
bothered me in years. It used to. I used to walk down the aisle to rededicate my life or however they wanted to phrase it. It’s not really
like that since studying Scripture. I came to feel the calling on my life
immediately. It was if a haze was lifted from my head. My PTSD had
finally lifted and I was free from the bondage of an abused little kid to
a new creature capable of new things. I could remember for not, most
of my life. I was often called thick-headed and received a few knocks
on the head with a wooden pick if I so much as looked funny at Clint.
But after a very fateful day after I had my back go out, I was
struggling to make it back to my Sunday night worship group. It was
a college group started by Chuck Bomar. That man. Well I can’t fit it
all in this book but suffice it to say, you should really listen to this guy.
He’s really engaged with Christ, and I know it firsthand. He literally
cut his teeth in the college ministry world as he was looked upon with
great success with his initial group he called: AXIS. It was the idea that
you should have a central rotating axis in which to balance and root
your foundation. Most people do this but they don’t often choose the
right axis. I would say you can definitely replace the word Axis with
Beauty or maybe the other way around. I’m being intentionally slow
in this section as to give you my most sincere voice. I feel it’s important
to realize these are simply honest ramblings of a tortured but verifiably
redeemed person. God has simply penetrated me and installed a
Malicious code in my heart and mind that constantly says “Come,
listen to what I want to say to you next.” And I always try and keep
busy as much as possible until I finally give in and seek more. I literally
hunger for God’s words.
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it reminds us confusingly in Deuteronomy 8:3. Recall the words you
all know it. It was the first verse I remember memorizing. I was about
10 when I learned it. My mother had always told me stories of how I
would recite John 3:16 at 2 years old. But this was the first verse that
I remember trying hard to commit this to memory.
I was with Chuck from day-one. He called me to tell me the church
was starting a college ministry and I was welcome to join. Even though
3-years later he decided no one over 27 should be in the group. I was
literally 27 on the day he invited me and I felt like he was looking at
me and saying “Charles, we don’t need your oldness in this group. Or
more accurately, the confusion you spread in his ministry.” Well I did
feel a little hurt. But consider this—I came into the group as a
believing Christian. But I soon became something different.
I was just recovering from the death of my daughter when I literally
became attacked.
I was finding it hard to focus on my work Probably due to some
in the Air Force. I lost position and favor, I cargo restriction on a
was eventually removed from my sworn oath C-5 Galaxy.
because I could no longer fit in the uniform.
I had become too “fat” for the uniform, or as the military calls it:
weight-management. Odd for a person who made artistic posters and
secret briefing notes for many a General, and not to mention, diverse
subjects. I felt like I got a wide education in the Air Force doing
everyone else’s art. You have to look at it long and hard, edit it,
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understand the basic premise of the project and make it accurate for
the customer. I learned so many broad subjects, like Safety, and
recognizing strains of viruses.
I didn’t go very deep with each subject but I definitely had my mind
spread out. And as a reminder the great Martial Artist always stressed
learning as much as you can. 16th century swordsman Miyamoto
Musashi claimed:
Learn the way of EVERY art.
To learn the sword, study the guitar.”
MIYAMOTO MUSASHI
The Book of Five Rings – Steve Kaughman’s translation
So you can bet I latched on to those principles early on. I was trying
to learn as much as I could.
Then, I met Chuck Bomar. He really should have the credit for
bringing me to Christ of Scripture. Even though I was memorizing
Scripture by the time I was 2 and in church every week, I only consider
myself a believer. I didn’t know the Christ of Scripture. I was not
chosen for a path, destined for more. Yet.
But then a few weeks with Chuck and I loved listening to him. He
could relate current events and music to Scripture. I remember the
first time he mentioned the band Creed. He also was able to joke
about Rapping an Eminem song. He knew specifically that we all
knew about it. The worldly issues we extend into in our 1 of 7
personas’. The, I smoke secretly crowd. The I drink excessively on
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weekends. The I listen to my friends advise and don’t try and confirm
it has anything to do with being a representative of Christ on this earth.
One of my seven persona’s is the Gangsta Rap Charles. I have to
admit; I grew up in a poor neighborhood in California. I didn’t realize
it was a poor neighborhood until I was much older. I was bullied by
those young gang bangers in my neighborhood. I connected with
Eminem on multiple levels. First we were soldiers. Second we were
single fathers. Well I consider I was a single father. He was divorced
and had a kid. I could understand him. I even can be heard rapping if
you are intimate enough with me. But this persona is really a memory.
It’s not really who I am. But it’s part of my past. I have a musical side
(or happier subjects) but I digress.
It’s not time to be happy, this story is
not about a happy little elf. This book
is a horrible story of the Baudelaire
style. Reading John Eldredge and Frank
Tomlinson I could easily see that
Lemony Snicket was of the highest
order of story; weaving lamentations. A
book we most avoid in Scripture.
I had many other adventures and
divine appointments but enough
ranting. This one seems to ramble
already.
We don’t even recognize the quote
from the New Testament. When Jesus
said ‘if anyone strike you on your right
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My favorite book of the
Bible is usually said to be
Genesis, but the reality is I
love the book of Numbers. I
don’t think it gets any of our
respect as a message from
God. I would often think,
“what’s all the repetition?”
They joked about that in
Monty Python and the Holy
Grail with the holy handgrenade.” But after listening
to Frank Tomlinson, and his
requirement that to pass his
class we had to have read the
entire Bible. And I though
Mike Littlefield was my real
problem? Oh God was only
just getting started.

cheek turn to him your left.’ He didn’t just say that out of the air. It
wasn’t NEW. It was from Lament #3.
I told you I received gifts when God came for me. This one was the
desire to penetrate the darkness of ME. “In a safe-safe harbor,” Sandi
Patty would sing to me. The line: the biggest struggle for any man, is
facing the darkness inside of him rang true to me. I knew that God
was speaking to me with those words.
He was the bold warrior to step out and say. “Hey, I a serious
Christian and I can come into your world. I see the things you listen
to. I don’t care. Let’s just talk about God now.” I was hooked. After
listening to Francis Chan, Paul Hatfield and Doug Fox I was
somehow loving this return to church time.

See I had done it before. I tried
returning to church in the military. But
other plans were made. I was not
included in the planning. Otherwise I
would have skipped the education on
SIDS. The journey down the rabbit
hole didn’t seem to connect. I couldn’t
foresee the journey. Only God can do
that. He already knows my journey.
Like the Never Ending Story, He is
like the reader injected into the book.
But even farther the author of the book,
Michael Andreas Helmuth-Ende is
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Are there really those of you
who don’t believe God knows
the whole story. He was
there in the beginning just as
much he was at the end. And
that’s only a glimpse of what
our God’s measurements are.
Imagine the most wonderful
thing. The most beautiful
object. The best designed
product. The greatest sex.
The biggest Ocean, the
farthest star, the smallest
element. And we still can’t
see that God is outside of
THAT!

only a fraction of time and space speaking of the mystery of God.
Something I call, Skiing on the Divine Ratio. We can’t even measure
the capacity of God. And it will be really Stupendous unlike these
Earthly mentions of stupendous will all pale in comparison with what
you are about to behold, Beloved. You have no idea.

Symbolism

The Bible is filled with symbolic representations from marriage to
the dimensions of the Temple. If you could uncover all the symbolic
references that God created, you would be very old indeed. Even the
most seasoned theologians gathered together to discuss a list would
never find all the things God has added as a symbol of His being.
All the attempts to dismantle God from the 1962 Case Law’s first
attempt to remove prayer from schools, to the separation of Church
and State rules about not reading the Bible. Each one attempting to
remove God. Until finally the removal of the Pledge of Allegiance
because it simply referenced God. Now we are attacking state
constitutions and the 10 commandment postings.
No amount of effort could ever remove all the symbols that God has
added. For that matter, the Atheist agenda could never uncover all the
symbols man has created to honor God.
Why for instance is the Defense team always positioned on the left
side of the court room? Would you know it as Divine Symbolism? As
the submission is always on the left. The right-hand symbolism is
constant. It is deeply imbedded in nearly every culture. God makes 2
pillars for his temple. To establish, in strength is his phrase. One holds
power, the other support. I guarantee you that Boaz (strength) is on
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the right for a reason. By the way, I actually wrote that part before I
verified it. Just like Einstein knew how God designed parts of the Laws
of Physics, I also know the same symbolism is carried all throughout
the world in his creation. Here are just a few that many people seem
to miss:
Position of the camp
We are told God instructs the Israelites to camp a particular way.
Surrounding the priests to protect them, Judah is at the head, leading
the charge. Did you ever notice that all of the brothers are grouped
together? All of Rachel’s children together and Leah’s children the
same. Each handmaid’s children are all grouped together. The go out
in the specific manner they are instructed.
Blessing of Manasseh
Joseph, realizing that his father couldn’t see very well, tried to correct
Jacob (now named Israel – triumphant in battle is his name). He
uncrosses his arms so that his right-arm (strongest blessing) will be
upon Manasseh. Israel, however corrects his son, who may not be
aware that he will now pass on the blessing to the “Second born.”
Morning
The idea of morning and evening are different to us. God says the
day begins in Darkness and ends with the light going down. But this
is opposite what most people think. Why does God have to be so
stubborn with his ways? Because they are much higher than ours. The
morning represents salvation. The World born in darkness, rescued in
the LIGHT.
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For his anger lasts only a moment, but his favor lasts a
lifetime; weeping may stay for the night, but rejoicing
comes in the morning.
PSALM 30:5
Why did God make it so consistent in Scripture that rescue and joy
come in the light?

Weakness

Beauty is found in diversity. As Gianna Jessen puts it “often wisdom
is found in the weakest among us.” As a person with cerebral palsy and
survivor of a late term abortion.
Fight for the weak ones.
FOR KING AND COUNTRY
Fix My Eyes
As many good writers like Brent Curtis remind us, we have a deep
longing and it is so easy to turn to strength as our means to power.
Brent delivered powerful messages and ultimately reveal to us that our
weakness is where we can find our strength. John Eldredge, despite
any sorrow he may have had with co-author of The Sacred Romance
Brent’s tragic death for the, went on to stir more in us by describing
how all of life is a Journey OF Desire and we desire this Wild At Heart
[God] because he made us into something Captivating. This God took
it upon him to bring us into relationship by paying the price Himself
so our Ransomed Heart could finally see what we desire. So let’s begin
Waking The Dead in all of this, and press on and struggle on Leading
With A Limp, as Dan Allender puts it (I recommend each one of those
books, and the ministries they have).
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There is a specific power in Weakness. We often fight against the
weak, we torture and overpower them to suit our own desires. But the
weak have a power much stronger than Strength.
It can hold a community together since nothing olds the ugly
together. I have a power which you cannot even fathom. I have
become weak which makes me stronger.
Even Sarah Silverman has been heard saying “sometimes your
biggest weakness is what gives you super powers.” On a British T.V.
show interview.
Think about the Olympics. It’s not really impressive if a USA team
wins a gold. No one would bat an eye. What we should pay attention
to is the smaller countries. When they win, they can inspire a nation.
Think of Nadia Komanich of Romania, or Svetlana Boginskaya, who
was called the Belarusian Swan. Well, no man wants to be that!
You know Belarus, that little tiny country from Russia?
So that’s 3 superpowers who used to have empires. God has defeated
them all.
With a single stroke of a SWAN 1 year after their independence!
Does that just say, WHY? Nadia, was RUSSIAN! We hated her; think
back. But Regan asking Gorbachev to “Tear down that wall” (referring
to the Berlin Wall. Movies like Rocky IV, that tried to impress that
we are both just people, ruled by different politics, but we are all
human.
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Nadia, remembers back more, on her injuries, rather than her
victories. She was great, but why can’t our girls get it together today?
Nadia’s routine was always the artistic gymnastics. I’m not sure I like
where the men’s version of this has gone, but the women’s event is the
most popular event for most people. They pay attention to the sports
they like and generally the family can get behind the Women’s (or
should I say girls) Olympics, especially gymnastics. Maybe girls like
Softball too but not that many compared to Gymnastics.
It’s not really open to Women. They are all still young girls at the
time they do this ‘Event.’ Which is kind of demeaning and sexual to
young girls. Get Everyone to watch little girls in tight bathing suits,
basically. Uh. Shouldn’t we put a stop to this? Too late, Sex is
everywhere. Enticing to become more sexual. It is obvious to me the
downfall of society began and will be destroyed by Perversion
specifically, but sexual perversion begins the charge.
Well, I bet the women didn’t even notice. They just saw the more
freedom the better. I’m sure there are some people already that nude
gymnastics should be next.
The real sexual revolution, is the start of the End.
I must make you realize, like I may have often done already. Just
because I know the stuff, doesn’t mean I am any good at it. Being
gentle is not manly.
Unless, you want to actually get, what you want. Just think of a time
you saw something you wanted.
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Xander, is a young good-looking meat eating kind of guy. He’s a
football player and a sinful person with no redemptive qualities. He
walks into a small shop and is met by the most seductive eyes he has
ever seen. Hayden mesmerizes Xander with her Beauty, and they begin
a relationship. Soon you see this couple get close and we realize that
Hayden, in order to maintain her Beauty believes she shouldn’t eat
animals for food. She eats only plant based foods. She’s also a
Humanist. Xander on the other hand is an Atheist, or so he thinks.
He has no qualms about changing his eating habits on the surface. As
long as he’s with Hayden, he eats similar foods, but when she is away,
he is out at the nearest burger or fried chicken place he can find to
satisfy his craving for meat. Eventually he changes his diet to become
more like her.
Watch that relationship for long and you will see many things that
Hayden has changed about Xander. All because he wants his Beauty.
Now the sad part of these two is they have no love for God. Can God
really reach someone like that? How would he do it? Would he send
friendly neighbors to ask them to church? Would he plant a church in
their area so close they could walk? No offense to those who live close
to their church.
Most likely it will not be something that complicated. It’s more often
our simple desires that God tugs at to show His Beauty.
God in His infinite wisdom created Hayden and her Beauty to draw
Xander in his world. The World of the forsaken, the lost He sent out
her Beauty to entice him into her world. But the deeper purpose is
they were both given a heart to be “Gentle” in their approach to diet.
They both became active in education and understanding of their
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dietary desires. When Xander realized his health improved so
dramatically he began researching the issue, collecting friends along
the way with various viewpoints and worldviews. He comes to read a
book about the China Study and finds not only is it in our best interest
health-wise, but it’s information being oppressed by our own
government. This Beauty has now raised up her own warrior for the
cause. But God had bigger plans. You see Xander struggles with other
parts of their relationship. From pornography to occasional drug use
and infidelity. He really wants to be better but he doesn’t realize that
it hurts his new bride. After being married, Xander never realized the
slippery slope he put himself in. The Word of God doesn’t come back
empty. Even the ceremony had elements of Gods message tied in it.
He didn’t realize if he wasn’t fighting God at all fronts, He would win
out eventually.
Xander reads the China Study with more furvor and decides to start
his own chapter of Dr. Campbell’s mission. Little did he know what
he was getting into. He grew to love Dr. Campbell and it was
something his wife said, “money isn’t important. Love and honesty,
they are important.” As she said those words Xander felt the shame of
his own government’s ability to be dishonest disgusted him. He gave
in to her suggestion of being righteous (a mistake he will never forget).
By agreeing with God you begin your seeking of Him. Xander went
home and began to explain to his young bride how sorry he was about
when he wasn’t totally honest with her and vowed to be truthful and
honest, regardless of the outcome.
Xander gave up his right to be dominant and became submissive to
his first principle: truth and honesty.
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When you put your desires in order things become right in your life
with God. Imagine a stack of desires all stacked in sheets of paper. Put
the most important one on top until you realize what your ultimate
desire is. For most of us we would say one thing, but our stack would
say another. I’m more of a show me kind of guy, being from Missouri.
I want to see my faith and desire, rather than just say it.
Frank Tomlinson often brought up the story of Esau, who sold his
birthright for some stew. While there is nothing wrong with being
hungry, when you place that desire over the desire for what God wants.
Jacob you see was quite the quiet type. Tending to stay close to the
tents, he probably picked up a thing or two from his mother. Now in
case you didn’t realize, Gods voice was in Rebecca also. Micah tells us
God says he ‘Hated Esau” and Paul talks about how it was
predetermined before he was born. He was set against the first born
since Able and Seth. The entire book of Genesis is a story of second
born sons. But in this story, God speaks through Rebecca.
She is the one who must have taught Jacob how to cook. The
undermining of Esau’s position was instigated by their mother. Birth
order studies have long been pretty consistent. Mothers tend to be
more in tune with their seconds. The problem is, most psychologist
don’t realize that continues only to the same gender. The second
daughter could come anytime. But the mothers love is nearly predetermined to feel closer to the seconds. When Nicodemus asked Jesus
about being born-again, Jesus rebuked him in shame, “You are a
teacher to Israel??? How is it that you don’t understand this
PRIMACY principle?”
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Redemption in the interview room
C3PO should be standard training for the interview process. All
interviewers should know this principle. Here comes the greatest gift
your way: Life. Look, if C3PO was removed from the story, it would
be a short story: The Empire takes over the Galaxy, the end. But
because of this little undervalued robot, android: Creation (image).
Who just happens to get a job speaking the binary language of
moisture vaporators. Batchi? You speak it?
Of course I can read.
Can you type?
Of course.
These were the questions we used to ask. It was about Process.
But now it’s about the title. Most jobs in America can be done by
anyone. But some jobs are done better by certain people. Sometimes
the weak. Sometimes the strong. If we believe anyone can do any job,
we fool ourselves.
Solomon says the race is not for the fastest person. Competition isn’t
real. The fastest person isn’t running. The best man isn’t the groom.
There is something wrong in the world!
We live in the labyrinth, matrix, Neverland, Narnia, and the Shire
etc. We are trying to find the secret to get out! George Lucas points to
an innate desire for redemption in C3PO. He tells us, everyone feels
the longing to be redeemed.
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But God chose the foolish things of the world to shame
the wise; God chose the weak things of the world to
shame the strong.
1 CORINTHIANS 1:27
When C3PO was telling the story at the end of Return of the Jedi,
or just ‘Jedi’ as most fans know it. I felt all of his pain, remembering
his comments about not being very good at telling stories. There he
was commanding a room, defying his own logic. He was a master
storyteller by then. We see his awkward beginning as a wireframe copy
of a child’s imagination. He was created by a child. He had no clothes,
R2D2 told him he was naked. Do you think God
We think the interview process is about how we fit the “requisition.”
But it was the failure of uncle Owen to undervalue his offering of
service by this worker. The one that will restore the Universe.
This story if authored by God would be just like the story of nearly
everyone God uses in the Bible to expound upon His Wisdom.
George Lucas can’t help but realize this story is an essential one to hear.
The redemption of C3PO is huge in Star Wars. Because it has nothing
to do with God. The world can hear the message of Redemption and
Love it.
The interviewee is the one that is the gift that will rescue you. Your
rescuer will always appear as a weaker form of you. Woman is called
the Ezer of man. His rescue. But he is just as much her rescuer. The
hero is not always the real hero. We can get it wrong because we judge
the heart.
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We don’t see the value in a C3PO. We don’t see the value of others.
Maybe you think it’s hard to support a weaker person? If you
understood what God says about the weak, you would stock up on
them. They are a value to you. To those that are weak, they shall be
made great. To those that welcome the weak, their reward will be great.
To those overcomers and welcomers: The heart that says, “you could
be valuable to me, even if this is hard.”
Many parents don’t see the value that struggle brings. Very few
people do.
Dan Allender’s book, The Healing Path, discusses this subject
through the whole book; the way God chooses the weakness and
longing and pain to draw us into a relationship with Him.

Knowing

How can you ensure you will be loved by your spouse? Will you will
be the strongest? Prettiest? Bravest? Best looking? Most devoted? Most
Helpful? Richest? Most Loving? Haven't all of these been part of a
failing marriages? So what can be done that no other person can do
better?
We were studying the prayer of Jesus in John 17. When Frank asked,
“What is God’s definition of Love?” I totally missed the point. I
thought it was “glorifying” as this word kept repeating. I stuck to my
new rule, follow the repetition. And I was totally wrong.
So what is love? Jesus says that love is "knowing." Now there are
many things that “knowing” will lead you to do for what you love.
But knowing is the way of communicating that love to the other
person.
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If you know the enemy and know yourself, you need
not fear the result of a hundred battles
SUN TZU
Ruth showed this to Boaz but always being present. He however
didn’t get the hint and the wink. He was focused on doing Right. Not
looking for a woman to satisfy his desires. Ruth was in for a shock in
the bedroom, likely. All she did was lay down next to him one day
when he was drunk and that was all it took for this righteous man to
be saddling another horse for this Beauty. She was fully embracing her
new God. Through the Righteousness of Boaz. The righteousness of
Strength. Boaz means strength! He is the pillar at the temple of our
God.
I could talk all day about how the temple describes the heart. The
first pillar as you walk in the door is To Establish in Strength! The
Entrance of your Heart! Nothing weak should ever pass through. Only
the strong survive the wisdom of the heart. Like God. And the things
he says (Truth).
This whole concept is repeated at the temple portico. It’s repeated
everywhere really. It’s also found in the dimensions of Phi. (shh, later)
Consolation prize
If we focus on knowing our spouse, we can show true love. Sure we
can lay down our lives for them, but if we don't know them, we have
truly failed them as a spouse. It is immature love that sees the desire
and instantly wants it. But just wanting is not love. It is a “great” desire,
and can be called “In love” with someone but the actual Love is
knowing. You can learn to press into someone after you have known
them; desire to chase the Beauty in them.
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For everyone you really love, you should be able to tell something
about them that no one else knows. Intimacy implies knowing. In the
Old Testament we were told Cain knew his wife. The most intimate
comments about love is related to sex
Sexual is their term. Not
and the words related to knowing and
Gods,
just saying.
intimacy. There is no more revealing
intimate moment than when two
people share themselves in that way.
And there is a risk to be exposed (naked) and vulnerable as you become
intimate with another. It doesn’t have to be sexual (intercourse) to be
intimate but it always requires vulnerability. Therefore, it will likely
cost something. This is why all love is rooted in sacrifice.
We only know Beauty in a sinful world.

Drawing us into Reasoning

It’s almost like he is trying to draw out Nicodemus’ anger. Jesus
implied that Nicodemus should know this concept and should be
teaching this to all the Israelites. He implied, he was ignorant and it’s
obvious the language response was shock, as if God expected these
people to know this.
How would you feel if someone came along in your ministry or
vocation and they told you, you don’t understand something so
fundamental? At the very least you should be humbled or interested.
But at the most, you could be offended, or angry. We don’t know if
Nicodemus was angry or if Jesus was not angry with him.
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But I obviously know that it’s also a teaching mechanism to draw a
student into dialogue. Jesus like the owner of a dog is telling
Nicodemus to “HEAL”. Because he has just met the master.
He basically said,
“Nick. I’m going to show you why you need to consider me your
“Authority” when we get done with this conversation. And I’m
showing you quickly because I’m going to need you as a supporter
really soon.”
The guy walks up and gives him respect and Jesus turns to him and
says, “OK, let me explain that you don’t know the most fundamental
principle of Scripture.
Whoa, when I met that Jesus, I no longer liked the ones they
portrayed in the movies. My Jesus was confrontational, all the time.
He was decisive, he was precise. You could cut the tension with a knife,
at any moment. Someone when you hear, you are taken aback at what
you hear. Something is different. He has a voice that speaks the truth
in hugs, and daggers. The daggers, we pretend Jesus isn’t doing that.
Some are hurled to change you for your good. The daggers come at
us hard and strong. They are always painful and never welcome. But
Jesus tosses them to us anyway. Some to remind us of who he is again.
Some to remind us of our sin and our need for him. Sometimes to
show that He is the author of the Universe and only He can be trusted.
Only He should be valued.
A guy like that, was real. Something you are either immediately
intrigued, or instantly turned off. His very presence exudes our
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division. For those who divide on the side of truth and on the side of
fearlessness. If you aren’t, then there is little reason to continue reading.
You may not be able to say you are those things, but if you think they
are Righteous. You will like the Bible. Hey, you might even like Jesus.
To me, it’s more interesting to say, “yeah, the God of the Universe,
I know a little, you want to talk about Him? Considering He’s pretty
awesome and all.” Why wouldn’t you want to talk about the real God
of the Universe? Just like a 5-year-old talks about Spiderman. They
are just trying to tell you about their hero. Someone they think is
amazing.
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Act 4 – Rejection

The Sorrow in the Dance
What’dya mean she marries Humperdinck?

WESLEY
The Princess Bride

Give me children, or I’ll die!”
RACHEL
Genesis 30:1
Lord, if you had been here, my brother would not have
died.”
MARTHA, AND MARY
John 11:21,32
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We learn quickly we can’t have everything we want. Our Beauty
rejects us and we are totaled. The story never goes the way we planned.
We know the butler is up to something.
Some of us learn to get back up on fight for what they want. We get
our second wind to hear the story.
Others give up. They choose their path in much haste. The learned
understand defeat. It is bred into them. The world around us is always
about failure. That is what I do, I support people, when things fail. I
do it for work, I do it in life. I’m all about supporting the weak. I will
help. But treat me decently or we will have to call the police.

Hold Out

We long for a better lover, we don’t consider to,
Love the one you’re with
STEPHEN STILLS
Love The One You're With
We learn about strategies as we live life. We learn that if we wait, we
can get cookies, we need to learn to behave, or something like that.
Then we can get, if we wait. Parents try and teach the most
fundamental things that are good.
But we learned this goodness from God. We would never have
learned to wait, if not for God teaching us about waiting. There is a
teacher that can guide us.
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What we learn in study

When we try and learn something we are desperately trying to get
what we want. We go to work for our food that we refuse to garden
or kill for our own food. We are so far from a true relationship with
nature.
We learn that not everyone wants to share. They aren’t here for your
benefit. It’s not all about you, to them. It’s about them.
We even have to read the Bible if we expect to know God. We can’t
just sit and wait for God, can we?

Math

When I told my friends that I had discovered Methuselah was
(187+182=369 + 600 = 969) so he died the year of the flood. Wow
that was some slick math you ran by us right there. Seriously folks, if
you don’t get the numbers, you probably weren’t meant to study the
same way as I was. If you want to see how it works, check the math, I
didn’t plan on covering it in this book. Math is all over the Bible.
Everyone should know that one; just by reading and thinking, I
wonder how old his father was. Grandfather? That’s all I asked.
Nothing amazing. I just read it and wondered.
I was checking, because I wanted it to make sense mathematically. I
thought, it better make sense, or else we are going to have a problem.
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Oh, I was serious about this one. Imagine if the first time someone
tried and counted and they realized Methuselah lived after the flood.
It would be a major question among skeptics and would have
destroyed my beliefs.
For those interested, Noah’s father Lamech, died 5 years before the
flood. Noah was 100 before Adam died. So it’s likely that he knew
him. When I started to see all the complexity I found it even more
enjoyable. It was almost like a game. I had to figure out all the
confusing parts of Scripture. Like a crossword puzzle, but actually fun.

Numbers

When you think about the Bible, is it odd that God talks about math?
Some people think math and the Bible don’t go together. It’s not a
book about math. But the counting of people and the dividing of land
is all about math. Even the proportions and shaping of the temple and
arks were specific. Math is God’s dimension. A simplified way to see
the divine. Only a theologian can truly understand math.
I found it interesting to do the math along the way. I did a
population growth study about the number of Israelites after 400 years
of being in Egypt. It fit standard population growth statistics perfectly.
Some people try and say there is no evidence of the Exodus looking at
603,550 men running around camping in the desert and not showing
a single shred of evidence for it, 3000 years later. I find that argument
stupid. I’d like some archaeologist to find evidence of a nomadic tribe
of today’s last encampment. I’d pay money to see if they could find it.
That could be a good show. Look for the traces of biological waste and
even that may be hard to find. How far did they move? Can I make a
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guess? Do I have to be that accurate? I would think it would not be
that easy.
Most of the people either do not know or are lying. Yes, there is no
camping evidence in the desert that we have found yet. Have we been
looking? No. We should be looking for a mass grave underground
described in the book of Numbers.
But we have found Egyptian references to the plagues. We have even
found a record from the Midianites referencing the “Hebiru” in the
desert. But we can’t know for sure that they mean Israel, most
archeologist think. There is little doubt that there were Hebrews living
in Egypt. And 200 years later they all settled in Canaan. But the how
is debated. The detailed account of 31 kings going down from all of
Israel coming across from the desert, versus the idea that all the plagues
could have been naturally explained. Anything but think a miraculous
event could have actually occurred.
I think most documentaries about the Exodus are deceiving most
people. Why talk about the Bible as if it is a short book about very
little detail? It is the weight of Scripture that convinces belief. For
instance, the most dumbfounding miracle of the Exodus for me is this:
Yet the Lord says, “During the forty years that I led
you through the wilderness, your clothes did not wear
out, nor did the sandals on your feet.
DEUTERONOMY 29:5
Someone trying to come up with a natural understanding of that is
just a fool. Clothes lasting that long would be considered odd,
especially for the children?
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I can’t imagine why skeptics would consider alternates to the plagues
as natural when here we have an obvious miracle. There is no way
shoes of any kind would last for 40 years. Let alone wool or any other
fabric.
But can we trust God to do the same for us now that we are no longer
in the Exodus?
In the movie Mean Girls, the main character talks about why she
likes math and she says,
“Because it's the same in every country.”
LINDSAY LOHAN
Mean Girls
It is math that is our unique single innate logic that everybody knows.
Math. Even if they have never taken a math classes, counting is part
of our nature.
It was first taught to us by God, but it is a unique and interesting
subject matter that you can be good at math and relate to the entire
world with that subject. Math is the only pure science. All of the rest
of the subjects are not as pure.
The English language involves levels of interpretation. Science
involves bias and theory. Genealogy would be considered a math
subject when it is examined correctly. Just like Luke, it can be
“interpreted.” It is just a form of counting. God told us first to meet
All (the animals). Well, Adam.
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Then he counted the Army. My favorite part. He gave an eternal
memorial by counting the Army of God, that went into the desert for
‘training.’ I know a lot of people think the book of Numbers is boring.
Most likely they never got past the first chapter. I think the book of
Numbers is most like daily life. It is the list of men and the counting
of them. John Eldredge often mentioned that repetition should be
looked at carefully in Scripture.
I was studying the book of Numbers at the time. I wondered why all
the repetition? I wrestled with it, as Jacob had shown me.
It’s like God is trying to speak to a dog. Sit. Sit. Sit. No!
Frustration makes us repeat ourselves. It only means you want
something bad enough you will repeat. Actions, words etc. anything
you repeat you are desiring. But sometimes our words become
perverted. We say one thing but inside, we are saying the opposite of
what we want.
I want Peace! You don’t want peace, you just don’t want to be afraid.
Peace is a construct. Peace based on what?
If you look at Asa’s example, peace wasn’t such a bright idea to
choose.
Asa who possibly built the pyramids in Giza, according to Scripture,
or helped rather, has never been credited with the building of the
temple. Nor has he been given credence that the time of the building
of Giza was actually after David. After Solomon, his great grandson
actually. Past that we again argue with man’s history. Was he even an
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ordained king? He wanted peace and sought to ruin his favor with
God because of it. (2 Chronicles 16:9)
David Hilbert and Nikola Tesla both died in 1943, and they say,
there was a mathematical baton being passed to the new idea about
math. Hilber’s first theory was being dismissed by the mathematical
community. Both Tesla and Hilbert were believers in their proofs they
were thought of as the most intelligent men of their day; Albert
Einstein was once asked, “How does it feel to be the smartest man
alive?” He answered.
You’d have to ask Mr. Tesla that question.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

Making Life Work for You

But the world tries to simplify “religion” as being an event or process.
But God defines religion as what you “believe.” In fact, the word is
only given in the New Testament. So what God intended for it, did
not include a “new process”. We aren’t supposed to figure it out. We
suppose life is more like The Martian when faced with the realization
he may die:
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“This is space. It does not cooperate. At some point,
everything’s going to go south on you. Everything’s going
to go south and you are going to say “this is it, this is
how I end.” Now you can either accept that or you can
get to work. That’s all it is. You just begin. You do the
math, you solve one problem and then you solve the next
one, and then the next. And if you solve enough
problems, you get to go home.”
MARK WATNEY
The Martian
The odd thing is the whole world thought it was a good story because
it showed Hope. But the reality is the story was mostly void of real
hope. Symbolically it did well. Mark never “gave up” which is what
most people view is Hope.
We don’t see it as believing God is good. If only one thing is
necessary, then why do all of the work? It’s true we could learn to be
more childlike in our response. Returning to becoming more like we
were before we taught ourselves how to survive in each situation. We
shouldn’t be calculating and temporal. We should be more focused on
the eternal.
However, it’s not like we are sinning if we “do the math,” are we? I
don’t think I can answer that for you. Only you can know for sure, if
you are doing the work because you don’t trust in God to be good, or
if you are really believing God wants you to move ahead with the work.
Most church principles should be simple, concise, and testable to
those principles. For instance, if Jesus claimed the most important
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commandment (to do legalism requirements) were to LOVE God as
much as you can possibly muster?
Well that’s a lot of study and reading and knowing. But in the grand
scheme of things, He didn’t say you had to be any good at it. But
giving us the principle of the 1 thing I require...is “soften your heart.”
What do we all agree Love is? It’s an action? It’s a feeling? It’s both?
It’s neither? We all diverge on those same points.
But how do you love? Ask the most important questions. When I
love my children, I feed them. To show more love, I feed them good
things. Apply the same to God.
How can we feed God? Or give Him good things? The same for our
spouse. How can we be the most loving, the most supportive?
Especially when our spouses do not believe in following this path?

Led by Principle

I often wondered what he meant by that until I pieced together that
the “born-again” concept was the foundation of the story of Genesis.
God uses kindness and gentleness to win his war. It’s a thing the
Asian cultures are very familiar with. Kung fu and Tai Chi are
considered the highest martial art forms in China. In Japan it’s Judo
and Jujitsu. In Japanese, Ju means gentle. As they strive to find a way
to use the universal truths of reality they all push toward God’s
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universal method. Gentleness works in the long run according to the
Tao. A book devoted to understanding the truths of the universe
(according to the Chinese). It’s pronounced with a hard D sound at
the beginning.

Fasting

Fasting is first introduced to us in God’s action of sacrificing animals
for Adam and Eve. He sacrificed for them so they wouldn’t die
immediately. He was waylaid by the blood of a goat. Maybe He is
stuck mourning the death of the goat, slightly tempted by its Barbeque
flavor.
We often don’t stay on God’s Word because we don’t think it will
be “as good” as Netflix, or Disneyland.
That’s just pure foolishness.
Yes we become “slow” and dumb the more we stay away from God
Word. We can get smarter by studying it. My own personal experience
with Scripture was the ability to remember. I literally had the gift of
memory. Immediately after I began to study the Scriptures in fact.
Cain and Able just didn’t decide to sacrifice one day. They were
copying God. Just like Nimrod was copying God. The hunt began in
the Garden.
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The path of Sacrifice

Beauty will playfully hit the strong. Or
pretends to fight, she plays with the idea
of strength. It is common for a young
girl to play fight with her father.
Mothers don’t normally do this type of
play. Beauty finds it fun to play with a
dangerous creature that will not harm
her. She finds comfort in it.

I’m sorry if I’m losing some
of you who do not know the
Bible. I would hope you
would have read the Bible
before this book. If you are
not familiar with the stories
as I mention them. Be sure, I
want you to stop, look it up
and be farmiliar with what I
am talking about so that you
fully understand and then
know if I am right or wrong.

I have never seen the strong play when
it comes to fighting. They sit in positions and are taught to be
conservative with their motions.
Do nothing which is useless.
MIYAMOTO MUSASHI
Book of 5 Rings
We used to have a phrase, knucklehead syndrome; when you went
off to practice in the air, at a grocery store for instance. You were a
knucklehead because someone was going to pop you for not
controlling yourself. So you learn to not look at the dance in the art.
You are suppressed.
But children dance and are goofing off. They already know there is
no point in doing whatever it is we do. Only the dance matters.

Beauty is a servant and offers –Anything you want, you got it. She
feels comfortable serving.
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Beauty is balanced like a palindrome and unbalanced like a Japanese
garden. Both symmetrical and asymmetrical aesthetics show the
diversity of Beauty. She is both light and dark. While her man gave
birth to the light. Can you see the depth in the story?
She longs for rest and can grow tired of being admired, especially
when it comes from those she doesn’t long for.
She knows when she is being admired and either feeds on it or is
angry about it, or scared. She responds differently. Her rescuer is
perfect; he comes in time. Not in a hurry, to make the best show, but
to be the best rescuer.
Beauty appreciates being caught if she falls. She wants to be met by
her match however. She wants to be admired by her match.
She longs to be perfect. Is willing to give up everything for the match;
to get what she wants.
She is angry when not admired.
She is funny, wild, outlandish, and silly. She longs to be loved for
her honest self. She doesn’t want to put on the show, but she does like
going out every once in a while. She may enter the show when she is
ready.
She longs to have an intimate relationship that can interrupt the
most serious of subjects with a silly joke only they share.
But God says, if you want, you must sacrifice. So we forgive, we help,
we give away our time and money to what we think is right. But most
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of us aren’t trying to hurt to give back. We barely notice for the most
part. We wouldn’t dare bring out lives to the point of hunger, just for
the sake of hunger, would we?
So there I was sitting in Doug Fox’ office trying to explain how I
came to be fasting for the last 5 days. I told him, I just felt like God
was calling me to stop eating. So I did. I stopped. He asked, “How
long are you going for?” I told him I didn’t know; I was only listening
to do what I should do next.
I fasted after that on a 9 day fast when some friends went overseas.
But for the most part, it was not much more than that. I recommend
everyone fast (diet providing) at least a 3 day fast. The 3rd day is the
most special. Everything after that is easy. It’s like holding your breath,
childbirth, or running. It gets easier every time. That’s probably only
true because they don’t have any experience that is different.
Painful things do get less painful the more you experience them. It
almost seems like why can’t we choose pain as an option, should be
the biggest question of all. Why can’t I just evolve to like pain?
Can we get a scientist on that right now? We need a better drug.
One that makes me feel like I feel when I’m with you.
HUEY LEWIS AND THE NEWS
I Want a New Drug
We learn really soon that we can’t have just anything we want.
There’s really no need to finish that. The first time most of us realize
we can’t have everything in time is usually right after we are born.
That’s correct—we have it better in the womb. We have very little to
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desire until we come into the toxic air and constant need to eat. We
learn we aren’t getting our desire. That work is hard and we have to
train if we want to get better. We can only win a taste of what we really
want here in this life.
We learn that the whimpering we so easily sounded, begins turning
into a demand. We begin screaming because we know the way to get
food is to alert the feeder. Obviously they don’t hear how much you
are in need. So scream louder! Yes, we learn at a very young age how
to demand. It’s older that we begin to use those same rules our parents
told us not to do every day in life. We think we even know what we
are doing.
Tomlinson encouraged his counselee’s to get angrier if they came to
him for anger management. “Obviously, they were not getting angry
enough to get what they want.” Most people didn’t understand the
logic. The movie Hulk came out that year; I realized quickly why he
said that. When the Avengers movie used the line,
Want to know my secret? I’m always angry.
BRUCE BANNER
The Avengers
I was so excited that I wasn’t the only one that knew there was no
escaping anger. It is the feeling of desire being denied. Anger is the
expression of desire. I call anger, the flaming sword that cannot be put
down.

Trust in Man?

Francis Chan would often talk about the idea that, if you have read
the Bible 20 times, would you come up with the way we do church
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today? Is this what you would have? He constantly gave the idea that
we didn’t necessarily have it “right” by just going to church. The Bible
as he would show, doesn’t match up with some of our traditions.
My life had always been to examine the world from my own
perspective. As an X-generational member, challenging authority was
of great importance. I wanted to know for myself what is true. I would
forever walk the path of only believing what I could extract from the
Bible. Many times I found that the church was right on a great many
things. But I would also find that they were grossly ignorant or even
obstinate in their beliefs about some things. Some are hotly debated;
others are not even challenged anymore. But God still continued my
life, directed to always run against the grain.
I struggled with walking away from friends over their rejections over
difference of opinion. But I have settled on being where my God has
placed me. To be ever forgiving, and never demanding or denying my
desires and beliefs. It’s not an easy thing to do as you meet many
Christians. Some drive you to want to stay home. But I press on.

Following in Submission

Wives hate to be reminded to be submissive. Most likely because
they don’t understand the concept.
How is it in our world, the Sun, moon and the Earth represent and
“teach” that one thing is greater than another. On any other planet in
our system it could have been totally different.
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Everywhere we look we can see the principle of Submission. Why is
it that our world repeats this truth over and over again? When
Evolutionary theory repeats only the strong survive. But in God’s
world, the strong are taught to support the weak.

Servant

Only one of us, can be the servant. Once someone gets up to help
another person. The other person is in a conflict. Should they get up
and do the same. Or should they continue to be served? Who shows
the most power?

The Path of Hope

Submission calls us to Hope. It is the most ridiculous thing to do.
The 3rd path we take when faced with not getting what we want is
Hope. It is “the path less chosen” by all of us. It is the path we refuse
to go down unless urged to do so by some supernatural force.
There is nothing in life to remind you to hope. The only thing that
can point you to hope is God. Only His words consider hope. If God
loves the world then, there is hope. If God doesn’t exist, there is none.
If there is no resurrection of the dead, then not even
Christ has been raised. And if Christ has not been
raised, our preaching is useless and so is your faith.
1 CORINTHIANS 15:14,15

Sacrifice

The Law required the Israelites to not eat pork, to not eat fat. This
is why I’m sure of Peter’s dream that it’s ok to eat anything is true.
Because he said the work of man is done!
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Do not eat fat is a command of preparation. To prepare for combat
Rikki Ticki Tavi was always told it would make him a slow mongoose,
if he was a full mongoose.
The world teaches us that we must constantly be on the battle. To
not despise ourselves and love discipline. Changing your diet is like
torture for most people. They have to eat what they are used to or they
will die. They just know it.
I loved exploring food. I’m a connoisseur of fine cuisine. It’s partly
what was the reason for creating this book. Food is a story of itself.
The wise are always planning when they eat. They know there are only
2 securities. Desires and safety.
You need a place to live so you prepare it. The cold told us we need
to build a shelter. Then we built palaces. As a reminder that we have
seen the place where God resides, and we long to have what He has.
But you have to work for something you want. You have to value it.
The act of sacrifice says, I value or desire what is on the other side. It
is why we exercise, or eat healthy.
Sacrifice is the path of the hopeful.
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Act 5 – The Lie of Life

The Lie of Life

We were meant to live for so much more. Have we lost
ourselves? Somewhere we live inside.
SWITCHFOOT
“I’m waiting on the Sun”

But you trusted in your Beauty and used your fame to
become a prostitute.
EZEKIEL
16:15
I’m not the Protagonist in a major motion picture.
MEG RYAN
Kate and Leopold
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Life; it’s not exactly trustworthy to show us the truth.

A

common phrase in life is, “I wish this moment could last
forever.” When we think we have reached Beauty in this life, we
believe “if only it could last forever.” But the truth is, we prove
over and over that we get tired of Beauty. We are often over
stimulated.

We were made to fight for what we want just as Scripture says “the
Lord is a Warrior” and we are made in that image. As a long time
practitioner of martial arts I have known the study of combat all my
life practically. When we deny that fight within us, sometimes God
will remind us of who we are by bringing many challenges to us.
Remember how he says to the Israelites in Haggai that he brought
them to a low position so that they would reconsider their ways. The
famous verse in Deuteronomy 8:3 reminds us that he "caused us to
hunger."
Many people don't like to remember certain attributes of God; that
He brings calamity upon us (Isa 45:7). Instead, they choose to believe
in a God that allows bad things to happen. Like a parent saying, I
couldn’t control the swat just came out of me.
While God definitely doesn't want to discipline His children in the
painful manner in which He does, he most certainly is the Storm that
life brings us. When we fight the storm, we are fighting against God.
How did Jesus put it in Luke?
"Where is your Faith?"
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There are a few people in life that face the storms and lows with faith.
“Meet disaster face to faith,” as Sandi Patty sings it. I know it's hard
to do so, as I've faced many challenges that were not met with much
faith but rather, worry, scrambling, and fear.
How then are we to approach when God gives us confusion or
struggle? Is it just about making a good response?
Here's the strange part: You can try, but sometimes the response
God is after is much deeper. Like Job, He doesn’t stop after the first
round of questions. He has more. Maybe it's to propel others around
us. We aren't able to be completely perfect, otherwise how could we
learn to Love deeply from the heart?
God created us for Him, and the story He is telling us, is for that
benefit. Each day we are to learn about our Master Lover and King of
Servants. But when we are shut down we believe the lies and the
perversions. The first thing we do is chase after other gods. Then we
forget about God. The real one.

Fighting for the wrong reasons

We often fight for the wrong reasons; for things we don’t actually
want. I fought to never use derogatory names. I thought, that was ok.
But others go farther. They demand that they get what they want in a
relationship.
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Demand and Deny begin the dance of Death. The one that Satan
brings. Hope is hard to keep alive. But it’s the only defense against
demand. It’s inside saying, we can endure this.

But our hope Endures the worst of conditions, it’s more
that my optimism. Let the earth shake, our hope is
unchanged: Emanuel, God is with us, El Shaddai All
sufficient.
NATALIE GRANT
Our Hope Endures
I was filled with desires, myself. I learned about them the more I read
the Biblical Counseling books. The more I investigated, God gave me
a tenacity to hold on; keep my questions in my mind. I would never
stop fighting back to show I was still engaged. Fighting submissively
affords you the opportunity to play fight with Daddy. A little kitten
wrestling with its father. He keeps his eye on you, but you aren’t going
to win.
When we are presented with a challenging relationship we find a way
to escape. Just think of a time God put you in front of someone and
you thought, “I don’t need to experience this.” And you walk away.
How can we know what is Right and Wrong, if we don’t ask God?
What is the standard?
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For Zion’s sake I will not keep silent,
for Jerusalem’s sake I will not remain quiet,
till her Righteousness shines out like the dawn,
her salvation like a blazing torch.
ISAIAH 62:1
The New NIV says Vindication, which is ok but it just confuses the
issue. Her Righteousness is Christ. But Christ as a vindicator only
works in the U.K. maybe. It’s kind of arcane to Americans.
When you say right, you mean right; what is good. It’s always right
to be right. But how you express it, is another thing.
The correct thing to fight for is what is Right. Then what is Saving.
Being helpful is the core of Isaiah’s writing. Gods Words: Do not
fight, unless it’s over these 2 things. Not money itself, but the right
thing to do with it. What will bring you to your salvation? To submit
to Christ in your finances, job, and passion.
But speak up when it comes to your spouse. This has actually been
my favorite verse for the longest time. Even God speaks of His desire
to rescue His Beauty, because he wants her to shine like crazy in
righteousness and salvation. His love is Crazy. It doesn’t make sense
that something so powerful would want me.
Notice He doesn’t want to parade her naked body but to show how
holy and righteous he has protected her. He’s not like Xerxes. He’s
different.
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But the great men of Earth will always be like that. Wanting to show
off their women.
There is nothing wrong with wanting a Beauty, But the Bible only
provides you with one opportunity. Then we become perverted. And
we need to forgive each other’s sin. This is why Paul says,
Now for the matters you wrote about: “It is good for a
man not to have sexual relations with a woman.” But
since sexual immorality is occurring, each man should
have sexual relations with his own wife, and each
woman with her own husband. The husband should
fulfill his marital duty to his wife, and likewise the wife
to her husband.
1 CORINTHIANS 7:2
I already notice the things I do because I'm in love with her now that
I know will be gone if I ever receive her love. I will stop fighting for.
Sure I get that your Beauty makes you “want to be a better” or feel
“completed.” But that simple desire to get up early just to see her off
for work. It’s a loyal teammate, someone who knows you care. This is
the essence of a wife.
While Beauty doesn’t naturally compete, it naturally fights back for
what she wants. But she begins by doing it submissively. This is the
way we are all supposed to respond but the sin has perverted our
nature and tricked us into believing we need to scheme for what we
want. But it’s true God loves it when we aim our desires to God’s and
He can’t resist giving once asked. It fills His desires for us when we
begin to chase him.
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It is natural for Beauty to assume its own desires will be met. It is
when Beauty learns about right and wrong that she realizes we become
demanding and denying. We wouldn’t choose those paths if we had
no reference for right and wrong. The fruit of the knowledge of good
and evil. I wonder if there are other plants that unlock wisdom or heal
specific wounds? There are.
We drowned ourselves in cultural
perspectives. Watching a Sci-Fi drama
about meeting new alien creatures is so
compelling. It reinforces what we have
taught ourselves since we could sit-up.
The story of our life is finding the right
tool for the job. We ignore the messages
of God. Use manipulation. It’s up to
me.
Do you need an eighth inch steel
crescent wrench? Or a giant hammer?
Maybe a feminine touch? Surely you
need a child’s humor to get by on that
dreadful existence. It’s no wonder we
have so much suicide. Because
everything we tell ourselves is:
I have to do something! I’m
responsible to get us out of this jam!

I’ve always been told that
there is a perfect antipode to
respond and react to a
stimulus. For every issue,
there is an equal and
opposite response to follow.
My martial art instructors
often said, “if the only thing
in your toolbox is a hammer,
then everything starts to
look like a nail.” Of course
it’s good common sense to
use as many tools as you can
find to get the job done right
and best. Sure, that’s logical.
But God deals in reality, not
theory. It sounds good on
paper that all you have to do
to avoid God is be immortal.
Of course. But still, not all
responses can be made
‘perfect’. And so the story
goes with God continually
using the weak among us to
remind us to Love.

But is not the entirety of World War II based on the concept of love?
Did we defend Europe for money? I’m sure there is a cynical answer
to that. But did we rescue Private Ryan for anything other than Love?
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Does a soldier seek honor? Or is it thrust upon him? Does our country
have any love left? Did we have enough of it already?
God most repeatedly tells us that there is NOTHING that we must
do accept believe and be the new creature we are told we are. Even the
believe part is on-Him too. Did we somehow forget this part of
Sovereignty simply because we don’t want to rattle the
Calvin/Arminianist arguments or, brush offs, or “I leave room for
correction” cop-out.
I don’t agree with most of the old Theologians on a few things. They
weren’t all perfect. Believe me, I’ve read my great-Uncle’s book about
Revelation and its interpretations, and we disagree. More on that later.
I part ways with many a scholar simply because, and it’s really not that
complicated: I only know, what I read in the Bible. I don’t read
commentary; I don’t become persuaded by an online sermon.
I may consider it deeply for many years. Or reconsider it after being
presented with new information. I don’t reach back into my family,
or church doctrine on this or that. I drown out the cacophony of
rhetoric and focus. Focus on the Words of God.
I don’t not get moved by Scripture. I could be in the worse moods
and Scripture will change my attitude INSTANTLY. It sounds
different. Like a familiar tune.
It beckons our heart to enter in and follow where it
leads.
SANDI PATTY
Through the Little Narrow Gate
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Listen, listen, she’s calling to you. Feed the birds,
tuppence a bag.
MARY POPPINS
It is our heart that reaches back to God. He sends himself in a letter
to us. How can it not be filled with the most amazing things? The
depth we could not fathom how to create.
Well there are a few lines in Acts that seems like random details that
are not important to my communication with the Lord. But I am
often later spiritually reprimanded however, that I continually think
so little of Scripture. God’s Word has many layers and the most
mundane parts of Scripture may surprise you to know they may be
the most powerful way to change your faith. If you would only believe
this. The Word is what increases your faith.
My view of Scripture is much, much higher than other people and
most Christians I meet. Simply because I define my theology and my
understanding of Scripture by the Scriptures. My ability to
understand it only should leave me with a list of questions. Maybe
there is a stray mistake here and there but I have been reminded again
and again, my understanding is usually the one that is lacking the faith
to believe in the complexity of the Bible, and it’s power.
The majority of us would like to ignore this list of questionable verses
and focus back on the “Doing” part. We figured that part out. We
have watched enough Star Trek to know how to handle diplomatic
emergencies with alien races. But the reality is, you can’t figure
everything out.
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There is nothing to figure out when you are woken to find your 2month old baby girl, lying in the crib, a pale blue color. You can only
respond with the most gut-wrenching roars of agony that only some
people know. I think we woke up every one of our neighbors. It was
the most horrible day of my life. Worse than when my ex-wife told
me “I never did love you.” Those are 2 totally different experiences.
And I can tell you that I will know heaven, like you won’t.
It’s one thing to regain what you lose, but when you gain something
ripped from you in an ugly and emotionally life-challenging turmoil.
You appreciate it more. It will taste all that much sweeter.

This is exactly what Jesus meant in the parable of the pardoned
payments. The “one-who-is-forgiven much” is a relative of the “one
who was disciplined much,” Not only do we learn to break to
discipline, in our hearts, as we learn more about God; eventually you
long to hear God. You shudder at missing an opportunity. Because it
becomes so addicting. Jesus at the Well, knew all about what I’m
talking about.
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Food disappears from our minds
when we are doing the real work of
God. Being the mouth of God.
Peter tells us if we are to speak, speak
as though speaking the very words of
God. As far as we know the words of
God that is. Maybe I should gently
remind you that it is a commandment.
We still as Christians are allowed to
follow the commandments, right? Did
I enter some alternate reality where
Christians are ok to ignore the first
things God ever said? No, keep the
commandments.
They
ARE
GOODER than the ones you make
up.

Did you ever wonder why
God said if you are Luke
warm, he would spit us out
of his mouth? Maybe you put
this together, but our
relationship on earth is
described in that sentence.
We should be asking, “Why
are we in God’s mouth?” That
should be viewed as odd.
There are tons of verses like
that stuck in my head,
waiting for answers. Well I
have that answer. We are
God’s mouthpiece. It is our
only duty to take in “ALL” of
the words of God, who is
Christ, who is the Spirit. To
Inhale God and breath out,
God.

Unlike some skeptics I have done long studies of parts of Scripture
that no Theologian has done. I approach every verse with the idea that
God’s Word is Alive and Kicking. I won’t bore you but I even have a
bluesy version of a Psalm based on the rhythm I hear in the song. I’ve
written a few songs based only on Scripture. So far, only I have heard
them.
I realize that God was inventing Jazz well before last century. Oops,
I left a historical signature there. Did you see that? Someone can come
along hundreds of years from now and they will see that line of text
and decipher: “This person lived a century after the invention of Jazz
music.” They would be right. But then, they would read about the
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historical signature narrative and then would be convinced it’s a
forgery. They would be wrong.
How can you decipher the frauds from the authentic? I’ve learned
from the best deceivers. Oh the reasons for hell are obvious to me. I
have met demons in my day. Real, live breathing ones. You best not
be forgetting that one. I’m trying to use my creepy old codger-with-acane voice. Maybe we can record me reading the audio. Nah. No one
could be trusted to play me, and I’m too tired of writing to want to
read this all again. – or maybe that was my plan all along.
Well one way that we spot them, is by noticing the overly
manipulative way we word things as sinful beings. Over and over we
repeat it.
I just need to Figure it out. Then I can live.
There is no hope, in that life. It is a weary life of suicidal thoughts.
The life to live is the life that sits at Jesus feet and soaks in God and
then is stoned spouting the more profound exhortations of Scripture.
In the “speaking” of Stephen our first example of a martyr. He is
the opposite of Elihu. The book ends of definition of character. Those
who are God’s mouth piece should know Him well. They didn’t do
anything seriously amazing to our minds. He was just rambling off
some words. But his words echo a haunting message that shattered the
religious world. And continues to this day as we READ.
...the sword of the Spirit, which is the Word of God.
EPHESIANS 6:17
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If you take this to mean what it says, it implies the Spirit is the Word
of God. The Word of God as a man (John 1) came to earth in the
shape of a man. But he was not like us. A man that is caught walking
on the lake. What else did He do that we didn’t catch?
I’m sure he made the fireflies dance as Sixpence None the Richer
tells us in the song, Kiss Me. My God, I love that song. Ever since I
realized what it means. Those cheeky, sneaky musicians. There is so
much Symbolism in that song, the world thought Leigh Nash
(Bingham) was a lesbian. I remember watching Smallville, the young
Superman T.V. show with my son. Yes, back when they had T.V
shows and Networks that mattered. I have been disconnected from
the media for years now. It feels so fun, but also, a little wild. I’m
skipping the indoctrination of the world I tell myself.
There we are watching an episode of Smallville, and I hear Kiss Me
in the background. I was instantly hooked. I had no idea who they
were. But years later I got the album and about dropped.
This band had put together the most intricate story in the album I
often wonder if they know all the details. The way they weaved a story
with the album Divine Discontent. They weave the Song of Songs to
life. They are very unique Biblical counselors. I loved their work.
Now if we live a life like Stephen, we should be constantly trying to
understand God. But we can’t. we have too much life to live to figure
anything out about God. We don’t care about His desire to be known,
just like we don’t even love our own spouse to get to know them. If I
can’t love my neighbor how can I love God? But again as a
whitewashed tomb, you can’t wash the outside to fix an inside job.
Washington has to be fixed on the inside. You can’t penetrate the
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heart of an operation on the workings of the outside. A Jew is not a
Jew if he is only observing the visible laws. No it is by the heart you
are judged faithful. No amount of service will save you. You can’t force
your way into heaven.
Faith comes by hearing the Word of God. And Jesus reminds us that
only some even have the ability to hear.

Sometimes you just have to wait

My life has been nothing but one mess after another. I have had little
to no happy moments. The time I had both of my children. The list
of my successes is topped by my ability to survive the horrors of my
past.
I often have much desire, but little or no results. I long to do many
things but, I’m not welcome. I don’t have the skills there. It whispers
to me in the night to stop fighting and surrender. Part of it is the devil,
and the other part is God. But who is saying what? How can you truly
know the Will of God?

FEAR

When you are unsure of what is ahead, you hesitate. Sometimes you
jump but you first hesitate. I call this the flight or freeze syndrome.
Most people think they are programmed to fight. They aren’t. They
have to all learn it. Even the most natural. I had a guy ask me to assess
his ability after he thought he had learned a lot by reading and
watching. I told him, he was about as good as some of my white belt
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students. He was crushed. But I only tried to teach him, he must
practice to get anywhere. You must focus on your aim, at all times.
To do anything, you must do it constantly. Passion is required. If
you do not have passion for your work, you will likely not be doing it
much longer. If you do, you will see a pattern. Like the one who is
more like Tigger, or more like Pooh.
I see myself more like Eeyore; filled with sorrow. We all know Rabbit
and Piglet are all about fear. So we can take those 3 paths. We demand
like Pooh, deny like Tigger or face our fears like Eeyore, as a burden.
This is why he is the donkey, with no real burden other than he is the
donkey, the beast of burden. We don’t eat donkey’s we just need their
strength. (there it is again)
They say babies naturally have a fear of loud noises and falling. The
shock and confusion of not understanding or knowing something can
drive us to kill. We choose to be afraid when something shocks us. We
can be shocked and not afraid. That’s easy. I feel anyone can do it.
There may be some that fight saying “there’s no way to control that
kind of fear.” I usually disagree with them.
The demand to understand is a huge sin. But the desire to know is a
command? How?
Looks like there is much more to sovereignty.
So what is this root of all Sin?
Fear is the first thing Adam did when he did something wrong. I’m
not saying it covers everything (but I’m pretty certain), but when you
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hear phrases like “perfect love casts out all fear” and “Love covers a
multitude of sin” you can easily see it didn’t have any problem seeing
the repetition of fear as: the root of all the motivation in Gods
narrative to do the wrong thing. In order to be righteous, you must
first be FEARLESS.
Some think pride is the root of all sin, but it was not pride that made
Adam eat the fruit. It was the idea of losing Eve. He knowingly ate
the fruit, not because he was tricked. He was obviously overwhelmed
by the sight of Eve. She was however a naked woman. What would
you do?
Imagine, day one of your life, God introduces you to his creation.
All the animals you meet. You see the sun, life and animals. Some of
them have already shocked you. Creatures that do things differently
than you. They don’t speak. They have no Word. They do not have a
“memory” to create a conscience. They all have a mate. Then He asks
“Where’s my match?” Then God separates us into 2 different people.
And your Beauty just decided to drive off the cliff. You are her only
rescuer made in the image of God. You instantly realize your desire
and follow it where she leads.
Paul makes it clear that Adam was not tricked (1 Timothy 2:14). It
was Eve who was tricked, because she had ultimately not heard the
Words of God directly, I think. She was repeating something Adam
must have told her, or she made it up. Obviously they had time to talk
about it.
OK, here is my short description of the Garden scene: God makes
Eve. Adam instantly recognizes his Beauty. Then he becomes intimate.
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I do most certainly believe Adam and Eve knew was it was like to have
sex before the fall. I believe this to be true based on a few facts.
First, they go looking for food right after meeting. This tells me they
must have worked up an appetite. What else do naked immortals who
are fully functional do the first time they are shown a representation
of their most profound desire. You can’t tell me Adam didn’t get
instantly aroused.
Maybe the 500th time you see your wife naked you are already bored.
But not the first naked woman you see. He had the privilege of not
being bombarded with the female image over and over. It was the first
woman he’d seen. Yes, he was turned on and they knew no right from
wrong. This is why it is said, “the marriage bed is undefiled.” You
can’t make it unclean. Anything a husband and wife want to do is
basically “none of your business.”

Be Strong and Courageous

There is a way to be fearless in the wrong way; for fame, risk, money,
and sports. Bull riding and fighting can be unique challenges but when
you do it for money, there is no point to your risk. You placed your
fear saying you value money over your fear. Unless you somehow see
whatever fear event you do as a ministry. For the majority of people,
it’s hard to be fearless.
Some think to be fearless means to go out and do challenges. For
some it only involves praying out loud in a group, or introducing your
real self to be vulnerable enough to be rejected and scorned.
God tells us more than anything, don’t run and hide.
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Face your fears. Face me!
Turn around and face me. I won’t bite. I’m here to help.
Joshua when first reminding us of this later on after God says this:
The Lord gave this command to Joshua son of Nun:
“Be strong and courageous, for you will bring the
Israelites into the land I promised them on oath, and I
myself will be with you.”
DEUTERONOMY 31:23
I’ve already warned you about the repeating words of God. Here
they are. In all their glory. This, is the most repeated command, phrase,
and theme in Scripture. About how we are to respond when fear
comes our way. Repentance is much more about courage, than
anything else.
If you don’t at least have this verse memorized, you do not know
God. If this is your first time reading these words, I apologize for the
shame you must feel to really face that fact. Anyone who reads the
Bible and misses these words needs to go back and memorize this as,
Rule number 1: Be Strong and Courageous.
Have the courage to face your sins head-on, some people think. To
directly combat your sin. No.
No. No. Have the courage to take the hand of God. And watch him
destroy all of the bad things. Hollywood makes a thousand of those
movies. They have been telling us, it’s the law of the Universe!
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Do I dare?
A very bad thing to do is argue with a theologian. Unless you become
one, then, it’s ok.
I was a young Christian when I began to read other people’s works
of theology. I don’t mean I was young, because the reality is, I hadn’t
read more than 10 chapters of John when I was 18. For some reason
I could not for the life of me read the Bible. Try as I may, I just had
no focus for it. It’s not that I didn’t like it. I just felt like it was just
too much. I did the very thing we began speaking about: shutting
down.
When I was a kid, I was bullied. And I don’t mean “picked on.” That
still hasn’t stopped, unfortunately. And it still to this day happens to
me in my own church.
I was brutally, with violence bullied. I had a few fights in school.
Mostly of me standing still and getting beat. Sometimes I would hold
my ground. In 9th grade I was sucker punched while I was at my locker.
I turned to face the person who did it as if to say, Is that all?
I was taunting him to try more. I was done being abused. He walked
away because I didn’t do anything. He called me some emasculating
term and walked away. I felt very proud of myself. For one, I didn’t
have to fight. And second, I didn’t back down.
It began with my step-father. Until the age of 12 I lived in constant
fear when I was near him. He was a horrible sort of man and I didn’t
even think for the life of me, “why God?” That, was my most precious
blessing of all of my wonderful gifts God has given me. Take away my
knowledge, my heart, my love of Scripture. But take my never once
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questioning God? I don’t know how I would be writing this book, let
alone still believing.
You can never know all of the pain and hurt and sin that I have been
through and I hope I have revealed enough for you to see what a
beautiful art piece God can craft from hearing my example. You may
not wish for my weaving pattern, but God has specially and precisely
gifted you.
But never mind that. Let’s get back to the bad stuff. I was uniquely
given the gift of fear. Oh, I said gift alright. Because I was also given
the gift to overcome it. I’m not sure how many of you could really say
that. I literally have a hatred of fear that it drives me so angry. Not the
old way I would get angry, but the sobbing burning I would feel.

Elihu

When God’s first hero of the Bible shows up, he doesn’t come with
fanfare. He’s just a young man. He doesn’t dare argue with his elders.
I really like his first call: Look up to the sky and see! You can’t affect
God! I believe Queen used those lyrics in Bohemian Rhapsody.
Sadly, there are many in the church that fail to see Elihu at all. They
look at him as one of Job’s friends that was wrong. But God, never
once addresses Elihu. It’s like he is erased from the story.
It was Larry Crab’s book Inside Out that really changed my
perspective of Elihu. He stood against them all. He told them all they
were wrong. Then God questions Job and curses his friends. But he
doesn’t mention Elihu at all. God mentions them all by name, except
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him. He was telling the truth. God agreed with him. He was probably
somewhere hidden later blessed by God with even more wisdom.
When we regain our status like Job, we long for that story in our
lives. All the time. Job is the most common story. That’s why it was
first. It is the same story of Cain and Able.
Cain only produced some of his labor to a sacrifice. He didn’t bring
his best to God. Say, here God, this really choice fruit here. This is the
best of my food and I’m going to sacrifice it and give it up to a fire.
It doesn’t quite say how the sacrifice was used. Maybe it was food
for them all. When it came time, Abel brought the best meat he could
provide, the rest of them brought theirs. We aren’t directly told there
are other brothers and sisters, but later on Cain mentions that there
are others. Maybe they were all having a pot luck, and here Cain
brought some horrible cheese dip. He didn’t even bring the chips for
it.
What a disgrace. Why did you even show up?
We definitely want all of our joy up front. So why should we offer
God our second best? He’s going to provide you with the choicest of
wines in the Kingdom. Is that all you are going to bring to help God
prepare that wine? Or would you prefer the 5-star dining experience?
Only available for 2. Special reservations apply.
All of life's sweetest joys combined, could never match
those in another time and another place
SANDI PATTY
Another Time, Another Place
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Shutting Down

As soon as you are confronted you make an excuse. It can be seen
often as a Denial device but it would be too easy to say that Shutting
Down is a simple act. It can also be an act of Demandingness.
Just listen to an old song and you can tell how many times you’ve
told yourself to stop feeling a certain way. The first time you hear
music, you pay attention to the words. Then you get into the music.
Eventually you have completely lost touch with the reality of the lyrics.
Mostly we repeat our music, and it tells us a message. If you know
this and you continue to drown yourself in a specific artist. You may
never be exposed to the messages that could be shaping your life.
You hear constantly, Christians turn to Christian music and their
lives turn around. Yes, you are what you eat. If you believe in God you
will seek for Him.
But we demand that we don’t experience something. Like a child we
put our fingers in our ears and repeat, I’m not listening. Sometimes
we do this actively, sometimes we do it unknowingly.

Confrontation

Manhood is ‘called’ into combat. Since man has already seen the
harsh wilderness outside of the garden. If Adam was naming animals
he probably had to go to them. Imagine the first time you meet a tiger,
or a dinosaur. Those things are strong. But not as strong as you.
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“Do you give the horse its strength or clothe its neck
with a flowing mane? Do you make it leap like a locust,
striking terror with its proud snorting? It paws fiercely,
rejoicing in its strength, and charges into the fray.
JOB 39:19-25
The Egyptians—all Pharaoh’s horses and chariots,
horsemen and troops—pursued the Israelites and
overtook them as they camped by the sea near Pi
Hahiroth, opposite Baal Zephon.
EXODUS 14:9
But this occurred to fallen men. Not to the original Adam.
There is verse in Jeremiah that implies we could run with the horses
when Creation was younger.
“If you have raced with men on foot and they have
worn you out, how can you compete with horses? If you
stumble in safe country, how will you manage in the
thickets by the Jordan?
JEREMIAH 12:5
Look! He advances like the clouds, his chariots come
like a whirlwind, his horses are swifter than eagles. Woe
to us! We are ruined!
JEREMIAH 4:13
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The spirit of Adam was that of a warrior. He was made for adventure
amongst the dinosaurs. Maybe the dinosaur shocked him, but he did
not choose fear yet.
He awaited what God was telling him. All men strive to be like the
original Adam. Before the fall.
Some do it to glorify God, others do it to glorify themselves.

Fearful Confrontation

Fearful requests always sound like begging. When you child comes
up thinking you will not give them what they are asking for they speak
with a shy voice. One that says, you are going to say no, but I’m asking
anyway. I used to hate when my son would come to me with a
whimper “can I have some ice cream?” It would anger me that he
didn’t think I was going to say yes. Otherwise he would come up and
say, “I can have ice cream, right?” You have enough? What kind do
you have? These are hopeful questions, and they show no signs of fear.
Fear is the biggest killer of dreams and life. It destroys hope. It kills
indiscriminately.
Fear rules the airwaves, it is the god of the air. The devil himself is
the ultimate Fear.
Almost sounds like I should have split this up into 3 books now.
Beauty, Hope, and Fear. The path to life is understanding how they
all work together.
It is the root of Biblical Counseling: Help the beloved find a way
through their spiritual battles. The first weapon, the Word. The
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second? Wise counselors (those who know the Word). You should
know a few. They are filled with the Words of God. They have read
all of Scripture and they are moved by it themselves. You can hear it
in their voice, they express their hope as a counselor. Good counselors
are hard to find. They are not your usual source of information. Your
friends are hardly the best counselors normally. Even some real
religious types can “get it wrong” when it comes to God. Just look at
the Biblical examples. What would you have done? Counselors come
in many shapes, and weaknesses. They may even be your 2-year-old
child.
Professional counselors are sometimes a great help. Other times not
so much. Depending on their background and the most important
thing to them. Some may be in it for the fame, or the prestige. There
are many in it for the helping. But if your foundation is weak, you
won’t be the most effective. The world is full of bad examples.
Consider the world of counseling, there are many forms.
If they are a rapist. I mean, the rapist. Otherwise known as
Therapist’s. Isn’t that odd. To me a counselor was described as a
doctor. If you don’t know the heart, and you perform open heart
surgery, you better understand what you are cutting into, or you will
be hurting your patient.

Submission

When confrontation comes you have 2 options. Fight back, or
completely surrender. But the reality is, even surrender is fighting. It’s
the submissive position.
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A man didn’t jump up and run when accused of murder, that he
didn’t do. He subjected himself to the police. He could have hid. A
sin. But he stood strong. He didn’t fight the next superior (police).
Because he was being subject to the laws. He surrendered to the
authority of police. He reckoned that he should plead his case since
the police had guns that were stopping him. Only the Hulk or God
(someone more powerful than the current authority) would be able to
thwart an army. You must have the biggest wrath to demand anything.
This is the same thing we must do with God. Otherwise His
authority will destroy our demand. There is a wrath that is bigger than
man. Recognition of the authority is the first step.
The fear of the Lord is the beginning of knowledge,
but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
PROVERBS 1:7
But God, never demands you accept him and He doesn't come like
a beggar (fearful of his desire being rejected). He just shows you He
loves you by dying. Then we spit in his face and kill him. The one
who loves us more than anything.
By contrast to the innocent murder suspect, Jesus didn’t surrender
to authorities because he feared them. No. He did it because he loved
them. He confronted them with his power and he let them hurt Him.
He let the weak bride, pound on his chest in anger. But Jesus took it.
He took it all, our accusations, our lies about Him. And he continued
on to death. Willingly. Now that takes some real courage.
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Most of us when faced with death (our biggest confrontation) are
usually only slightly afraid normally. But put a car accident in front of
us, or cancer, and we might change our attitude.
We do not welcome death. It scares us. But think, if we could be
fearless in facing death like Christ, we would be enjoying the Father
now much easier than a fight at the end saying no, I don’t want to go.
We are asked to be submissive to God. Women, are burdened with
trusting m
Some women hate that they have to resort to masculinity. They long
for God. Their current men, do not live up to their ultimate desires.
They had to, to protect their purity.
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Intermission

This is my Chocolate Factory

Have you ever wondered why we were so impressed upon in school
to write book reports? That we would actually write something equal
to the book we were reading. How odd. How utterly redunculous. It
deserves the Suessian response. A gratunculous snunck. Why are we
taught to examine stories? What is the draw to mystery? Why do we
need to tell more than the story? Because what is behind the story is
more important. Story is life. Consider Gene Wilder in Willy Wonka
(the movie, not the book), here is the plot.
It opens with candy; chocolate running down. It all looks delicious.
If you were hungry you might be tempted to eat more. Then children
are rushing out of school to Bill’s Candy Shop, right down the street.
It’s like they placed the candy shop, just close enough so the kids could
get there. Did we create candy for kids alone? The History of candy is
fascinating.
The candy man is here to satisfy, but Bill’s message is about the
Candy makers. Not the candy itself. The focus of the movie now
becomes Gene Wilder.

I was halfway done with my essay on the movie thinking, this is the
first book I ever wanted to write, but I didn’t see why anyone would
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read it, considering the subject. But I was determined to do it simply
because I popped the movie in and began to write. I was finally writing
the book I’ve always wanted to write. Then I thought, what about the
other book? Shouldn’t I focus on 1 thing at a time? I said, I am. Just
this one at a time. I figured it would be nice to include it, since it was
so small in comparison to this book. Maybe I can find a way to
separate and make a smaller version of this book. (thanks Connie!)
Then I realized I can put it right here as the Intermission. Kind of a
checkup on how you understand the concepts I have introduced (if
they are new).

It’s not about the candy for them, it’s about how amazing the givers
of chocolate are. His worship is to God. The maker of the candy
maker and all of candies ingredients. Likely to pay Bill’s bills.
In the movie Bill, the candy store owner, welcomes the children and
gives the children what they want—something sweet, sour, or salty to
taste. Kids are all about food. If you want to give good to your children
it comes as food. That’s true for most people. Some blame that on
obesity. But I think being fat is a much deeper issue than just bad
habits. The world thinks all of its problems can be figured out.

Food is simple, and it’s right here. Food always tells a story. The
conflict of hunger being satisfied. This is the story we long to hear all
the time. It is the most prevalent story of our lives. Food has a spiritual
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element to it. Satisfaction is all I seek. I long to experience something
awesome then enjoy it. This is the simple story of Beauty.

Bill makes reference to the logic of making candy. “Do you ask a
bird why it flies?” He uses regular logic to teach a simple concept, this
boy is obviously not grasping. We do, because we want to. I do.
Wanting is the mechanism. Why did God do? Because He wanted
to. But why did he want to? That is the only question to ponder. What
makes me so desirable to God to die for? Me.
But why is the candy man teaching him this lesson? Shouldn’t he be
learning this from his mother? Well, mothers are very good at
remembering the simple things.
God gave to man; man gives to his children.
Only God can fulfill the words of the song Bill sings:
He mixes it with love?
So the candy man is a pointer to God. He is a missionary. Offering
sweets to the world. Reminding them of God’s goodness (sweetness).
We choose to offer this candy to others as God gave it to us. We give
it away. All that is good, we long for everyone we love to experience
those good things. When you have something you know is good, you
have to share it. It was given to you. Whether internal or external;
food, physical, visual or the story we offer. We share generously what
is good.
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There is a time for all stories, but the regular story should be one of
sweetness, and love. Candy.

Confusion

The candy makers like to use fun and interesting names. They use
words just like candy. Because words have power. A Fickelgruber’s
fudge and a Slugworth sizzler, or a Wonka Scrumdiddlyumptious bar,
each one sounds better than the others. Each one tries to vie for our
attention and say, “give us money for the work we give you.”
This is confusing, if it’s good, why don’t you offer it for free? Even
the Oompa Loompa’s will work for chocolate. Sweets are so good we
created a demand for them. They aren’t going away. It is the safest
industry. The requirement to change may be huge, but still, we will
always want candy, cookies, and ice cream.

Value

Our main character Charlie, shows up and we begin to follow his
story. He is seen looking into the window at all of the other kids
enjoying candy. He doesn’t have anything to exchange to get candy.
He has no wealth. No power to self-satisfy.
We don’t see how Charlie hears about this candy that is ever so
satisfying.

Characters

Charlie goes to get his papers from Mr. Jopeck, so that he can work
to provide extra food for the family. He asks for his money and runs
off to do his job and provide for the family. He quickly tosses each
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paper and happily finishes his work delivering news to people who
desperately need to know what is going on around them.
He’s poor, so he doesn’t seem to care about the news.
He has to pass the great chocolate factory of Wonka to get home.
You can see that it is dark before he arrives home.
He is confronted with a message. A random character. An angel. The
angel tells the story of not being able to go out because of the fear of
little men. About the fact that strange things are going on inside the
factory. People want to know. Charlie should know, since this angel
stopped to tell him so. We often think people are in our path for no
random reason. I think that’s foolish.
The story of Fear is the reason we don’t do what we should. It’s odd
that this messenger has some pretty scary weapons on his cart, just as
much as the scary things and voice he is using. He isn’t trying to
comfort the child. A very big cleaver knife that could cut your arm off
is hanging from the cart.
The peddler tells Charlie of the mystery of the candy shop.
It’s important to mix story types, otherwise people get bored. If it’s
all happy, or all sad, you will lose people just for that reason. You have
to have something a little scary in a childish movie or there will be
incomplete emotions. Joy isn’t understood without confusion. Anger
is sorrow. They are all micro-stories.
He listens to the scary story because it’s about the candy he so
desperately wants (supposedly). Then he heads home.
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The Elderly
The contrast of the entry focusing on the children, it was nearly
foreshadowing we now are presented with the old dissatisfied and
weak. We hear Grandpa Joe complaining, something old people do
well. He’s complaining about how harsh life is for Charlie. He is
praying for life to be easy on poor Charlie.
Both grandparents are named for each other. Josephine and Joe,
Georgina and George, the feminine and masculine names of each.
One set of grandparents is slightly older and less vocal than the Joes.
Charlie's mother is a single mother depending on both weak
grandparents to help raise Charlie. He is an orphan. Except for the
fact that there are men available to help out to guide him. Grandma
Josephine urges Joe, “if only his father was alive.” She prays to him,
begging, “do something about this sad story Joe!” But she is also
working to make Charlie’s scarf. She is not giving up yet. But she is
urging her husband to help him as he can.
Grandpa Joe seems to be taking over for dad who is missing as best
as he can as an old man. The story of a missing parent is huge, but
there is a special issue when the parent missing is the father. The Greek
word for orphan literally means without a male leader. Without a
proper head. I am an orphan.
Grandpa Joe longs to gain his strength and help Charlie, but he
doesn’t realize that age will continually work against his strength.
Charlie’s mother taunts her dad a little by arguing, “in all the years
you say that, you have never once set foot on the floor.”
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Grandpa is quick to remind her the floor is cold. “There are things
to complain about. I must stay here.” Like Rabbit, in Winnie the Pooh,
he worries too much about the little things.
The stark change when a child enters the house brings it to life. The
Joe’s wake up the George’s. It’s exciting to see youth. It’s like a good
story entered the house—one of fun and painless excitement.
Something the elderly really long for. The life of their youth. This
story can be fun, and it can be really annoying—depending upon your
mood.
And Charlie is happy to see them all. He kisses each one on the cheek
weakest man first. Then gets to his Grandpa Joe and finishes with him,
the strongest man in the house.
But Charlie doesn’t kiss Grandpa Joe. No Grandpa Joe is the one
who fully enjoys Charlie—he doesn’t need a simple kiss on the
forehead. And Joe is obviously Charlie’s favorite because Joe is most
like his own father. We naturally cling to those that want to lead us.
Every person you reject is the other side of that story.
Charlie sees his leader eating cabbage water and offers the family a
magic trick. I too, can make happy (Burnham). He reveals a little
sweetness; a huge loaf of bread. It takes much work and money to
make bread. But Charlie’s family is worth it to him. He is happy to
provide food to someone he loves. And he is happy to work to make
sure that happens.
But Charlie actually enjoys when he gives the bread, everyone in the
room opened their eye’s. The kid has come to bring us good things! It
puts a smile on his face. But mom is quick to question him, “where
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did he get that bread?” Grandpa Joe obviously has no problem with a
little trickery or theft and blurts in, “what difference does it make?”
Charlie’s mother wants him to be a righteous child even poor as they
are. They have morality. Even with Grandpa Joe’s willingness to allow
theft.
However, Charlie offers that he actually worked for it. That this is
what he plans to do with it. I plan to help. His mom is extremely
happy and grins from ear-to-ear, and goes to prepare the food.
But then Charlie offers the rest of his money to the family. He’s even
willing to pay for the desires of others as he offers to pay for the
tobacco that his Grandpa Joe wants. I guess Grandpa George didn’t
need anything?
Joe offers to quit his desire, as it’s only a pipe a day. But Joe considers
and realizes that he doesn't’ need to get anymore. He realized when a
loaf of bread looks like a feast, he probably shouldn’t be worried about
smoking tobacco. But Charlie still offers his money to him.
He talks to Grandpa Joe about everything in his life. He retells the
mystery of the little men. Tell me more Grandpa. He tells about
Wonka’s struggles with Slugworth, the very devil himself. Charlie is
extremely interested in the candy maker. How did this man deal with
betrayal? He closed the doors and waited. And a miracle happened, he
found the Oompa Loompas.
He learned to fight effectively. To protect himself.
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Teacher
Secret discoveries. When teachers know things they like to keep it
from their students in arrogance. They may intend to share in a harsh
way but they abuse their leadership by attempting to trick you into
believing you need to know something other than “Jesus Loves me.”
Well if you only knew that you would be driven to know Jesus. You
wouldn’t care what anyone thought or had to teach you. Charlie’s
teacher isn’t much better. He’s not a shining example. He’s the
bottom of the barrel teacher. He says it’s,
Presumptuous and rude to teach your teacher.
CHARLIE’S MATH TEACHER
Willy Wonka

As a martial artist I found myself constantly learning from my own
instruction. As I taught, I learned more.

Wonka devises a scheme to interest as many people as possible, to
offer a lifetime supply of chocolate and a tour of the facility, but the
latter is mumbled as it doesn’t really matter.
Charlie wonders if he has a chance. Grandpa Joe keeps his hope alive
by not exasperating Charlie and telling him to not get his hopes up.
He’s even hoping to find all 5 tickets. Now that’s a hopeful person.
But we also saw him complaining. Could it be that we have sparked
something?
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The candy begins flying off the shelf and the news caster questions,
“How long will the spirit of man will hold up under the strain.”
We see many other stories about how Wonka is affecting the world.
Then we see where the tickets are being found. Each character
The Winners
Augustus Gloop; the glutton—we don’t hear much more about him
other than how much he likes to eat. This represents the world, the
Pooh’s of the world and to some extent the Tiggers too.
At Charlie’s birthday party, we see that he did not win but he did
get the scarf his grandmothers were knitting. A gift of hard work
should be treasured. Not for the gift, but for the love it symbolizes.
His mother reveals that all of the women did some work, one
remarks how she made the tassels. They all voice their love was
included and they point it out to Charlie.
In one respect we know she wants to be recognized but she is also
reminding us of the Hebrews as they are the inventors of tassels. It also
helps a lot, that she speaks with a heavy Russian Jewish sounding voice
as she speaks. So the image of Judaism is used clearly.
Wonka bar
The candy bar is what the men go for. They long for the risk.
Charlie is quick to pretend that he has not won. He begins by
realizing he didn’t win. He chose to deny it. The poor often choose
denial as it is the easiest path to sin. I don’t need to buy anything to
commit this sin. I just have to lie.
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He resorts to the candy at hand. He offers some to everyone and they
all refuse. This is Charlie’s candy. They don’t want to share in his treat.
That would be rude.
Verruca Salt
The path to demand is seen in Verruca. As soon as I saw her spin the
office chair in her father's office. “I wanted to be the first to find a
golden ticket.”
Her father reminds her that he is not a magician. He does not make
things happen by magic. These things take time when you are human.
His wife reminds him that only happiness is what matters.
Happiness and Harmony.
Luckily for him his worker’s pay-off and one of them finds it.
Slugworth is there again. It’s like he has radar where the tickets are
going to be. Maybe he does know? He was the one that ran the worker
to Verruca. Then he whispers in her ear.
Anxiety creeps in when we become desperate. We no longer believe
we are safe. We need to change or move to get what we want. Anxiety
is where God works the most. Anxiety is fear!’ We strive to limit fear.
We have safety and quality checks. We run complex analytics to see
how everything is trending.
We even try and create computer programs that tell us where things
should be. We try and predict the future with computers. That of old
soothsayers we now trust machines?
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When they very proudly created a computer to find chocolate, the
computer fought back with wit.
I won’t tell, that would be cheating. The man tries to convince the
computer he would share the winnings. Why would a computer need
a lifetime supply of chocolate? The computer replies.
Violet Beauregard
Her father is a used car salesman, she is obsessive. She focuses on her
She is very competitive and only does what she wants.

Washing

We next see a stark difference. Charlie has no wealth, no obsessions,
no demandingness. His mother is working hard to wash clothes for
others.
Then Charlie tells his mother that he is losing hope. She tries to tell
him the facts, there are too many people in the world to think you
could win. But Charlie wants it bad. He wants to win the chocolate.

His mother longs for him to cheer up. You’ll get your chance his
mother tells him. Probably when you least expect it. There is a reason
to keep your hope alive Charlie she sings as he walks away.
She sings a song about how she and Grandpa Joe are trying to help.
What happened to that smile I used to know?
MRS. BUCKET
Willy Wonka
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The lyrics to the song remind him to remain strong. It is hard to
keep hope alive. It is so easy to throw it away. Look up see a star, just
follow it and keep your dream with you. Just be glad you’re you. She
tries to use worldly logic to feel better. She relates to him about how
they have learned to fight against the feeling.
“Cheer up Charlie. Give me a smile. What happened to that smile I
used to know.”
She relates in the song that she used to love to see Charlie’s smile. It
was her Beauty. It was the thing that made her press on do her work
for him as his mother.
When a son is take from a mother it is different than when a
daughter is taken. They are each very unique experiences. They share
a common thread, loss, but they are very unique.
You can learn to change it Charlie if you just learn the things we
know. Don’t give up and pity yourself, get up and go for it. Your lucky
day will come soon. But she doesn’t tell him, she only whispers it to
him in this song, her daily prayer of
She tells him he is the best. He is really close to being the right.
Just be glad you’re you.
Mike T.V.
The name written around the Universe he says when referring to
Mike TV. He’s chasing fame. Watching heroes on television and
becoming mesmerized by what he sees. He longs to be like the men in
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his cowboy gun fighting moving. Indulging in story can turn you into
a Mike TV, but Mike’s real problem is who is valuable. Only he
matters.
Hey Mike, would you turn off the TV, everyone wants to know
about you.
“No, are you crazy?” he replies.
His mother already knows, there is no controlling this child. He gets
what he wants. All of the children are generally shown to be spoiled
brats. But this would be too easy to dismiss.
“Can’t you shut up, I’m busy,” he turns back ignoring the cameras.
watching this TV show, I can’t be bothered to deal with what is going
on. This is actually a symptom of denial. But he demands, “Be Quiet!”
Except when it comes to the simple rule of not owning a gun until
he’s 12. “Pop, says I can’t have it till I’m older.”
Not till you’re 12, son. I used to joke about this with my son. He
would ask, can I have some “something?” I would tell him, “Not till
you’re twelve, son.” It became really funny to him when he was 12
and I told him the same thing. He thought, “I’m 12 now.” But I just
repeat it still at 19. I think he gets it. Here we have a lame father who
set down the dumbest rule: No guns till twelve. How noble. I think
that kid may just run for President someday. He just isn’t ready for
the fame, just yet.
When asked about the killing, in his choice of story, Mike says,
“what do you think life is all about?” Implying that killing is what life
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is all about. This is his morality. He wants to grow up and become a
gun owner but he has to wait until he’s 12. He isn’t ready to demand
his manhood and be brave. Slugworth is also there whispering. To a
vulnerable child. He is seen playfully holding the microphone
pointing it back to and from the questioner and Mike, seemingly
having fun.
The last golden ticket is now awaiting to be found. The last most
sought after thing in History. We cannot help but envy him, whoever
it is, and we might be tempted to be bitter in our losing. We must
remember there are many more important things than candy. Many
More important things he repeats. The thing that satisfies.
Offhand I can’t think of what they are but I’m sure
there must be something.
EVENING NEWS REPORTER
Willy Wonka
The only thing he thinks he can control and feels any security, the
weather. He depends on a forecaster. I think that’s funny. I don’t
watch the weather. God will bring to me what he will. I don’t need to
plan.
But he couldn’t think of anything. This seems to imply to me that
our own satisfaction is the only thing we are concerned with. Sad.

The Midnight Snack Meeting

Grandpa Joe reveals that he has more chocolate. He desires to bring
hope back into Charlie’s life. He has even given up his own desires to
do it. He begins to walk in Sacrifice (the Ezer, the Protagonist, the
wife).
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They look again and to no avail. This is the second time we see
Charlie wait for his hope. We can hear it when he immediately sees
the huge candy bar and then says, “Grandpa, that money was for
tobacco.” As if he didn’t want to see if he won. Maybe he wanted to
be the rescuer for Grandpa Joe but he is speaking with his denial here
mostly. He pushes back, I don’t want to open another one. I don’t
think I could bear not seeing another golden ticket; he says “I can’t.”
Don’t make me feel it again Grandpa. It hurt. I don’t think there is a
reason to hope and here you are asking me to do it again.
He urges him on, “let’s see some of that gold.” If we are to make a
joyful noise, our posture should be, “go on and show me how you
praise the Lord.” I don’t want to stop you.
He retracts.
But then his appetite is whetted.
When he sees the opening you can see it stir in him. He is excited
for the first time in a while. He decides to explore and look around.
Let’s start here, but just a tiny bit, as if it was a bomb of goodness.
What could happen? Anything. I could win, you can read on his face.
Even Grandpa Joe can’t take the tension. He asks Charlie to open it.
They argue about who should find out if they won? How stupid. But
I’m still watching it. Rooting for Charlie.
Then it dies when the paper is fully unwrapped. “You know, I’ll bet
the ticket makes the chocolate taste bad,” Charlie offers as
encouragement. But again he only denies his desire. Grandpa Joe hugs
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him. He knows Charlie is denying his desire. It’s hard to press on
when your desire always seems to go away from you. He knows
because that is his life story. Denial. This is why Joe and Charlie
connect. They have the same sins. He understands him. A true
relationship of power and influence.
Notice the movie offers no hope to Charlie in that scene. We are
often left forced to experience awful pain. Only to start up the battle
with God. The message from your mother's song was clear Charlie.
But she only whispered it. Maybe she should have encouraged him to
be more confident of his Hope! Mothers do this naturally.
This is why the Bible reminds fathers. Because we tend to not
encourage our children to hope more than our wives. Because we
don’t teach our children about the chain-of-command. We teach
them we are the final authority. We don’t give them any hope beyond
that.
Life crushing as it is, I did it to my own son, because you have to see
it play out before you can train against it. It was a new move to me. I
didn’t see it coming. Then it was explained to me by Frank.
Exasperation is when you steal hope from a kid.
Teaching them about God gives them hope. Daddy isn’t the final
say. God will judge him.
Confidence that they have a redeemer. I remember sitting up crying
one night hoping my step father would literally tear my ear off one
day as he tried to guide me through the house like a dog by force. I
hoped I would bleed. I knew someone could rescue me. I just couldn’t
speak. I lost my ability to form words clearly and sentences.
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I was afflicted.
I figured at this point most people would have enough and I tell you,
I don’t see God as a crutch, I do see him as the whole casket. I’m dead.
I have very few desires. I’m weak. I’m just watching now. And waiting
for my hero. Auction
Even the queen is interested in seeing the candy factory and winning.
Ransom
Give us your Wonka bars or your husband dies! We would rather let
our spouses die than face that we have desires that are more important
to us.
When it’s food, it’s a bad thing to exchange. Life for food? Value is
built on desire. The market, as they say, is emotional. This is why we
need a social network. To push more products in this complex and
crowded world.
This feeling of not giving up comes from our stomach. We say I
haven’t eaten all the way through those yet. I can’t be giving up my
desires for someone else's life! I can’t give up everything I have here
just for that! (The Conflict)
Her reply is, “How long will they give me to think it over?” (The
Condition)
Hope is especially hard to keep when you have liars telling you they
already won the golden ticket.
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We are often brought low by God. We consider our ways, sometimes
finding we should change a few things or maybe a lot. But these times
are times of blessing. They have always brought me great wisdom. But
it’s never easy to experience.
Auction
Even the queen is interested in seeing the candy factory and winning.
I see the auction as those who value something will pay a great deal
to gain it. If you view this as the Bible as the chocolate bar. How much
would you pay for it? The mention of the King may be in regards to
those few kings that considered God valuable; Charlemagne (Charles),
King (Charles) James Bible, as they considered God's ways and
attempted to listen to them. I find it interesting how many times God
has used the name Charles in History. I hope I live up to the prestige.

The Liar

World leaders fancy themselves as the most powerful on the planet.
Some leaders lie. As discussed in another section the secret to power is
to become fearless. When you lie you make yourself weaker. This truth
is universal; however, most people disagree that it is. When you know,
there is always someone higher up the mountain. Someone stronger,
anything stronger, you realize you need a better method of working.
Trickery is the first tool we use.
Who in the world taught us Hope? Even President Barack Obama
wrote a book on how daring it is to be hopeful in The Audacity of
Hope.
When we hear about the news Charlie’s parents are discussing it, not
realizing Charlie can hear them.
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Grandma Josephine was really angry, she denied the whole thing as
“a lot of rubbish.” We do this when we take God’s Word and throw
it away. Rubbish is Despised.
This is the ultimate blasphemy according to Scripture. I pray you
will all hold fast to the word, and keep it even tighter to you as your
doorway and prayway to God.
Prayer without Scripture is like a boat on dry land. Nearly ready to
sail, but needs to get placed in the water. Great men of prayer and
wisdom say, even sovereignty has room for prayer. Prayer is just
another term for desire.
Grandpa Joe on the other hand fights against his wife. He suggests a
little boy has to have something to hope for.
What’s he got to hope for now?
GRANDPA JOE
Willy Wonka
We find Charlie in bed, awake, completely without hope. It is a dark
moment. When Charlie hears that his final hope was taken away it is
a dark moment for Charlie's life.

The classroom again

We are now presented with the complexity of what it means to
educate yourself in the World's logic. His teacher attempts to explain
the new logic, that they will test before they will learn something. He
thinks it’s a good idea. For the most part, teachers are called controlled
fools. It is controlled folly to think you can teach a subject. This part
of the scene tries to over-emphasize our ability to reason in the
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dumbest ways. The teacher is made to look foolish just as much as
what he tries and teaches.
The equation of desire is presented to Charlie in his teacher's math
lesson. He asks, “How many Wonka bars did you all get?”
“Recent unpleasantness” (playing with his desires) is what his teacher
calls this Wonka-mania as the media called it.
He is already turned off to the idea, even though we saw him jump
to go get a peek at that Candy factory. There may be some youthful
hope in him. Either that or he is a chocolate addict. It’s no wonder
The story teller loved to use this one: chocolate. (The extremity of a
branch. It’s the very fruit of the tree for God’s message of logic. Just
trace the core, the root, the source. Then see the tree.)
The teacher wants to explain why they all didn’t win with a subject
called Math. God created math and therefore it points back to Him.
The teacher is foolishly thinking the answer isn’t that. He decides to
use the idea of Percentages to teach the Children why they shouldn’t
have much hope.
Math is a depressing subject. It’s not really that fun unless you are
good at it.
It can be mind blowing fun for sure. But you have to understand it’s
complexities.
Not all Mathematicians realize they are skiing on the divine ratio
when they attempt to describe things mathematically. The higher your
math level the more you know there has to be an Orderer of the order.
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Each student reveals how many bars they bought.
How much you value something, leads to how much work you put
into something. Each child reveals their wealth when they mention
how much excess candy they could buy and possibly eat. Maybe some
of them have yet to eat them. But since they opened them likely, Willy
Wonka has actually caused a major dilemma. Waste. His marketing
created a surge in the market and it had to make more. But the candy
wasn’t eaten. So the work caused, Unintended Circumstances (U.C.)
or bad results. It wasn’t perfect. It was close.
What about all of that wasted Chocolate that they didn’t even eat?
They just tossed it to the floor. What did they say with that message?
That chocolate wasn’t valuable, and only seeing the candy maker was
this big of a deal? It’s an interesting plot twist. The focal point from
here on in the movie seems to be the man, Willy Wonka.
Each kids number is higher than the first; 100, 150, 200, but
Charlie’s only ever had 2. And then, he lies. He tells the teacher,
I don’t really care for Chocolate.
CHARLIE BUCKET
Willy Wonka
His teacher dismisses the ridiculousness of that statement and
pretends he said another number. He can’t imagine that a child only
had 2 Wonka bars. A whopping .2% isn't enough to risk, his teacher
is obviously emphatic about. His teacher is used to working for what
he wants, he goes on to discuss the seriousness of the math involved
in figuring out what you want. This is where this subject gets into
math, where God hides himself in also. I love the PBS math specials.
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The Fibonacci series fascinates me to no end. I see the symbols
everywhere.
I even see it on the piano, in a drum or a guitar. The patterns of
God's fingerprints are everywhere. Ask me if you doubt. I’ll gladly
show you where to find them.

The Street

Charlie looks down and down. Looking at the ground is something
sad people do. Have you ever wondered about that term countenance?
We are assessing the value. How does God know we will hang our
head in sorrow and look to the sun when we are happy? How could
anyone know that would be universally true?
Think about it. It’s an agreement we can all agree with. When you
are sad you put your head down.
So therefore, if you want to change your emotions? Move your head!
Lift your head weary sinner
DAVID CROWDER
Lift Your Head Weary Sinner
But Charlie looks down and he starts to see what people waste. He
sees the world below his feet. He sees that someone has dropped a
quarter and doesn’t seem to be around. I’m sure no one would fault
Charlie for finding money. But the reality is, he didn’t provide the
money, it was given by a gift. All you have to do with this gift is buy
what your heart desires.
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To me this is like asking someone to accept Christ. Didn’t Christ do
the accepting by giving the person the ability to believe; faith? Didn’t
He do the rescuing? Isn’t He the one who writes all the pretty songs?
Isn’t He the one that smells like the wind.
There is only one someone who’s ridden the back of the
wind Peter. The smell of a hundred fun summers of
sleeping in trees, and adventures with Indians and
Pirates. Oh remember Peter? The world was ours, we
could do everything or nothing all I had to be was
anything because it was always us.
TINKERBELL – JULIA ROBERTS
Hook
We don’t provide anything when it comes to faith. We listen, we
hear if God intends. If not, life goes on.
Even though Charlie really steals the money from the ground he is
now able to spend it.
As Charlie asks for his candy he is not like the other children who
rush. He takes his time and says please and thank you. He does rush
to taste the chocolate. But he has wanted it for some time. It is a new
flavor for him after all. He asks for the biggest one. The ontological
proof of the best, it could be the Biggest. However far his money will
take him. We do this when we branch out in our diet. If it’s big, maybe
it’s really good?
We often think bigger is better. I wonder if that has to do with God
being enormous? Much too big for us to imagine.
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Bill requests payment, then he tells him to slow down. We do see
that there is another kid in the candy store being helped in the
background. He’s about business first. The Candy store is really the
model of the church. Offer good sweets as reminders of God’s
goodness. But don’t be all about the money and the business. This is
the failure of every church, it creeps up on you. We have already lost
to the city ordinances and legal fees etc., except in our homes.
We have to accept the group of people God places in the area. I hope
you have some strong warriors to protect you that surround your
church. As soon as money changes hands, you better pray for that
money, or simply trust God will do exactly what He will.
I can accept a Rester, they are confident. They rest in God. They
may be choosing the wrong gender role, but at least they know God.
Maybe they need some male leadership to come alongside them and
rescue them from the ditch. They don’t have much zeal, which I love
to see, but at least they aren’t dead yet. The majority of us have little
zeal. Most of us are about fame and popularity. We aren’t about doing
the exact thing God wants us to do at that moment. That takes work
to figure out. We already have our school work. We don’t need any
more work added on top of that.
Even Bill doesn’t see the harm in charging for his services. They all
do it, and they are all guilty of it. They are trying to please some of
the people all of the time. It’s just not right. People can’t be entrusted
to do that. They have to have a little conflict. Story is what life is about.
If there is no story, there is no life. We should learn to practice
Christianity when conflict arises.
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What we need to do is get better at conflict. This is the essence of
the warrior. The warrior prepares for battle. Honing his weakness
until it becomes strength. Finding escapes for all positions of weakness.
Able to block any advance. The great warrior never fails to be holy and
perfect. This is what they seek. Testing techniques until they are like
a walking magician of movement. Able to escape anything.
Houdini fascinated me. The idea of being able to escape from
anything was a huge subject for me in the martial art. The idea that
you could escape any hold. You could resist any person up to stalemate.
The laws of combat prove this.
Jacob did this with an Angel.
This is why I like magic so much. It offers the same Beauty of
movement and trickery and the same flare. Just like Math. I’m tricking
you, can you figure it out? It’s a little sport. A game of conflict. And
so, sports are intended to get us to be better at conflict. We don’t seem
to be very good. When money got involved in sports the way it did in
the 1980’s, it was the downfall of the ministry of sports.
There are a thousand lessons in losing, but only one in
victory.
UNKNOWN
Chinese saying
We weren’t at the game to watch the sportsmen; we were there to be
consumers.
I grew up in the era when Jimmy Carter told us that we should try
and stop the trend of consumerism in America. This is the era of the
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movie. The age where this movie went out into the world to spread
its Gospel.
I really feel that Ronald Reagan’s terms were when we lost that
innocence. After the 1980’s there was much more conspiracy, more
manipulation. The aim was to turn the American Dream into the
story of how to become wealthy. We are right now electing a president
(as I write this). One of them is a self-made man, family wealth. Why
is it that we never elect a poor man anymore? The poor can’t even
attempt to run for president.
I am a republican and I will be voting for Donald Trump, not
because I side with him on only 80% of the issues. But because I asked
God, how should I vote? And then I cast lots, because God didn’t say
anything. So that’s who I will vote for as long as I make it to the polls.
But my vote has less to do with anything. I don’t feel it is that
important who runs the country. Like I’m that fearful? So the
President doesn't matter to me. It is God that is on the throne and
regardless of who actually wins, I should still finish this book.
Bill offers him change. Charlie thinks for a bit, and goes and buys
another bar.
What could he be thinking about? At this point he doesn’t need to
buy anything. He knows he’s not going to win. The last ticket is gone.
He really loved the chocolate. He really does! Especially Willy
Wonka’s. He’s a fan of the man. He is probably thinking; I should get
some for Grandpa Joe. He is a generous person.
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It’s not gluttony, demand, obsession, or that should be in charge. But
that is who is in charge. Like Howard Jones and Solomon both say;
The race is not for the swift; You’re the fastest runner but you aren’t
allowed to win. The best person for the job is Jesus. And we aren’t
putting Him in office, so
We suck, again.

RANDOM FAN - ROB SCHNEIDER
The Waterboy

We wouldn't vote for Him, otherwise it would be about how
Christian is the person? Obviously we are well beyond that. So I just
figure people at the top better know more about how to run a country
well. I don’t know.
I know about the little things.
Neverbugs, wee ones,
PETER PAN - ROBIN WILLIAMS
Hook
The money is just enough for 1 bar to enjoy, and 1 more to share.
Sounds like what a good father would agree to for 2 boys. He rewards
one with the winnings, and the good son shares with his brother. Or
the one able to work.
This is the same story in Jacob and Esau. As Israel is blessed, so Saudi
Arabia is blessed.
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Grandpa Joe represents the first born nation of Israel. Charlie
represents the believers. The Christians. The younger brother. Jacob.
He represents the Church.
Only as our country blessed Israel, by welcoming her children into
America did we benefit from her students of science. The men that
rescued us in technology were men of Hebrew descent. We built cars,
that required engineers and machinists. Something we needed more
people to do. Those blessings went to the brother of Jacob as oil
became a commodity. The desert poor became rich.
But they have adopted a new religion. One of power and demand.
One that professes peace but offers a sword. That however, is the
sword of a different color.
Charlie already knows what he wants: the Golden Ticket. It’s not
the chocolate that Charlie is after, it’s being able to see the factory. He
is a fan of the MAGIC and the Magician. He cares less about the
chocolate at this point too and drops it on the ground when he finds
he has the ticket.
His emotions get the best of him as he runs home, not realizing he
would meet the devil on the road.
Not long after we get our winning ticket, do we lose sight and run
into trouble. Pinocchio was on his first outing. Here comes Slugworth
telling him all of his needs will be fulfilled if he would only give him
an everlasting Gobstopper.
Wonka however has made the whole thing as a test,
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to humble and test you in order to know what was in
your heart, whether or not you would keep his
commands. He humbled you, causing you to hunger and
then feeding you with manna...
DEUTERONOMY 8:2,3
The World learns about liars even the real ones. As we pay attention
to the news we can often hear the background of what is going on.
The themes can be seen. The embracing of sexuality and prostitution.
The objectification of women. And now the feminization and
emasculation of men. The time of misandry and misogyny (lovers of
themselves, haters of others). And now there is violence in the streets
of Europe over the dangers of taking in the “refugees”. When you take
them in in large numbers it’s called an invasion. Not help.
I believe the election is far more about manliness. My name actually
means manly. It’s in my nature to be aggressive. I have found that it
is not the best path to approach all the time. But it can be effective
and both methods are needed, in balance.
However, I also know about loss and desire. So I know there is a
better path and an easier way. It’s the free way. The way of Christ
requires nothing of you. You are the passenger. He is the driver on
this freeway. You can be still. Or press into God, and find out how he
dances. Ask Him how to fight. Then you will begin to join me on my
journey.
The election is also possibly about the end times. It doesn’t really
matter if it is or not. Our job is to be faithful
Let’s get back to the main story.
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Overjoyed

We find that the fifth golden ticket has not been found. The
newspaper that day runs the article that tells everyone that
I’m starting to think they missed the connection with Willy Wonka
and the fake President of Paraguay. I’m sure he probably did
something to help that happen. He’s like that.
Charlie opens the bar he bought as an extra. Here we see the
intended blessing which was supposed to be for Joe, goes to Charlie.
He opened the chocolate, rather than giving it to his grandfather. He
stole the blessing right from him. But he’s taking him with him to the
Chocolate factory. Be sure. He loves Joe. He wouldn’t want to
completely steal his winnings.
Charlie runs. When you have joy, you have energy to do something.
Beauty motivates him to get to Joe as soon as possible.
When we are filled with Joy, the devil comes and challenges us. How
much do you love God? He taunts us. Don’t you need to give up? I
have a better way.
I congratulate you little boy. Well Done, you’ve found
the fifth golden ticket. May I introduce myself, Oscar
Slugworth, President of Slugworth Chocolate’s Inc. Now
listen carefully because I’m going to make you a very
rich indeed.
OSCAR SLUGWORTH
Willy Wonka
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He tries to offer him money for a candy. “He’ll ruin me” if he makes
that gobstopper.
“Woe to me!” I cried. “I am ruined! For I am a man of
unclean lips, and I live among a people of unclean lips,
and my eyes have seen the King, the Lord Almighty.”
ISAIAH
Isaiah 6:5
He’ll show that he’s better than me. Will you help me out kid?
It almost sounds reasonable.
No way it’s your sport I tell him as I watch the movie. Just tell me
who is the best candy maker. Then they should get all the value.
Charlie steps forward when he sees the money. He’s just in shock at
this point.
A good house for your family and good comfort for the rest of their
lives. How many people have not dreamed of winning the lottery?
Thought about it? Maybe you have already spent it in your mind?
Charlie is really creeped out by this salesman. But then Slugworth
walks off and Charlie thinks, oh good. He’s not trying to kill me, or
worse, I’ll just finish running home.
Charlie nearly over shoots his house as he gets home and cheers,
“The fifth golden ticket is mine!”
Your pulling-our-legs Charlie, there aren’t any more golden tickets.
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In the womb he grasped his brother’s heel; as a man he
struggled with God.
HOSEA 12:13
The family think’s it’s a joke. He must be denying again. He’s lying.
Pulling of the leg is a Hebrew etymology. It comes from the word:
to lie. It sounds like the same thing. It would be like saying “you are
a Lion, because you are a liar.” Grasping at the heel sounds like lie.
Yacov = Yacob
It is just one letter different. We have used this term ever since God
told us about it in Scripture.
After this, his brother came out, with his hand
grasping Esau’s heel; so he was named Jacob. Isaac was
sixty years old when Rebekah gave birth to them.
GENESIS 25:26
Joe reads the words of the ticket.
Charlie wishes his grandfather could still go, even though he has no
life, there is still time to be saved. By Grace.
His excitement gets the best, he thinks for a bit, then shoves his
covers to the side—hurting his wife in the process. He realizes he
shouldn’t be that forceful (again).
He stands up on the nasty cold floor. He gathers his bravery and
shows up for the fight. He is going to see that Chocolate factory for
himself. He’s not dead yet.
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Now learn this lesson from the fig tree: As soon as its
twigs get tender and its leaves come out, you know that
summer is near. Even so, when you see all these things,
you know that it is near, right at the door. Truly I tell
you, this generation will certainly not pass away until
all these things have happened.
MATTHEW 24:32-34
There may be some fruit left on his tree just yet.
The struggle for Grandpa Joe to get back into shape is hilarious.
Even Grandpa George looks as if he thinks it is a bad idea.
Joe is amazed he is standing. He sings a song about how a golden
ticket made him stand up. In 20 years.
He only thought his life was a catastrophe. But now he has an inkling
of hope.
I’ve got a golden ticket; I’ve got a golden twinkle in my eye. He has
Joy. Nearly in a drunken stupor of happiness he gets dressed
Being “over the moon in ecstasy” can make you do a lot.
He realized that he has to be ready tomorrow. Wow, he barely made
it.
Charlie tells Joe about Mr. Slugworth.

Willy Wonka

When everyone shows up at the Candy factory Wonka comes out to
a weird fanfare. Everyone is there, the media and a large crowd, just
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to get a glimpse of Willy Wonka. They know they aren’t going in the
factory, so why is this man so special?
Charlie obviously struggles with his own desires for fame, as he told
the newspapers all about who he was. Everyone wants to have their
story heard.
At the stroke of 10 they all look at the door to see Willy Wonka
come out of the door. There are just some people that God has
intended to take notice of, and listen to. Things of renowned. Like
World War II. And the like. We are to pay attention. It’s ok to read
the news. Just know is probably filled with lies. So only listen to the
big overall story of the news. It’s safer.
They cheer a first but then the crowd dies down as they realize Willy
Wonka is a slow weak old man. He’s not the hero they dreamed of.
They longed for a hero, a messiah of power. The King of everything.
They didn’t realize he was weak. Incapable of rescuing them.
However, he is toying with them. He falls and rolls up into a perfect
master of motion. He is a magician after all. The sad faces he brought
to all of those kids, was for a reason. To see the truth.
Welcome he says,
“For my Father’s will is that everyone who looks to the
Son and believes in him shall have eternal life, and I
will raise them up at the last day.”
JESUS
John 6:4
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They all run to Willy Wonka, as they do Slugworth gives them all a
thumbs-up. Charlie points him out in the crowd to Joe.
He greets them by simply saying the day should be exciting, He
thinks it will be enjoyable for them.
But he asks to see their ticket. You can’t get in unless they are all real.
Each kid meets Willy Wonka; each one seems to show the same
problems that they had as soon as they meet. Verruca who has to be
first, shows off her mink coat. Mr. Wonka remarks how pretty she
looks, and she brags that she has 3 other coats at home. I don’t own
more than 2 suit coats, and no jackets. I live in Arizona.
Agustus, obviously is fat, was just eating before coming in for the
treat. He can’t wait.
Violet needs to be the center of attention. But her father tries to sell
in the midst of all of this fanfare. He thinks what he is selling is better
still.
Mike gives him a playful shot to the stomach to remind Willy
Wonka about his view about how life is all about killing. He was quick
to die, then reach out with a handshake. He was fully prepared to deal
with Mike. He tells his mother her son is adorable. It is fun to watch
children play. But being adorable only goes so far as an adult.
But Charlie who comes in last (Matthew 20:16) in the competition
meets Willy Wonka as his last handshake.
They walk into the door that seem to magically open.
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They enter a room where they are to put their coats and they are
held by hands sticking out of the wall. A little shocking but Willy says
there is nothing dangerous ahead. I hope we can trust him.
Then he tells us we must sign a contract.

The Law

He turns them around and all of the children see a contract they
must sign before going into the factory.
It basically says, “We aren’t responsible if you get hurt.” He just got
done telling them there was nothing dangerous. Hmm.
He specifically asks for Violet to sign first. As a salesman himself,
Sam says contracts are for suckers. The fact that he uses them himself
makes him smile. He cheats people and he’s happy about that.
The contract on the wall seems overwhelming and impossible to read
as the text gets smaller and smaller. God’s details seem to fade out into
mystery for most people. They can’ see all that Beauty in one contract.
Some parents seem to be against the signing of the contract. Only
the second generation crosses over. The Parents think they should stay
where they are. Wonka reminds them they can’t see the magic if they
don’t pay.
As they begin to sign Sam asks about details and Wonk replies with
a silly phrase to add confusion and trickery. Mrs. TV asks if there is
an accident and indemnity clause. Wonka replies with, “never
between friends.”
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Nothing is stopping Verruca, and Charlie has nothing to lose.
Joe’s reason is if Willy Wonka wants anything they have, he can have
it.
The Factory entrance is confusing. They seem to go in the way they
came out. Or rather, out when they came in. He continues saying silly
things and then exclaims, “Here’s the door.”
Sam tells him he’s wrong that’s the door they came in. Wonka replies
it is? But we’ve just come through there, Mr. Salt rebukes.
How do you like that as he pretends to fall into the door as it opens
to a long hallway. Mr. Salt asks, is this some sort of funhouse?
Why are you having fun?
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
I don’t think I could picture all of that without Gene Wilder. He
died today, as I write this. (8/29/2016) I loved his humor.
It looks long but it is really getting smaller. Or Wonka is getting
bigger. We argue about our perspectives. But it’s an optical illusion.
He’s at it again, Mr. Salt says.
Mike wants to know where the chocolate is. Then they all seem to
doubt they are going to see this “factory.” Mr. Salt thinks he’s not sure
he will get out alive.
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Oh you should never, never doubt, what nobody is sure
about.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
They still don’t believe him but he explains they are about to see the
nerve center of his creation. All of his dreams become reality and
almost everything is edible. Let me in I’m starving, Augustus yells.
Now don’t get over excited, don’t lose your head
Augustus. We wouldn’t want anyone to lose that... (he
turns) yet.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
He enters the combination on the door, a piece by Rachmaninov as
we are so pedantically told by Mike TV’s mother.

The Factory

Somehow he opens the door and it is bigger on the other side. There
is sounds of liquid, color everywhere and it looks like candy is growing
out of the ground. There are candy trees, mushrooms and rocks.
Candy in the bushes, candy even in a river of chocolate. He sings a
song about how his imagination created all of the magic.
Hold your breath, make a wish, count to three. Come
with me, and you’ll be, in a world of pure imagination.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
As they are listening they attempt to cross his steps and he swings a
rod (cane) at Violet. He teases them walking back up a few stairs in a
dance. He turns around to show them he’s still holding the rod.
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What we’ll see will defy explanation. If you want to
view Paradise, simply look around and view it.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
He tells them plainly; he has created heaven.
Then he pulls Mike’s hair. He’s a playful maker.
He eventually lets them all to explore on their own.
We see Wonka go off on his own, he helps Mike get some candy off
the tree. Even the parents are enjoying themselves.
After his song is ending he sits down to eat some of his creation. A
cup that he seems to have liquid in to drink. The tea cup flower also
seems to be edible as he bites into the cup to show that it all is really
edible.
Living there, you’ll be free, if you truly wish to be.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
They see the river and think it’s waste. He doesn’t waste like they do,
he is inventive. Augustus seems to have figured it out and is drinking
from it. Wonka tries to tell him he shouldn’t drink directly from the
river.
That’s the most fantastic thing I’ve ever seen, Joe says.
He tells them why mixing chocolate must be done by waterfall. He
whispers into the savvy Mr. Salt’s ear:
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But you have to do it if you want it just right.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
As if he is giving Mr. Salt a secret he could use in his factory. There
is a way of doing things “Just Right.” Mr. Salt’s eyes spin in his head.
Oompa Loompa
Then Charlie notices the Oompa Loompas. He seems to pay
attention more than the other kids.
Everyone is amazed. Mike’s mother tries to argue with Wonka that
there is no such place as Loompaland. She tells him, “I am a teacher
of geography.” Then he goes on to tell the story regardless of her claim.
“Oh than you must know all about it.” He tells them about other
things they haven’t heard of and it seems they are all listening.
Mr. Salt thinks it’s all rubbish.
I’m sorry but all questions must be submitted in
writing.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
He then finishes the story of how he rescued them to work in his
factory.
Verruca wants one of her own.
Violet can’t stand that she has that much attention and says,
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Can it, you nit!
VIOLET BEAUREGARD
Willy Wonka
As if she was going to fight. Verruca finishes eating her candy. They
are squared off, but no worry, Augustus is here to interrupt.
When Wonka finds out that he is drinking directly from the river he
tries to stop him. After asking him 3 times he continues to drink from
the river. Then he falls in just as Wonka gets to him. He is angry, his
chocolate must never be touched by human hands.
Augustus can probably barely swim at his weight. He doesn’t seem
to be swimming very well. Mrs. Gloop is frightened, “don’t just stand
there, do something.”
help, police, murder.

WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER

He barely says this above a whisper. He’s not trying to make a call
for murder, he’s being ironically confident. He’s planned the whole
thing.
As Charlie tries to save him he is sucked under. Wonka begins to eat
as if the excitement is building. He is interested. He ends up getting
stuck in the pipe.
Mike tells us, he’s blocking all of the Chocolate. As if that was more
important. We know it is to him. He’s ok with Augustus getting
bumped off.
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The suspense is terrible; I hope it’ll last.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Augustus is shot out of the pipe. Mrs. Gloop is hysterical. Wilder
becomes just as hysterical. He can’t turn into marshmallows, because
that room doesn’t’ go to the marshmallow room it goes to the fudge
room.
He blows a whistle and one of the Ompa Loompas approach him.
Wonka tells him to take her to the fudge room, but hurry before he
gets poured into the boiler. Wonka seems to be all about scary
thoughts. Ugly could have been the title of a different book. We don’t
need to explore them. Let’s press on.
As she goes Wonka offers.
Across the desert lies the promised land.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
This is more references to the Bible than I can shake a stick at. Whew.
The message of the factory workers? The song is about gluttony. The
path to have what you want all the time. No sense of timing. No
control. God doesn’t want a dance partner that can’t learn the steps.
They relate it to the term “Greed.” Greed says give it all to me, now.
But compassion says, I better get some for my friends. Or dare we,
even for my enemies. Then we can find happiness.
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Again when an adult questions him, he is dismissive and speaks in
French about what is next.
The Wonkatania
All I ask is a tall ship and a star to sail her by.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
He replies with a famous poem.
I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the
running tide is a wild call and a clear call that may not
be denied.
JOHN MASEFIELD
Salt-Water Poems and Ballads
The call of the sea (exploration) is huge for some people.
They all get aboard Verruca first. They are all a little trepidatious.
But it all seems to calm down. The men try and speak, “What business
you in Salt?” Sam asks. “Nuts,” he replies. Sam turns back.
The boat takes a scary turn into a dark tunnel. He gives them a scary
ride, but then he shows they are sitting on a dock. They one by one a
little scared. Except Mike, he thinks it’s great. Charlie asks grandpa
Joe what he thinks, “It’s strange Charlie, but it’s fun.”
Charlie turns forward and smiles.
Wonka recants a scary poem.
It’s a confusing scary thing. Or is it?
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Is it raining, is it snowing? Is a hurricane a blowing?
Not a speck of Light is showing, so the danger must be
growing. Are the Fires of Hell a glowing? Is the grizzly
reaper mowing? YES!
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
They all don’t seem to realize it was a scary sport. It was for fun.
Verruca tells her father she doesn’t want a boat like that.
Der Inventing Room
He reminds them of the rules. Grandpa Joe wants confirmation of
the details. He’s planning on using the candy to get that money if he
can. He’s willing to play tricks remember?
Wonka mentions Slugworth as they all have guilty looks on their
faces.
Don’t Touch a Thing! He tells them before opening the door.
He explains one of his inventions and claims it’s percentages. Mrs.
TV claims, “that’s 105%.” He does more unruly things (2 Samuel
6:22).
Mike takes something and eats it. It blows up his mouth, but he’s
ok. Just exploding candy for your enemies.
It’s still too weak.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
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He drops a couple of shoe in to give it some “kick.” Then Mr. Salt
asks Wonka, Butterscotch? Buttergin? The signs on the wall. He wants
to know...
Candy is dandy but liquor is quicker.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER

Alcohol can be fun If used appropriately. God sure plans on using it
in heaven and I know I would never refuse a gift. Alcohol is a gift from
the fruit, from the flower, of the plant, that God gave. All sweetness
comes from flowers. Therefore, the image of God should be seen in
the flower. It sacrifices itself to become fruit. It literally dies to produce
fruit. Why I haven’t heard this in a communion message I don’t know.
That and the wine was drank after the meal, not during.

Then they see the Everlasting Gobstopper machine. It spits out an
odd shaped candy.
Violet says, did you say “Everlasting Gobstoppers?” Wilder is seen
lip syncing to her words. He knows this is the point for most of them.
This is all they are here for. Mike asks, how do you make them?
I’m a trifle deaf in this ear. Speak a little louder next
time.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
He’s distracting them. I call it discipline by distraction (DBD).
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I can only give them to you as long as you solemnly
promise that you will never show them to another living
soul as long as you all shall live.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Like a marriage vow. They all say, agreed. But we see Verruca cross
her fingers behind her back.
Only the kids get one. Not the adults.
Verruca complains that Violets piece is bigger. She’s prettier than
me.
She has more than I do. It’s funny that after all these years, it was
Verruca who ended up being fairly pretty. She went on to do a little
more work. When she was interviewed she explained that she had a
blast being the little brat.
When I was a kid, it was Violet that I liked. She was prettier to me.
She was only annoying. Verruca was rude.
The Best 3 Course Dinner Gum
Button, button, who’s got the button? She takes this new amazing
gum, even though Wonka tries to get her to stop.
Oh, I wouldn’t’ do that...I really wouldn’t. Stop.
Don’t.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Charlie asks Joe, “why doesn’t she listen to Mr. Wonka?” Like all
Christians, he doesn’t see the enticement. If he was her, would he
make the same decision?
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“Because, Charlie, She’s a nitwit.”
This is same name (nit) that she called Verruca. (a fool)
Violet however needs to try the new gum. She leaves us as a blueberry.
She doesn’t realize that she is also foolish. Sadly, her father cheered
her on. Then when she turns blue, she continues to chew even as she
destroys herself. She was trying to satisfy herself by ignoring her
internal desires and chose gum to distract her from the ache.
Where is fancy bread? In the heart or in the head?
Shall we roll on? Well, well, well, 2 naughty, nasty little
children gone; 3 good, sweet little children left.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
When Verruca dares question him about the lickable wallpaper.
Wonka returns with,
We are the music makers, and we are the dreamers of
the dreams.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Fizzy Lifting
When Charlie decides to drink the fizzy lifting drink after Grandpa
Joe suggests it, they break the law of Wonka.
They realize their fun in flying soon ends when they can’t stop.
Charlie get to be too high. Grandpa Joe figures out if they burp it will
let out the gas, and they get back to the floor, safe.
They believe that no one saw what they did.
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The Golden Egg Geese
The device that figures out which eggs are good and which eggs are
bad is performed by an eggdicator. Joe says “it’s an educated,
eggdicator.”
“It’s a lot of nonsense,” Mr. Salt says. Figuring out what is right and
wrong, must be not important to him.
A little nonsense now and then, is relished by the wisest
men.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Verruca wants one NOW! But she is a bad egg. Mostly because her
parents didn’t train her well.
When Charlie hears her, “I want” statements he says,
Here we go again.
CHARLIE BUCKET
But she can’t have one, they aren’t for sale. Money can’t buy
everything. But Verruca doesn’t understand this. She says, “who says?”
Her father replies with ad hominem, “the man with the funny hat.”
But she wants something of Beauty. Gold goose eggs say, holy and
pristine. She only wants something holy. But she wants it all now, she
is like Augustus but with “things.” All of the children are about the
same things; themselves. At no time does any other child than Charlie,
show ministry. They are all about manipulation.
She wants the show, the world, and all its Beauty.
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It’s my bar of Chocolate.
VERRUCA SALT
But she also shows that she is capable of pretending to be sweet. But
it’s a show, she is defiant. It’s her way or the highway.
Unfortunately for her, the eggdicator she stood on judged her as a
“bad egg.”
Mr. Salt worries that she could be hurt. Wonka suggests she could
be stuck. He goes down the shoot, with no evidence that he fell. He
seemed to be saying, “I’m a bad egg too, here I come.”
They are on their way to the furnace. (Hell)
Charlie asks Wonka, “they won’t really be burned up in the furnace
will they?” His concern is the only part of the story we have. Only he
seems to care about the other children.
But Wonka tells him that the furnace may not be lit so they have a
good “sporting chance.”
I don’t understand, the children are disappearing like
rabbits. Well, we still have each other. (leaning into
Mike’s mother)
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
They ride the Wonkamobile to the next room. But the trip was really
short. They could have walked it faster. But it just seems to make a
big bubbly mess. It baptizes them as if to clean them before entering
the last room. This could represent those who are in the church. The
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T.V.’s and the Buckets; they represent those in the church who are
saved. Mike represents those who enter but are so focused on the
things of the world that the seed dries up and is choked.
Mike asks, couldn’t we have walked? He saw it as a waste of time.
Mike doesn’t see the education of weakness to be “good.” He sees the
strong survive. He’s listening to the wrong voices. But he did make it
to the end so he must be somehow better than the rest even if a tiny
bit.
If the Good Lord would have intended us to walk, he
wouldn’t have invented roller skates.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Before they can go to the next room, they must put on protective
clothing.
Blessed is he who stays awake and keeps his clothes,
REVELATION 16:15
There’s dangerous stuff inside.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Wonkavision
When they get in the next room Mike expounds on all the details he
knows about television technology.
You should open your mouth a little wider when you
speak.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
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Wonka is obviously trying to tell the boy to stop speaking because
of the foolishness that is coming out of his mouth. Mike is so
impressed by Wonka’s technology; he has to try it. He jumps on the
stage and gets teleported to the screen shrunk to a tiny manageable
child.
Here we heard Wonka try and speak the truth. “Stop, don’t, come
back.” – this time he’s barely even trying. It is by now, the saddest
humor, we watch Mike destroy himself by not listening to good advice.
Adieu, Adieu, parting is such sweet sorrow.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
The Oompa Loompa song tells Charlie, if you don’t watch TV you
won’t get commercials. Commercials are the greed of the world,
on a seat at the highest point of the city

PROVERBS 9:14

The Half-Way Room
Wonka complains about all the new mail he finds and returns to his
office, where everything is cut in half.
Charlie worries about the other kids. Wonka assures them they will
return to their “terrible old selves. But maybe they’ll be a bit wiser for
the wear.” Joe asks what they should do. He tells Joe and Charlie
goodbye. Charlie wonders if they did something wrong, but Joe asks
why they didn’t win. Wonka shows him very angrily, that he broke
the rules, even though he didn’t try and shame them. They knew they
did.
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But Joe wants to argues their case. He even seems to be polite when
he tries to get his attention. He only asks about the chocolate he was
promised. Wonka tells him he doesn’t get any because he broke the
rules. Joe argues with him. “What rules, we didn’t see any rules.”
Ignorance to the law is no excuse, it can always be
pretended.
But like Job, God is not happy that he dares challenge Him. And
this is Wonka’s response to Joe. “WRONG.”
The text he reads is legalese that causes Charlie to look confused. As
Wonka reads the law, he is angered.
You get nothing. You LOSE! Good day, SIR!
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
This room tells me the story is only at the halfway point; even in the
last 4 minutes of the movie. Joe calls Wonka a crook, a liar. This is
what the world says of God.
How could you build up hope just to smash it to pieces.
You’re and inhuman monster.
GRANDPA JOE
He grabs Charlie as they begin to leave. He’s planning on giving
Slugworth the candy. He will do what he needs to do to make life
work for him. But Charlie can’t see his logic. He can’t steal from Willy
Wonka. He returns the Everlasting Gobstopper (Life).
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So shines a good deed in a weary world.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
If you would give your life away for nothing in return,
then you are where my kingdom will begin
SANDI PATTY
Upon This Rock
Charlie gives up his only hope he was clinging to. He realizes he
doesn’t deserve even the everlasting Gobstopper and the money it
would contain if it ruined how Wonka felt about him. He loved.
You’ve won! You did it!
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
Mr. Wilkinson comes out of the next room, Charlie is confused.
They get into the great glass Wonkavator. He’s still ok with keeping
Joe a little frightened. It is, His show, after all. But now they have a
new perspective the grand view.
It was all just a test because Wonka wanted to share his factory. He
wants someone like Charlie to run it. A child. A very honest loving
child who he could trust with his secrets.
I praise you, Father, Lord of heaven and earth,
because you have hidden these things from the wise and
learned, and revealed them to little children.
JESUS
Matthew 11:25
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Truly I tell you, unless you change and become like
little children, you will never enter the kingdom of
heaven
JESUS
Matthew 18:3
True great leadership is found in weakness. Dan Allender’s books
focus on this issue; How Children Raise Parents was a book I wish I
had written. I had the idea, then I saw his book. The art of listening
to your family is a very interesting subject. In the act of giving up and
surrendering your positions of power for ministry. This is power. This
is how God rescued us. He crossed over to Neverland to slay Captain
Hook, and rescue his children.
Charlie wonders, what about my family? They can all come too? “I
want you to bring them all,” Wonka says.
But Charlie, don’t forget what happened to the man
who suddenly got everything he ever wanted. He lived
happily ever after.
WILLY WONKA – GENE WILDER
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Act 6 - The Perversion of Beauty

The Perversion of Beauty
I will be your father figure, put your tiny hand in
mine.
GEORGE MICHAEL
Father figure

Where do bad folks go where they die? They don’t go to
heaven where the angels fly. Go to a lake of fire and fry,
see’m again till the fourth of July.
NIRVANA (MEAT PUPPETS)
Lake of Fire
Girls just want to have fun.
CYNDI LAUPER
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In this world of Sin, we do not see much Beauty without perversion.
But what begins perversion? The most prevalent one, is thinking you
are the center of the Universe. That you are God. This is the highest
level of perversion. It doesn’t only happen to the ‘crazy’ among us;
anyone can do it. You can all be tricked into adopting a believe that
you are the cream of the crop.
What do we do to show that we are God? We compete. Like a child
yelling at their mother. We demand, I want it my way!

Competition the path to Demand

Rather than Unity, we demand an ultimate superior, at the top. The
winner. Sometimes it’s us. Other times it’s our children. But when it’s
God all the way on top of our list, there would be little argument
about anything. Cast your cares on Him and you will need nothing.
Another word for competition is false worship. The world seeks to
find what people want, and they say they are trying to make it for
them. But in the end it leads you astray, it doesn’t bring you to God,
it brings you away from Him.
It’s a great thing to get what you want.
MEG RYAN
Kate and Leopold
Nimrod and Lamech were the first to try and make a name for
themselves in the Bible. We learn that man is full of vengeance, and
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longs to be worshiped. We want to make a “Name” for ourselves.
Women want to be cared for. They don’t often strike out in business.
When they do, it’s always from a place of desire, or need. Women is
the Establishment. Man is the Strength. The two pillars of the temple.
Boaz and Jachin.
When I saw my first movie after reading The Sacred Romance’s
suggestion that God speaks through movies, I had watched a recent
film. Uptown girls starring Britany Murphy and Dakota Fanning. I
had remembered her from watching I am Sam and thinking this little
kid is amazing against Sean Penn (Jeff Spicoli’s) retarded father. She
was funny to watch. A Beauty of a 5 or 7-year-old. She had power.
So when I saw this Uptown Girls movie (I was branching out in my
girly movie phase), I was amazed to see this path of demand and denial
played out perfectly with these 2 girls in that story. In fact, I started
to see it everywhere.
I began to realize demand means you are afraid. Denial means you
are afraid. Choose Hope! But where is the hope in sexual assault?
Where is the hope in oppression?
The Bible is very clear about this. It is natural for women to be the
supporter of the cause. Many marriages fail because they fail to see this
requirement. There must be a Superior in a marriage. It’s required to
have a husband and a wife. Not unusual considering he was made in
the image of God. We all have a sense that the world should operate
on all levels to satisfy us.
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Urge to do better than

Like Captain Ahab, we seek to capture a whale, but every time we
hunt, we only get close. We never catch the whale. Or maybe some of
us do. And we never listen to Starbuck, our navigator. Both the strong
wisdom and weak wisdom is ignored. This, is the path to demand.
I have no formal education. I barely graduated High School. I even
had 3 English classes my senior year because I had failed a Semester of
Junior and Sophomore English classes.
When I moved to Simi Valley, California in 1988 I was re-placed
into a University English class. The first class they put me in seemed
so boring to me. I was going to die, so I requested a better class.
The new teacher had no patience for someone who didn’t know the
ropes, and I failed her first semester because I was not aware of the
format requirements of essays, as I had come into the class 3 weeks
into the semester. She was demanding.
I wrote a whole paper on A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s
Court and she had made 2 corrections on the page when it came back
to me with a very large D at the top. I guess the D meant, “Hey, at
least he Did something.” She was pushing me to be Greek.
I took the paper to her and asked if the missing commas are all that
gave me a D? She replied, that I didn’t use the formula format for the
structure of my essay. “You need to have 3 supporting sentences for
each paragraph. You have 10 here, and only 1 here. You didn’t follow
directions.” I used to get that all the time. I color outside of the lines
everywhere I go.
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But no one cares.
It’s a sad life.
It’s like the world was meant for me to fail. I really understood
C3PO when he said:
We are made to suffer. It’s our lot in life.
ANTHONY DANIELS – C3PO
Star Wars Episode IV (the first movie)
I could never understand all of the rules. And if the world was about
rules, I was not the person to figure out all of the rules. That is the
epitome of “not me.” I hate rules. I was born to break rules. I do it for
fun and risk. But it also makes sense of my own chase for Beauty. I
want to know the free-way. Not the figure-out-everything way. I
believe God has made things so simple, a child could understand it;
even a tortured, weak, and destroyed man can burn with desire. Even
at the edge of suicidal thoughts, even in the little things you do.
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Cause he made you to do every little thing that you do
To bring a smile to His face, tell the story of grace,
with every move that you make. And every little thing
you do: Little stuff, Big stuff, In-between stuff; God sees
it all the same. Maybe you’re sitting in math class, or
maybe on a mission in the Congo. Or maybe you’re
working at the office, singing along with the radio.
Maybe you’re a down and out rock star, or feeding
orphans in Myanmar;
Anywhere and everywhere that you are, whatever you
do, it all matters. So do what you do. Don't ever forget
to do everything you do to the glory of the One who
made you,
STEVEN CURTIS CHAPMAN
Do Everything
So in my senior year I somehow pulled off 3 English classes. Passing
with a 3.27 GPA, I think. I was proud, my mother was proud; her
husband, couldn’t care less.
My relationship with God was at a stage of belief, but not of value.
I didn’t seem to care that I believed in God. It didn’t matter. I didn’t
care about Beauty, other than girls. I didn’t care about things that
most people cared about. I just wanted to get through it. It was already
hard enough as it was. I didn’t need to learn any more. I wasn’t tired
yet. I was just beaten. But I thought, to get back up. Even Rocky
taught me that.
So I went and did it. I signed up for an art class that semester also.
I’m not sure what was motivating me. Well, I think I do, but I didn’t
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have her heart just yet. I still haven’t. But I sure wasn’t being my
normal self.
I had hope. The class I took? Basic Design with Bruce Kanegai.
I had never drawn a thing in my life other than bad stick figures and
some Pictionary. No one that knew me would say I could draw with
any level of “good” (desirability).
Kanegai was a tough teacher and I entered his class, knowing full
well we had already met throughout the past 2 years. You see, he was
a local Martial Art teacher in Simi, as well as the High School Art
teacher. Bruce Kanegai was a very nice man, but he was seriously strict
with his training. Anyone that knows him will attest that he wants you
to know, that he is serious at whatever it is he is doing.
I thought he was the greatest teacher ever. To me, I desired what he
had created in his world. A place where he could be the man he wanted.
Explored teaching and art. It sounded possible. My dreams began to
awaken in me. I knew I wanted to join this man on the journey of
being a martial artist and an artist. I looked up to him. For those
qualities. I thought. That, is Right. I didn’t realize I was making a
political spiritual stance.
Bruce had been training since the 60’s. At the time he was one of the
highest ranked students of Shotokan under Ohshima. Ohshima is the
California equivalent of Shotokan’s, King of California. If you were
teaching it under the Japanese Karate Association, you answered to
Ohshima. He was a direct student of Gichin Funakoshi, who and
when the art was introduced to Japan by him, long ago.
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My interest got the best of me. I had to visit him in my training.
Shotokan was not my art. But that doesn’t mean I can’t learn from
others. So before I was a senior I entered his dojo, and they instantly
had me jump in the class.
“Tonight’s class is about kicking. We train kicks on Tuesday and
Thursday. Every class is about: 1000 kicks. The first 100 we will do is
the front kick. Ready?” – he huffed loudly for everyone to hear.
I struggled tremendously to keep my composure, as I slipped into
exhaustion roughly by kick 300. I however had previously learned to
be a cyclist. For the previous 2 years, I had trained fairly hard as a
cyclist, riding about 60-80 miles per week. Mostly on Saturday’s. So
what I perceived as exhaustion was merely the beginning of my
struggle to stop kicking.
Bruce however was bred for competition. He used to joke that
Chuck Norris passed out in his training seminars his instructor taught.
This was way before the internet jokes. He was serious.

The elements of Competition are all hidden to me by this point. But
I promise you, He is speaking.

There was something in my head that said “Don’t stop, or you will
be looked down upon. They will make fun of you as a quitter.” From
the moment I was abused by the “monsters” in my life, the repetition
of their calls was a constant reminder, “you aren’t good enough.”
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For the most part, masculinity is highly concerned with this. If you
take Isaiah 14 to imply Satan or Alexander the Great, men mainly
struggle with this. We compete to be God. We compete because it is
contained in our image.
Some of us belief that we are in control, believing we are God.
Obviously this type of perversion is deeply offensive to the Creator
God and king of the universe and beyond. But only, because he has
deep affection for those who would basically say “I don’t care that you
are the Creator.” This must be deeply painful for God's Beauty.
The one he seeks for, is YOU.
You know what my happy thought was? It was You.
PETER PAN – ROBIN WILLIAMS
Hook
Notice I didn’t say “us”. While that is true. It is often more
important to rescue our self-deprecating and perverse Beauty from
believing she is not worth it. No wonder God wants to rescue that.
It's the same reason we reach out to the poor. Or see a hurt person.
Or why we preach the gospel. It’s natural and innate.
I am my beloved’s and my beloved is mine.
SONG OF SONGS 6:3
We long to help. It is our feminine side. It is obvious men have a
masculine tendency and women have theirs. Their tendency is
weakness, use gentleness. Until that doesn’t work, then kick it.
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Women do have a competitive side; you usually have to rev it up or
give it a reason to come out. But it’s there, if she needs it. Any woman
can defend herself. This is the spirit of Brazilian Jujitsu—sexual selfdefense. The gentle way. It was not meant for competition but men
brought it out for our time to prove to us the gentle method is very
powerful. Sure striking gets the job done faster, it isn’t always good
for our relationships. What we ‘want’ and create as our lives.
But as a culture we have been doing this forever. Currently we see
this as “hero worship” we can look up to athletes, teachers etc., or God.
I don’t mean to say it’s that simple, one or the other. It’s more of a
timing thing. We can replace God with any form of Beauty that is not
Him. It’s easy to do. He created so many versions to chase.
But we can lose sight of God when we replace Him with Superman.
Or we can see God through the character. The character of Superman
was literally a copy of Jesus without all the religion. But it’s easier for
us to seek a hero that is not real. We perversely replace God with the
fictional Superman or anything of the like. All superheroes are simply
derivatives of God. As the only savior of the world, God demands that
we do not acknowledge any other savior but Him.
I am the Lord your God who brought you out of
Egypt. You shall acknowledge No Savior but me.
HOSEA 13:4
But God is trying to teach you about Him by giving examples. There
is no real competition. He is only teaching us we are lying.
All our examples are imperfect, they break. They need fixing. Which
helps us understand what he really means by Holy.
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Be sure, God loves that we perform sports. Not so much as a
competition, but as a display of what the body can do in concert with
others.
There are always 2 ways to look at everything, as a ministry or a
perversion.
D+S=M2c
My equation of the Grand Unifying Theory. Dominance plus
Submission = movement in 2 directions within a boundary. Imagine
if Beauty didn’t exist, that equation would be;
D=M0
This is the equation of foolishness. Movement in no particular right
order. There is only 1 right way. It is a natural law. But you have to
see it from both perspectives. Otherwise you don’t see anything.
The ministers of Baseball can pull off near miracles in the stories of
their competitions. Reminding us, that God taught us what a miracle
was first. Now remember God. Often, He gets missed. We deny God’s
existence in the story, whether symbolically or directly, we ignore Him.
We despise God.

Appearance
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The eye has no fill of what it sees.
ECCLESIASTES 1:8

Women can compete in forms of relationships. They can gossip and
manipulate conversations. Men do this, but to a lesser degree. Men
are used to getting their way so they are more humble about it.
Women have not been getting their way, so they have been rising up
and speaking out.
While Beauty concerns herself with her visual appearance. Strength
concerns himself much less with visual appearance. If at all.
It is very rare to find a young woman with a hygiene problem; most
women do not enjoy the feeling of being dirty. Or there are
circumstances or emotional issues to link to those reason.
Men on the other hand do not have as much concern for their level
of filth. They aren’t into shoes, or flowers, or fashion. They become
interested in those things if their chase requires it. But for the most
part it is natural for Beauty to tend to her appearance and unnatural
for Strength, or the masculine. Some men care a little to none
whatsoever. When you are a teenage boy, you may try and get all good
looking for the girls around you. But after a while shaving all the time,
wearing cologne is tiring.
If you don’t understand that man and woman were created in
different places this will have no explanation. As given in the title of
the worldly view of this dilemma of difference: Men are from Mars,
Women are from Venus. Obviously you have to create a fantasy to
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explain what is obvious in Scripture. I’m certain that if Gray
understood Scripture better, he would not have to do as much research
as he must’ve done. When you fully understand the true context, you
can explain everything in life.
He placed the man in the garden.

GENESIS 2:15

Motion

We chase the Beauty in competition for sure. In baseball’s finest
movie, Field of Dreams, when James Earl Jones said ‘for money they
have, but peace they lack.” It provides a way to settle an argument,
who is better? The red team or the blue? Why do we wrestle with the
question at all? We have worked for all this money, where can we find
happiness? In watching the story of Baseball. It’s short exciting,
ignorable and takes up some time in our day. We long to move.
It would probably kill us if we had to sit still for 1 minute, without
moving. I used to do it as an exercise in martial arts. I had heard horror
stories that other people were being told to worship a false god in their
dojo. I did not experience this. My teachers were Christians. They
came from a long line of Hawaiian, Christian martial artists. Classes
were taught in mostly English. I did learn a little Japanese. Kiai – the
yell, and the idea of Chi – or energy.
The energy of chi is the power of the body to interconnect to
produce shape and motion. How each muscle works with the other is
a Beauty of a subject.
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Baseball provides the atmosphere for God to show us the rules of life,
the laws of the Universe and a little bit of Him.
Here’s a game. But inside of that game we have story, food, fragrance,
sights, sounds, and maybe a little sex. It’s almost like a little universe
created by ourselves filled with things to chase.
We created a tiny universes like this all the time, and in it we learn
we are just like God. Creator, maker of things. We also learn like a
child and parent, to fight back. Who is the best here? We create games
to ask this question. When you are a kid, it’s easy. Daddy’s the best at
everything. Then, Mommy may be better when you learn about them.
When you get older the games become too numerous to count. We
get to the kindergarten days and we think things like:
Can I take you in a fight?
How hard can you punch?
Do I think I can look cool on those Roller skates?
These are the questions we ask ourselves as men ladies. In
kindergarten. Even as early as 2. These are the questions I think about.
These are the questions I wrestled with much less than other men. You
see, I was already defeated.
I was injured early on. I was benched. I saw all the other players on
the field and thought. Wow that’s funny. I’m referring to Baseball?
Or sex? But are they related? Too deep?
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So let’s keep it simple. God creates the place for us to develop an
idea of sports like Baseball. It begins as a game of fun, then it expands
into a sensation of itself. The longer you tell the story of a game, the
longer it relates to people. If the sport of Baseball is influential, you
can be sure both good and evil will be there to represent their positions.
It’s why we get attached to movies that remind us of baseball. God
sometimes tells stories in these games that you can taste. Only God
gets the true glory. But he isn’t afraid of us experiencing it.
Maybe in that story, you can be sure, you will have your day in glory.
And if it’s just in being in the winning family. I’ve already decided. I
want to be in the winning team. So the ultimate competition is
predetermined to me. I’m watching the universal game of the hidden
players. That game can be seen everywhere you look. You don’t need
a special channel for that. No special playing field. No particular
church. Just you, and God and maybe someone else if you are lucky.
We are all in God’s game, regardless of what you may be limited by.
Or how many people you deal with in a year.
We use Baseball as way to seek adventure in our lives. We create a
relationship with the sport, it’s players, principles and desires.
We don’t realize we have already set off a torrent of events that
clicked tumblers into place that would forever dominate our mindset.
What is the spirit of competition?
The idea you want to decide, who is better. This is the idea of sports.
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But it has nothing to do with why was the game created. It was created
to occupy time. To make time pass with excitement. Game is fun. We
crave fun.
The story of Baseball is kind of scary. In essence, a gang of people are
blocking someone from running through a field. They can’t just run,
they have to sit in a box and try and hit a rock as I throw it past them.
They can’t step out of the box?
Is this a form of punishment?
Slavery?
Are you being cruel?
Who invented this game of torture anyway? Some bully? I don’t think
I want to play. What’s next?
You swing the stick here, if you can hit the rock you
can run to the first base. But you have to hit the rock
between here and here.
Wait, this sounds hard and scary. I just want to go from this place to
this place and you want to throw all of these obstacles in front of me?
Who’s in charge here?
One of the gang members has a rock. He’s going to throw it at me!
How can I trust that he’s not going to hurt me?
This isn’t dangerous is it?
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Why yes, very. Broken arms, concussions.
Why would anyone choose to play a game risking life and limb like
this? For money? I can’t imagine that’s everyone’s answer.
For what we think money can get us? Our desires?
The game provides me a stick to
swing. There’s some equality here. I
guess we shrug reluctantly as we step
before home plate.
But is a rock better or a stick?
Or is the question the game is trying
to settle “Who is better at both stick
and rock equally?”

The choices begin to
branch and the complexity
will be endless, but it begins
with these basics. Why do we
like baseball, because of
God’s message, or no?
Choice, is only apparent at
this point. The choice could
have been made much
earlier. It’s the structure of
why that is important. Not
the choice.

And only, between those people. I
can see the fun in that. But if you already know? Isn’t there still an
element where you would want to play, if you knew who the master
was?

To play chess with a master is enlightening. You learn in competition.
You learn there are very strict principles. You can’t undo, you are
stuck in time. There is no playing back, taking a mulligan. It’s based
on speed. How fast can you swing that stick? Or how fast can I throw
this rock.
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We learn really quick; the ball is the object. Whoever controls the
ball the best wins. We learn; to get a hit you can’t just be anyone. You
have to practice at this.
I don’t think I want to invest any time in this game son. But you say
it’s worth it? I desire to know the answer? Teach me about science and
art and the nature of the universe you say? Ok. I’ll try. Give me the
bat.
There are so many elements, but when you break them all down in
simplicity, they all produce the same fruit. A desire to run with the
Master. It will be hidden in the story somewhere. But it will be there.
If you build it, HE will come.
THE VOICE IN THE FIELD
Field of Dreams
I just want to play catch with my dad. I get to learn about catch. I
get to experience catch. Then I know what ‘catch’ is. If I liked it, I
may do it again. But if I don’t? I will choose my path. Demand, hope,
or deny.
Sometimes the rock hits you in the game. At that moment, you have
to decide. Are you still playing?
Are you quitting?
Do you want to stop and cry?
Are you mad?
Are you confused?
Do you have new questions? Is this person trying to hurt me?
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When players begin to question other players, they often explain that
they return to the game aspect. They remind themselves “it’s a game.”
Relax.
Maybe we need to learn to see the game that God has placed before
us.
The Beauty of sports reveal questions like “how can we fight?”
It’s a basic question. Fundamental is, how do I get what I want?
It is called the Doctrine of War. There’s a formal definition and
everything.
I know a lot about combat if you
didn’t realize. I have taught martial
arts, on and off since 1991 in
Arizona, then Florida, California,
back to Arizona. You get the picture.

Biblical counseling was like
that to me. Free. I knew a lot
about combat, but I knew
very little about knowing
how to be free. In freedom
you can be fearless, it’s how
you should live with those
you love. But often we can’t
do this. We are in a game.
We are acting in our current
life.

How do you get what you want is the
basic principle of why we wage war?
It begins way before you fire a gun. It
begins when you realize you are
dealing with an enemy. If you aren’t, you should be free to be yourself.
If an enemy confronts you on the street, he deserves no
mercy.
MARTIN KOVE- SENSEI JOHN KREESE
The Karate Kid
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I’m not talking about this type of enemy. I’m talking about the one
that simply says, “I’m not giving you everything you want in life.”
That’s the real enemy. Like your parents, your wife, yourself even.
The Doctrine of War is fundamentally greedy. It never says, “Should
I think about my position before I just lash out in war?” It doesn’t
concern itself with her actions. Just in her desires.
We claim to be God when we do this. We rise to the level of Nimrod.
Hence the other part of the competition. We literally can rise to think
we are the best. We can trust our own strength. Obviously it’s silly.
Right? It is God. He’s the best. This is a masquerade of nonsense.
This is why I don’t see the value in watching sports, myself. Now, I
understand why men believe they are in relationships with their sports
heroes. As long as there is action you can add emotional content.
Wrestling is simply like a soap-opera for men. As such, men learn to
develop emotions late, Beauty learns this very quickly.
Are there Christians who would not realize this? Did they need this
book to help them? Well, I’m sorry your pastor wasn’t screaming this
from the pulpit, “no we will not leave early, just because it’s the
playoffs!”
Stop idol worshiping you fool. I kind of think men wrestle with this.
This I know. But they should at least recognize it may not be healthy.
I hate that word, it comes with no regard for truth. Healthy is relative
to your desires of what you think is RIGHT. Is it RIGHT to be a
sports fanatic as a Christian? Is it right to be addicted to Alcohol? Is it
Good for me to be staring at any website that does not lead you to
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God for 89 hours per week; whether porn, World of Warcraft,
Pokémon Go, Facebook, Twitter, CNN, Fox, YouTube, Sports
Center, iTunes, Gym, MTV etc.
Wherever your heart is, there your treasure shall be
also.
MATTHEW 6:21
I inverted it because it literally says they are one.
Where you are is what you treasure. I hope you are picking the very
best one. Eany, Meany, miney, Mo?
Can you see the question is simple? When you put your desires in
the right slots. The top things are on top and the stupid things are on
the bottom. Sure, put them on the list, you never know if God will let
you have them until you ask, remember?
The story of Babe the pig is he is the best at competition. Diplomacy
made the sheep-dog trials a joke to a sheep-pig. The pig walks up to
the slave sheep, and asks them to go outside. The dog beats them, just
to get to a good thing. They should have asked the pig first how to get
sheep out of their pen. Ask them. This is the spirit of horse-whispering.
Ask the horse.
When you choose to glorify your master in a sport, you decide to
elevate it. You are either trying to help, or manipulating for what you
want. When you switch your mindset, you become pliable, teachable.
Not everyone will know this perspective, but when you do it
empowers you.
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Environment
You should be able to see the lesson from the wolf vs. dog analogy.
As wolves were born in the wild. Pet dogs are born under a caring
hand. You can often raise a wolf and it will learn some of the behaviors
of a loved pet. But often the breeding determines the personality of a
dog. Especially with how social they are with humans. Dog is man's
best friend but symbolically represents a loving wife or husband to the
owner.
It’s hard to be lonely when you have a dog at your side. Many people
resort to dogs when they have not found a human companion.
Humans always judge based on looks. Dogs judge based on emotions
and love.
A dog uses the same communications we do: Want (bark, grunt, or
whimper) or Don’t WANT (Growl, BARK, or bite). Is dog food a
Beauty? Yes, until they eat another type of food. The second you teach
your dog there is other food, they will begin to want it. This is why so
many dog owners lose control of their dog’s behavior.
A dog can be easily programmed like a computer. They respond to
voice, desire, and affection of that desire. The more a dog experiences
the more it shapes their attitude. I spent a while with a “dog whisperer”
when I was learning about my Cane Corso. He always asked me,
“Why did you repeat yourself?” I looked back confused, “Huh?” He
retold the story of the past few minutes-“You told your dog what to do. Then you told it what
to do, again. Why did you repeat yourself?”
DOG TRAINER
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I quickly answered, “because she didn’t do what I asked.”
“So you don’t trust your dog. You have to get impatient?” he replied.
I often think about those training sessions. He rewired my brain to go
slower. To ask my dog, “how do I communicate with you?” I realized
my dog spins in a circle before she sits down because she thought “Sit,
Sit” meant to do a circle to the right and then sit after 3 seconds. Dogs
are precise learners. If you understand how to teach a dog, or
communicate with it rather. You can ask a dog to do anything.
I also realized, he was right. I was literally communicating to my dog.
Just words I didn’t want to. I do trust you. You be you. I don’t need
to demand you learn my way. It was a very freeing moment between
my dog and my attitude toward her. Then, I really began to love my
dog.
It was not long after that she died. She ended up making room for 3
little girls. So I often think back on my dog and long for her. But I
also realize God needed to show me something more important than
my love of the game, the dog, the girl. But not my love of the fight to
be here. I still want to be here. I still think things can be good. Even
on earth. I haven’t fully embraced my realization that Only God can
provide the things I want. If I really believed that, I wouldn’t get
caught up in all my crazy desires. I’m widdling them down for now.
Looking for God around every corner. Annoying my friends, my
family, my coworkers. I just want to experience what God has for me.
I’ve read through Job. I don’t want to be that guy. I wish I could be
just as wise and good but I’m going to leave the question of who the
best is to God. He can do with me, as He pleases.
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Holy Lord, your love is life to me, you are my destiny,
carry on, carry on. Oh God of awesome Might, you
draw me to your light, Carry on, my life is in your
hands, carry on.
SANDI PATTY
Holy Lord/Carry On - Find It On the Wings
I hope you listen to that powerful song. It is the backdrop of my
musical soundtrack. You need to walk a mile in the iTunes of another
man to even begin to know them. Give it a shot.
If you regress to what you want. In the case of a dog, you are trying
to get your dog to sit. That is what you think you want. What you
really want is much lower level than that. It’s communication you are
attempting. It is the unity between man and dog that you long for.
The perfection of communication when your dog does what any other
dog has been seen to do. You long for that experience and you hunt
for it in YouTube. Watching little kittens is a huge following on the
internet.
We long for that perfection by filling ourselves with kitten videos.
Rather than create that environment where you live. Or seek it out in
God, through Scripture. No that’s too hard, too boring. Too much
religion. It is very easy to get overloaded when it comes to God.
He comes to us, looking like a bully, just like the one that told us to
stand in a box and try and hit a rock. Well that rock gave me a black
eye. I’m not playing with that kid, and I’m definitely not playing with
any of his bigger brothers. That’s for sure. We are turned off to God
at the start. He takes on the impossible character. And life has just
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delivered Him what seems a fatal blow. A reason to not like Him.
Prejudice.
God is way more than we can handle. He is everything. Trying to
understand that can be really exhausting. But He is the root of our
desire. It is the connection to Him we long for. And we will always
find a Beauty to chase, that is not God. We never marry the best-man
until we can turn our eyes away from the world. Many that try and
get close. And they have a fun time of it. I guarantee it. But the rest
seem to be happy to go through their mundane chasings. Baseball, and
shoes will always have a way of drawing attention away from God.
If you want to look up from your chasings and see where you could
be living. Give it a shot.
Bring your strongest hand though, because when God grabs on, even
his weakness can be pretty overwhelming. The dancing he does is
magnificent.
Imagine how God can dance.
SANDI PATTY
Imagine
Competition can lead to complex decisions like lying and cheating.
Those are much deeper down the trail. They are not at the core of
what needs to change.
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Who’s the fairest of them all?

The witch asks herself, because she knows she will not inherit the
kingdom.

Ugliness

Sorrow and ugliness is opposite of Beauty. You can have your fill of
of sadness but never Beauty. Oh you may become overwhelmed by it
like Ezekiel sitting in a stupor on the banks of the Kebar river. He sat
there for a week. And it wasn’t because he was legalistic.
Frozen was about the younger sister, Anna. We see her story, her
frustration, her romance. She is object of the story, the focus. But she
is awkward and un-regal. Most girls are attracted to her more than her
Queen sister Elsa. Although every good character’s story is about hope.
Sven will get over that gap, Olaf will survive the summer.
Beauty is always comparing herself to someone else. The average
man has heard it from his wife. Do you think she's prettier than me?
Beauty wrestles with this all the time.
Men don't often struggle with this but they can also struggle with
the same self-image and self-loathing they have smaller numbers or
actually greater numbers of those who do not care about their personal
hygiene than the number of women. So women are the more beautiful
among us. Because their concern is for their Beauty their
representation know if you think about this but that woman is
symbolically relating to Jesus the Beauty that he showed us was first
his word it had nothing to do with his physical appearance it had all
to do with the sacrifice this is why pulses true Beauty lies in these
things. However visual Beauty is important as well there is nothing
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wrong with the woman who is beautiful and there is nothing wrong
with the woman who is not her Beauty can be found in any place.
When the woman asks if her Beauty is more than others she's literally
demanding her Beauty is the best. Often Beauty scarred will lash out
at other women anything that is beautiful in the presence of that
scarred woman is offensive. Even the smallest amount of Beauty. They
would lash out at the ugliness of another woman simply to satisfy their
desperate need to be the most beautiful. This is obviously a failing
battle because the most beautiful among us the fairest of us all the one
that we are jealous of when we do this is Jesus. He should be
understood as the most beautiful among us he is our grand rescuer
that we are not allowed to compare anyone to. Although the woman
is Colby is there Hebrews sorry Hosea 13 forces that we are to not
acknowledge any savior but the one who led the Israelites out of Israel.
I often bring this up with Jehovah witnesses as a proof that Jesus is the
father. They ignored him as a savior. And this would be incorrect if
he is not the father. Not the one who led them out of Egypt.
It is the strong among us that Satan no longer will I first week we
learn to not sin against our neighbor and then we learn to not sin
against ourselves it is so frustrating dealing with our own sin because
we first have to learn how to not sin against our neighbor first do not
call names to your neighbor our mother tells us but she never tells us
don't call names to ourselves either especially in private how dare you
my child think badly of yourself this was this phrase I repeated to my
son as the primary rules of the house I had very simple rules. As I
studied Scripture I developed these rules in the book of Jeremiah he
says if you fall down do you not get back up. And I need the rule for
my child do not fall down as rule number one some people about this
was rather strange. But I have a huge grand contrived reason for it.
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Rule number two was ask questions in room number three was stay
with daddy. Each one of these rules that I developed I followed first
myself the don't fall down was really a reminder to stand back up if
you fall down do you not get back up Jeremiah says. And it reminded
me just because I am on the path of sin does not mean I cannot begin
to repent again. Rule number two reminded me to do what I know to
do when I don't know what to do. It was made known to me by
Reverend Knight or Dr. Jim Knight of the Tampa Bay Baptist Church
that I had gone to it was a very learned man of Scripture and he often
quoted some very unique things he said the most important thing you
can do is ask questions at the end of the wind you don't know what
to do do what you know to do Riddle is the person normally saying
what what do I need to do and with that I replied exactly you just did
it. They usually get confused and they don't understand that they
asked a question they did what they know to do. Asking questions is
the second part of life in order to seek wisdom you must ask questions
ask questions about God asked questions about your own heart Tina
Fey answering

Tina Fey uses the character in mean girls the antagonist so
beautifully when she makes her the most manipulative character I have
ever heard in my entire life. She's on the phone trying to manipulate
emotions between female friends and each one is a call for someone to
be unforgiving for some seemed in some way or another.She also
uniquely tells the story of how love takes time. As she introduces
herself to this boy in her math class it takes her a few months just to
hear his voice again. This whole idea of not arousing love is a difficult
thing to jump out and blurt I love with you is as Elvis would say fools
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rush in. Wisemen are the ones who consider celibacy. Among us we
definitely Shannon the celibate thinking that everyone should be
married and as a celibate person it is frustrating.Simply put mean girls
is a story of betrayal and redemption. Which is first told to us in the
Bible.Tina Fey the author resorts to describing how we would take
care of betrayal in the world of the animals and obviously animals do
not know right from wrong so when they go out to demand by killing
their wages done that they do not experience the same thing that we
do with our conscience. But if you consider acting like an animal is
improper you have to wonder from an evolutionary standpoint how
does that make any sense? It doesn't. Therefore it proves that again
evolutionary theory is only restricted to the animals. And even that is
not very well from my perspective.And unfortunately she resorts to
finding a way of working on finding a way to make life work for her.
Which is the path of demand or deny so the way that we for the
decision tree out is do you choose sin or do you choose righteousness.
And send it is manipulation or trying to find a way of making life
work for you. And she goes back and tries her own way of betraying
the antagonist. Tina Fey obviously wants us to like that about her but
in reality we should look at that story and say no what she did was
wrong from the very beginning.

Beauty often questions why someone would appreciate her. Why are
you obsessing over my DD just get over it I don't like you would like
to say. Women have definitely a sinful problem with not being able
according to them to love everyone equally because a man who comes
up to them is always presumably looking for sex this is what the
average woman is told to therefore the church women don't have
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friends for a sinful reason often because they do not have friendships
with men who they are not attracted to which seems illogical to
me.When Beauty assaults it's horrible often women are taught to
complement other women it makes them feel better but sometimes
when the compliment comes out empty as in the way that some
women complement each other on their bracelets and jewelry and hair
dresses some of them just come across as not sosincere.The mean girls
character realizes that she is becoming boring and she says to the
listener because she's talking about worldly issues the temporal wishes
that don't really make hard decisions and she recognized that people
would ignore her but she said she continued on as if she was vomiting
words sometimes when you are completely entrenched in the world
the words that come out of your mouth are just random nonsense.
Solomon says where there is wisdom there is a few number of words. .
Flawed Beauty can often lash out in the most horrible ways as a
friend may not be fully aware of their situation the Beauty may lash
out that they are upset that the intimacy level is flawed when we relate
to each other and everything is nice things go well with our minds but
immediately when we find that somebody doesn't know us or they
don't appreciate what we already have established we can become
easily upset this is played out. God does this in the first few chapters
of meeting Moses he wrestles with his anger the difference between
God and us is we mutely rush into demanding the night while God
continues to hope during his anger. When Beauty assaulted is upset
that the intimacy is broken it may come out in a horrible manner
considering the other person doesn't know you as human sinful nature
we might lash out at the person I often hear people called names to
people who don't understand the simple things deep-freeze you are so
stupid. It's repeated simply because we do not fully understand the
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other person. Obviously that is a sinful act should not reach out or
lash out and harm our neighbor. But it's so easy to do when we are
personally assaulted because we forget to consider hope. This plays out
with our children if we can recognize that the authors of stories are
trying to tell us what is right and wrong by simply listening to the
authors we can all realize that even the author might have failure in
being completely righteous in their assessments. If we follow the
world's advice we just find question are you happy does it make you
happy therefore go for it but as we hear from Alanis Morissette if it
makes you happy or no it's Sheryl Crow I figured if it makes you
happy then why are you so sad.? It is the fearless among us that come
up with grand stories like someone rides the back of a whale me
personally I would choose the back of a polar bear I find that bears in
particular look so much like dogs they could be considered of the same
kind and those unique individuals of gotten a chance to raise bears
and become friends with bears as adults have found them to be very
playful similar to dogs but who knows. Children are often introduced
in stories so that they can say the darndest things as many people say
children are unabashedly honest when they see a person obviously and
ethically in a weird position they pointed out hey mommy look at that
guy dressed up like a cartoon character. They might also point out a
flaw in us such as look at that big fat guy. A very painful and hurtful
statement I often told my son as he was going up you can't say the F
word, fat. It is very cruel to call somebody that however the child does
not under stand the cruelty. It's just that children are so captivated
with their own image that they don't recognize anyone else most
psychologists agree that eight years old is the first time that the average
child can relate to someone else. I've heard a test which ask your child
which hand is your right hand when you ask them they would use
their right hand and mirror you and choose your left hand. At eight
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years old however the average child recognizes that we are asking a
question about relating to us therefore they have to understand that
we like them are in a position that they need to realize that our right
hand is on their left. After a child spends its first eight years or so only
focused on their own desires then the child learns to relate to others it
is 13 that the Jewish community has a bar mitzvah dictating that boys
are now of manhood. But however the Bible is not in agreement it
agrees that 20 is the age of consent.
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Why should I be weak?

Each woman must ask herself this question once in her life. Then
she probably moves on, or joins or starts a feminist movement.
Movements can be small like how Pollyanna’s aunt, controlled the
entire town with her demands.
I prefer Winifred from Mary Poppins (the movie) not the book.
She was perfectly a woman. Struggling with her desire to have input
into the affairs of the world. Turning her nose at what men call
intelligence. But she never resorts to being a man. She doesn’t change
roles like women and men do all day long today.
Someone that has a weaker softer heart can be male or female. David
had both a strong and weak heart. Only someone like David could
switch on a dime, whether he was a full-out warrior, or in a musical,
rejected, and depressed huddle. He felt deeply, much more than many
men experience. That comes from the poverty, being the Zachary
Zween of his family he came last.
Rahab was seemingly rescued along with her family while everyone
in Jericho was killed. Many people struggle with this passage because
they don’t see the importance. See there was only one battle to fight
and that was to rescue Rahab. And then the rest were defensive
maneuvers. After Jericho Aikin stole the gold, silver and robe and
buried it. Then they were attacked by other kings, chased them all
down to destroy them all.
Another thing people struggle with is why was God so brutal.
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I never hear pastors talk about this and the congregation suffers from
more unintelligent conversations about Scripture.
David comes from Rahab. In a sense, God was rescuing them. For
they would be dead if not for that one rescue. Remember they sat on
the battlefield as Goliath taunted them all in fear.
But the weakling of God, had other
plans. This Giant would not
disrespect his God on his land! Out
steps the weak thing of the world and
slices his head off in the presence of
all of the Philistines.

Palastine, Philistine...why
has the media and everyone
changed the pronunciation
of this phrase. Are they
trying to remove the Goliath
imagery by changing the
spelling?

God uses sorrow to draw us to Him. Haggai reminds Israel, they
have been brought low, so they would consider their history—their
ways. It’s important to press on but it’s equally important to return to
your past to truly examine it for points of perversion.
When we fight back and push away from God, what recourse does
God use? Does he wait in resistible grace? I don’t believe that for one
second.
God must charge in to rescue HIS Beauty. He must change the mind
of the person; otherwise none of us would join God. He is tenacious
in his efforts. This is perfectly portrayed in the Hulk; you can slow
him down, but there is no stopping him. He will over-power you with
his infinite mercy, he will entangle you into the net of grace, he will
entice you with his words. And He will mesmerize you with his love.
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Like Satan we fear God will not be good to us so we instantly reach
for what we want. We take it, we ignore the words of our family.
Because we have the power to do so.
And we take our hearts and turn away. But He is not
silent, He is not quiet. We just are not listening.
OUT OF THE GREY
Silent
When we go we drowned ourselves in drugs that deaden the pain of
our confrontation, or sorrow. Not big pain, I’m talking about the little
times that happen all day long for most people. They get into a
situation and boom, they forget there is a God. Maybe later they laugh
and say, well I shouldn’t respond like that. But they forgot God for a
moment. That’s not very Christian, but they really fail to return to the
root cause. They are trying to white-wash their tomb. When they
should look for the root cause, in the heart.
Drugs oddly enough tend to make us sit in our sorrow, rather than
make us forget. We turn to fill our day with distractions to deaden the
confrontation. It’s literally everywhere. You have to shut down, or else
you would be overwhelmed. Even Scripture must be taken slowly or
it will turn your stomach sour too many times you may go mad.
We reach out to deaden the pain we choose story, we choose
Comedy, we choose Action. Anything but a story of sorrow. I tend to
like stories of sorrow like Hotel Rwanda, Lemony Snicket’s A Series
of Unfortunate Events, and Saving Mr. Banks. These movies move
me and I enjoy it.
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Perversion

Perversion is simply replacing what should be with what shouldn’t
be. We replace right relationships with wrong ones. We exchange
truth for a lie.
Solomon outlined perversion in Proverbs chapter 1. The first section
urges the reader to wisdom. The second part speaks of reaching out to
demand the wealth of another. The third section deals with the
exchange of truth with a lie. Perversion is what we cling to when we
do not believe what God has said.
The real beginning, is deny. Perversion lives in denial. Most people
would think the opposite. Remember I told you earlier, you can’t
always trust your gut when someone is being demanding or denying?
The trigger is in what they are losing. This is the counseling part.
Why we even have to. This stuff is hard folks. To return you to
Rightness? Harmony with the dance of God? To walk back into Him?
I know very few good counselors. But they all have 1 thing in common:
They can see the counselee’s desire like it was written on their face.
They get to the ‘heart’ of the matter. They know how to ask questions,
they know how to poke at desire, and expose things. They are
dangerous people that can really understand someone, fully. They can
see the disconnections and connections.
We pervert out desires in the same way. Sometimes the perversion is
only slight. Sometimes it’s great. Wisdom leads you away from
perversion. If you seek it. Seeking it is actually intertwined with the
desire for Beauty.
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The world can get the truths because they are only symbolic. They
don’t actually force the observer to believe. When you see a story of
love and betrayal no one has to consider if it is right or wrong. They
know what it is like to be hurt.
How do we replace the symbolism that leads to life? We simply fail
to see God in every picture. We watch action movies all the time. And
we think we will be satisfied with those moments. But if you think
about it, you can’t watch those stories more than once. The best action
movie is only good once. Now if there is something good in that movie,
we can watch it again. But if it is just action, it will not be desired
again. We got the point, someone in trouble then the hero comes in
to save the day. But it becomes routine.
You don’t need to see it again. It’s no longer exciting. It pulls on our
heart strings by saying, you may be losing now, but soon you could be
“winning.” Even a story about bad intentions, once you know their
character, you root for them and want to see them succeed. Because
success is something immortals do. It’s what you were made for.
The only way we can actually have success is when we align with
God. He is the only way to become successful.
We offer petting pleasure to our children and animals. It’s different
than we do with our lover. Most people recognize the boundary. The
pedophile steps over the boundary and demands pleasure from a
perverse idea.
Pleasure is right and good. But intimacy belongs to the sacred. It is
special. And we have lost ourselves in the perversion of how far the
world has taken us away from God.
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Some fantasize about a stranger giving them pleasure. Because we all
experience on a daily basis that God, our true Beauty is being replaced
by an idol. An act of mistrust for our pleasure.
We fantasize that someone else will rescue us. We are aroused even
at the very mention of it. The perverse generation has not gone away
and each perversion plays a very scary role in understanding Scripture
and that subject matter. Some even believe they are their own hope of
rescue. Humanism embraces this idea. They do not see it as a
perversion of the truth.
Some are simply happy to be unaware of real truth. Pilate replies to
Jesus in this way.
What is Truth?...
JOHN 18:38
Then he walks away not wanting to hear his answer. He is
completely satisfied with his answer. But it’s not an answer. He was
simply saying there is no such thing. Any 3-year-old can tell you that
there are lies and there are truths.

Being Enjoyed

Knowing we are being seen is pleasurable. Our longing to be known,
touches on the sexual nature of what God created. Many fantasize
about being watched as a
Dan Allender is a great resource for understanding sexual abuse sin
and the Bible. The Wounded Heart is a book I have often turned to
for wisdom of understanding how adults can understand about their
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own indoctrination into perversion. I will not be exploring it any
farther than this.

Comedy

What makes us turn to laughter? Why do we like to laugh? What is
the root? Most people agree that comedy is rooted in sorrow. Funny
things can be considered sad to at least one person, or something in
the past that was sad. We often use comedy to not experience pain. As
a means of shutting down.
“Well at least he didn’t have that stupid boat. You don’t have to
worry about selling that after the funeral,” one might hear at a funeral
with a near smile. The comedic appeal to laugh when you are
experiencing sorrow is great.
We experience emotions in waves. If we ride a wave for too long, we
can become overwhelmed. And confusion can set it. How do I
continue to feel. My tears have stopped (after a time). Now What?
After euphoric feelings, tension can cause confusion. The heart is sick
of the tension of confusion and boredom. It can’t stand to be still and
not experience any resolution. We want justice now! Bring my baby
back to life, we would say.
But King David seemed to experience the depth of his emotion, and
didn’t let it change who he was. The one who had God’s heart. Many
believe that emotion is to be combatted. We already do that enough.
It’s time to try a different method. Presence. Fearless Presence!
Comedy is rooted in confusion. When you don’t understand what’s
going on you are confused, and hence turn to sorrow. You don’t have
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to choose sorrow; you can know the pain may be good for you.
Confusion is part of sorrow. It can lead to fear. It’s easy to see the map:
It's interesting how comedians tell their stories. As a comedian you
have to know story details like this. You can't relate to the world, if
you can't understand the simple stories that we all share. Here is a
possible route:
First, you are presented with a desire. You don’t get it. But you aren’t
sure you are getting it. You are presented with a choice to demand,
hope, or deny. But comedy can come before sadness sets in. It is not
simply sorrow that leads to comedy. Confusion is the beginning of
tragedy. If you are caught in an ambivalent moment, you can be more
confused than sad. At that moment, a perversion of thought, can lead
to something sad. Then looking at your sad events, you find a way to
see humor in the confusion. But that in itself, is the perversion. You
should be crying at the horrible event, but you don’t realize: it’s not
right.

The Assault on Beauty

The pressure to be beautiful can be damaging. For the most part, as
a society we are lost when it comes to this. Some women obsess about
their beauty. Some don’t even care. This is the most diverse time in
history.
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Teacher

The Asian culture deeply respects the idea of a teacher student
relationship. It is very unique in Asia. They have a unique method of
teaching as well with understanding five elements; fire, water, earth,
wood, and metal. Each element has a particular principle response to
certain stimulus. Wood for instance, has a particular response that is
slightly hard and slightly soft for instance. A rock, or earth would
respond with the force (demand) and water would respond with less
of a demand (gentleness). The wind would respond with the least
amount of demand it's interesting to think about these things as the
way we respond to each other in our sinful nature.
Of course sometimes what is required is quick and other times it
should be slow.
A harsh rebuke once or twice, but the majority of time love should
win all which would be something like the wind. It says it has an
intention and if you resisted you may be able to resist it. The wind
does not demand that you bend. Just make it a soft transition over
those things. But the wind bends to structure. Air and water are very
similar according to God Air is water without.
he sent a wind over the earth, and the waters receded
GENESIS 8:1
We are trapped between 2 forces. Air and water. Have you ever
noticed that once you are underwater, gravity seems to stop? It is
because you have air inside you. You are now a bubble in an alternate
space. I find it fascinating subject. But in this case it is like God is
holding us down on the earth,
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He let loose the east wind from the heavens and by his
power made the south wind blow.
PSALM 78:26
He makes winds his messengers, flames of fire his
servants.
PSALM 104:4
We are held in gentleness.
“Where were you when I laid the earth’s foundation?
Tell me, if you understand.
JOB 38:4

The earth’s foundation is 2 bodies of water. Separated. We were told
this in Genesis 1. They repel each other. The nature of the universe is
binary. He repeats this over and over.
Once you cross the boundary of perversion you enter into a
Yin/Yang position of demand and deny (shut down, avoid, defend,
fight for the wrong reason, etc.).
One that says you can only live in the Air. You can play with the
boundary but you can’t live in the ocean. This leads us instantly to
think of a way to do so. We are naturally explorers. The image of God
is; all things are possible.
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The Lord said, “If as one people speaking the same
language they have begun to do this, then nothing they
plan to do will be impossible for them.
GENESIS 11:6
The energy of Globalization has been with us since the beginning. It
is the fight to be holy.
The domination of the world is 2-fold. For self domination, or to
fulfil the command of God. You are only serving you, or God. You
can’t have it both ways.
Daniel-san, must talk. Walk left side of road, ok.
Walk right side of road, ok. Walk middle, sooner or
later you get squished like grape.
You Karate do, Yes, or you karate do, no. You Karate
do, “guess so?” Sooner or later, you get squished like
grape.
MR. MIYAGI – PAT MORITA
The Karate Kid
When I first heard Mr. Miyagi say that, I knew exactly what he
meant. Either you are going to do something, or you are not. There is
a level of intent that we can have. I do not deny that. Human intent
can make us do amazing and horrible things.
It’s either all in with constant forward pressure, or just stop doing
what you are doing. You are wasting energy.
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Do nothing useless.
MIYAMOTO MUSASHI
The Book of 5 Rings
But when someone tries to overpower you, fight back.
At no point in the Bible does it say, allow yourself to be abused
violently. There are passages that say, offer yourself, and turn the other
cheek, but these are easily resistible. Remember,
The Lord is a Warrior, the Lord is his Name.
EXODUS 15:3
But,
I am the man who has seen affliction
by the rod of the Lord’s wrath.
LAMENTATIONS 3:1
And,
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The Lord is good to those whose hope is in him,
to the one who seeks him; it is good to wait quietly
for the salvation of the Lord. It is good for a man to
bear the yoke while he is young. Let him sit alone in
silence, for the Lord has laid it on him. Let him bury his
face in the dust—there may yet be hope.
Let him offer his cheek to one who would strike him,
and let him be filled with disgrace. For no one is cast off
by the Lord forever. Though he brings grief, he will
show compassion, so great is his unfailing love. For he
does not willingly bring affliction or grief to anyone.
LAMENTATIONS 3:25-33
I’ve actually never heard anyone say that Jesus was quoting Scripture
when he said,
But I tell you, do not resist an evil person. If anyone
slaps you on the right cheek, turn to them the other
cheek also.
MATTHEW 5:39
For as a young man he took on our oppression, to judge rightly what
to do. But don’t expect to be the oppressor in the future. The roles
will be reversed.
Once we fall in love and try and share life together we find however,
we have differences. There is a constant war happening around you.
In your family, your work and your daily activities.
Where ever you go, you are offered the opportunity to be the hands
and feet of Jesus. Wherever that leads, however that happens. Some
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people are led in the desert. Some are led in the palace. It is those that
live in the desert that you should listen to. It is the weak where your
ears should go. Listen to the weak ones around you. Then you will see
the whole picture. It wasn’t until George Banks listened to his children
that Mary Poppins was no longer needed.
It wasn’t until Peter Banning rescued his children from the dark and
sinister man, Captain Hook, that he found his happy thought. His
children.
Sure we can instantly agree that children are our happy thought. But
how it actually plays out, how much you value it, will determine how
much energy you put into it. If you love God, you will keep his
commandments.
Love the Lord with all your heart mind and soul. Did you know that
the following chapters are actually detailed descriptions about how
you can fulfil the first commandment? That follows for the other
commands.
The first detail we are given is to remind ourselves what God has said
and done. How are we doing on that one? How well do you remind
yourself about God?
When you live in a world devoid of God, you begin to demand your
way, your satisfaction. You become like the other children in the Willy
Wonka story. We demand our own way.
When this happens sexually, we press ourselves into a secret realm of
pleasure and sin. When you leave a child in that wake, you disturb
them.
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I remember vividly the moment the world turned for me. It was an
episode of Mork and Mindy. I saw scantily clad women on T.V. for
the first time, and I was aroused. I was 8 years old.
I constantly struggled with sexual abuse problems from the age of 4.
I didn’t realize that I had been abused until I was much older. This
ended up shaping my whole idea about sex. It was also the main reason
I studied Biblical Counseling.

Story

It is the details of a relationship that create our story. The nagging
repetition. Follow the cloud or the pillar of fire the Hebrews did.
When we get trapped in our mundane we write a story that is boring.
The first thing I heard from friends in the mission field was,
sometimes it’s just the laundry that gets to me. I see the pile and I see
that it never goes away. It’s small details over and over. Women seem
to be very good at those kinds of tasks. It is men, that have a hard time
doing the small things.
When my friend and sons’ godmother told me that she was tired in
the little she was doing in Papua New Guinea. My heart broke. Even
the curse of work has come to women. And she has a Masters in
Biblical Counseling.
It’s easy to see the happy ending. It’s just not capable of happening.
We have all lost our fairytale at one point or another. Even after ecstasy
we find it hard to remain. There is something divine and disturbing
in the act of sex. Every time after I experienced sex I was so happy.
But then something crept up on me. There is something wrong.
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It took me a while to realize I was using my wife as a false idol. I
wasn’t even treating her that well. Better than some I guess. I was a
professing Christian. I wouldn’t beat her. But I would say things to
her. I don’t care, whatever. When she hit me with the I never loved
you statement, I was pretty broken. I considered driving the car into
oncoming traffic. It was my darkest moment.
It is one thing to say I met a girl and we love each other and the rest
is history. But it is quite another thing to document and describe all
of the details of the turmoil of the emotions that I went through on a
daily basis.
Frank Tomlinson often used to remind us that the first pain that we
come to is unrequited love. In fact, as soon as we are around seven or
eight years old we have already experienced this. For some children
it’s their parents love, some children wait until longer to reach out
towards the idea of loving someone. But the initial experience is
usually a bad one. Very few children meet the love of their life at the
beginning of their life and go all the way through to the end without
ever having to leave that person. This is the heart string of Forest
Gump’s, Jenny.
The majority of us first experience pain when we are unloved by
someone that we care about.
You can often find this in stories given to children dealing with this
issue. The most important thing you can do as an author is write
children's stories that deal with these facts about God. These people
are on the front line of our defense. Those who teach children should
first love children for sure. But how much do they love God?
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If you are on the other side of that feeling, the best you can do for
someone who has feelings of love for you and you do not have the
same for them is to love them as much as you do. Don't shun them
away from you. Try to understand their pain.
However, what most likely happens is the person ignores the other
never to establish any other form of relationship. This may be seen as
a form of protection it might even be seen as a form of helping the
other person. But in reality it is simply fear.
It's like the difference between sport and reality.
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Act 7 – The Beauty of Truth

The Beauty of Truth

It takes 10 times longer to pull yourself together than
to fall to pieces
GALE
Mocking Jay part 1
Let the Earth shake, our hope is unchanged.
NATALIE GRANT
Our Hope Endures

I don’t care if it’s crass, give me the numbers, give me
the bottom line, just give me the truth – no chaser.
MEG RYAN
Kate and Leopold
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Here are the things I have learned personally. I will try and not repeat
anything you may know already.
When God first appears to us It may look like an over-demanding
parent who has too many rules. He confronts us as a lamb, letting us
kill Him. All to prove His Love. The secret is: God is the only Beauty
to chase.
But when you don’t you see Him like this:
Woe to those who go down to Egypt for help, who rely
on horses, who trust in the multitude of their chariots
and in the great strength of their horsemen, but do not
look to the Holy One of Israel, or seek help from the
Lord.
ISAIAH 31:1
Jeremiah’s overall message is repeated, “You have forgotten me and
chase after false gods.” You don’t love me, and I’m right here. I’m real.
Ezekiel’s message repeats, “And then, they will know that I am the
Lord.”
It’s like talking to a wife in a coma. Can she even hear us? The stories
get through. This is God’s example of how he was talking to the
Israelites. His message has not changed. He loves you. He really does.
You have the power to listen.
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Full of Truth

A teacher represents a confrontation to a student. Just as Pink
Floyd’s song says “hey teacher, leave them kids alone, all you are is
another brick in the Wall”. The modern world hates rebuke. The
rebuke is viewed as a wall; they believe that has to be torn down. It
can’t be a good thing to be changed, taught, or rebuked. We don’t like
boundaries. Teachers are always challenging and confronting students
with their ideas, conceptions, misconceptions, with the truth, and
with reality. Only when the student accepts the relationship will any
change happen.
It’s a sign of postmodernism. They feel they don't need to look back
into the past and press on only to what their experience tells them is
reality and truth.
Just from examining this idea that we don't need a teacher; it's okay
to go on without somebody telling us something of experience before
us. We've all fell into the mistakes of History, and the realities of
Truth.
The Asian culture deeply respects the idea of a teacher/student
relationship. It is very unique in Asia. They have a unique method of
teaching as well as understanding five elements; fire, water, earth,
wood, and metal. Each element has a particular principled response to
certain stimulus. Wood has a response that is slightly hard and slightly
soft. Considering the whole tree, there is a hard trunk and flexible
branches. A rock would respond with hardness (demand) and water
would respond with intention but less of a demand (demand).
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The wind would respond with the least amount of demand it's
interesting to think about these things as the way we respond to each
other in our sinful nature. Of course sometimes what is required is
quick and other times the harsh rebuke but the majority of time love
should win all which would be something like the wind it says it has
an intention and if you resisted you may be able to resist it. The wind
does not demand that you bend over those things bend in the wind.
Air and water are very similar according to God Air is water without.
In this they discover God by moving and learning about the laws of
God. We learn the soft path is the most powerful.

Born Again?

A great teaching example of Jesus’ confrontation style is when He
said to Nicodemus: “you must be born again” and Nicodemus didn't
understand what he was talking about. Then Jesus asks him “you are
Israel's teacher and you don't understand this?”
It's kind of a slap in the face really. Here you have a Rabbi tell telling
a Pharisee that he doesn’t understand the Scripture. Jesus is constantly
challenging our version of the truth.
Nicodemus didn’t know, because he apparently didn’t see it when
he read it. Jesus’ response to him sounds like he’s scolding him for not
knowing the basics of mathematics as a math teacher. “you haven’t
taught your students to add and subtract?” It’s said with such
importance it is meant as a harsh rebuke. But most of us would just
keep on reading without stopping and asking. “Should the Jews have
known about the being born again?” If that’s true and it was not
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obvious, what are we missing? It’s probably so simple we often pass it
by trying to decipher Bible codes.
Surely the Sovereign Lord does nothing without
revealing his plan to his servants the prophets.
AMOS 3:7
Do we really think God hides his most important things in code?
I’ve often wondered for months what Jesus had meant by “you are
Israel’s teacher?”
So it became a nagging question. I had continued in my pursuit of
God later by starting an exhaustive study of Genesis. And I continued
looking for skeptical challenges, because I wanted to know for certain,
if a skeptic has checked it and found issue, I wanted to know there
better be answer for it. I wanted the Truth!
After I started reading the Bible in Jeremiah, I began reading the in
the gospel of John and Genesis. I read them at the same time, but
wouldn’t say that I read it, more than I studied it. When I stopped
trying to just read and tried to know what was being written, I found
treasure after treasure. After 10 months of reading and diagramming
Genesis as much as I did, I suddenly had the answer to Nicodemus’
problem.
I realized God was repeating himself. He kept referring to birth and
death. At first I thought, “if I were to summarize Genesis, what is the
theme?” I instantly thought, the Love book. Since every one of the
people followed in the story were those loved by God. We get very
little information about others in the book, it’s not a book about Esau
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but Jacob, It’s not a story about Lot, but of Abraham. The others are
“supporting” characters.
But then as I examined the characters God focused on. I began to
see a pattern emerge. The pattern of the second son. The first secondson, Abel, had a better sacrifice and was murdered for it.
The next second-son was cursed: “Ham the father of Cainan” I’m
more certain the translation should be “Cainan, whose father was
Ham. But still, we still have the cursing of the “second-son’s” line.
Despite those that think Ham is the youngest, this is incorrect. The
story continues throughout the book. Abraham is a second-born son,
Isaac, Jacob, and Ephraim.
Maybe when they repeat “the God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob,”
should have been Nicodemus clue to say, “the God of the second
born.” Maybe he would have looked at Jesus and said. “Oh, yeah huh?”
Maybe he did. He sure stuck by him after that harsh rebuke. Jesus was
nearly driving him to become angry. But He gains him as a follower.
Broken Becomes Fixed
Luke’s gospel records that Keenan is the father of Selah. This would
be an obvious error pointed out by many skeptical scholars. Genesis is
clear about years and fathers and sons. There is a timeline that can be
made. This really disturbed me for a while until I realized what was
going on. I had to keep reading my Bible for a while until I came to
Leviticus 18, where it is clear that the phrase used in Genesis meant
that someone (Canaan) had uncovered his father’s nakedness,
(Arphaxhad’s wife).
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And the sons of Noah, that went forth of the ark, were
Shem, and Ham, and Japheth: and Ham is the father of
Canaan.
GENESIS 9:18
the sons of Ham; Cush, Mizraim, Put, and Canaan.
GENESIS 10:6
Many people know that Mizraim is the Hebrew word for Egypt. All
of Egypt comes from Ham’s second son.
Notice that the order given also tells the birth order. Shem is the first
born, as Jesus is descended from the first born son of Noah. The
Israelites are all Semites (descended from Shem).
So what exactly is Noah saying when he says:
When Noah awoke from his wine, he knew what his
younger son had done to him. So he said,
“Cursed be Canaan; A servant of servants he shall be to
his brothers.”
GENESIS 9:24
Now most people want to say, Noah is cursing Canaan because he
is the son of Ham. But Ham is not Noah’s youngest son. Oops? Is this
an error in Scripture? I believe there is an error, in the translation. If
Canaan is his youngest “grandson,” then Noah could be cursing
Canaan for what he did. Luke does confirm this so there is little
argument. The only difference is that Luke calls him Keenan (Fixed).
I think Luke is trying to be very subtle in his text. He is a master at
hiding details in a single word. Consider Mary.
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Mary’s Gospel

I call Luke’s gospel, the Gospel of Mary, the mother of Jesus,
according to Luke. Just like John’s gospel there is a bit of trickery in
Luke. For instance, why does he give a totally different genealogy of
Jesus? When referring to why the trip to Bethlehem, “Joseph also
went.”
Why not “Joseph went?” What’s with the “also” in that verse that
makes no sense. Unless you were basically saying, Joseph went with
Mary, not because they weren’t married as of yet so Mary had no
business going with him. He obviously went also with Mary and her
family, because they were all descendants of David.
The split is another unique thing in Scripture.
Son of David
Just think Nathan vs. Solomon in the battle of Mary and Joseph’s
genealogy. The split in Luke and Matthew is easily seen after David.
One says Nathan, the other Solomon.
It is a requirement that Jesus must have a right to the throne. He
also needs to be blood related to David.
I find it interesting to know that David was really an outsider. He
was, in case you didn’t know, a product of the war on Jericho. Does
that mean he has Canaanite blood? It’s possible.
The Bible is full of repeating stories of redemption of outsiders and
the sexually perverted. David’s blood is from the prostitute Rahab. He
also comes from the line of the Moabites through Ruth, the sexual
perversion of Lot and his daughter.
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Numbers

The repetitive numbers in the Bible are obvious to most people. But
there are some unique variations that are not as well known.
3 often represents divergence. There were 3 sons of Noah. Shem’s
line is attacked by Canaan (Broken).

Most people don’t know the animals came for 7 days. Then the flood
started. Most people don’t think that’s important. But it is. The 7 is
an end times prophecy. “Just as in the days of Noah” We are promised
a 7 before the coming “flood”.
However, most people follow a false teaching on this. The only place
given for a 7 is in Daniel 9. But Daniel is recording a covenant will be
made. And most people think this is a peace treaty. The Anti-Christ
they have been told about is a world leader come to trick us. But that
is nothing like what the Bible intends. Each part of the verse is about
Jesus. “The king who is to come shall be cut off. Then the daily
sacrifices will be put to an end.” We all know that’s Jesus. It proves he
was the messiah.
The daily sacrifices are ended. Therefore, the Messiah came. If you
don’t believe in Jesus, then who was the Messiah? Because that was
His entrance date, when he rode in on a donkey according to Scripture.
Daniel speaks about a 7. But the time of the Messiah was a 70-year
period from birth to the destruction of the temple in 70AD. Even the
date is marked in History as a seven. The captivity in Babylon was 70
years. And the future covenant is for a 70-year period. That period is
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ending May 15, 2018. According to the Julian calendar and sometime
earlier in the Hebrew calendar, possibly November 2017.
After the time of the Gentiles is completed.

Who is Jesus?

Some people focus on Jesus being the son of God. Others focus on
Jesus being the father.
So let’s understand Jesus as the Son. If you believe Jesus is God, as a
son he is the “Second of God” I would say Jesus is a (mono-genes)
“only derived” of God. He is a derivative of God.
He comes from God. But maybe not in the way that most people
think. Jesus himself said through John’s gospel “I am the Word of
God.” In chapter 5 we see Jesus arguing with some Rabbi’s.
You study the Scriptures diligently because you believe
they give you eternal life.
JOHN 5:39
Most people stop there and say “See, it’s not about how much of the
Bible you read.” Maybe they say things like “It’s about Jesus.” And
sadly they are speaking the truth. But only a half-truth. And I’m about
to reveal a struggle I have had with the church for many years.
They are so wrong on this interpretation. It’s condemning. And like
the words of Elihu I must confess the whole truth. John 1-7 attempts
to make it abundantly clear that Jesus is the Walking, Talking, Word
of God.
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When he confronts the Jews about diligent study, he was arguing
from the truth. He was not correcting them, in any way. He was
agreeing with them. He said “Just like you study Scripture diligently,
why do you refuse to come to me? I am the Scriptures!
I guess, if he spoke that clearly they would have stoned him right
there. And Jesus had barely even explained anything by that time.
John, as he records his first teacher’s words,
Look, the lamb of God.

JOHN THE BAPTIST
John 1:35

He was sent away by his first teacher (John the Baptist) with Andrew
to follow the Lamb.
John was the first of Jesus’ disciples. Many people seem to miss this
point. It’s no wonder that Jesus liked him. He was the first recruit. He
and Andrew introduce Jesus to Andrew’s brother Peter.
John, like Luke is using a little bit of deception but it may be a
cultural one. It may be that at the time of his gospel the Roman world
was not ready for the “first person” narrative. Or maybe he didn’t want
to be too arrogant in his writing. Whatever the reason, we have to
decipher that he and Andrew follow him because they are John the
Baptists’ disciples. John’s gospel doesn’t say this, but it is meant to be
inferred. You really have to read the whole story and then realize it is
John who is confronted by Jesus with the words of Eternity:
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What do you want?
JOHN 1:38
Jesus turns around and his first question to us is “What do you want?”
I think you could’ve stopped there and said, “Exactly. What do I want?”
Maybe if they would have asked, “tell us.” Jesus would have.
He did in fact when Philip asks him later, “just show us the father.”
He looks at him with the mask off and says “It’s me.” But some people
try and make this appear more complicated. Jesus is the image of the
Father but he is not HIM? I wonder how they reconcile Isaiah 9? What
do you think “ever-lasting father” means?

Israel’s Father

I am Israel’s father, and Ephraim is my first born.
JEREMIAH 31:9

I struggled with adding this part in the book. Most people have told
me that it is very complicated and hard to follow. But if you simply
listen to this verse you will hear it.
I have not heard any commentary on this so I will add it. The only
way to understand this verse is literally. You have to have a literal
interpretation or you get nothing. God is like a father doesn’t mean
anything. Especially when you add the fact that Ephraim and Israel
are neither first born.
Contradiction in reality
This apparent problem doesn’t stop here, it only begins. There is a
lifetime of knowledge I have obtained since unlocking this verse. I was
just not sure of my interpretation, until now.
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God is literally saying that He is the Father of Israel (Jacob) and
Ephraim. How can this be? This is the first call of Typology. He
references a story, the story of Jacob and says, “That’s me.” Same with
the story of Joseph. God says, those are me. And I am the father of
those men, Isaac, and Joseph. God says, those stories, they are about
me. God later comes in the form of Jesus to show us just what He
meant. Then we saw Genesis as prophecy.
That is why Ephraim and Jacob represent the church. You will have
to read all of Scripture again with that in mind to see what I am talking
about. It is everywhere in the Bible. I first found it studying
contradictions in Scripture.
Revelation missed the tribe of Ephraim, and I knew why.
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The Ephraimites will become like warriors,
and their hearts will be glad as with wine.
Their children will see it and be joyful;
their hearts will rejoice in the Lord.
I will signal for them
and gather them in.
Surely I will redeem them;
they will be as numerous as before.
Though I scatter them among the peoples,
yet in distant lands they will remember me.
They and their children will survive,
and they will return.
I will bring them back from Egypt
and gather them from Assyria.
I will bring them to Gilead and Lebanon,
and there will not be room enough for them.
They will pass through the sea of trouble;
the surging sea will be subdued
and all the depths of the Nile will dry up.
Assyria’s pride will be brought down
and Egypt’s scepter will pass away.
I will strengthen them in the Lord
and in his name they will live securely,”
declares the Lord.
ZECHARIAH 10:7-12
I smell a rapture. While this is a reference to the return of Israel,
happening today, it is also a reference to the rapture.
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Spirit

What is the Spirit?
I reasoned, if Abraham had the Holy Spirit and David, then it was
not something special and reserved for certain believers only after
Pentecost. How did David have the Spirit before then?
The Bible describes the Holy Spirit, as the Word of God.
Take the helmet of salvation and the sword of the
Spirit, which IS the Word of God.
EPHESIANS 6:17
The Spirit gives life; the flesh counts for nothing. The
words I have spoken to you—they are full of the Spirit
and life.
JOHN 6:63
Wait, what? Consider my NIV from 1998:
...The words I have spoken to you are Spirit and they
are life.
JOHN 6:63 (1984 NIV)
Yes, somewhere in the last 20 years a conspiracy of sorts has
happened. That of the removal of the Christ from the Spirit! We are
all taught they are different. But Jesus just said His Words are the
Spirit.
Maybe they would have you believe they made a mistake? That they
are correcting some error on their part.
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So, as the Holy Spirit says:
“Today, if you hear his voice,

HEBREWS 3:7

“As the Holy Spirit says,” is actually from Psalm 95. Do we just think
it’s ok to attribute the music to the Spirit? Or have we had it a little
wrong the whole time? I would say there are many who agree with me
on this issue. The Bible says it, that’s that for them. But for others,
they want to see this type of speech removed from Scripture. Because
they think it’s wrong, or too tough for them to deal with rather?
The Spirit of God was always upon the earth. It didn’t show up new
at the day of Pentecost. David spoke directly with God’s Spirit
constantly. Because the Word of God is the Spirit.
It often bewilders me that the church when presented with this
statement will be quick to call “Heresy,” but I’m just quoting
Scripture Word for Word.
God says, He came down in the form of a man. We are ok with this.
But then add the man is the very Word of God. His influence would
produce a book to which the majority of the world believes is the
Word of God. Seems pretty obvious to me. The Bible is the Spirit of
God. The Spirit of Jesus. Because they are one in the same. God’s
Word is a part of who He is. But sadly, this is where many Christians
will part with me. They say the Spirit is more. Well that may be true,
but it is the Word. Maybe their view of the Bible is limited?
When you go to the Bible you are meeting God. He’s speaking
directly to you.
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If you did a study on “word” in Scripture you will find some rather
interesting consistencies. Ultimately, the Beauty described in
Deuteronomy 8 was the same thing. God’s Word is life. The more
you have, the more life you have.
We are given God’s Word first through the Angels, then the
prophets and then the mouth of Jesus. The indwelling of the Holy
Spirit at the time of Pentecost was a supernatural ability to know,
speak, and be in tune with the Word of God (God’s Spirit). When
Stephen spoke before his stoning, he “spoke” and revealed things
about the Bible that were new and revealing. New, but still prophesied
and foreshadowed in the Old Testament.
We had men in the first century we knew that God spoke directly
with men.
Some people think that the Spirit is a ghost-like figure that can step
inside of people and give them the chills, and tell them what to do.
Every time I experienced it, it was from the songs we sang, a passage
read; the “words we hear.” It is the story that replays, the statement
you believe. Maybe they are words of disbelief. Sometimes we are
learning, sometimes we know.
But which of them has stood in the council of the Lord
to see or to hear his word? Who has listened and heard
his word?
JEREMIAH 23:18
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Our Spirit

We are told that we also have a spirit. Is our spirit separate from us?
Is it a different person? We are our spirit. God tells us that he counsels
His will (Eph 1:11). He considers what He has said previously.
The Spirit has never been referred to anything outside of the
description “The Word of God”. What is a ghost except a remnant of
something that once was? We keep it alive by having it in our spirit.
It invades us and makes us believe. The Word does this. Without
God’s Word he says you can’t have faith (Rom 10).
The Bible never admits that ghosts are real. There are a few events.
But God is never clear that ghosts (phantasm is related to the word
fantasy) are real. A delusion, based on a desire or a mind-trick. Like a
dream.
Samuel was brought back from the dead. A witch brings him up
from the dead. We are not told that dead people do this all the time.
We are not even told that was of God.
What we are left with is the remnant of God’s word, Jesus, is buried
inside of what is written in Scripture. We no longer have a
supernatural indwelling of the Spirit as they did in the first century.
Because as Paul tells us in 1 Corinthians 13 that “when perfection
comes, the imperfect will pass away.” What imperfect things?
Prophecy, Healing, Tongues, and anything else that draws away from
the simple idea that Love is the most important thing we can know.
Some people believe that this part of the chapter refers to the coming
of Jesus. But why would you need the gifts if Jesus was here? The
context was on ministry of the gospel. Why would spreading the
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gospel be important after the second coming? It won’t be, they are
mistaken.
The true baptism of the Spirit comes with the diligent study of
Scripture (John 5:39) including the life and words of Christ as the
fullness of the Scriptures. So that we have all of the words of God and
live (Deu 8:1-3). And have them in great abundance and richness:
Let the message of Christ dwell among you richly as
you teach and admonish one another with all wisdom
through psalms, hymns, and songs from the Spirit,
singing to God with gratitude in your hearts.
COLOSSIANS 3:16
My Bible says “words of Christ”. There’s a bit of a difference in this
translation. The current words imply specifically not to the Bible. In
error.
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Be careful to follow every command I am giving you
today, so that you may live and increase and may enter
and possess the land the Lord promised on oath to your
ancestors. Remember how the Lord your God led you all
the way in the wilderness these forty years, to humble
and test you in order to know what was in your heart,
whether or not you would keep his commands. He
humbled you, causing you to hunger and then feeding
you with manna, which neither you nor your ancestors
had known, to teach you that man does not live on
bread alone but on every Word that comes from the
mouth of the Lord.
DEUTERONOMY 8:1-3
There are tons of verses that talk about lacking understanding of
God. Why is it required that we know every Word of God? Can’t we
just have faith in Jesus? Isn’t that enough? By grace alone you have
been saved.
But it is the Word of God that convicts the sinner. It is the Word of
God that reminds us of “everything Jesus said.” And it is the Word of
God that produces the fruits of the Spirit. To actually live like Christ,
you must have His words.
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Let the Word of Christ dwell in you richly
COLOSSIANS 3:16

The 3-fold path: Proverbs 1

The 3 paths are given to us in the first chapter of Proverbs.
Part one, he speaks of the idea that you have to have the fear of the
Lord before you can understand. I would consider this to mean, look
both ways before you cross. If the most powerful person in the
universe likes you, don’t just ignore his book. That’s stupid.
but fools despise wisdom and instruction.
PROVERBS 1:7
In verse 10 he describes the path of demanding. In verse 24-26 he
describes the position of perversion. Not listening to God is sin also
known as perversion, wrong, unlawful, disturbing, distasteful, and
gross but, laughter is his response. It’s part confusion, “why didn’t you
let me save you?” and part sorrow, “I wanted to save you.” So of course
God must laugh.
Laughter is born out of confusion, but it likely leads to a sad story.
Once confusion sets in, laughter can begin to process the emotion.
The first time you are introduced to laughter you are disturbed.
Someone is trying to play with your feet, and it tickles. You feel an
over abundance of a sensation and you must retract. We don’t know
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if we will die, or live. But it was fun, so we try again, we see how close
we can come.
When desires come your way, you choose three paths. The first path
is Demandingness. The path that leads you to hurt others to get what
you want.
The second path is Denial. When you are confused, you can often
use denial as a route to success. You deny your desire and tell yourself,
you don’t want it. You hurt yourself with this path. You accept
perversion as righteousness. You refuse to be yourself.

Hope

Hope brings faith, and love. It is love that stirs hope. If we keep it in
our thoughts, it causes us to minister to others. It says, GIVE away.
Hope comes to rescue. It is the symbol of Christianity. No other
religion has hope. A hope that what we do matters for eternity. This
hope is found in the Word. He says “seek wisdom” (Christ), which
gives hope.
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Act 8 – The Beauty

The Beauty

Who can make the Sun shine?
BILL, THE CANDY STORE CLERK
Willy Wonka

As a man, I would have informed you in writings of
my intentions.
LEOPOLD
Kate and Leopold
The history book on the shelf is always repeating itself
ABBA
Waterloo
You’re the one I ‘ve been waiting for, Lord I can see,
you came to rescue me.
OUT OF THE GREY
The One I’ve Been Waiting For
Beautiful Savior, Wonderful King
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DAVID CROWDER
“Wonderful King”

God, the Word, the Holy One of Israel—Yahavah (Jehovah) Elohim,
Jesus Our Savior, and Ruler of the Universe. Yeshua, Joshua,
Emmanuel the Lord of Hosts. The Captain of my captain, the King
of kings and Lord of lords, and Word of words. The true Ezer!
The God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob (the (second) born-again, of
God).
Israel’s King and Redeemer, the Lord Almighty: I am
the first and I am the last; apart from me there is no
God.
GOD
Isaiah 44:6
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Out-takes
The Law of the Fastball

I invented “the theory of the
fastball” as a martial art teaching tool.
I now call it the Law of the Fastball,
because it has never been able to be
unproven—it works, every time:

Casey of Mudville was a
mighty batter. He could hit a
mighty fast ball. The players
out in the field, had never seen a
man so mighty, a beautiful girls
dream. He stood at the fateful
plate and could taunt any fool
who would come to the mound.

Unlike Evolution theories,
that have no proven chains,
only theoretical possibilities,
chaining
theoretical
possibility; eventually you
have a black hole of
nonsense. Just try and find
the details of how we know
there are black holes and see
how many chains don’t exist.
It’s like they are just making
it up as they go. As long as
it’s written down long
enough maybe they can
disprove God. Well good luck
with that foolishness.

There were mighty fine pitchers from Cleveland to
Champlain. Men who could toss the ball so fast it would
nearly make you think—
Did he really throw a 105 miles per hour? He needs to do
it again; I think I blinked.
One after another they all fell down, to the mighty Casey
and the Mudville crowd. Many a pitcher would have a smile
on his face but they always left with their heads hanging low.
Walking back to the dugout after a failed game the crowd
was extra vicious. They would laugh and make fun at each
pitcher’s demise.
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Some used to think that Casey would be nothing without
the crowd. But that’s not true. I’ve seen him down. I know
what he did on that fateful day. The day he met, Alistair Shae.
Shae was a Scottish smarty-pants who didn’t drink and
loved the Lord loud. He knew his Bible up and down. Shae
wasn’t the sort of pitcher Casey was used to. He was a
thinking man because he laid off the drink. He wasn’t the
sort to make you feel you were just having too much of a
time, he would always chime in with a cheers and a grin and
put a few fine pints down. But at the end of the night when
all was said and done, it was Shae who was a carry’n-em all
home, to start the day’s farming again.
It was lovely fun church-ball and all. But the preachers
have warned against it. After the war was over and America
could rest again, we took to playing sports instead of
shooting men. We often wondered who was better, the
batter or the man who stood upon the little mound only
inches from the height of the rest of them.
Do you really really think that tiny ounce of height is gogo-going to give you mu-mu-much of a f-f-f-f-fight?
Especially when Casey is strutting in all of his might, lazily
prancing about as he sauntered to his position at the plate.
Casey was still hunting to find a girl in the land to finally
give him the 9 boys and help on the farm he dreams about. 9
boys so they can form a whole team. Casey was the biggest
rancher in town. He had 8 bulls and he could buy anything
he wanted. But he really loved being cheered at the game.
Shae on the other hand was poor; he worked for anyone
that could use his help. Sometimes for food, sometimes for
soda. It really depended on the kind of day he was having. I
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think I’ve seen him chew gum once or twice, but he just
doesn’t seem to have a vice.
Fear! It’s on the heart of every man. Fear is how Casey will
win this battle. He calls out to the crowd and greets the ump.
He spits on his hands and takes up the bat. With one
ferocious swing he cuts through the air, the woosh of it all,
heard for near a mile. I think I heard the sounds of an owl
take flight, somewhere out of the park.
Take the advice of the owl Shae, and run to the dugout.
Run back to the bunker where no fighting is done. In there
you can hide from the crowd and the sun, and stop
pretending you deserve to be out on this field.
But we have already dug ourselves out on this lawn, so let’s
all see who is the toughest of all. Slap your hand in your
glove and realize you control the game. For you have the
ball, Shae. The speed of the ball and the break of the ball are
silly tricks played by men.
Of course I am making this story up on the spot, but it is
fun. This story is simply David and Goliath. Mighty man
with a sword vs. kid with a rock. The rock rules until the
sword can reach. The sword is faster than any arm or leg,
and words can always reach the brain. The pen may have an
equal length, but it does no good to only have 1. Every man
and woman should train at each weapon presented, in case
danger come knocking on their door.
The crowd that gathered up that day was nearly everyone
in the county. They were even selling buttered corn heated
and popped in a bag. The women folk were also trying to sell
cake and pie to anyone who would come to them and pay the
nickel to them.
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I was out in left fields wall, scratch-ee-ing my head. I did
not know, how in God’s green, dusty, and filled with water
Earth, are you going strike that big man out?
I thunk, and realized we did a study in the back of his house
after church that day, we knew that “taunting Goliath” is the
same symbol of Casey.
All Shae really need to do is trust in the rock in his hand.
He knew he could place the ball anywhere but he did not
throw that fast. Shae was only 5 foot 3, kind of short if you
are a normal man. He remembered he could always climb a
tree, so the mound may just help indeed. The higher ground
is the smarter ground Shae later told me in his head, as he
thought.
Then he took a very deep breath and recalled everything
that
we
said.
“He hasn’t hit a single curveball since 1901 here we are it’s
1921 he’s got to be tired by now? Maybe one good fastball,
when he wasn’t thinking, would pass him right by over the
plate. But I think Shae could only get close to what you
thought was a fast pitch.
So we thought and thought and gave it a go, we threw a
curve ball at him slow. Casey swung and missed as he often
did, but this was where pitchers Lacque and Gkneali hardly
knew is, he could learn how you pitch. Then you were done,
and Casey would hit on, most likely to home run status.
The next time Shae threw, he did it with a fabulous curve
but Casey was somehow upon it. He swung and it clipped
the tip of the ball and it went into Sanderson’s field. The kids
all went running to get them a Casey ball, I think he has only
signed 10.
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Casey may make it to the big league games, but for now
he’s just our local hero.
My uncle paid for Shae and me to get the uniforms and
gloves it cost to be in this game of war. We both were happy
to play this game that taught us about life and war. Strategy
is what it takes to win every battle. You have to have the
upper hand to seize your victims plunder. Luckily Shae was
not out for blood, but only his pitching ability. He asked the
Lord, is there a way to give this man a strike out?
The Lord replied and simply said, “what have I told you
from the beginning? The only life you ever find is losing the
game you try and win. To give the man exactly what he
wants, but something he didn’t expect.”
Once he sees that you have the upper hand, he will spin and
twist trying to understand what you have given this day.
The fastball that he was longing for was presented in all of
its glory.
As fastballs go, I wasn’t impressed by Shae’s obvious huff
and puff were offering Casey the cleanest fastball in all of its
prowess, like low hanging fruit. It was a perfect pitch to send
to the crow’s out in Martin Brimdard’s nectarine orchard. I
knew Casey could do it, he really could. I’ve found 3 balls
over near there. I’m pretty sure it was from the idiot pitchers
before Shae, because the cheers made me tear up and run. He
actually did it.
I ran to the mound and jumped up and down and cheered
for what seemed about a month. Shae had won and Casey
had finally given in.
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He reckoned on the last pitch that he got a piece of it. He
knew Shae was done and then he swung an imaginary bat in
his head. But the angel of light on his right told him, “what
if he throws something else?” The angel on the left, gave a
wink and a grin and told him, “It’s either a regular curveball
again, and then we murder him, or he will fake you out with
the slow pitch.” This angel seemed to have a darker way
about him. Casey wondered and wondered and then he found
what angel number 1 was trying to say, “What about the
fastball Casey?”
Casey and the other angel, both looked at him and laughed
and laughed at how stupid he sounded, Shae is no slouch, he
knows that I will knock it into the field—a home run, with a
runner on third, so he won’t do that. They both murmured
to themselves.
When Casey finally realized that he was waiting for the
pitch Shae was supposed to throw, the foolishness of the
action made Casey go blank. He didn’t even swing. It was as
if Shae found a time hole in which he slipped his,
murderously slow, fast ball by Casey. Casey blinked a few
times as if magic was just performed in front of him—as if
the Great Houdini was actually in his fastball.
Magic Shae eventually started a barber shop, but I think
he went to work for one of those big factories later. I ended
up becoming a singer and a writer some of the time. Most of
the time I find odd jobs to do.
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